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1. ForwardI

Novel experimental techniques are needed to assess material response at extreme en-

vironment., such as high strain rate, high temperature, and high heating rate. In these

situations the common resistance strain gage technique is not, applicable. Photoelasticity

(or any birefringent method) is an indirect modeling technique whereby the birefringence of 3
a transparent material under load is related to the response of an actual materiel This tech-

nique is obviously not applicable to the extreme environments cited above. Moire method 3
(including moire interferometry and grid (grating) methods) requires that an alien piece of

material (i.e. grating) be somehow attached or engraved onto the specimen su:face. Apart 3
from possible reinforcing or weakening effect to the specimen, this foreign material may

itself become disintegrated in the extreme environment. Holographic interferometry has n

none of the above drawbacks. However, it is not a technique that is suitsble for measuring

in-plane displacement (and hence strain) except through rather involved opi.ical arrange-m

ment and complicated calculation. Since it weasures total optiVal path ch.tgue between

two states of an object the fringes resultii.1 I- cm rigid body movement tends ; - overwhelm

that due to deformation., And its extreme sensitiv-0y also renders it being nor, plica- 3
ble to finite strain analysis. Furthermore its stringent ;equirement on vibration Isolation

essentially prevents it from being used in the field. 3
Tht laser speckle method, on the other hand, does not have the restrictions that lin-

its holographic interferometry. Similar to holographic interferoinetry no foreign material 3
needs to be attached to the specimen except the impingement of photons. But unlike holo-

graphic interferometry it requires no stringent vibration isolation and J measures in-plane

displacement. It can be applied to finite as well as small deformation; it '. not affected by
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high temperature and its response is instantaneous ( at the speed of light). This project

Iaddresses the development of two automated speckle techniques called CASI (Computer

Aided Speckle Interferometry) and LSS (Laser Speckle Sensor) and their applications to the

I study of gun oscillation during firing (jointly with Army Ballistic Research Laboratory),

the testing of materials under high strain rate, high temperature and high heating rate

(jointly with Army Materials Technology Laboratory), the investigation of the mechanics

of plastic deformation and surface roughness, and the evaluation of material damage and

I' fatigue.

1 2. Statement of the Problems Studied

The aim of the project is to develop quantitative, non-contact, non-destructive and

remote sensing techniques for the study of material response under high strain rate, high

3 temperature and fatigue. Two laser speckle methods have been developed to meet this

aim. One is CASI (Computer Aided Speckle Interferometry) and the other is LSS (Laser

I Speckle Sensor) and they have different realms of application. The former is a full field tech-

nique more suitable for the mapping of small strain distribution and the latter a pointwise

technique more useful for the determination of finite plastic strain. The laser speckle inter-

ferovietry ttchnique was successfully demonstrated at BRL (Ballistic Research Laboratory)

I for monitoring the oscillation gun muzzle during firing and at MTL (Material Technology

Laboratory) for studying material response under high strain rate, high temperature, and

high heating rate. The new speckle ser.or technique has been shown to be very effective

for measuring plastic strain, surface roughness, materia, damage and the state of fatigue.

The latter has the potential of being developed into a field tool for monitoring material

aging. Some important results are summarized in the following section.

4
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3. Summary of the Most Important Results I

3.1 Introduction I
A total of thirty three papers together two M.S. theses and one Ph.D. dissertation 3

have resulted from this investigation. They may be grouped into the following categories.

The first group is a series of six papers concerning the basik study of pattern recognition

and image analysis. The second group of eleven papers involves the development of CASI

(Computer Aided Speckle Interferometry) and its application. The third group of fourteen 3
papers concerns with the development of LSS and its applications. And there a.e two

miscellaneous papers. One on contouring by moire interferometry and the other on crack 3
tip plasticity of a single crystal.

3.2 Fundamental Studies of Pattern Recognition and Image knalysis (5, 8, 11,

14, 16, 21]1 3
In the development of CASI and LSS the laser speckle is digitized into different gray

levels using a CCD (charged Couple Device) camera. It is from this large voluiue of data

(e.g. 1000x 1000 pixels x 16 gray levels/pixel) that we need to extract useful information

pertaining to specimen deformation. To this end we devoted part of our efforts to some 3
fundamental issues concerning pattern recognition and digital image analysis. This has

resulted in six publications. The insight gained in this endeavor has helped materially 3
in the conceptual development ol CASI and LSS. In particular the study of 3D moment

Imethod [8, 14] has had direct bearing on one of the approaches used in LSS.

1Number in bracket indicate the papers in the publication list in section 4.

5
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3.3 Development of CASI and Its Applications [1,3,4,7,9,10,17,26,27, 32]

3 Speckle is the result of multiple interference of a large number of wavelets scattering

from an optically rough surface when illuminated by a coherent laser beam. It is formed

3 on the specimen surface as well as in space. Traditionally the practice of one beam laser

speckle interferometry (speckle photography) is to photograph the speckle on the specimen

surface before and after the application of load to the specimen. The two speckle patterns

are superimposed on film via double exposure and subsequently developed (a wet process)

3 in a dark room. The resulting specklegram is then optical Fourier processed using a laser.

In the pointwise approach a narrow laser beam probes a point giving rise to a diffraction

I halo containing Young's fringes directly related to the displacement vector at the probed

point. In the full field approach the specklegram is inserted in a Fourier processing optical

bench whereby spatial filtering results in an image of the specimen covered with isothetic

fringes (contours of equal displacement component). In either case the fringe pattern needs

to be recorded again on film and developed (a second wet process). The procedures are

3 tedious, time consuming and error prone.

CASI (Computer Aided Speckle Interferometry) on the other hand, eliminates all this

3 procedures. Instead of recording speckles on film the pattern is directly digitized into gray

levels using a CCD (Charged Couple Device) camera. The digitized speckle pattern is

3 processed in a computer using different techniques of digital image analysis and pattern

recognition. The result can be either in terms of Young's fringes or isothetic fringes identical

I to that produced by the photographic process. Or more advantageously, the result can be

directly in terms of displacement, strain or stress contours. Furthermore the traditional

photographic approach, excessive rigid body displacement between exposures often results

6I
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in speckle decorrelation leading to the disappearance of fringes. In CASI, however, rigid 3
body displacement between two speckle patterns is unlimited in practical terms, for the

two digital images can always be shifted digitally towards each other for superposition., I
The development of CASI evolves gradually. We started out by digital processing

the photographically obtained Young's fringe patterns [1]. Then we studied the optimal I
resolution for correlation calculation for both laser [3] and white light [4] speckle patterns.

It finally culminated via a different approach to the development of CASI [20, 27, 28] And

we checked the range of applicability of CASI using the well established strain gage and

moire technique [33]. CASI may be considered as a major milestone in the development

of experimental techniques of stress analysis. For the first time, full field stress/strain I
information can be obtained without sophisticated instrumentation, without modification

of, or attachment to, the surface of a specimen. And the process is fully automated. Many 5
applications await.

While carrying out the fundamental developments of CASI, we concurrently applied I
the one beam laser speckle interferometry technique to two important problems of Army

interest. The first is an application of the technique to the study of gun oscillation during I
firing. We first tested the approach to investigating the transient vibration of a cantilever

beam [7]. After convinced of its accuracy and sensitivity we applied it to the monitoring

of muzzle oscillation of a 20 mm Vulcan gun during actual firing. This was done at the

Army Ballistic Research Laboratory. The data is still being analyzed for the purpose of

developing a computer model. Some data analysis scheme has been developed [10]. f
The second is the application of laser speckle method to monitoring material response

under testing conditions of high strain rate, high temperature and high heating rate [17]. 5
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This experiment was carried out at Dr. Tony Chou's laboratory in Army Material Tech-

I nology Laboratory. Traditional strain measuring methods give an average strain over a

certain gage length over which the strain distribution may or may not be uniform. Laser

I speckle technique is capable of giving the variation of strain over the entire gage length.

Being optical the response is instantaneous. And it has been demonstrated that the speckle

3 is not influenced by high temperature and high heating rate. More extensive studies along

this line will be pursuit by both Dr. Chou of MTL and us.

3.4 Development of LSS (Laser Speckle Sensor) and Its Applications (2, 6, 12,

1 13, 15, 18, 19, 22, 4J, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31]

LSS (Laser Speckle Sensor) is a completely new technique that is developed under

I this project. A narrow laser beam (nstead of a expanded laser beam used in CASI)

impinges upon a specimen surface. The scattering laser speckle field which carries the

I surface texture information is directly digitized using a CCD camera. When the specimen

deforms plastically the surface roughnness changes resulting in a different scattering pattern.

I Various image processing techniques such as statistical contrast [6], fractal [15], correlation

[18], spectrum analysis [24] and moment [30] have been used to analyze the pattern and to

correlate with the deformation. A light scattering theory [12, 23] is developed to predict

the optical field and the surface roughness and plastic strain. LSS has been successfully

applied to the determination of plastic strain of metals under various loading conditions [2,

1 18, 23, 24, 25] and the mapping of plastic zone [13, 29]. In the process we also investigated

the underlying mechanism that gives rise to surface roughness upon plastic deformation

[31]. We find that while there are many factors contributing to the formation of surface

roughness, the vertical RMS roughness is largely due to the low frequency signal resulting

8
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from grain rotation. The horizontal roughness parameter in terms of correlation length is I
found to be linearly proportional to average grain size and becomes saturated at certain

plastic deformation. We also find that for the four metals (copper, aluminum, S. steel I
and h.r. steel) we studied the process of surface roughening under plastic deformation i
is isotropic and that for a given RMS roughness the total effective strain is the same

irrespective of loading path provided that there is no reve-2 loading [18, 25]. And we find j
that LSS can be successfully employed as a tool to assess material damage [19,30].

We discover that the conventional surface roughness measurement using mechanical I
profilometer does not give adequate information concerning surface texture. We find that

surfaces produced by different machining processes give rise to distinctly different speckle j
patterns while their RMS roughnesses as measured by mechanical profilometer are the

same. It is expected that further research along this direction may result in better surface I
texture characterization standards to be used in industry.

Surface roughness produced by fatigue is fundamentally different form that due to I
simple plastic deformation. And the resulting speckle pattern is also quite different. We

have found that we can use the statistical contrast value of the scattered speckle patterns [2]

and other image processing parameters to assess a material's stage of fatigue and damage g
[2, 6, 19, 22, 30]. In one stady [2] we were -ie to predict the initiation of fatigue crack

and its propagation path to a considerable accuracy. But in-depth study awaits to be

done in order to exploit the full potential of LSS, especially its application to the study of

material aging. It is worth emphasizing that LSS is a non-contact technique that can probe

a surface area only a fraction of mm2 and reveals detailed information on surface texture

unobtainable by conventional means. I

91 I
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fiel tecniqu formeasringin-pane s ad relies heavily on the operator's subjective skills. For thisfiel tec nits bo asugi -la forshe bacnt and w c reason several automatic fring analysis systems have been de-'rotation.I-Inisbscfrteojctobsad i u- olpdtacobnanod sytmwtdiiasialr-

minated by a divergent lase beam or white fight beam KAd is vessii.ed mi ifiut thatco ie an y suchca system ith ovetarscol me
imaged by a camera onto film. By double exposure, with the i h os h:dftu ao
specimen being defomied between the exposures. two speckle Thnoie in thebo diffaction t o~ du prbe.noe

a patterns are recorded on the sam film. In the analysis. the figsa nertdaogtefig ieto.teeyrdcn
S in-plan displacement veor of any -on on the object surfu th uno ofdmcnieal.fo a 2-D pattern to a I1-D

can be determined by measuring the separain Of the two speckle sga.-'Recently, the Uven has been toward the development
patternsi a the correponding -o on the develope film. This ofWp rces agitmcpblOfnd e&

* is normally done by probing the photograph with a narrow la s r in th 2- alg oi th s ac e o oing n e-
* beam. The far-field diffraction pattern consists of s~ld o sigthe 2nd acime Soemnetnodsplaceve- nois Cam-

sine-squared fringes similar to Young's fringes, modulated by neit." Others !!4simpl algorithms that remarkably reduce
a diffraction halo (Fig. 0). The fringes are perpendicular to the the computing rime. Iy3 direction of the displacement vector d(u. Y) an have a sacing In this paper, we describe a fully automated thiquie in

______ which the fringe pattern is first digitized by a video cam and
haw 2619 isceved July 25. 1"S. revised mcp recerved Apnil 10, 19W, thnnsmte into a VAX- 11'730 computer. Fringf_ spacing

* acceped for puablI Al 126. 1990 This paPetis a revismo ~a5443 and orientanti are initially estimated by mean Of aV'QjastM pesenied a die SPIE conference Opmial Testng and Neuolagy 11, June 27-30. Fourier tranform (FFT). An optumui enhancment filter is cho-
1983, L~abO, Mich The pape preenied deer appewt wvetered) inSI sen based on the 2-0 spectral analysis of the fringe H.atterm. ForPhoceding Vol. 954
0 1990 Sociey of PeWA-Opucal Ltrenumo Engineers each fringe pattemi, a suitable 2-D convolutional Hatining win-
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2. DESCRITION OF rAE SYSTEM
The system is shown in 'gig. 2. The specklegram is mounted on
a 2-D motor-driven stage to be scanned by a laser beam. The 3
impinging laser has a spot size of about 0.6 mm. It produces a U
diffraction pattern of Young's fringes mrridulated by a halo func-
tion on the viewing screen. The fnnge pattern is captured by a
TV camera with a frame resolution of 256 x 256 pixels. The
viewing screen is a rectangular glass plate. with the undiffracted -
pan of the laser beam blocked by a central stop on the screen.
The light intensity of the fringe pattern is first digitized by an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and then transmitted into a
VAX-I /730 computer through an 8-bit 1/O port. Step motor -

controllers are operated either manually or attomatically by the
given program through another 1/0 port of the computer. 1

3. DIFFRACTION FRINGE PATTERN AND RELATED
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Fe. 1. Youns's 1w, m. 3.1. Diffracon friae ptter
Ideally, the intensity of the diffraction fringe pattern has the
form

dow is applied according to the initial estimation. A high signal- (2iw d)
to-noise ratio (SNR) fringe pattern is achieved, making feasible f(x.y) a Io(Xzy) I + Vcos (31
a high accuracy determination of fringe spacing along two or- I--
thogonal scanning directions. Furthermore, because of the vary-
ing irradiance of the diffraction halo, fringe shiftinp has a sig (xy) is the poitior, vector on the diffracto scnen.3
nificant effect on the fringe spacing determination' therefore, . d - (u, v) is the displacement vector on the specklegrami Xa
we introduce a divisional halo-elimination technique before en- the wavelength of the light soure. L is the distance between the
hancement. A further reduction in computing time is achieved specklegiurm plane and the diffraction plane. V is the hinge
by modulating each Hanning window into an integral window, visibility of the diffraction pv~tern, and Io(x y) is the diffractionl
The performance of this prognrn is tested on a rigid-body ro- halo, which is theoretically given by2  U
tation of a disk of 82 mm diameter. High reliability (100% { _ (Z [ 121
success rte down to fringe visibilities of 10%) and accuratef dp4eY) compoeent D L-0 D0L. . (4
determination of displacement components (0.04 jLzm and 0. ir~DJ \L/I \L
in standard deviation) are achieved over a wide range of fringe "
densities of 3 to 50 per fraffit pattern. The computing time where r - / z+7, D is the diameter of the recorohig tens.
compares favorably with those of the 2-D averaged autocorre- and q is do recording image distance. A sectional view of l
lation and the iterative 2-D FFT methods,6'7 Averge processing diffraction Young'% Armppnm is shown in Fig. 3. wheei1
time for each fringe pattern is about 25 s. the unit of the z-coodie if the discrete pixel.

/ I

FXg. stateemseu

1 TE N 1990° /"Vo"29 o !

letfflll'!
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I~ii~rDIGITAL PROCESSING OF YOUNG'S FRINGES IN SPECKLE PMOTOGRAPHY

1 0.0

is th etriato o h fig spacing and oretto. which

i's is bioically a 2-D scanning process over the enhanced fringe

4. 1. Inta estimtio of fringe spacing aud orleutatlon
An FFT algorithm is applied to the two 1-1) signals, obtained

t from the original fringe pate along two orthogonal directions.
.the x-axis and y-axis. T1he operations are given by

C.11

N)

Fig. L Speatrm of original bingo.

wheref(m) andf(m) ame orse-dimensiont.l signals picked up from
3.2. ~the diffraction pattern f(m.n) along tAhx x-axis and y-axis and

pattrn ~F(kx) arnd F(k.) are Il-D spectra of f(m) and fln), respectively.
discrete spectrum of the digitized Young's fringe patr s It is seen that each of the 1-D spectri. for in'stance. F(k,).

carried out from the following discrete Fourier transform by us consists of a broadened delta function at k, 0 mad two con-
of the FFT algorithm: jugate broadened delta functions at fringe frequencies k, - k.

" N r 7fm, k and k, - k.. Because of the undesirable effeci of the broad-
F(k,.k7) - If(m.C p J'ZI(Mk Mke)J o peak on the signal peak detection, especially

I N forfringe patterns with lower visibilities, the low frequency peak
ky- 1.,..N ,(5) is removed by subtracting /o(m) fromf(m). and /o(n) frornfln).

before ansformnation, where Io(m) and Io(n) are I.0 signals
where mn anid n ame discete coordinates on the diffraction pattern extracted from the 2-0 diffraction halo function Io(m~n), which
which iV referred to as the spatial domain, &W k. and A, am is evaluate by smoothing the average of several diffraction halos
discrete cmxdinaae on the transformed patr, which us referred on different points of a single-exposure photograph. The Fourier

oasthe rpectral dmin.Film 4 sows the Ipectrumnof the transfonn off(m) -Io(n). denoted by f(m), is shown in Fig.
diffraction fringe pattern of Fig. 1.1I1i am -- t th Yon's 5 S. From the detected maximum tocatiov'. on the spectra of the
fringe pattern carries a great amount of high frequency noise, I -D signasls initial values of fringe orientation anid spacing are
which spreis over t whole spectrial domain. obtained. Since t detected maximum locations are restricWe

by t&e pixel tesolutioo of the digital image, the fringe spacing
arid orientation thus obtained are tvr. the accurate finail 3olutions.

4. PROCEDULIP, OF THE POGRAM But this tough estimation provide sufficient information about
There are four steps in the processing of the diffraction Young's the fringe pattern for the late enharwcemrent process.
frine pattern. First, two 1-0 signals along two orthogonal di- In practice, two additional 1.0 signals along two other or-E ections are cxtrac~ad from the 2-1) Young's fringe pattern, Wndthogonal axes are used to achieve highly reliable estimation. For
the fringe spacing and orientation are roughly estimate based example, we consider the fringe Pattern in Fig. 1. The maximum
on the peak positions of the spectra of those I1-D signals. Second, values in the correspondinig spectrum F'(k.) ame too close to theEwe introuce a hao-dvision technique to eliminate the frige center of the spectrum to be detected. Therefore, the detected
shfting effecrsulting from the halo function.In the third step, maximum locations along the k. direction ari ot reliable. In
the fringe enhsncement prvcess is applied by convolving aproper this case dc peak locations in spectrum F'(k.) are determned
Hanzi window t* the 2-1) fringe pattern. The window tize by measuring the maximum locattorts in spectra of two other
VW4 orientation are dewmined by the fringe sp&cing and oci- I-D signls picked out along axes at + 45*and - 45*with respect
m'taioinfownd in the previous step. The last staga of the program to the x-axis.
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- '~1 then 1
U ."? , .

I T N'2 ,N'Z
M2 M.

0.4 twhere p and q are formal integral parameters with respect to #R
- and n; h(m.n) and H(k. k,)are operation functions in the spatial
0.1 + ,domain and the spectral domain, respectively; F'(k,. k) is the
0.t ,resultant spectrum; and f (m.n) is the resultant image. H(k,.

ky). F(c1. k, ), and F'(k,. k, ) are spectra of h(p.q).f(m.n). and
a is b Go 9C o 70 N.o ;W-IN 0 .20 to . f(m.,n), resp tively, and are given by
P4. V, fli~ngdgg "enok~ka gft"SOM N N r ~ +a~

-F%". k,-) - r(m.n)exp , 1,r m,, + .

N N

.N •
j 0.51 ~F'(k, k.) -lr~k +~~~kP N efkjt ua

Theoretically. the Fourier tasform of the rectangular il
A function H(k, k2) is given by

0.o1m)- jsin(2w N) si(2vnxK'N) (13)

0 to 3s W % W "N i ttotUo &3 00 2wmKSIN 2w..,N n
Fig. 7. 2-D NI. i hinn where h(m, n) is the specumu of the pupil function (see Fig. 6)

The computation for the above initial estimation is 4NkoigN and m and n are discrete coordinates in the spatial domain ccr-
multiplcations and N2 + 4NlogAN additions, requirin, about responding tn the spectral coordinates k, and k2, respectively.
"3 s. For later use, let the four estimated peak position values of However. from the figure we know that h(m.n) is a speiallyU
the four I-D spectra be marked in a decreasing way, i.e., widespread function. which makes the convolution calcultaio

km.. ,2, k 3 and k". very time consuming. Therefore. we introduce t ollowing

4.2. Eahanconeat: 2-D Hanning window (see ,$i. 7): 1

It is evident from the spectral distrbution (oig. 4) that te signal fco62 (v*N.kos2(iW/N,), I iI4N.U. W -4 N4

is concet ednear the region of k,- + , k, +k ,ad 0'(mn) - 3
k, - - k,k ,. whereas the noe is spread over the whole o. (14)
spectral domain. Thus, by applyinj a 2-D rectangular peipil
function in the spectral domain, we c te N, N/Ki and NY - N/K2. is window is an ea i
SNR. Th pupil function can be exptemed as evaluated and spatially fint- functio since N, and N, me

I V11 ,s K, than Nwh le dmNwb high fringe density paers am hadled. while
I m , 'K [ (0) dminubed N, sodNwealsoob ainedwithlowfr IW dfU .

lsewherepwastrs since a resokmion compression technie is aF.pd
shown in the following paragraph.I

where k, and kz , discrete comtes on the spatial domain In the softwav, fo Haing windows, cuieed alog the
along directions of initially estimated km sad k., and x y-w ad at +45* and -45" with respect to the x-ai

J ,'i~u+'Me pt-epw+d ,h 19oodri--- e taion o~leac .seoc windw pen
X, - I."+ &u , kwu'4+ k. (9) onteuWeu edhV netbt.Frac t pf

ema, ooe o( th four windos tyig in the same owaation as
whev k. is the wk of the scatered delta functions in the the nailer esmawd k" is selected. In dealing with d
spectra domain (Fig. 4) ,d -q is a proportional constU whoe finge deniies, raler than chIMi the Sim Of the
theoreticl value is 0.5 And is cAmen as 2.5 in our conservative windows, a resud compression tecpq U toed before
window de&sign. For convenience. we assme ta the k, and k2 enhancownt. For 3 to 7 finses the iage is compressed to a
coordinates are long the A1 and k, asts, respectively. r o of 64x64; for 8 to 18 f inges, it is id

As we know, convolving two imnges in de spa1 domain  128 x 128; and for mor than 19 friges, it rerns the ori.g
is equvalent to multiplying the Fourier tnsformas of the two resolumo (256 x 256). It is seen that fringe patte coet aznj
inages in the spectral domain; i.e., if a dnity of up to 50 fringe can be procsed successfully

F'(k., ky) - F(%, k,)H(k, k) , kj, k, a 12, ,, , (10) Fe, I hiha resolutioi sele tfor hiherfringedefsitift
Fur wrmore , a higb prouting speed is achieved since :
resolutions are wlacted for lower density fringe paten, which

1416 /1OPTICAL ENGINEERING/Novbu I M99 / Vol 29 No 11 appear in mot ca ,l.



DIGITAL PROCESSING OF YOUNG'S FRINGES IN SPECKLE PHOTOGRAPHY
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Fig. s.Spesuu of enhanced fring. Fig. 10. Sectional view of Wfinl ne

_________________________________ In practice, however, the halo is not added but modulated with
1 the fringe pattern. Therefore, ;he subtractive operation cannot

alleviate the halo effect completely, althouigh som imprved
results has been achieved. Others have used a minimum position
detection technique thai achieves perfect elimnination of the halo
effect when fringe visibility approaches unil. In the present
program a halo division technique is applied before the enhance.
inent process. The process is in the form

*2 V I1M.0 W C-~- (16)

10 40 i9i Wi "os o so 0 to ti 10u where Cis agiven proper constant. After the enhancement pro.
Fit.9. el vew f enancd ftn".cessing on I'(m~n), the final fringe pattern is, theoretically, in

In practice. since anl addition operation is about eight times vo(2r-A)
On as fast as a multiplication operation in a minicomputer. a further r(m,n, -i + vo 17)
ri rductioni computing time is achieved by using integral-mod.

Oate Hanning windows. These integral windows nuke it pos- A sectional view of the resulting 1"l~n is shown in Fig. 10.
s~bIk for the convolutional process to be carried out by addition Compared to Fig. 9, it is in an almost completely halo-free form
operationts. Four matrices of 4 x 7 ame selected as the practical regardless of the fringe visibility.
Riuming windows. One of these integral windows, oriented along
dte -axis, is as follows:4..oemlni ofM l ad01ft tm
112 221 1 Fou scanning sections with different orientatins along the
I!3 3 3 21 (15) x-axis, the y-axis. and at + 43 and - 45' with respect to the
12 33 32 I x-axis, ame prepared. Scanning dirction arm selected according1122 21 1 to the initially estimated fringe orientation. For each image two

II ~ ~ ~ N orthogonal direction parall to the directons of the initiay
It i seen that only N2 multiplications, and 49N2 additions (about estimated k. 2 and k-3 are employed.

Ihe 0 s for anirmage of size 128 x128). am employed in the pro- Sinc VWqualityrne patrshave b nachieved in the
ross c, which compares favorably with the 2-D autocorreation process, the detection of the fringe peaks becomes quite simple.rs netho (N'. multiplications) &Md the 2-1) FFT method (N2II42N Once an intensity is found to be higher than those intensities of

at-atoo in dhe estimating of H(4~, ko) a&d much more the L I pixels before the present point along the scanwing directioti
as 1 mtpg of the Newton-Riphson steepms ascen algorithm in and no less than tho~se of the L2 pixels after the present Point.
.. "t "almfng H(k,, k,.)j. Itie spectrum of the ptocessed frin~ge a ffinge peak is detected. Lt and L2 are given Proper constanits.
ns WIn is shown in Fg 8. and a sectional view of the processed Figur I1I is a histograim of the detected spacing a9oM a difection

Az -Ul~ Pattern is shov.- in Fig. 9. of + 45Swith respect to the x-axis of the above proesed finge
3patter. It is seen that the spacing values ane in quite so04

toMa 4W otfc distribution, concentrating on a narrow tange. The final fringe

~fl4 As Pitipsd by .Acson and Kaufmann,12 fringe shifting re- spacing along this direction is then evaluated by the weighted
SU18in from varying irradiance of the diffraction halo has a average of all of the near-peak spacing values. High accuracy
lvuafcar. effect on the analysis of Young's fringe patterns For is obtained because rare and far-spread values ane not taken into

lSreh~on, a halo subtraction technique, as used in the initial account. Another factor for yielding high accuracy spacing along
td Ml,:onin tiur program, has been used by many authocs 3' each scanning direction is tha a large number of discrete spacing

ormlh MI'Ekif 0i9 6 D 1 1,117
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0.1 strained in a predetermined way. in which serious errors in the
displacement values might be intoduced if unpredictable ngi d

0.. body displcement or rotation occurs, the experiment was camed
out by means of rigid body rotation. 5

0.4 In a typical test. a circular plane object with a diameter of
82 mm was mounted on a rotational stage with the object surface

o., normal to the rotation and optical axes. The object was ,llu. I

012 1 minated by a lasr beam with X = 0.632 Lm. The double.5
exposure speckle photograph was recorded on a IOE75 plate

o through an objective. 230 mm in focal length, at f/5.6 aperture
with a magnification of about 1:1. The speckle displacement

__-______.. ... . therefore varied lii'early with the distance from the center of
0 io ts lo a 30 rotation. The displacemeit was evaluated at nine points along

,,tm Of trifle (PaI4) a helical track, with an equal separation of 4.4 mm in radius
M~g. 11. lHlgtogram of d od q vakm. and 22.50 in orientation (Fig. 12). The given rotation of the plate i

was 0. 100', with displacemert varying from 7 Am to 70 gm.
Comparison between theoretical and experimental values of the

values are obtained before averaging (about 100 for 3 fringes. displacement magnitude d is shown in Table I. and the fringe

about 1000 for 10 fringes, and about 6500 discrete values for orientation 0 is shown in Table It. The maximum error of the

40 fringes are detected). The larger the fringe number, the larger measured displacement was 0.094 .m in magnitude and 0.192° -
the number of discrete spac:ng values achieved. It is reasonable in onentauton. The maximum rela tive error of the displacement
to point out that the accuracy of measured spacing in each scan- amplitude was 0.22%. The standard deviation of the measure.
ning direction will increase with the increase of fringe number ment was 0.04 .m in magnitude (about 0.13% of actual dis.

within an appropriate range of fringe density. It should also be placement) and 0.12 ° in orientation, respectively. W

noted that the accuracy of averaged spacing in both scanning
directions is not restricted by the image resolution since a small 6. CONCLUSIONS
increase in one of the discrete spacings will result in a small
decrease in the adjacent spacing, and the average result will not A fully automatic technique for Young's fringe processing i

be disturbed. sp '-,U, photography is developed. Good quality fringe patterns

Fringe spacing and orientation of the fringe pattern are de- are obtained through the enhanc-ment process. The program is 3
termined by written in FORTRAN. The performance of the program is tested

by a rotational circular plate. Displacement components with
Ikgh accuracy are achieved. The system is conposed of a VAX. I

(IS) 730 computer. a Hammarnatsu CI000 video camera, and a 2-D 3
motor-driven stage, equipment existing in our facility. The pro-
cess consumes about 16 s in data acquisition and 25 s in data

amc(ta + 90a, (19) processing for each fringe pattern. It is suggested that a more
\sJ compact system may be developed using a personal computer

without adding any difficulties. Our further work involvesU

where 0 is the angle between the center fringe and the y-axis, i achieving such a system by using an IBM PC-AT and a Spectar

and j stand for two orthogonal scanning vectors, and kq, is a Javelin video camera. With the new system, higher processingm

constant depending on i and j only. The orientation of the dis- speed may be achieved.

placement vector is perpendicular to the fringes, i.e., -
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3 DIGITAL PROCESSING OF YOUNG'S. RINGES IN SPECKLE PHOTOGRAPHY

TAILE I. Exprimenw l data of diapb.fft ampltude.
PointNumber 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

d(um)(spplied) 7.679 15.359 23.038 30.718 38.397 46.077 53.756 I 61.436 69.115

d(um)(me--ured) 7.696 15.378 23.072 30.712 1 38.413 46.012 53.663 61.460 69.046

6d (un) +0.017 +0.019 +0.034 -0.006 +0.015 -0.065 -0-094 +0.025 -0.069S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Ad/d (1 i+0.22 +0.12 +0.15 -0.02 !+0.04 -0.14 -0.17 +0.04 -0.10

I TABLE I. LEeimdental des of frie ore"ton.

Point Number 3 4 5 6 7 1

00 (theoretical) 0.000 22.500 45.000 67.500 90.000 112.500 136.000 15T.500 180.000

00 (measured) 0.144 22.321 44.808 67.339 90.042 112.500 136.074 167.682 180.000

600 +0.144 .0.179 .0.192 .0.161 +0.042 0.000 +0.074 +0.182 0.000

I,

0 psI R

RP: 4.41 MM (12.2,'",9)

P97
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Structural failure often is the result of metal

fatigue. We have seen in recent years a number of 3
airctaft disasters as a result of fatigue failure.

How to detect and measure fatigue damage in metallic I
materials is therefore an important part of any stru- 3
cture integrity assurance program. It is customary in

the field to do inspections visually. While this app- -
roach is definitely useful, it nevertheless is very 3
subjective and can only be effective when the damage

is substantial. In this paper we explore a non-contact 3
and remote sensing technique using laser specles

which may someday be developed into a portable auto- I
mated system for field inspection. 3

Speckle is the result of multiple interference

of numerous waves crossing one another. When an opti- 3
cally rough surface is illuminated by a coherent ra-

diation such as that from a laser beam, the reflected 1
wavelets from each and every point mutually interfere 3
to form an pattern of random fringes. These are the

speckles: and their properties are related to the 3
surface roughness. It is this relationship that we

are 6xploring in our study. I
It is well known that when a material experien- 3

ces plastic strain, its surface roughness changes.

This change can be detected by the spatial spectrum 3

-1- 1
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variation of its resulting laser speckle pattern. And

since plastic strain preceeds fatigue crack initia-

l tion, we can use it to monitor the fatigue process as

well.

3 It has been established that by starting with a

well polished specimen, its surface roughness increa-

I ses (to a certain satuated level) when it experiences

increased plastic strain. And the path along which

the plastic strain is attained is immaterial as long

3 as the total effective strain is the same. A typical

surface roughness and plastic strain relationship is

3 shown in Fig. 1.

When one illuminates a metal surface with a co-

llimated laser beam, the reflected wavelets spread

3 out into a spectrum depicting the spatial freque, cy

content of the surface roughness. It can be shown

I that the variation of the reflected light intensity

may be exp:essed as

d < I > I,= -2g() do-
I <I> a

I along the direction of mirror reflectionand

I d < I> d o I2( - )'.
2 2 (,-( ) (2)

a 2 '
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along all other directions. In the above two equa-

tions<Il>is the average intensity, V the direction

of diffracted light, 6 the standard deviation of the

surface height function, T the correlation length of

the surface height function, and

g = ~1+ Cos O)o-j2 3

where >, is the wavelength of the incident light and

the incident angle. Typical diffraction patterns 3
from a metal surface at two levels of plastic strain

are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

It is seen from Eq. (2) both the standard devi-

ation 0 and the correlation length T of the surface I
height function appear in the equation. Thus it is

more advantagous to use this part of the deflected

light for the characterization of surface roughness.

This fact is also qualitatively obvious from the two

diffraction patterns shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

There are many ways that one may choose to use

for extracting information from such a diffraction

pattern. The one we selected is a scheme used in the

displine of pattern recognition for extracting texture

of an image. We window out a portion of the higher

spatial frequency domain of the diffraction spectrum,

3-
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digitize it into gray levels, and then calculate the

3 statistical contrast value of the pattern using the

following formula:

I CON = D(i - j)P(ilj) (4)

3 where P(i,j) is the propability density function of

a pair of gray levels.

We use the CON value to calibrate measured str-

I ains of an aluminum specimen (1100-H14) in tension.

The result is as shown in Fig. 4. We find that the

5 CON value increases monotonically with respect to

total strain until about 1.2% and plastic strain

I until about 0.9%. Beyond these points the CON values

3 start to decrease with increased strain. From Fig. 1

we k w that the surface roughness is still increa-

3 sing at this level of deformation. Apparently the

CON value is no longer sufficient to characterize it.

I However we shall demonstrate in the following that

the CON value nevertheless is quite effective in pre-

dicting the onset of fatigue crack initiation and

5 propagation.

We applied the CON method to monitoring plastic

I strains at nine points surrounding the tip region of

a saw-cut notch in an aluminum specimen under cyclic

-4-
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bending stress. The geometry of the specimen and con-

figuration of the points are as shown in Figs. 5 and 3
6, respectively.

The specimen was mounted in a fatigue machine U
capable of rendering cyclic bending load. At prede- -
termined cycles the machine was stopped and a laser

been was used to illuminate the nine selected points I
sequentially. The resulting diffraction spectrum was

received on a ground glass and a window of its high 3
frequency region was digitized. CON value was then

calculated for each of these di'gitized images. And I
the result was plotted as shown in Fig. 7. 3

It is interesting to note that along points 2,

5 and 8, which was the eventual crack propagation I
path, the CON value increased drastically at certain

cycles of loading. On the other hand, it stayed almost

stationary at all other points, which were merely 3
0.06 inch away from the path of eventual crack pro-

pagation. This experiment was performed on an alumi- -
num specimen with an initial surface roughness of

o.7 jm, I
At the conference we shall also present results I

from specimens made of metal matrix composites.

I
I
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3Optimal Sampling Resolution and Range of Measurement in Digital

Speckle Correlation: Part I. Laser Speckle Method

D.J.Chen and F.P.Chiang

I Digital speckle correlation (or referred to as digital image correlation method) is an ideal tech-

nique in surface deformation measurement I in its basic form, two digital speckle patterns of

the object under study are taken by a video camera before and after the deformation of the object.
By mcans oi digital correlation between subsets chosen from the two images, both displacement

3I components and deformation components in each local region can be deduced [41.

However, unlike the normal speckle photography in which the resolution of the recording filn

is generally abundant, the digital resolution of a video camera is limited. Therefore, there is a

* trade-off between reliability and tie capability of measurement. In this paper we explore the opti-

mal sampling resolution of the laser speckle pattern upon which the speckle intensity is sufficiently

I registered and meanwhile the maximium measurement capability of the equipment is employed.

The employed system in data acquisition and image processing is shown in Fig.1. It consists of a

* TV camera, an A/D converter, a camera controller and a comluter. The object is illuiinated by a

collimated coherent light beam and observed using a video camera with flexible fraiie resolutions of

256 x 256, 512 x 512 or 1024 x 1024 pixels. The light intensity of the speckle pattern is digitized by

the analog- to. digital converter (ADC') and tlien I ransferrd iii o the VAX- I I/7.10 compitler I hrough

an 8-bit I/O port with discrete intensily of 256 levcls. lihe comptiler conrols Ile data acquisitionEsystemn, stores the digitized image data, performs the correlation calctilat ions, and interfaces with

the graphic peripherals for a display of results.

A statistical analysis of the sumjiccti c :Ic I,, U i. p 'rmi ir l cr,lrnicd %ilh inlimasis on spmectral

I investigation. Intensity of one typical subjecti e speckle is shown in Fig.2, in which D,, the diameter

of the subjective speckle is determined by

D, = 2.1lAq/DL, (I)

' where A is time wavelength of the iliuminating lLser light, DL is the aperture diameter of the recording
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lens and q is the imaging distance of the optical systemn. Results show that the spectral distribution

of the speckle pattern, which dcrjiinatcs the requiremuent of the sampling resolution, is also mainly

determnined by the lens aperture and the imaging distance of the recording optical system (Fig.3).

A theoretical optimal sampling interval ofI

S = Aq/(2D) (2)

= D,/4.88,

is obtained using the Shannon sampling thcoren Il. Furthermore, since a bilinear interpolation is

generally used in practice to achieve subpixel resolution for accurate determnination of deformation

components, an optimal sampling resolution for bilinear interpolation is carried out based on spec.

tral distortion analysis. Capabilities such as accuracy and mnaximumn measurable area are obtained.

A mnethod of increasing the upper-limnit of measurement is also given by changing the tecording

arrangement of the optical systemt.

In the experimental verification of the optimal sampling resolution, a rigid body translation,

which involves less decorrelation than all kinds of deformat ions, is tested using normalized- Product3

(NProd) method M.~ An area of 8.5 x 8.5mmn is recorded by a mnicro-lens of f = 90 "m at mnagnifica.

tion M 1 and F, = 22. The typical speckle size is D, = 67.941on. The subjective speckle patternls

are digitized by framre resolutions of 10241 x 1024, 512 x 512, 256 x 256 and 128 x 128 elements

with real pixel distances of S = 0.125D,, S = 0.25D,, S = 0.50D. amid S = 1.0OD,, respeCctively.

The dimension of the selected subiniage from the undeformned image is 15 x 15 elements and the

dimension the selected searching region on the deformned image is 65 x 65 elements. Sectional views

of interpolated speckle patterns fromt the above four diffcrcint sampling resolutions are shown in

Fig.4a-d. It is seen that as the sampling rcsolution decreases, higher signal frequency compnilt

arc gradually lost and less intensity contrast is p~reservedl. But ns long as S = 0.2)iD,, itost of lite U

speckle frequency components and most of the covariance of the speckle pattern are registered.

A miean-elii nation process is first a1)plicd on both di(eformned and unmdeformed images before

bilinear interpolation and correlation p~rocesses. 11i- -H-," I of t his pro0cess on correlation evalu-

ation is shown in Fig.5, where Fig.5an Ipresc'I id 'k,-r i e:,tit'lli of t wo images wit hout applying

mnean-elii nat ion and Fig.51b presents thle correlat ivi of t he sanme images wheni nan-elimina~tion is

applied. It is shown that in Fig,5b a zero-mnean background is ob~tainedl andl a mnuch higher contrast

is achieved between the matching position and the noninatching positions.3

T[he effect of dliffrenlt sampn~lingj. rteoltititmii O corr''lal jlt v'~ahldtiihlt i, SI1O ill Ftig.6.1 ( jdr
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I correlations between thedeformed and the reference speckle patterns interpolated from diftereat

sampling resolutionts 'With *pixel distances of S = 0.125D,, S = 0.25D. and S = 0.50D. are p Ier-

*formed. It is set that thi( decrea~se it, sampli11ng resolutioni resuilts in two efcts int the N Prod

correlation. One is the flattening of the matching htill wvhich reduces the accuracy of measurement,

another is the increase of the maximum valuc in the background which reduces the reliability of

I measurement. But as long as S = 0.25D,, the maximum value in the background of the Nprod

results is less than 0.5, which is much smaller thian the matching value of 0.95. Therefore, reliableI determination of deforitation .components can still be obtained. Thus, we choose our practical

optimal sampling interval as5S =D,14l (3
O .GAq/Dz,.

3It is sectn that thic digitcl lascr speckle corrcctioni method is cnimble of acieviing accurate results

in deformation nmcasu reiienf. alt imigh it geiiera-lly reqIiiires a fitin' samplding resoltuitioni. It is thereforeIa suitable method for itcastiriaig small drforinat ions wvithin a smtall arca. Oti fitiher stittdy shows

that in tlmc applications of large deformation and large area iticasurement a whiite light speckleI method is recommended 01.*
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5 Optimal Sampling Resolution and Range of Measurement in Digital Speckle

Correlation: Part II. White Light Speckle MethodI
D.J.Cher and F.P.Chiang

S In the previous paper 1i), we investigated the optimal sampling resolution in the digital speckle

I correlation technique while a laser speckle method is used. Because of the tiny speckle size, the

laser speckle correlation is not capable of solving problems related to either large deformation or

large area measurement. In this paper we investigate the optimal sampling resolution of the digital

speckle correlation while a white light speckle method is employed and explore the resulted range

of measurement.

The employed system in data acquisition and image processing is shown in Fig.1. It consists of a

TV camera, an A/D converter, a camera controller and a computer. The object is illuminated by a

U collimated coherent light beam and observed usinIg a video camera with flexible frane resolutions of

256 x 256, 512 x 512 or 1024 x 1024 pixels. The light intensity of the speckle pattern is digitized by

3 the analog-to-digital converter (ADO) and then transfered into the VAX-11/730 computer through

an 8-bit I/O port with discrete intensity of 256 levels. The computer controls the data acquisition

3 system, stores te digitized image data, performs the correlatiot, calculations, and intierfaccs with

the graphic peripherals for a display of results.I
Although they are very similar to eadi other, the white light sptlklc and the laser speckle are dif-

3 ferent in the following aspects: (1) The formation of the subjective laser speckle obeys the principle

of coherent image formation while that of the white light speckle obeys the principle of incoherent

image formation. (2) The smallest speckle size and the range of spectral distribution of the laser

* speckle pattern are determined by the lens aperture and imaging dlistance of the recording system

whereas in the white light speckle method they are determined by the smallest size of the atificial

I speckles, e.g. the spherical bead particles in the ret ror,'llo-ik. paint. aind the magnification fador

of the optical system. (3) Since the artificial sp,,. 1,1, .i,7. t.,, ie made as large as required, hit

3 light speckle method has its advantage o%er laser specle imethod in large deformation and lage
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area measurement.

In this study the surface treatment of the object is basically the same as that used by Chiang

and Asundi [21. The object is first coated with white paint and then with ret.roreflective liquid. 3
When'the painted surface is illuminated by a white light beam, the light will be reflected back by

the beads in the retroreflective paint along the direction approximately same as the illuminating 3
direction. Thus the beads behave like indi vidual point sources resulting in a random speckle pattern.

A statistical analysis of the speckle pattern is performed with emphasis on spectral investigation. 5
Results show that the range of spectral distribution of the white light speckle, which dominates

the sampling resolution requirement, is mainly determined by the smallest size of the spherical

beads in the retroreflective paint and the magnification factor of the optical system. An idealized

model of the light distribution of one white-light speckle is emlployed (Fig.2), thereby a spatial

finite approximation is obtained in the spectral domain of the speckle pattern (Fig.3). A theoretical J
lower-limit of sampling, resolution and a theoretical reconstruction function (Fig.4) are obtained

using the Shannon sampling theorem [3). The theoretical optimal sampling interval is obtained as

S = D,/4.88 (
= MDo/4.88,

where M is the magnification of the optical system, D, is the smallest speckle diameter on the image 3
plane and D. is the smallest size of the spherical bead particles. Since a bilinear interpolation is

generally used in practice to achieved subpixel resolution for accurate determination of deformati'oit

components (4,5,6l, an optimal sampling resolution for bilinear interpolation is carried out through ~

spectral distortion analysis (Fig.5). Upper-limits of accuracy and maximum measurable area are

obtained. Methods of increasing the upper-limit are also given by changing the typical size of I
the spherical bead particles in the retroreflective paint and the magnification factor of the optical

system. Experimental data from practical speckle patterns using normalized-Product(NProd) i'l

method is given to verify the results. A practical optimal sampling interval of white-light speckle

pattern is obtained as

S = D,/4 (2)
= MDo/4. I

It is seen that a much sparser sampling resolution is generally required for a white light speckle

pattern, and the correlation is therefore capable for measuremnent of larger deformation and larg,.r

area compared with the laser speckle niethod l'. The rilts are consistent with the experience of

Chu et al I6], whereby more reliable results are ai hi, ,I I th t ile iight spet kle method than tle 3
laser speckle method.
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Representation andlRecognition of 3-D Curves t

I Chong -l'sdt Lo and Hon-Son Don

Depeiment of Elecetnel Entsuerint
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Staw Brook, New York 11794

represented by a complex function. The magnitude of the
Abet rut waveform is the nonnegative curvature function of the

space curve and the phase of the waveform depends on

The space curves are highly doscriptive featres for the torsion of the space curve. The waveform vanishes
3-D objects. invariant representations for space curves are wherever the curvature vanisies. The phase of a complex
discussed in this paper. We introduce a complex waveform function is allowed to be undefined at a point, where the
representation for space curves. The waveform is function vanishes at that point. This Invariant waveform
parametrizd by arc length. We also propose an invariant is unambiguously defined for any (smoothed) curve that

representation of space curves using the 3-D moment appears in Ihe computer vision problems, and contains the

invarlans of their breakpoints. Space curve matching complete 3-D Information of the curve. Thb curves can be

using invariant global features is discussed. An algprithm decomposed into smooth segments by detecting.ite -nax.

for matching partially occluded 3-D curves Ii also imum curvature points called breakpoints. The feature

presented, in which an association graph is constructed vector of 3-D moment Invariants of the breakpoints Is

from local matchings. The maximal cliques of the graph another invariant representatiou of the curve. The

will determine the longest portion of the model curves in ob3erved curves and the model curves in the library are

the scene. represented &s vectors of Invariant global features. Each
data curve can be Identified with a model curve by using
the statistical pattern classification techniques. This recog.

1. Introduction nition scheme is much faster than those using the tent.

The space curves (3-D curves) are useful features for plate matching techniques 15J11. We will show that the
object recognition, since they ar. rich in information and offset parameter can be quickly determined by nmateltiinx
can be easily stored and manipulated. Space curves appear their wavefernis. The ollset parameter determines thc
in various computer representation of 3-D objects. The point correspondence mapping hetween the data curve
boundary contours of objects or smooth regions in the and model curve. The relative orientation and translation
range data are space curves. On the other hand, the spine between these two curves can then be computed by the
axes of t.he generalized cylinders which represents algorithm discussed in Section 3.
elongated objects are also space curves 11,1Oj. The curves When the curves in the scene are partially occluded,
are distinct from other geometric entities In that they their global features can not be used for pattern

have an invariant and Intrinsic parametrisation by their classification. We propose a template/structural curve
own arc length. Volume and surface do not have such a matching algorithm for recognizing the partially occluded
natural parametrization. This paramietrisatlon of space space curves. More detailed discussion of this approach is
curves provides a natural orderi g of points on the curve, given in section 4.
and a natural correspondence mapping between two
curves. Therefore, In curve matching problem, no more 2. Invariant Representation of Space Curves
computation is required to find the point correspondence A regular space curve segment is a vector-value func-
than that to determine the relative offset between two tion st a, bi -. R. The derivatives of i exist and are con-
curves. tinuous up through order k (k>1) for all t in i, II. A r g-

In this paper, we propose an invariant waveform ular space curve segment can always be reparametrized by
representation of the 3.D space curves. The waveform is the arc length parameter. A cur'e parametrized by its arc

length is called a unit speed curve. In this paper, we shall

This wotk was suppotted by the National Science Foundation
tinder C.rant IRI.8710858 and U.S. Army Research Oce under
Contract DAAL 03881(0033.I
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as une th-t all space curves are unit speed curvws. rhe

curvature function ,(s) of a unit speed curve is the magni- Breakpoint Representaiion

Wide of the vector acid L- along the curve, and 'ite brpakpoints may currrqpond to local curvature
da

x(s)=v'7 + +  . The principal normal vector field iaxilna or points where the tangent vectors are discon-
N(s) is defined by the direction or ±T at each point oi tinuious. The tangent vector fisc'3ittiiuities are signilicant,

dib because they are the coitrol puits for spline recoiistruc-

the curve The binormal vector field is defined as 161 tion of the iurve. The significant changes in curvature of

Y(s) I- V($)xR(u): " (1) the smoothed curves are analyzed over a range or spatial
scales. Curvature maxima found at multiple scales can be

The torsion function is defined by located at the finest scale. The ordered list of the break- 3
(s)-. - < 0(, R( ) - . (2) points is an elegant representation of the space curve.

The triple [1,J9,0J forms a local orthonormal system at 3. Matching and Recognition of Space Curves
each point of the space curve. The normal vector, binor- In this section, we shall prwent algorithms for space
mal vector and torsion can be unambiguously defined only curve matching using Invariant global features extracted 3,
at those points where the curvatures do not vanish. A from the complex waveforms or the lists of breakpoints.
straight line in 3-D space has a vanishing curvature func- The curves can be reliably identified by the feature vec-
tion, so its torsion function can not be defined. The evolu- tors when occlusion does not occur. The arc lengths of the Ition of j7 ,? ,AJ along the curve is governed by the
Frenet-SerTet equation, curves depoud to some extent on the orientations of the

curves, because different amount of dligitiing noises are
( '(.), is'(,), P5()i' - A I ?(I), .(o), (,)JIt. (3) introduced into the curves at different orientations. There-

where A i the following 3 x3 matrix fore, the total length of the curve is a random variable 5
and should be considered as one of the components In the

[ 4() (0 1 global feature vector. Once a data curve has been
A-j o(*) 0 48) (4) identified with a model curve, the relative alignment and

10 -() 0 Euclidean transformation between the data curv' a8 the
corresponding model curve will be determined by a pro-

Any r-gular curve of C1 with t>0 is completely cedure described later in this section. In the following, we

determined, up to position and orientation, by it~s curva- shall discuss the global feature extraction for closed con-

tore and torsion. In computer vision problem, the data of tours, open 3-D curves, and the lists of breakpoints.

a space curve are available in the form of a list of 3-D 3.1. Global Feature Extraction
points which are the sampled and digitized values of a £
piecewisely smooth space curve equations. We smooth the

curve by passing it through a Gaussian filter of suitable 3.1.1. Fourier Descriptor

bandwidth, so that the smoothed version of the curve has The boundary contours of objects or smooth regio'ns
sufficient differentiability, but still preserves the shape in the rauge data are closed curves. The invariant I
characteristics of the curve. In the following, we shall dis- waveforms of closed contours are periodic functions of the

cuss two representations for curves using the differential arc length parameter. They can be expanded into Fourier

geometric descriptors of their smoothed versions, series. The data points on tbe boundary contours are usu-
ally extracttd by contour following algorithms. Different I

Complex Weveform Rpresentaltion starting point, for contour tracing may be selected from

We represent space curve as a complex waveform the boundary. The magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients

whose magnitude is the nonnegatlve curvaturt function are not affected by the choice of the starting point. There-

and whose phase depends on i.s torsion function. The fore, they can be chosen as the global features. We have

complex function can be deined at every point on the found in our experimental study that, using flve to eight

curve, even at those points whose curvatures vanish. The Fourier features, it is possible to reliably classify various

complex function for a (smoothed) space curve is defined contours in the range data.

as
1(a) -, 4(5 )eIp/I'* IIe. (5) 3.1.2. Legendre Function Expansion

and I(,) - o, whenever %() .- o. his) in (5) is called heli- Open space curve segments often appear in the com- 5
city, which is defined at every point where %(j>o, by puter vision problems. Edges in the range data may not

form closed curves. Mioreover, the spine axes of the gen-

n)s) (6) eralized cylinder representation of 3-D data are generally
open curves. Global shape eatures of the open curves can U
be extracted from the orthuoonal function exoMansion. The I

I



I nvariant waveform of an open space curve can be where r, is the average of F(o) over 10, L1. The cross corre-
expressed as the following series lation mnatrix is defined to be

where P,(z)'g are the Legendre functioni which are orthog. The~ rota~tion matrix that ina.iimizes the trace termi iii
onal over 1-1, 11. in (7), we have expressed the .argufllent of (10), will minimnize the integral a. The trace term wvilt
the Legendre function. in terms- or the arc leneth. attain its maximum value Tr(A(sq)), where A(*.) is the
x-2s/L-1, so that these functions are orthogonal over the singular valve matrix or E,(4 in the following dlecompo-
interval (0, C. The complex coeficients 4 are deined by sition

the integrais £,(, (,A.)( 0 t,(12)

The feature vector for an open space curve can be con- Rise) UNVI,.)Uto)r .(3

structed from the real and imaginary parts of these Once R(o,) Is determined, the translation vector Z(oo) can
coefficients, be calculated as

3.1.3. 3.1) Moment Invariants of Breakpoints I 1Lf~~isia. (4
The representation of space curve by an ordered list Teofe aaee 1 h au f ta ilmnmz

of breakpoints 13 not Invariant under 3-D translation and the flowiset paraeterithevleoy.ta ilmnm
rotation. However, the curves can be invariantly tefloigQatt
represented by scalar funCUtion derived from the 3-D & 1.

moments of the breakpoints. General and efficient con. A -flr(.)-vWl'de "',+IA fl(+8.) 1 1
struction rules of the 3-D) moment invariants aret1presented in 171. Explicit expressions of Invariant functions r Il+*ds1-2P(sj
which contain the second order and the third orderLfv.+l' 2T'A.).()
momenta art given in 111. Experimental study In 17) have The offset parameter will determine the relative align-£ ~ ~shown that the moment invariant features have high enoitaon ndpsinofhe atadmdl
discriminalilve power ror noisy data. cun, rve to n oiinoftedt n oe

The dAta curve will be fle wit The integrals In (15) will be evaluated at every sam-
,1 fid it aprototype, pled value of o,. Each element in the cross correlation

it4 feature vector falls in the on of that prototype in matrix can be calculated by FFT transforms. When the
the feature space. We found in the experinients that the number of sample points, M, lo the discrete apptoxima.
minimum distance classifier can be used for space curve Lion of (16f) is 258 or 512, the total matrix operation for
Classilicationl. the whole sequence A(#,), so - 0.1,2., ... ,U-1 has more or

3..CodntIrasomEtmto less the same number of computation as that for tihe
3.2.Coor~nae Trnsfom Etimaionevaluation of the cross correlation matrix. BY introducing

In thn 1.D space, the input data curve segments calte complex waveform matching, the above searching for
be related to the corresponding model curves by an is can be greatly speeded up. If the model curve segmentIEuclidean transformation which will minimize the integral which start3 at ;(##) and ends at F(L+e,) is the Euclidean

& transform image of the data curve 1(o), then the invariant
I( Ri,.) an II(. +#.)l4 (9)d shape waveforms of the two curves will be exactly the

same. The offset parameter o, which minimizes (9) is one
where 1(0) And fV(*+o#) are the eta and the corresponding of the zeroes of the functions DI(o,) or D2(oo) defined by
model curve segments, respectively, R is the rotation
matrix, I is the translation vector, and to 1s the offset o(, ~.-1( .1 o.(8Iparameter. After some algebraic manipulation, the
Integral can be expressed as

L D2e,)- f I,(-.)- iI.+a)l'd .(17)

A(~ ~ R,~,)-i(a)-r lde + Flo(.+.,)l'do

& where M0(' and ij(j) are invariant shape waveforms of s(o)
~1..(10) and y(4, respectively. ale,) is evaluated at each zero of

DI(s,) or D2(oo) and the offset parameter so is the one thatu {.lfv.+..)depredicts tihe. smallest value of 04e.. Therefore, we search



for a, in the neighborhood of every pronounced local appears in the scene is the union of all the templates in its
minima or Dt(t) or D2(8a). The rotation matrices calcu. I clique. Furthermore, if the observable part of one model 3
lAted from the cross cwrrelatibn matrix of mismatch-d curve is entirely contained in the observable part of !
curves are generally improper orthogonal matrices 121. By another model curve, we assert that only the latter
cherking the determinants of rotation m.ntries at v,'irillis appears in t.be scene.
loral minima, we shall be able 'to efficiently reduce the The maximal cliques can be found by recursive pro- 1
search space of the offset parameter. cedures 13,41. They have worst, case complexity of

If the data are not very noisy and'the breakpoints on exponential time. The templa'e/structural curve matching
the curve can be reliably extracted, the rotation transfor. algorithm may require large amount of computation. The
mation between the data and model curves can be more computation can be reduced if wq divide each data curves
efficiently determined from the rplative orientation of the into small number of long curve segments, and the
principal axes of their breakpoint sets 17)91. attempted match is performed by matching invariant

shape waverorms of the corresponding curve segments. We

4. Matching Partially Occluded Curves use long curves in waveform matching, because they can I
When one object is occluded by another object, the have significant shape' characteristics. The waveform

boundary curve of the occluded object contains boun- matching will efficiently find the corresponding curve seg - _

daries from both objects. The global featores of the botn- ment on the model curve, and their relative offset parame-

dary curves can not be used for classification. We may ter. The association graphs generally contain relatively

have to divide the boundary "urve into segments, and small number of nodes, and the cliques can be quickly

match each segment to the curves of the model objects. In found by the recursive procedure. More details of this

general, the scene may contain many discontinuous pieces algorithm are given in the paper 181.
of various model curves. We shall determine the largest
portion or each model curve existing in the scene and its S. Experimental Results

position and orientation relative to its standard position. In the following, we preseot the experimental study
Our approach is to decompose f. given data curve into a and computer simulation results of our curve matching I
set of curve segments { ,(.)'s }. Each i,(s) is used as a algorithm. We first test our algorithm using cur-v4 hich
template and matched to various portions of each model can be deicribed by parametric equations. In the first
curve v(s) whose length is not shorter than that of z,()." experiment, the selected closed curves can be described by 1
The list of breakpoints will guide the decomposition of g(f)-,,f,,(t))ee,( (t)), ( and
data curve into templates. The intersection of boundaries a(t)-,ee(I(1)), where (I)-2re', o(e). 2v and o< <i.

of 'two objecta will generally be a breakpoint. Therefore, Curves A and B are generated by the equations using
templates can be the curve segments between breakpoints. parameter* r.A- 30, 4A-w 30, r.' -0. and r.0 - 30,
The measure of the mismatch is the expression given in ,. - 4, r41 u so, respectively. The curves are rotated to
(g), or its equivalent in (15). Appropriate subscripts must 21s different orientations. At each orientation, they are
he introduted to those equations, because each piece, ;,(), uniformly sampled, and the Fourier features or the invarl.
on the aata curve will match to every model curve V,(s) iu ant waveforms of these curves are computed. The statist.
the library. Ambiguities often occur when a template can ical parameters of these Fourier features are shown in
locally match to several model curves, or to various por- table 1. These features are e4ientially invariant under
tions of a model curve. These ambiguities can be resolved rotation and translation. Synthetic curves are also gen-

.when the structural information Is taken into account. crated by lermit splines. The tangents of the curves are I
Moreover, the longest segment of a model curve in the made to be discontinuous at certain points. The locations
scene can be determined, when the maximal set of mutu- of these breakpoints can be determined by tracking the
ally compitible matches to that model curve is found. curvature maxima from the coarse to fine scale. The
The Euclidean transformations of these matches calcu- transformation estimation using corresponding feature
lated from (13) and (14) decide their structural compati- point sets has been studied, both theoretically and experi.
bilities. To find the maximal set of mutually compatible mentally, using noisy and no!#e free data. The results are
matches, an association graph is constructed as follows, given in (71'.
The node of the association graph Is the pair of the We then test our algorithm using curves determined

matched curve segments (v(#),e,.)) where xl() is a by the depth discontinuity in the range Image . The syn-
template and ri(e, e,4) Is a segment of the j1A model thetic range image in Fig.la is Kenerated by graphics tech.'
curve with end points at r,(s,) and ,,(,,+,). Two nodes nique. The range image in Fig.lb is obtained by laser I
are connected by an edge, it the two templates in them range finder. The objects in these images are segmented
match to the same model curve, and the relative from the ')ackground. Their external boundaries are
Euclidean transformation parameters of these two extracted by contour following procedure using chain cod.
matches are identical. The maxinial cliqies in the associa- inK, and are stored in one dimensional arrays. We rot'te
tion raph are determied. Each ,litohe is .odriatd with and translate the objects such that the same views ae
only one model crve. Th'ie part of the model curve which preserved. The Fourier features are extracted from the 5

I



boundaries of* the objects in Pach'position. The ineans and 11 RC olsadRA an eonzn nvariances of the features are estiritated and shown in table l .C oatin patady visine obecog:Thiz ingan
2. The Gauissian ciasaifiers *'%:,re constritcted -using tlic~e loaRgoaalyvsbleobtecs Reserh ol.sstatistical parameters. Wve round that ther classifiers rani feature method,* Int. J, ooisRsacvl
always oini-imbiguously distinguish the boundary ,:,urvel.1,n.3p.571 Fl182
The synthetic image in Fig.a: ik moved to a new poiii 151 C.MA. Bastuscheck et al. 'Object recognition by
as shown in Fig.2a. Because or aliasing . the boundary three dimensional curve matching," hit. J. Intell.I contours of these two iriges look jagged. They contain Systems, vol. 1, pp. 105-132, 1988.
differint number of pixels &ad 'heir lengths are not the 161 C.C. Hsiung, A First Course ini Differential
same. The po int correspondenice and motion parameters Geometry, Weley-Interscience, New York, 1081.
are calculated using the algorithm given in section 3. The 171 C.H. Lo and H.S. Don " 3-1) moment formsIboundary contour of the image in Fig.2a are transformed their construction and application to objectand overlapped on the boundary of the image in Fig.la. identification and positioning," to appear in
The results are shown in Fig.2b. The image Ii Fig.lb is IEEE Trns on Pattern Anal. Mach. Intell..
rotated to a different orientation, and 15% edge poinits are 181 C.H. L and H.S. Don, " Representation And
deleted from its boundary by occulsion. as shown in recognition of 3.D) curves,' Technical report,Fig.3a. This partially obscure contour is matched to the

bondryofth iag n ii.I fllwigthe procedure Department of Electrical Engineering, SUNY at
given in section 4. The result is shown in Fig.3b. More SoyBok 99
experimental results can be found in 181. 191 Z. Lin, H. Lee and T. .9. Huang, " Finding 3-D

point correspondences In motion estimation,"
6. Conclusions The Eighth Inter-national Conference on Pattern

This paper presents invariant representations and recognition,Imatching algorithms for spuce curves. The waveform 1101 R. Nevatia and T.O. Binford, " Description and
reprceentation allows us to manipulate the scgmentation recognition of complex-curved objecta,' Artificial
and recognition of 3.D curves similarly to those of 1-1) Intedl., vol. 8, pp. 77.98, 1977.
waveformir. The latter are simplified and have been very Jill J.T. Schwarti and M. Sharir, " Identificatton ofwell studied. An algorithm using invariant global features partially obscured objects in two and three
for matching the nonoccluded X1D curves has been dis. dimensions by matcbing noisy characteristics
cussed. I his approach is fas t and robust. A curves,' Int. . of Robotics Research, vol. 6, pp.Itemplate/structural algorithm is used to recognize par- 29-44, 1987.
tially occluded curves. These curve matching techniques
can be used to recognize objects from their 3.D curves.
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* ABSTRACT

5 When a laser beam illuminates an opt::ally rough surface, the reflected

wavelets mutually interfere to form a pattern of random dots called speck-

I les which carry the surface roughness information. And when a specimen is

strained plastically, its surface roughness changes as a result. Thus, by illumi-

nating a deformed specimen with a smoothly polished surface and monitoring

the reflected speckle pattern via a pattern recognition technique, the state

of plastic deformation can be accertained. An example of this technique's

I application to detecting the initiation and propagation of a fatigue crack is

presented.

I
!
I
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Laser Speckle and Surface Roughness

Laser speckle [1]. is a result of multiple interference of numerous coherent

waves coming from different direction. This condition is created when one I
illuminates an optically rough surface, i.e. the surface roughness is large

compared to the wavelength of light which is of the order of 0.5 /im. Thus

even with collimated illumination the surface will act as an array of point

sources crea'ing spherical wavelets from each and every point of the sur- I
face. The resulting interference pattern is in the form of random bright and

dark dots as shown in Fig. 1. Obviously the speckle pattern carry the sur- -
face roughness information. In general, it may be stated that the smoother

the surface, the larger the speckles. As the surface roughness increases, theI

speckle size decreases and its contrast increases until a saturation point is

reached. It may be shown that when a collimated laser beam of wavelength

A illuminates an optically rough surface the reflected light intensity <I> is I
distributed as follows

d < I >2g(-)a<I>

d<I > I.=o - 2( )-1/2V2 T2(T) (2) 1
<I> "T

2,5

• I



jwhere V is the modulus of the directional vectorV of the reflected light.

V=O represents the direction of mirror reflection. a and T are the standard

Ideviation and correlation length of the surface roughness, respectively, and

g is a nondimensional roughness parameter.

It is seen from the above equation that the intensity variation along the

diffraction direction (i.e. V=O) contains the information on both the stan-

dard deviation and correlation length of the surface roughness. As shall be5seen in the following that it is this part of the reflected light that a scheme is

developed to extract information which is correlated with surface roughness.!
Experimental Arrangement and Data Analysis

5The arrangement of the optical and computational system is as shown in Fig.

2. A probing laser beam illuminates the specimen surface which is polished

1 to almost mirror like along one direction. The reflected light distribution

is in the form as shown in Fig. 3, together with a trace of the cross sec-

tional intensity distribution. A narrow filtering mask is used to block out

the central portion of the diffraction spectrum and the rest (or a portion of)

is received by a digital TV camera. From which we select a two dimensional

5, portion of the light spatial frequency signals for digitization and subsequent

data extraction. The scheme adopted is a texture disciimination technique

1 [21 used in the field of statistical pattern recognition. Namely, we calculate

a statistical contrast measure CON defined as follows.

53I
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CON = - j)2P(ij) (3)

"where P(ij) is the probability density of a pair of gray levels occurring at I
two points separated by a certain distance. This information is then corre-

lated with the surface roughness resulting from plastic deformation. Fig.4

shows the calibration curve between the CON value and the plastic strain 5
and total strain (i.e. plastic and elastic strain) of an 1100-H14 aluminum

tension specimen. The total strain was measured with a strain gage at the 3
back of the specimen while it was uader load and the plastic strain was the

strain when the load was removed. It is seen that a one-to-one (and fairly

linear) relationship is maintained between CON value and plastic strain up

to about 9,000c.I

Application to Fatigue Crack Initiation and Propagation I
We applied the technique to monitoring fatigue crack initiation and propaga-

tion in a specimen with saw cut notches under cyclic bending. The geometry

of the specimen is as shown in Fig. 5. The square insert is the region that 5
was monitored by the scheme. After each pre-determined cycle of fatigue

loading is finished, the load was released and a laser beam was used to probe 3
sequentially the nine points indicated in the figure. The reflected speckle pat-

tern was digitized and processed to yield the CON values. The results are I
plotted as shown in Fig 6. It is shown that along lines connecting points 1,4

& 7 and points 3,6,& 9, the CON value remains largely unchanged through

45 I
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the testing. On the other hand along the crack line connecting points 2,5 &

38, the CON value has a drastic change after a certain fatigue cycle. At point

-2 which is closest to the notch tip, the CON value suddenly increases after

15,000 fatigue cycles. This signals that fatigue generated plastic strain at

the notch tip has roughened the polished specimen surface. At point 5 & 8

3the CON values remain essentially unchanged. At this stage no crack could

be seen with the naked eye. Indeed, crack initiation was not apparent until

Iafter 30,000 fatigue cycles. This, of course, does not mean that microcracks

I did not exist. At point 5 the CON value has a sudden increase after about

21,000 fatigue cycles and at point 8 it is after 24,000 fatigue cycles. The

3 CON values continue to increase at all three points until after about 30,000

fatigue cycles. Eventually it was along this line that the crack propagated,I
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Fig.1 A typical laser speckle patterni.I
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LASER SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY APPLIED TO STUDYING3 TRANSIENT VIBRATIONS OF A CANTILEVER BEAM
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In this paper, the applicability of laser speckle interferometry for studying the transient
vibrations of mechanical structures is demonstrated. The displacement of the free end due
to the transverse vibrations following a transverse impact at the tip of a cantilever beam
is computed theoretically and compared with that obtained by the experimental method.
The two results are found to be in close agreement.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are three essential requirements of a good measurement technique. First, it should
be capable of measuring to the desired accuracy in comparison to other available
techniques for the same application. Second, besides being sufficiently accurate, it should
also be precise, so that when repeatedly applied to make the same measurement the
results turn out close enough to be acceptable. Third, the application of the technique
itself should not affect or alter the attribute or quantity to be measured. Here, we have
demonstrated the capability of double exposure speckle interferometry as a non-contact,
remote sensing, accurate and precise technique to study transient vibration of mechanical
structures.

For the purpose, we selected a simple problem with a well defined solution. We used
the cantilever beam as a vehicle to demonstrate the capabilities of double exposure speckle
interferometry since the theory of the vibration of a cantilever beam is well established
[1]. The experimental results were found to be in close agreement with those predicted
by theory.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Burch and Tokarski [2] were the first investigators to observe and formulate the basic
principles of laser speckle interferometry. This technique was first extended to the
measurement of displacement by Burch et al. in 1970 and 1972 [3, 4]. Since then a variety
of methods based on the same basic principle have been developed. Chiang [5) has
presented a unified approach to all of these techniques treating speckle displacement asI a general phenomenon.

Khetan and Chiang [6) have derived the governing mathematical relationships for one

j I beam laser speckle interferometry.

2.1. MEASUREMENT OF IN-PLANE DISPLACEMENT BY DOUBLE EXPOSURE

SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY

Double exposure speckle photography can be applied to the measurement of displace-
ment in the plane normal to the line of sight by recording with a camera two superimposed

t Current address: Systron Donner Corp, Inertial Division, Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518, U.S.A.
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images of the surface, one before and one after the surface has moved. The surface *is
illuminated by coherent light from a laser. The speckle pattern thus generated is recorded
on the film. To facilitate the formation of a good speckle field, the surface is sprayed
sparingly with flat white paint, giving it a white and dark granular appearance. A slow
film such as Agfa 10E75 is used because it has a small grain size, which is essential to
capture the fine speckle field and also to differentiate its movement between the two I
exposures. Because the film grain is fine, a large exposure time or high-intensity illumina-
tion is required. For studying displacements following static loading one can conveniently
apply a low-power laser and expose the film for a long time. With a 5 mW He-Ne laser
a three minute exposure is not uncommon. Obviously, within this time the whole set-up
should not move beyond the least detectable limit. Hence, for such experiments, vibration-
isolated tables are an essential requirement. On the other hand, for capturing instants 1
while studying dynamic displacement, a pulsed laser emitting in the optical region finds 5
application. Usually a pulsed ruby laser is very befitting for such applications becduse it
emits pulses which are 20 to 30 nanoseconds long and emission is in the red region of
the optical spectrum, which is also the region in which Agfa10E75 is sensitive. If the
movement of the image between two exposures is larger than the diameter of the speckles
and, furthermore, if the speckles remain correlated with one another, the double exposure
specklegram, when illuminated by a narrow laser beam, will scatter it into a diffraction 3
halo, the intensity of which will vary periodically across the field yielding cosine square 5
fringes. These fringes will have an angular spacing a which is related to the wavelength
A of the readout beam, m the demagnification factor of the image and the sarface
displacement D by the following relation [5, 6]: 5

sin a = Am/D. (I)
The direction of the fringes will be orthogonal to the direction of the displacement.

The camera is placed as normal to the surface as possible to eliminate the effects of I
the relatively negligible out-of-plane displacements. The selection of the distance at which
the camera should be placed from the surface whose displacement has to be determined
depends upon the range of displacement to be captured which, in turn, also limits the
magnitude of the smallest detectable displacement. To state it simply, higher demag. I
nification results in a larger range of measurable displacement bht poorer sensitivity. The
speckle diameter on the object (Z) is [5, 6]:

1 = 1.2 mAF. (2)
Surface displacements of magnitude greater than this are therefore measurable. The
maximum detectable displacement is limited by the ability to resolve or count the fringes
in the halo. More than 20 fringes pose a problem unless the fringe quality is excellent. I
2.2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE

Since we were interested in determining the displacement of the tip of the cantilever
beam at successive instants of time from the initial instant of impact by double exposure I

* speckle interferometry, we used a pulsed ruby laser (A = 0.69 nm) to illuminate the
cantilever beam tip.

The optical arrangement in Figure 1 shows the location of the camera with respect to
the cantilever beam. Its focal length, f, is 55 mm and it uses a 4 in x 5 in film. For our
experiments we have used the Agfa 10E75 film. The aperture of the camera is set at f/4.7
(or F = 4.7). The laser beam from the pulsed ruby laser, expanded by using a concave
lens, illuminates the area around the beam tip with intensity sufficient to expose the film I
within its pulse width time of 30 ns. In our case the maximum displacements were of the

order of 200 jim. In our set-up a demagnification of around 4,74 was obtained and hence g
I
I
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| /-

I Cantilever beamn

I .concave Ruby Ifu'

Figure 1. Schematic of the optical arrangement (plan view).

using equation (2) we obtained a sensitivity of about 18.5 I= as the smallest detectable

displacement. The specklegrams were read by the point-wise technique at the tip of the
cantilever beam by using a He-Ne laser. The far field diffraction pattern was observed
at a distance I = 0.79 m from the specklegram. The halo within a diameter d = 0.195 m
was observed and n, the number of bright fringes, was counted. The angular spacing of
the fringes was estimated by using the equation

sin a - d/ni. (3) -
Then, by using equation (1), the object displacement per fringe was found.

Figure 2 shows the various components of the experimental set-up. The first exposure
was taken before the impact and the second exposure was taken after a certain predeter.
mined delay after the impact, which was increased from 0.1 ms to 20 ms successively in
steps of 0.1 ms for each double exposure specklegram.

Nicolet digital -

Ruby loser osclloacope
p)ower supply
and controls

channel A Channel a

Delay circuit DStran
Indicator

I 25 V triggr

125 V when
ready to

I; PhotodeteCtor

[ ~ ~~~~Steel ball ;;)Sri O5

pendulum

Base

Figure 2. The experimental set-up.
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I
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o1 I

Figure 3. Young's fringes at the tip of cantilever beam at ditterent instants t'ter impact (pointwise filtering).

(a) At 10-76 ms, Ib) at 4.99 ins, (c) at 3.95 ms.

The signal from the strain gages following the impact was found to be identical for all I
the 200 repetitions of the process. This confirms the repeatability of the experiment, which 5
is an essential requirement and assumption in applying this technique to construct the
displacement vs. time curve, point-by.point. Typical fringes obtained after point-wise.
readout at the tip of the cantilever beam at different instants of time after impact are
shown in Figure 3.

3. THEORETICAL MODEL

In jr model, we shall neglect the internal damping offered by the material. We shall I
consider the external damping due to air. Since we are studying the free transverse
vibration following the impact, we shall assign a simple form to the impact force.

3.1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The cantilever beam is straight with a uniform rectangular cross-section of width b and
height h and is of length 1.

The Y- and Z-axes are assumed to be the principal axes of the cross-section. The free
end of the beam is located at x = 0 and the fixed end is welded at x = I to a metal base,
as depicted in Figure 4. The welded end is treated as an elastic clamping boundary

' condition,
L.. External damping is assumed to be proportional to the velocity of the beam at any

given section, and the constant of proportionality is c,.
Initially, the beam is assumed to be at rest and the ball is assumed to strike the beam

normally at the tip in the positive ),-direction at a velocity V0.

I'
I
I
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y

I , '

Figure 4. Location of the co-ordinate system.

3 The problem is to find the deflections and strains in the beam at any given location
and thereby verify the experimental results obtained for the deflection at the tip and
strains at x = 24-72 cm.

3.2. GOVERNING EQUATION FOR THE MOTION OF THE BEAM

The governing equation for the motion of the beam has been developed earlier by
Clough and Penzien [1]. The cross-sectional dimensions of the beam are assumed to be
smaller in comparison to its length and the effects of shearing force and rotary inertia
are neglected. The differential equation, including the effect of external damping is

a2 a4y/ax4+ r, ay/at + a2y/atl = q(x, t)/p, (4)

where a2 = El/p and r, = c2/p.

3.2.1. Boundary and initial conditions
The boundary conditions can be written as follows:
at the free end (x=0): (a) y"=0, (b) y"'= 0;
at the fixed end (x= 1): (c) Ely"=-/Gy., (d) y = 0.

Here K4 is the elastic constant of the clamping. K4 is estimated by measuring the deflection
of the elastically clamped cantilever beam tip when a static load is applied at its tip. For
such a case, we observed a tip displacement of 31-9 pLm when a load of 0.5 kg was applied.
The displacement was determined by double exposure laser speckle interferometry. UsingI the theory of deflection of elastic beams developed by Crandall et al. [7], we found K4
to be around 0-6 x 10s Nm.

The initial conditions are taken to be that of zero velocity and zero displacement: i.e.,3 mathematically, y(x, 0) = 0, .P(x, 0) = 0.

3.2.2. Formulation of the loading intensity
Following Hoppman [8], the contact force F(x, t) on impact can be written as

F(x, t) = G(x)Q(t) (5)
with

I 1 0 elsewhere,
mVO(l+e)(l/2T,) sin (7r/T) for 0<ti T

Q t for t;t T (6)

- Here m is the mass of the steel ball, e is the coefficient of restitution as defined by Newton,
T, is the time of contact, Vo and V are the velocities of the steel ball before and after
impact and Q(t) is the temporal component of F(x, t). Since the contact force acts as a
point, (x = 0+, in our case because we have a shear-free boundary condition at x = 0) itI

I
I
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is irdepertdent of x. Hoppman [8] has derived theoretical expressions for e and T, for
steel impacting steel. I

The loading intensity q(x, 1) can then be written as

q(x, t) = g(x)Q(t), (7)

where g(x) is a delta function at x=0". Hence,

g(x) = 8(x-0*). (8)

3.3. THEORETICAL SOLUTION I
We shall first enumerate the values and the units of the various constants involved in

our problem (see Table 1). We shall be using the metric system of units.

TAB'.E I

Constant parameter values and units I
Material of the beam mild steel

Young's modulus of the beam, E 200x 109 (N/m 2 )
Height of the beam cross-section, h 25.37 x 10-' (m)
Width of the beam cross-section, b 12.68 x 10-1 (m) I
Length of the beam, 1 0.3572 ()
Mass per unit length of beam, p 2.53225 (Kg/m)
Impact force contact time, T, 2.2 x 10" (s)
Initial velocity of ball, Vo 0.931 (m/s) I
Cofficient of restitution, e 0.22
Radius of the ball, r I 1'0871 x 10"' (m)
Material of the ball steel
Density of the ball, d 7.85 x 10' (Kg/m)
Coefficient of external damping, c2  46.29 (Ns/m')

The a.effi..ent, restitution has been selected as that derived theoretically by Hoppman 1
[8] for the numerical examples presented in his work.

The coefficient of external damping is calculated from the logarithmic decrement of
the tip displacement curve obtained experimentally. Its computation is discussed in
section 4. I

The impact force contact time is estimated from the strain gage curves recorded on the
oscilloscope. It is found to be of the same order as that derived theoretically by Hoppman
[8) for similar experimental conditions. I

For displacement of the free end of the cantilever beam, by following Clough and
Penzien [ 1 ), the analytical solution of the above governing equation for the given boundary
and loading conditions is found to be as follows: I

y(0, t) n XE (0) e - Y , eb.,Q(.) sin pd (t - r) d7', (9)

where, for the first three modes, k1I = 167264, k2 1 = 4.33152 and k3l = 7.37983, I
X.(x) = (sin kx +sinh k,,x)+ a.(cos k,,x + cosh k,,x), (00)

a. = -(sin k l+sinh kl)/cos kl+ cosh k.1), w. = X. dx, (11, 12)

where p' .a'k , 25. = r, and Pd, . "

I
I
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By using these results, the tip displacement was determined as a function of time using
a computer. Furthermore, the strain at any given location x on the top surface of the
cantilever beam can be obtained by differentiating the result from equation (9) twice with
respect to x as follows:I h k2[(sink,,x-sinhk,,x)+a,,(cosk,,x-coshk,(x)3

-x(X, 0) =x. (0) y.(0, X. (13)

The strain can be numerically computed for any given location x by using this equation.

3 4. RESUL'

The doubly exposed specklegrams provided the number of fringes from which the
displacement at each instant was calculated. For convenience of comparison, we have
normalized the amplitude. The fringes obtained were horizontal implying a displacementin the y-direction. The sign of the fringes was inferred from the direction of impact. Since

the impact is in the positive y-direction, the fringes in the first half-cycle are assumed to
have a positive sigi,. The sign of the fringes then alternates between positive and neg.,ive
for each consecutive half-cycle. From the plot of the experimental results (see Figure 5)
for the tip displacement, the fundamental frequency of the beam has a time-period of -
about 7.75 ms. Figure 6 shows the variation of strain at the top surface at x = 24.72 cm.
The experimental results for tip-disnlacement and strain have the same fundamental timeperiod. This gives support to the rt sults for displacement obtained experimentally.

0

AoV-I_ I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 It 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20

Time (m/s)

Figure 5. Comparison of theoretical and experimental results for normalized tip displacement vs. time;
displacement summed over thee modes. 0, Experimental values; -, Theoretical curve.

We shall now discuss the selection of the coefficient of external damping. Since we
have considered external damping only, the computation of 8. involves the damping
constant c2. To determine c2, we first estimated the logarithmic decrement of amplitude
from the experimental results. It was found to be 0.1431 over two cycles. Then, one has

log dec = In {y(O, t)/y(O, t+2T,)) = 26 ,T,

where T is the time period of the fundamental mode which was found to be 27.75 ms
from the experimental results. Using 25, = r, with r, = c2/p, one finds that c2 -46.7.

I
I
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Figure 6. Comparison of theoretical and experimental results for strain. (a) Theoretical results for strain
x - 24.72 cm, summed over three modes; (b) strain recorded from strain gages at x - 24.72 cm. 1

By using the results from equations (6), (9) and (13), and the values of the constants
involved, the values of the tip displacement and strain at x = 2472 cm at successive
instants of time were computed. The summation was performed for n = 1, 2 and 3. The
contribution of terms corresponding to n -_ 4 was found to be negligible. The results were
then plotted by using a graphics software.

Figure 5 shows the tip.displacement obtained theoretically superimposed by the experi-
mental results for the same. As can be readily seen, the two are in close agreement. Figure I
6 shows a typical experimental recording and the theoretical results for the axial strain
obtained at the top surface at x=24.72 cm. The spike in the strain gage output at
t = 14.2 ms is due to the firing of the laser at this instant. The two results for strain are I
in close agreement as well, thereby giving validity to our theoretical model.

5. CONCLUSION I
From a comparison of the experimental and theoretical results, we have found that

double exposure speckle interferometry can be successfully applied to determine the
displacement curves for vibrating structures. But it is also recognized that to determine
the curve totally, one must ensure that the motion is repeatable. Difficulty can also arise
if tilt is present.

I
I
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The accuracy of measurement is limited by the range of measurement, the aperture
size of the camera and the wavelength of the light used. To cover a larger range it becomes
imperative to sacrifice upon the accuracy. In other words, the two are inversely related.

The results thus obtained can be used to check finite-element codes which in turn can
be used for analyzing complex structures where analytical or experimental results are

u j difficult to obtain.
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I 3-D Moment Forms: Their Construction and
| Application to Object Identification

and Positioning
CHONG-HUAH LO. STUDENT MEMBER. IEEE, AND HON-SON DON, MEMBER, IEEE

1
Abstnut-The 3-D moment method hu been applied to object iden. of complex moments and used them to derive moment in-

Ifllcalion and positioning. A general theory of deriving 3-D moment variants (I). Each complex moment depends only on one
invariants is proposed in this paper. The notion of complex moments coefficient of the circular expansion of the 2-1 image func-
Is introduced. Complex momants are defined as linear combinations of
moments with complex coefficients. They are collected Into multIplets tion. This fact determines which features of the image con-
such that each muitiplet transforms Irreducibly under 3-D rotations. tribute to the value of each complex moment, and readily
Using the group-theoretic technique, various invariant scalars are ex- answers that how much information is lost when the mo-
tracted from compounds of complex momenu via Clebsch-Gordon ii, ment sequence is truncated. They also derived analytic
pension. Twelve moment lnvartanu consisting of the second and third forla which relates the correlation fnctions of the

order moments are explicitly derived In the paper. They can be used
as feature vectors for automatic Identification of 3.D objects and CAT complex moments to the statistic parameters of noise in
Images in statistical pattern recognition technique. Vectors which con- the stochastic process. In fact, their paper provides a the-
sists of the third order moments can be derived in a similar manner. oretical framework to predict the discrimination power and
They can be used to solve the problem of two-way ambiguity In defining robustness of the moment invariants in any 2-D pattern
the principal axes of a 3-D object, so that the rigid body rotation can recognition problem. Recently, Teh and Chin reported a
be unambiguously determined from the relative orientation of prnci.c
pal axes in two frames. The vector moment forms can also be used In comparative study of image analysis using geometric, or-
the tensor algorithm for motion estimation. thogonal and complex moments [19). Fundamental is-

e Tsues, such as image representation capability and noise
inx Tetrms--Complex moments, irreducible mnaon - sensitivity were discussed in their paper. The extensionion estimation, object identificatlon, S-D moment invariants. o - oetavnnst - oetivrat a

of 2-D moment invariants to 3-D moment invariants was

attempted by Sadjadi and Hall (16]. However, only sec-
1. INTRODUCTION ond-order moment invariants have been explicitly de-

O BJECT recognition &nd positioning are two impor- nved. Moreover, their derivation of the second-order mo-
tant aspects in scene analysis. The moment method ,.nt invariants was based on the theory of conic surfaces.

of image analysis has applications to both aspects. To so it may not be easily generalized to derive higher order
achieve positi"n i.rairiant pattern recognition, each pat- moment invariants. Since 3-D information of objects can
tern is represented by a feature vector of moment func- be obtained by computer tomographic reconstruction.

I tions, which are invariant under Euclidean or affine trans- passive 3-D sensors or active range finders, algorithms of
formation. These moment functions are called moment systematic derivation of 3-D moment invariants should be
invariants. Historically, the first significant paper on the developed for 3-D object identification.

I use of moment invariants on the 2-D pattern recognition Moments-have also been used to find the coefficients of
was published by Hu (7]. In the following years, the the coordinate transformation that relates the arbitrary and
method was demonstrated by character recognition (7], the standard positions of an object. Using the moment
automtic aircraft identification (31, and scene matching tensors of two image patterns which result from the or-
[2 11. Hu used the theory of algebraic forms to derive in- thogonal projections of a rigid planar patch at two onen-
variant forms. Reddi proposed a simpler construction tations, Cyganski and Orr proposed a method to derive
method using radial and angular moments (15]. Teague the affine transformation which relates these two image

* extended Hu's idea to the concept of orthogonal monent patterns [21, [14). Euler angles are subsequently re-
sets [18]. Abu-Mostafa and Psaltis introduced the notion covered from the parameters of the 2-D affine transfor-

mation. The four parameters of the general linear trans-

Manu~cnpt received October 12. 1987. revised November 10. 1988. formation matrix are the solutions of four linear algebraic
Recommended for acceptance by C Brown. This work was suppoted by equations whose coefficients are the components of the
the National Science Foundation under Grant IRI-8710856 and U S Army two vectors (unit rank tensors) evaluated at two different
Research Otfice under Contract DAAL 0388KO033. orientations These two vectors are derived from higher
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Orr also developed a tensor-based algorithm for object combinations may be complex. The irreducible represen.
identification. They used their procedure to "normalize" tations of rotation group are indexed by a positive integei
the unknown pattern-as Will as the library pattern with or a half integer (4], (8). Only representations with inte.
respect to the same standard, so that the matching be- ger indices will appear in this paper. Complex moment; 3
tween the unknown pattern and the library pattern can be which are transformed by an irreducible representation D U
done in a view independent way. Tensor method has been are collected in the vector a', [ .• • ] and -I s
extended to study 3-D. medical images by Faber and m S 1. The vector v1 has all the transformation properties 3
Stokely [5]. They applied the method to two binary im- as those of irreducible tensor operators 14], (20]. In fact. 5
ages, a geometric object and a thresholded spect (single we shall derive moment invariants and various complex
photon emission computed tomography) study of a car- moment forms using the calculus of irreducible tensor op-
diac blood pool. Their derivation of vector forms utilized erator. Composite complex moment forms which are
complicated tensor algebra. Moreover, the results may be transformed according to certain irreducible representa- U
sensitive to noise, because their vectors contain higher tions D' can be derived as linear combinations of the
order moments which may be more vulnerable to noise product P, and sq. where the coefficients in the linear cam- •
contamination. binations are the vector coupling coefficients (4]. The mo- 3

The orientation of a rigid body can be determined by ment invariants are those moment forms which are trans-
its second-order 3-D central moments. The second-order formed by the identity representation corresponding to j
moments are calculated from the 3-D data of a set of fea- = 0. Higher rank moment invariants can be obtained from 3
ture points on the object, if the coordinates of these fea- the combination of three or more complex moment mul- U
ture points are known in both original and rotated frames. tiplets ', by using the analogous procedures and combin-
The eigen decomposition of the moment matrix will result ing them two at a time. We shall demonstrate our method 3
in four sets of principal axes, due to the two-way ambi- by deriving the second- and third-order moment invari- 5
guity of each axis. Therefore, four possible rotation ma- ants. Three second-order invariants have been derived and
trices can be derived from measuring the relative orien- shown to be equivalent to the results of (16]. Moreover,
tations of the principal axes in the original and rotated we have obtained another nine invariants. There are two 3
frames. Lin et al. [12] proposed that the correct rotation quadratic third-order moment invariants, which are bi-
matrix could be selected by exact matching feature points, linear forms of the third-order moment; four quartic third-
On the other hand, we construct a vector which consists order moment invariants, which are fourth-order homo- 3
of the third order 3-D moments, of an object. The correct geneous polynomials of the third-order moments; and 5
rotation matrix is determined by matching the values of three moment invariants which contain both the second
this vector form. More detailed discussion of our method order and third-order moments. We have also derived
will be given in Section IV of this paper. The eigenvalues three vector forms using only the second- and third-order 3
of the central moment matrix are moment invariants. In moments. They can be used to determine translation and
fact, they are solutions of the third-order characteristic orientation parameters of a given object by the tensor
polynomial whose coefficients are the second order mo- method. Our expression for the unit rank tensors are much
ment invariants given in [16]. Using a perturbation for- simpler than those in (5]. Furthermore, our results may 5
mula, we can show that the noise contamination effect is be less sensitive to noise because we do not use moments
suppressed, if the eigenvalues are very distinct from each with order higher than three in the derivation.
other. Therefore, we may use the second-order moment The paper is organized as follows. In Section It. we
invariants to predict the performance of the algorithm in define complex moments and describe our procedure for
a noisy environment. It is also possible to estimate the deriving various 3-D moment forms using complex mo-
rotation matrix by the perturbation formula, if values of ments. In Section III, we construct the second- and third-
the parameters in the formula are determined by noise order moment invariants. In Section IV, we discuss the
models or other assumptions. application of vector moment forms to various algorithms

In this paper, we propose a group-theoretic method to for 3-D motion parameter estimation. The computer ver-
derive the 3-D Euclidean moment invariants. In a coor, ification of our formulae and empirical study of the digi-
dinate system whose origin coincides with the centroid of tizing errors and noise effect are given in Section V. Sec-
a 3-D pattern, a moment of order p is transformed into a tion VI contains our concluding remarks.
linear combination of moments of order p under the ro- It. 3-D MOMENTS, COMPLEX MOMENTS, AND GROUP-
tation transformation of coordinates. The coefficients of THEORETIC METHOD
the linear combination are the matrix elements of a re- The 3-D moments of order I + m + n of a 3-D density
ducible representation of three-dimernsional rotation function P(x1 , x!, x 3 ) are defined by the Riemann inte- 3
group. The dimension of the reducible representation is grals 5
(p + 1 )(p + 2)/2. Our procedure is to decompose the
reducible representation into a direct sum of irreducible M ,= t ,p d
representations using the Clebsch-Gordon expansion 4], ,, x ,, •

f8). We also derive complex moments of orderp as linear (I) I
combinations of moments of the same order, such that If the density function is piecewisely continuous and
they are transformed by the irreducible representations in bounded in a finite region in R3 space, then moments of
the Clebsch-Gordon series. The coefficients of the linear all order exist. In this case. the charactenstics function of I
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the density function can be defined where M, and u are the corresponding quantities after
a_ j 0 transformation. Since monomials u u'u"3 are transformed

M(ut, U2, u3) = exp(MIZt i1* "tn) among themselves under rotation, moments of the same
-I order are also transformed among themselves. The (ab-

,(xI, X2, x3) dXI dX2 dX3. (2) solute) moment invariant is a homogeneous polynomial
of moments which retain its value after rotations. MomentIt can be expanded into a power §eries. invariants are valuable for recognition of 3-D objects in-

M(ul, U2, U3) dependent of their positions and orientations. In 16). it
-06 has been shown that there are at most ((p + l)(p +. 5 (ulx1 + uIx, + u3x3 ) P  2)/2) - 3 absolute moment invariants oforderp. In the, . " following, we propose an algebraic method to construct

P(X1 , X2, X3 ) AdX2 - (3) the moment invariants. The basic principle of our method
) is the representation theory of rotation group. A compre-Interchanging the integration and summation in (3), and hensive and elegant introduction of the group represen-

I using the definition of moments, we can express the char- tation' theory can be found in [4], (8).
acteristic function as an infinite series of homogeneous The first step of our approach is to decompose the sym-
polynomials of ul, u2, and U3, metric tensor space into a direct sum of invariant sub-

a$ 1spaces on which the rotation group operates irreducibly.
M(u, U2, U3) Z- L He(ut, U2, u3 ) (4) We choose the new basis of the tensor space to be the

where harmonic polynomials y7' ( = P '), where p is the mag-
nitude of the vector U, and Y' is the spherical harmonics.

P! ,, ( The spherical harmonics are solutions of the Laplace dif-
. mn! . n! ferential equation. They form a complete orthonormal ba-

For later convenience, we define a vector u whose com- sis for the continuous real valued functions defined on a
ponents are the monomials u ,u2 u and a vector m whose unit sphere. It is well known that a spherical harmonicsIcomponents are the coefficients ofu'u'u3 in He, that is, Y' is transformed by rotation of coordinate system into a

T function which can be expressed as a sum of sphericalU [U, UP.. , U1U 2 U3, T harmonics with the same I but with m running over the
=[M range -I s m _. . Therefore, the harmonic polynomials
M OO, ' ', I!m!n! M (6) y' span an invariant irreducible subspace of dimension 21' ' + 1. Expressing each monomial basis uu"'u as a linear

so that HP can be written as a scalar product of m and u. combination of the harmonic polynomials y1', we achieveThe components in u and m may be arranged in different the decomposition of the symmetric tensor space into aorder, so long as their scalar product remains to be h'. direct sum of invariant irreducible subspaces. The sym-
The centroid of the density function can be determined metric tensor space of rank p, can split into invariant sub-
from the zeroth and the first-order moments by spaces of dimensions 2p + 1. 2p - 3, 2p - 7, 2p - 1I.

Mo M0 M0o (7) etc. For example, a second rank symmetric tensor splits
o 21D X M into two invariant subspaces of dimension five and one: a

Moments with their origin at the centroid of the density third rank symmetric tensor splits into two invariant sub-
function are called central moments. The central moments spaces of dimension seven and three; a fourth rank sym-
are invariant under translation. From now on. we assume metric tensor splits into three invariant subspaces of di-
that the origin of the coordinate system is always at the mension nine, five, and one.
centroid, so all the moments are central moments, and the The transformation matrix between the monomial basis
characteristic function is also referred to central mo- and the harmonic polynomial basis is generally complex.
ments. We shall use the hermitian conjugate of this matrix to

The phase of the characteristic functic i is invariant un- transform the moments into complex moments. Let y be
der rotation, so both the spatial frequency vector U = (uI, the vector of harmonic polynomials which are the basis
u2, u) and the coordinate vector .F = (xI, x2, x)) are of the symmetric tensor space of rank p.
transformed by the same orthogonal matrix under rotation
of the coordinate system, i.e., y = I y , Y; , y;, . . , - 2 , . (10)

'= R., is = Ru. (8)
The transformation property of the moments can be de- There exists a nonsingular complex matrix A., such that
termined from that of the spatial frequency 17 by the fol-lowing equation: U = Ay, )

P Pi,,
Z mn M1,11011" uwhere the vector u is given in (6). The rows of A are

-.M ;. 0 ,,,,uindexed by the three indexes Imn of moments and the col-.. .. (9) umns of A are indexed by the two indexes I and m of;t.,.,..^.o~2 l-~n Ma", u U1 (9)
1.m"n.O I!m!n. spherical harmonics. We define the vector of complex
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moments v by where (1, m, 1', n i, 1 ',j, m + n ) is the vector coupling

= A m (12) or Clebsch-Gordon coefficient [4). "Composite" com-
where A+ is the heritian cinjugate of A. The element of plex moment forms which are transformed according to
whIreA iso the rmiwith I-npa-ofA.- The e aemend o the irreducible representations in the Clebsch-Gordon ,e-I * * * I res can be constructed as linear combinations of p -by
-1 S m < 1. If one permutes the components of u, then
the components of m and the columns of A matrix will be " M-1

permuted correspondingly: However, the complex mo- v(1, 1')k = E (1, m, ', k - ml, l',j, k)vT'.'.
rments calculated from (12) is invariant under this per- inn --

mutation transformation. Note that H. can also be ex- (15)
pressed as scalar products of y and v. Under rotation The t,(/, tIA is a moment invariant. Moment invariants
trngrsformation, y is transformed by the block diagonal which are high-order homogeneous polynomials of mo-
matrix D of the form ments can be obtained by using (15) to construct j = 0

DP invariant scalars from the tensor product of v (1, ') 's and
v's. In particular, the "norm" of the complex moment

P I D(13)function v(l, l')

v2(, 1')j = k (- 1 )J-k( 2j + 1) " I/ 2

III  . $,(I. P'): (t, r');(I)

where the matrix D' on the diagonal of D belongs to the is a moment invariant. Unit rank tensors can also be ob-
irreducible representation I of the rotation group, and I . tained from (15) with j = 1. These tensors are useful in
p, p - 2, p - 4, '.. The block diagonal structure of D the recently developed tensor method for orientation es-
implies that the complex moments I" of a given I are also timation and object identification (2], [14].
transformed by the irreducible representation matrix D'.
A different derivation of complex moments is given by III. MOMENT INVARIANTS
Kanatani [10], [11]. He used the generating function of In the following, we shall demonstrate our method by
spherical harmonics to transform moments to complex constructing the second- and third-order moment invari-
moments. Let iq be the vector (1 1,,v', , T1]. The ants.
tensor product of v and v1. is transformed by the reducible
representation D'D". This reducible representation can be A. Construction of Second-Order Moment Invariants
decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible representa- The vector u of the monomial basis of the secord rank
tions by the Clebsch-Gordon series [4], [8) symmetric tensor is given explicitly as

, 1+ , ,.2 2 2 T

. E (1, n', 1, n' l1. 1',], m' + n U = IUI, U2 , 3, iu, UiU3, U2U3. (17)
The monomial ul, ulu2 , can be expressed as linear

DJ,+ft*+.A(1, ', nil, l',j, m + n) combinations ofyoandy'(m = -2, ' ' ,2). The trans-
(14) formation formulas are given in [4]. The corresponding

A matrix in (11) is found to be

0 - ,sf

24 
2

0 0 - 0 0 2

3A= Fi.23r (18)
7 0 0 0 i.j~ 0

0-f 0 5 0 0

0 joj 0O00 
5 

-I
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Using (12), the complex moments are calculated to be Therefore, it is evident that the two results are eqdivaientg
Using ( tto each other. 5

'2 F5 .(M2 - M02o + j2M 10), (19.a) B. Construction of Third-Order Moment Invariants

The complex third-order moments can be similarly cal-

2 1  . . culated, they are given below 5
P2 -" (-2Miot -2Mol) (19. b)

= 2 ~ - M9c 3 = [(-M3 + 3M120) + j(Mo3o - 3M,10)1.
5' =  (2Moo2 - Mkoo - Mo-,o), (19.(2.a

(25.a)

.I.- (2Mo, -j2M 01 ), (19.d) P2= [(M26 - Mmo) +j2Mi, 1 J, (25.b)

2 7' (M 200 - - j2M,,o), (19.e) V3 7 [(M*oo + M120 - 4Mo 2)

0~~~~~ + (Mo + M21 - 4M). (5c

/(9.f) +J(Mo0  + M2~o - 4Mo12 )J, (25.C) I
32

The complex moments in (19) agrees with those obtained 3  5 [2M003 - 3M2ol - 3Mo2l], (25.d)

by Kanatani [101. We immediately observe that Ao is a
linear moment invariant. The quadratic moment invarant ,.- 1 -0300 - M120 + 4Mo2)
is the norm of ,'(h

&,(2, 2)0° - (5)'/ (2Vj "2  - 2, 2' + (4) 2). (20) + j(MOo3 + M210 - 4M012)J, (25.e) 3
The cubic moment invariant of the second-order moments -
can be obtained by first constructing a second rank spher- vj2 ='M - Moz) - j2M35] (25.f)
ical tensor 1?' as followb: L 0

a3

(2, i, 2, m -4i12,32,52 , (21) 3 = [(M300 - 3Mr2o) +j(Mo3 - 3M.,o)].

and then taking the scalar product of I' and Y[' to get (25.g)
71 = (5) 1 2(1"(12P - n/lil + J and

- 1 P21 + 1 2-'v). (22) 67

The three second-order moment invariants given in [16] 5 "- 1(-M 00 - Ml2o -
are -+ M020 + M002, (i23.a) - j(Mo30 + M21o + Mo.)], (26.a) 3

2 k1 0 M020 + M20
=M

002 + M020M -V 101 Yg - [ MI003 + Mo + M0211, (26.b)

I M ,o#M,, (23.b) V'[(M 3 + M i.

J3 = M2ooMo2oMoom - MooM'Io + 2Mo0M 0lMo0 t 5(M oh+Mh02)

U I Mg, M Mi (-j(M 030 + M 0 + Mo, 2)]. (26.c)- M z o M o O M .o oI . ( 2 3 .c )

Our results can be expressed as algebraic equations of JI, The quadratic moment invariants are the norms of Y' and

2 , a n d J 3 , ' ' ( 3 3 ) 0 ( 7 r ' j 2 [ PI 3  - 2 v -'I
Po /' 3(.) = (7)2412.a) " V uu'I

+ 22 '3' -(v°)ZJ' (27.a)

3(2, 2): =' - 8J2 (24.b) v(I. ); (3)' 2 - (,). (27 b)

2 7rs (27 -32 6 Moment invariant which is a cubic form of third-ordcr
JS + 16 48J3 moments vanishes, due to the symmetry property of the15 .~ • mttountsolown

9vctorcoupling coefficients in (Al.a) of Appendix A. The
(24.c) quartic moment invariants can be obtained by following
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t the general procedures outlined in-Section II. "Compos- where I + m + n = p and X is the scale factor. It is
ite" complex moment forms v(l, 1')'" with 1, 1' = 1, 3 obvious that the following quantity:
andj = odd integer,also 'anish identically because of M ill"
the symmetry property in (A .a). Other complex moment (, = M "" (31)
forms can be calculated by using (15). The expressions of
those complex moment forms which are relevant to the is a similitude invariant moment. Similitude-Euclidean
construction of moment invariants, ire given in Appendix moment invariants can be easily derived by substituting
B. There are only four independent quartic moment in- ,I,, for MImi in the equations of moment invanants. On
variants, the other hand, the authors of [16] divided various mo-

2 -ment invariants by suitable powers of vo, and derived sim-
v2(3, 3)2 = ( 5 ) - I/2 F ( - )(2-" ilitude-invariant quantities. We follow their procedure andSm. -2 obtain

v(3, 3)Pv(3. 3)7", (28.a) 2 -(2, 2)2
)2 12

2 2 (2 -2 (vo)2 (32.a)

P (3, 1)2 = (5) -  m2  (-1

v(3, I )mv(3, 1)-m, (28.b) 222 3s (32.b)

2 2,(3, 3)°

P(3. 3 P(3, 1), (5) '  m (I -"v(3. 3)7 1 (32.c)

3 ' 1,(3, 1)-m, (28.c) V(1, 0
2 

1i 0 " )- (32.d)

v(3, 1)2 v(l, 1)2 = (5 ) - i/2 Z (-l-"-' (v2) 1)3 m" -2" v(3, 3),v, 32e
v(3, 1) V(1, ')-, (28.d) 1 - (v),/S (32.e)

The norms of ;,(3, 3)6 and ;,(3, 3)4 are linear combi-
nations of Y2( 3, 3)2 and the square of the quadratic mo- 12;3 P(3, 1)2 V, (32.f)
ment invariants v(3, 3)o°.The scalar product of v(3, (Po
3)2' and ,( 1. 1 )T is a linear combination of the quartic
invariant P2(3, )2 and the product of quadratic moment 2 ( 1. 1
invariants v(l, l)o v(3, 3)o. The scalar product v(3, 17/ (32g)
3)m and v(3, 1 )m is proportional to the moment invariants
,(3, 3)2 v(3. 1)2. The norm of ( 1, 1)'2 is proportional v1"(3 3)2
to the square of quadratic moment invariants v( 1, 1 )0. It 3333 = __ (32.h)
is possible to form moment invariants which contain both (v°)

I the second- and third-order moments. In fact, the scalar v(3, 3), v(3, 1),
product of VT in (19) with any of the three second rank /i3 - " ", (32.i)
composite complex moment-forms in Appendix B is a mo- (v)
ment invariants. We write down these expressions below: V2(3, 1)2

/2 (2 -on) ( - 113 )24/5 (32.j)
V(3, 3)2,2 (5)' (-I) " (3, 3 )  o -m -2

(29.a) V(3, I), v(1, 1)2

Vol04/5 (32)
-12 (Pot m-n

v(3, 1),v: (5) l (/-I)2' (3. 1 ):I'2  Under the improper transformation. 7 -Z -., moments---

(complex moments) of odd order will obtain a negative
(29.b) sign, but moments (complex moments) of even order will

remain unchanged. The eleven moment invariants in (32)
* (l, 1),P, (5)-'/2 12-l P(I, I )", are invariant under spatial inversion. The numerical study

(( . 2  of these quantities, including roundoff effects, wil' be

(29.c) given in Section V.

3 Under the similitude transformation, i.e., the change of IV. MOMENT FORMS AND MOTION ESTIMATION OF
size, the moment, MI,,,, is transformed as 3-D OBJECTS

Moments have also been used to estimate the affine
mi -. XP 'ML,,, (30), transform parameters of 2-D and 3-D images. Cvganski
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and Orr developed a tensor-based technique to recover the sphe,'ical harmonic basis 3
affine transform of a 2-D image resulting from the orthog- U
onal projection of a rigid planar patch [21, [14]. Their
method has been extended to affine transform determina- a, = j[a( -1) + a( l)]/ 2
tion for 3-D objects by Faber and Stokely [5]. Faber and
Stokely calculated a set of central moments, and then dc- a. - a(O). (a - b. V. w). (37)
rived several unit rank tensors (vectors) by contracting the Because, only in rectangular coordinate system, the ro-
tensor indexes of the moments with the tensor indexes of tation transformation matrix for a rank one tensor is a real
the totally antisymmetric tensor eiJ*. However, the unit, orthogonal matrix. U
rank tensors derived by their method may often contain There are other algorithms which use moments for 2-D
the fourth- and the fifth-order central moments. In th6 ten- and 3-D object positioning. The position and orientation
sor approach of motion estimation, the linear part of the of a 2-D image can be determined from the first- and the 5
affine transform is determined by solving the following second-order moments of the image. The eigenvectors of
system of linear equations for r the second-moment matrix are principal axes. The orien-

o = Pr, (33) tation of the 2-D image is defined to be the orientation of
the principal axis of the least inertia which is also known U

where the array o contains the x, y, - components 8f three as axis of elongation [9). The 2-D rotation that rotates one
vectors b', v', w', which are derived from the central mo- image to the other is easily determined by measuring the
ments of the object to be identified. The vector compo- angle between the elongation axes of these two images.
nents are arranged in o as follows: This approach can be generalized to find 3-D motion pa-

r [rameters. An algorithm for 3-D orientation estimation
o [b,, v,, w,, b,, vy, w,, v, w! (34) using principal axes is discussed in the rest of this section.

The basic assumption is that the 3-D coordinates of a set
The array r contains the matrix elements of the affine of feature points on a rigid body are known at two frames.
transform. Moments are derived from the 3-D data of these feature a
r = [R11, R12, R13, R,1, R?22, R23, R31.R32, R33]T. (35) points. The parameters in the rotation matrix can be re-

covered from these moments. Let Q, and Q2 be the ma-

The 9 x 9 matrix P is a block diagonal matrix with three trices of the second-order central moments in the first and

identical 3 x 3 matrices on the diagonal. This 3 x 3 ma- second frames. respectively, 1
trix has the following expression: M(i),°  M(i)110 M(i)1011[bb, b 1. - M(i),,o M(i)(,0 M(1)011 i 1, 2. 3

vs vV U, (36) .M(0)0o M(i)011 M(i)02

W.1  w j 1 ." (38)

where b1,, , ~, vY, - , w,, -- , are the corn- The second-order moments in the matrix are calculated by
ponents of the corresponding vectors b, v, w, which are (1), where the density function is a sum of delta functions
derited from the central momert~s of the prototype. Once located at each feature point. The origin of the coordinate 3
the linear part of the affine transform is determined, the system is at the centroid of the density function. From ( 1)

translation parameters can be determined from the trans- and (8). the following relation between Q, and Q2 can be

formation property of the first-order noncentral moments. obtained
Practically, we may assume that the linear part of the Q, = RQtR. (39)

affine transform is simply a product of a constant and an

orthogonal matrix which specify the relative size and ori- The real symmetric moment matrices can be decomposed l
entation of the object and the prototype, respectively. In as 5
this case, the calculation of vectors using (15) can save = AAAr.
computation effort. In fact, v' in (26) is the already avail- =

able vector, and we identify it with b. Using (15), v can Q2 = BA'Br (40) *
be calculated from the product of v' and v, and w can U
be calculated from the product of v' and A2. Their expres- where A and A' are the diagonal eigenvalue matrices of
sions are given in Appendix C. In the expressions of v Q, and Q2, respectively. A and B are orthogonal matrices
and w, there is no term which contains central moments whose column vectors are the corresponding eigenvectors
of order higher than three. Moreover, each component of of A and A', respectively. In the noise free case, Q and
the vector is an accumulative sum of products of two corn- Qz have common eigenvalues, so A = A'. The eigenval-
plex muments. This makes tensor technique for motion ues are determined by the following charactenbtic equa- I
ebtimation easier to be implemented on digital computer. tion:
We use the following equations to define the x, y. z com-
ponents of a vector in terms of its components in the f() 1,\2 + jd X _ j)) I
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j where Ji J2, J3 are the second-order moment invariants metric perturbation matrix due to noise. The matrix ele-
given in (23). The rotation matrix R is determined from ments of Vi are small. The eigenvectors of Q, can be cal-
the correlation of the princital axes in the two frames, culated from the eigenvectors of Q, by the perturbation

formula [13]
3

R = BAT = bia (42)[-- j ai-Nii 4, - dk +..
I = L -",*

where ai and b, are cigenvectors of Q, and Q2, respec- r - 1
tively. Owing to the uncertainties in the signs of the col- b.N 46 , -, 6 ..

umn vectors in B, four possible rotation matrices can be I k 0 k +- , j
constructed. Traditionally, in the 2-D case, the "two way
ambiguity" of principal axes is solved by computing the i, k -, 2, 3 (43)
values of higher order moments [7], [9]. We shall also where a, b, 4( and 51 are eigenvectors of Q,Q, (2,
use the values of higher order moment forms to select the and Q2, respectively. Ni and N am the normalization
correct rotation matrix. Our procedure iso constants of the corresponding igenvectors. We can ex
lowing. The third-order moments of the feature sets are conss the r espon din term s e aex -

first calculated. The Cartesian coordinates of the vector press the rotation matrix R in terms of the matrix , which

form b is then constructed from the third-order moments is calculated from (42) by substituting 41 for a, and 6, for

using (26) and (37). The vector b is the same one used in bi in that equation, and the outer products of igenvectors

(34) and (36). Let b and b' be the values of the vector 6, and di.

form b evaluated in the first and the second frames, re- - (V 2 6, ar
spectively. b is transformed by the four rotation matrices. R 2 -

The transformed vectors are matched with the vector b' l-l kol k
to determine the correct rotation matrix. Even if the data

* are noisy, this algorithm can still choose the rotation ma- E T V,a, , (L (44
trix which is the closest to the correct one. - - k-, /

We must point out that the principal axes algorithm is
quite similar to the one which is recently proposed by Lin the omitted terms are higher order terms of
etal. (12]. Equations (39)-(42) all appeared in [12], even (4[Va)/(1 1I - XIk) and (frV16 1)/(X1 - Xv). It is
though the terms of moments, moment invariants and known that, in the nondegenerate perturbation theory, the
principal axes are never mentioned in their paper. More- diagonal matrix element of V is'the first-order correction
over, in [12], the correct rotation matrix cannot be deter- to the eigenvalue. For example, 6,rVZ, = X2, - X,, where
mined, until the exact point correspondences of the fea- X2z and X, are the ith eigenvalues of a2 and Q2, respec-
ture set have been established. In their approach, each tively (13]. These eigenvalues are moment invariants de-
feature point in the first frame has to be transformed y termined from (41), where J1, J1, J are evaluated using
four possible rotations. Heuristic searching and matching both noisy and noise-free data. On the other hand, the off
between these transformed points and the feature points diagonal elements d1 VId and 6kV , are not related to the

in the second frame will discover the point correspon- moment invariants. Note that (kVI d)/(XIX - X1j) and
Idence. Our algorithm can save a lot of computing effort, (Srv 2 )/( - X2k) are the first-order approximations

especially when large number of feature points are used. of the scalar products of unit vectors a. a& and b,, 61 (i
The computer simulation results in [12] indicate that the * k). Therefore. their magnitudes should be less than
algorithm may not correctly predict the motion parame- one. If noise model is available and the perturbation ma-
ters when noise is strongly present in the data. In this tix elements can be estimated, we can use (44) to esti-
case, this algorithn; can still be used to determine feature mate the rotation matrix R. The denominators of
point correspondences [12]. The rotation and translation (4rVt~a)/(t 1 - X) and (6fV16,)/(X 2, - 6u) are pre-
parameters will be those that minimize dominantly determined by the geometric distribution of

the feature points on the object. It is obvious that the noise
N contamination effect is highly suppressed if the eigenval-

Min ., +t - x,. ues are very distinct from each other. Following this per-
l u turbative approach. we can use the second-order moment

The solution of the minimization problem can be found in invariants to predict the performance of this algonthm

[16], (17]. when the numerical roundoff effect and perturbative noise

If only small amount of noise is present in the data, the ar present in the data.
orthogonal matrices A, B, and R can all be calculated by
the perturbation method [13]. Let Q,, (i = 1. 2), be V. COMPUTER SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS3 the central moment matrix of the noisy feature points in
the ith frame. The Qi can be represented by Q1 + V, We have implemented our algorithm of deriving var-
where Q, is the second-order central moment matrix when ious 3-D moment forms in Fortran 77. The invariance of
the noise is absent from the ith frame, and V, is the sym- the 3-D moment invariants has been confirmed expen-
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mentally. A recanar solid was used in the experiment. TABLE I 3It was rotated to various orientations, with one of its cot- MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF MOMENT INVARIANTS EVALUATEDIt wa rotted ovarius oientaions withone f it cor snCONE~t POINTS OF A RECTANGLE-ner fixed at the origin of the coordinate system. At each :S:N: _OEO OACN
orientation, we calculged the second- and the third-order ,o,,iant mea IA) stand. dv (A) mesa 18) stand. dv 181 -,act 1
moment invariants anthe vectors b, v, and w. In order - si

14(10,4) "O 01 Of 71000 315 awto reduce the data storage and increasing the processing -.speed, the moments were calculated using a set of feature 1,6110') .1362 001 13" 0o .0 .1113

points. In general, the contours, comers and vertices are I, Ie) .32, , 004 .4010 0 87 -..912
the choices of feature sets. The only restriction on the i - Oet ll41 00 23 00 1
selection of feature sets is that they preserve the essential
geometric information of the object. We chose the comers 45t3') 00 6 4 029 452
of the rectangular solid as the feature set and expressed -4(7r4 .,7s 004 -473 022 4:4 1
the density function as a sum of delta functions. The mo- U0) 47 00 1073 00 -

ment invariantz calculated at various orientations agreed ,Inl 1,.70 0 o 96 0 O low

exactly with each other. This checked our equations for 11014) 383 003 38U 028 319 3
moment invariants. A similar experiment using pyramid g;ilo-) .311 0.03 .3.40 030 .3 IS 1was also done and the result also confirmed the theory. -

The rotation matrix was then recovered by using (33), 1.(i) 33S . 003 338 020 330

where the three vectors b, v, w were evaluated at two ',,r) .1&40 004 .1.32 o0 4 1330
different orientations of the object. The calculated matrix. -

elements agreed, in the first three decimal places, with TABLE It
those in the orthogonal matrix used to rotate the geometric MEANS AND STANDARD DevIATIONS OF MOMENT INVARIANTS EVALUATED

object to the new orientation. USINO Tle CORNlt POINTS OF A PYRAMID 1
The impact of digitizing errors to the moment invari- invariant

ants was experimentally studied in both fine and coarse mavarct metsalC I stand.dev(C) m*AciD) Itaidd.,ID) exact
sampling cases. In case A, the rectangular solid was sam- tatio- 53.43 0.3 s316 2.28 53 a 1
pled into 30 x 45 x 75 volume pixels. In case B, the 14(T, .002 0.13 0,84 0.45 000same solid was sampled into 6 x 9 x 15 volume pixels. --. -

Each comer point was first rotated by the orthogonal ma- to(1o") .845 o.Os .832 042 .6 10
trix to its new position, and then rounded to the nearest I,(io., ., 45 0.47 5181 1.48 4132.
volume pixel. These pixel values were used to calculate - -

the moment invariants. The invariants exhibited small - 800 0.1s 8 (Si 785 3
variations at different orientations. Using large number of tsd(Ile) .S s2 0.05 .6 41 057 .s 42
data, we obtained the means and standard deviations of -. ......
those similitude-Euclidean moment invariants. Their val- Il, ') 15.70 0.40 ISar 1.5 is
ues are given in Table I. The moment invarants were also i,-,W) 13.0 0.37 1306 3.07 1343
calculated from the discrete data of a pyramid with the I,) To.0 0.14 .052 1.02 .10 0
same two resolutions. Case C was for the better resolu- -.-

tion, and case D was for the poor resolution. The statis-) 882 00 843 0. 518 3
tical parameters of moment invariants in both cases were 1 4(7 054 .02 2_ .850 1
calculated and given in Table U. Note that different mo- -.-

ment invariants may have different order of magnitude.
Therefore, they should be normalized by their sample produced 0.3-0.8 percent error to each vector component: 5
variance before they are used to construct feature space. and the strong digitizing noise of coarse sampling pro-
The results in the tables indicate that the variances have duced 1-3 percent error to each vector component. The
weak dependence on the shape of the geometric objects. calculated transformation matrices using data of high res-
The quadratic moment invariants are less sensitive to dig- olution were only approximately orthogonal. and each 1
itizing noise. On the other hand, the cubic and quartic matrix element had approximately 10 percent error from
moment invariants have relatively large standard devia- the exact value. On the other hand, the calculated trans-
tions in coarse sampling. Nevertheless, we can see from formation matrices using coarsely sampled data were very 5
our experiment results that the digitizing noise does not different from correct ones. Our finding seems to be con-
significantly reduce the discriminating power of the mo- tradictory to the results of (51, where they claimed that no
ment invariant features. significant numerical roundoff effect had been observed.

The effect of digitizing noise to the tensor algorithm for The explanation of this discrepancy may be that they used 1
motion estimation was experimentally studied. Theirect- the whole binary image, not a few feature points. to cal-
angular solid were sampled as in case A and case B. The culate the moments. Moreover. the resolution of their dig. .
vectors b, v, w were calculated at various orientations in ital image might be fine, so the aigitizing errors were not 5
each case. The transformation matrix W3s calculated by significant.
(33). After performing a large number experiments, we The empirical study on the noise sensitivity in principal
found that, the weak digitizing noise of fine sampling only axes algorithm for orientation estimation is given as tol- 3
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lows. Twenty feature points were randomly chosen on the TABLE III
surfaces which are described by the parametric equations THE EIGENVALUES (XI, X2, ),) OF THE SECOND-ORDER MOMENT

MATRICES CALCULATED USING 3-D DATA OF FEATURE POINTS ON VARIOUSa c~OS i sin 0, JSURFACES IN EITHER OF THE Two FRAMES. E-I REPRESENTS THE FEATURE
SETON THE ELLIPSOID (CASE E) IN THE FIRST FRAME. G-2 RFPRFSENT

Till; FIATUIIRr S11T ON TIIR CICIAI Sl1ArI 511111ACII (CASE 0) IN I IIl- Slt 1INI'
y - b sin sinl 0 . FRAME. ETC.

z = c cosB. (45)
Data X, i t %

Four sets of values were given to the parameters a, b, c. ..- -
In case E, a = 5, b = 17, c = 32, the object is an el- E 12S3 108239 Mso0

lipsoid. In case F, a = b = c = 10, the object is a sphere. E-2 S.,91 1037 83 9M8.47

In case G, a = b = 5, c =32, the object has a shape of F 23.29 sss78 1195.95
a cigar. In case H, a =. , b = c = 20, the object hhs a
shape of a plate. In each run, the feature points on the V.2 2s3.2 s93.79 1s15.89
four surfaces were determined by the twenty pairs of polar G- 1 9.317 16568 84,17

angles (0, 0) which were randomly generated. The zero -.2 1.4 .3o 013-

mean and unit variance Gaussian noise was added to the . 2

first and the second frames. The moment matrices were I4 WS. 3 1 3M98.48
calculated in both frames. The rotation matrices of these H- h7.73 1421.48 3959.81
four objects were computed using (40) and (42). This ex- - - -

periment was repeated many times, and the results of
every run were at least in gross agreement with the theo-retical prediction. We present, as a repr'esentative, the ei- values dominate (44). These two terms strongly enhanced
genvaluecan te esta a maies of ec- the noise effect, and the estimated rotation matrix deviatesperiment run. The estimated rotation matrices are given very much from the correct one. We also found that thein (46), and the eigenvalues are given in Table Ill randomly generated feature points on the ellipsoid whoseCn(46as the eii) athree axes are all different, often have very nondegenerateCase E (ellipsoid)gemtcdirbuon

0.~.618 0.186 V.641 geometric distribution.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

S0.533 -0.615 0.581 In this paper, a general theory of 3-D moment invar-

.0.577 0.767 0.281 iants is proposed. The application of 3-D moment method

Case F (sphere) to motion estimation is also discus.cd. The complex mo-
ments are defined. They are grouped into multiplets, such

-0.664 0.147 0.733 that each multiplet of complex moments transforms irre-F 3 ducibly under 3-D rotations. Using the group-theoretic
0.589 -0.500 0.635 technique, various 3-D moment invariants can be con-

L 0.460 0.853 0.246 structed from the irreducible complex moment multiplets.

The moment invariants have the capability of classifying
Case G (cigar) and identifying 3-D objects irrespective of the frame of

-0.601 -0.217 0.769 reference. A set of the second order and third-order mo-
S-ment invariants are explicitly derived in the paper. These

.798 -0.229 0.558 invariant features have good discriminating power for ma-

L 0.005 0.949 0.311 chine identification of 3-D objects or CAT images using
Case H (plate) statistical pattern recognition method. Vectors which con-
C H asist of the third order moments can be similarly derived

-0.624 0.200 0.755 from complex moments. The vector form can be used to

0.547 -0.578 0.606 remove the two-way ambiguity in defining the direction
4 -of the principal axis, so that the rotation matrix can be

L 558 0.791 0.251 unambiguously determined from the relative orientation
of the principal axes of the original and rotated frames.S The correct rotation matrix Moreover. based on a perturbation formula, we have

-0.622 0.143 0.7691 shown that the second-order moment invariants can be
0.548 -0I622 0.559 (46) used to predict whether the estimation using noisy data is

0 ( reliable or not. The new derivation of vector forms also
[_ 0.559 0.769 0.309j facilitates the calculation of motion estimation in tensor

Note that, in each frame, the feature points on the "ci- approach.

gar" have two "almost degenerate" eigenvalues of the APPENDIX A
moment matrix. The third eigenvalue is much larger than A brief summary of the symmetry properties of the vec-
these two. The two terms with small denominators which tor coupling coefficients which have been used in the pa-U are the differences of these "almost degenerate" eigen- per are given below.
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evant to the construction of quartic moment invariants are "
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I Investigation of Optimal Sampling Resolution

N in Digital Laser Speckle CorrelationI
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I . ABSTRACT-A statistical analysis of the subjective laser speckle pattern is per-

formed with emphasis on its spectral distribution. An optimal sampling resolution

I of the laser speckle pattern is obtained using the Shannon sampling theorem. Exper-

iments show that the displacement-only correlation using laser speckles is a reliable

measurement as long as the sampling resolution requirement is satisfied. Upper limits

I of measurement such as accuracy, measurable area and measurable deiormation are

discussed. A method of ch,-nging the measurement capabilities by adjustment of the

speckle recording arrangement is also given.
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I Introduction

Laser speckle photography is an ideal technique in experimental stress analysis. It is

noncontact, nondestructive and remote sensing; has a high sensitivity; reveals whole. I
field deformation; is applicable to static as well as dynamic, 2-D as well as 3-D

problems. 12 Its basic process consists of image recording, film development and fringe

pattern an-.ysis. A more straightforward approach for deformation measurement is I
the digital speckle correlation approach. 3 1 This technique keeps all the advantages 1
of the conventional speckle photography but requires neither photograph development

nor fringe pattern analysis. It was first created for displacement searching of specimen U
surface 3.4 and later on well developed in the measurement of both displacement I
components and displacement gradients. 5-s. It has been employed not only in

optical speckle method but also in acoustical speckle method, ' with applications

found both in solid mechanical and fluid mechanical problems. to 3
However, unlike the conventional speckle photography in which the frame resolu- 3

tion of recording film is generally abundant, the digital resolution of a video camera

is limited. Although a finer 4amping of the speckle patterns will result in a higher I
matching coefficient in the correlation evaluation, but the measured real area will 3
be reduced for a given video camera. Experience of previous researches show that

the results obtained from laser speckle method are not as satisfactory as those .om 1
white-light speckle method. 6 This observation is explained by the insufficient sam- I
piing of the small speckles and by the easy decorrelation of the laser speckles during

2 I
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the surface deformation. Our pioneer experiments also revealed that unimodal result

was easily achieved in the two-dimensional searching of the displacement components,

but not in the six-dimensionl searching of both the displacement components and

I the displacement gradients. ' Therefore high quality images are required to achieve

3 accurate displacement gradients even in the white-Light speckle method. Moreover,

the six-parameter searching correlation is a time consuming process. Several improved

I numerical approaches have been developed to reduce the computation. " Effects

3 of subpixel image restoration on digital correlation error in the white-Light speckle

method have also been estimated. 1I
3 As known, laser speckle method has its own advantage over w'ite-light speckle

approach because of the unnecessary of surface treatment. In this paper, we explore

the utilization of the displacement-only correlation using laser speckles. A statistical

3 investigation of subjective speckle patterns is performed with emphasis on spectral

u analysis. Results show that the spectral distribution of a laser speckle pattern, which

determines the sampling resolution requirement, is controlled by the optical imaging

I magnification and the lens-aperture o' the recording system. A theoretical lower-limit

3 of sampling resolution is obtained using the Shannon sampling theorem, in which both

the speckle intensity is sufficiently registered and the maximum measurement capa-

I bility of the equipment is employed. Capabilities of measurement such as accuracy

3 of displacement components, upper limits of me&surabie area and measurable defor-

mation are discussed. A method of changing the measurement capabilities is also

3I
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given by adjustment of the recording optical arrangement. Experimental data from

practical speckle patterns using the normalized product (Nprod) correlation metric is 3
given to verify the results. Experiments show that the displacement-only correlation

using laser speckles is a reliable measurement as long as the optical imaging system I
is properly arranged and the sampling resolution requirement is satisfied. Computing 3
time is significantly reduced since a two-parameter searching process is employed in-

stead of a six-parameter searching. Though not directly obtained from the correlation

process, the necessary strain and rotation components can be obtained by numerical 3
derivation of the resulted displacement com.iponents. I

2 Displacement-only digital'speckle correlation NI
The system used in the data acquisition and image processing is shown in Fig.1,

which consists of a TV camera, an AiD converter, a camera controller, and a micro- I
computer. The object surface is illuminated by a collimated laser beam. The image 3
of the object is captured by a video camera with flexible frame resolutions of 256 x

256, 512 x 512 or 1024 x 1024 pixels. The ight intensity of the speckle pattern is I
digitized by the a.nalog-to-digital converter (ADC) and then transmitted to the VAX. 3
11/730 computer through an 8-bit I/O port with discrete intensity of 256 levels.

The computer controls the data acquisition system, stores the digitized image data,

performs the correlation calculations, and interfaces with the graphic peripherals for I
displaying the results. 3

4
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In the speckle correlation process, two images of the interested object are reg.

I istered by the data acquisition system, one before and another after the specimen

deformation. The digital correlation is then performed by relating the deformed im.

age with the undeformed one. Consider a small subset of the digital image centered

I at P.(zo, y.) on the undeformed image, as shown in Fig.2. During the deformation,

3 the subset center moves to a new point

P.,(X:, Y) = P. (Z"+U, Y,+ V), 1

and the subset deforms. If the subset is small, one may assume that straight lines on

I the undeformed subset remain straight after deformation. A linear mapping technique

3 can be applied to the relationship between the two subsets. Thus, an arbitrary point

P(z, y) on the undeformed subimage moves to a new point

P'(Z',Y') = P X + U, + aU6X + au ,y + v 5Z+ + av6y, 2

where (m, y) are coordinates on the undeformed image and (z*,y*) are coordinates on

I the deformed image, (u, v) are displacement components of the subimage center and

6Z = - X.
(3)

Sy/ Y - Y/o,

3 are distant components from the subimage center P.(z.,y) to the arbitrary point

P(z, y). Iterative searching of all the displacement components (u, v) and the dis.

placement gradients (FLIi4,-) yields the six-parameter correlation process." -

I If both the displacement gradients and the subset size are small, one may further

3 assume that all points on the subimage undergo the same displacement during the

!5
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deformation. Thus, an arbitrary point P(z, y) on the undeformed subimage moves to

a new location of

IP*Zy)= P(X + U, + V). (4)3

Searching of the two displacement components (U,v) yields the process of the two-

parameter correlation, or displacement-only correlation. I

The correlation algorithm used is the normalized product (Nprod) metric which 3
is more noise resistant than many other existing approaches.13 .14 This metric is defined

U

Nprod(u,.v) ZA g91(, y)g2(Z,y) (5)
[ A o ) 1/2 (E, g2(, Y')1 '

where I

SY + ,(6)

I
g1(z,y) denotes tie undeformed subimage, 92(z*,y') denotes the deformed subimage

and A denotes the subimage region. By varying the values of u and v in (5), those 3
values that maximize the Nprod are found to be the local displacement components

of the subimage.

6 I
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I 3 Statistical analysis of subjective laser speckle

3.1 Image formation

U Fig.3 shows the optical arrangement of the subjective laser speckle recording system.

A collimated laser beam illuminates the object plane (ci). The speckle field of the

object is recorded by the recording lens at a distance p (= 07) from the object

surface and registered onto the camera sensor in the observation plane (z,y) at a

3 distance q (= 00- ) behind the lens. Plane (z,y) is the conjugate of plane (a, 0)

in the imaging system. The image at the observation plane is captured twice by the

COP camera with the specimen deformed between exposures.

I . Denoting the random light intensity distribution on the surface of the specimen

3 (i.e., the objective speckle pattern) by I(, 13), we can express the complex amplitude

of the objective speckle field asU
f(c, 0) = \i' ,k)xpiO(a, 0)]. (7)

The point-spread function of the optical system, which is the response of a point

3 source at 0(0, 0) on the object plane, is

3 h(z, y) = Jf P )e.p (8)

where P(e, 17) is a volume-normalized pupil function of the recording lens-aperture

defined by1 5- 7

Ie(4, ) = J--y, when +T? < D/2 (

3 0, elsewhere,

7



I
with D the diameter of the lens-aperture. Let

a + iq) = (10)

( + I~)= r sin 0,

and
4= p cos (11) i

S=psin b,

we achieve the integral in eq (8) as aI
h(z,y) = ; foI fo2 exp[-j27prcos(O-e)Ipdop

= 21r f0 pJ.(27rpr)dp (12)

- DP

Thereafter the point-spread function of the imaging system becomes (Fig.4)

h(2l = -, ,Aq z +Y(13)

where JI() is the first order Bessel function of the first kind. I

Theoretically, the aberationless image of the objective speckle field, which would

be recorded using an infinite lens-aperture, is in a form of ft(z, y) (-,I-),

where M (= q/p) is the magnification factor of the recording system. The complex I
amplitude of the subjective speckle pattern, which is recorded by the practical finite 3
lens-aperture, can be obtained by convolving the point-spread function with the the-

oretical aberrationless image, i.e.,
8 1
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K =~i:: ~ 2J (14

. V(+M)2+(-+MO)3+

IThereby the light intensity of the subjective laser speckle pattern is

g( , ) C I f ,(Z y) 1 2 , [ .V(.+Ma)+(,+M O), 2 (15)

c ff::' f(a 0,i) ~ uMA.vM 2 dcdo I

whe're C is a constant.

i
3.2 Spectral analysis

Neglecting the constant C, eq (15) is rewritten as

Sg(z,) , (:,Y)fi(z,IY), (16)

I where A'(z, y) is the conjugate of the complex amplitude field fi(z, y). Let F(w., w)

be the spectrum of the complex amplitude of the objective speckle field. From the

Fourier transform property 16.VT, we obtain the spectrum of the subjective speckle

I pattern

G(w,1wv) = F(w,wy) 0 F,(-w*, -wy), (17)

where F(w.,wy) is the Fourier transform of f,(z, y), * denotes complex conjugate and

0 denotes convolution. In regard of the fact that eq (14) is equivalent to

f f(Z'Y) f - j f ( p-' ) ®h(zy), (18)

*9



we obtain the spectrum of the complex amplitude field as

= F (- .fw ,, - . w v 1 ( ,. -), 19)

where H(w,,.W) denotes the spectrum of the Point.sprea4 function which is 4omet.

rically similar to the lens-aperture of the recording system, i.e.,

H(w",wV) = 1, whe + D/(2Aq)(0)
0, elsewhere.

Substituting eq (19) into eq (17), the spectrum of the subjective speckle patterm I
becomes I

G(w,,wv) = F-f 8  M 1 ).H(w3,w1 ) FM , ',wV P-, w).(1

In practice, the cutoff frequency of a typil optically rough surface is much larger

than D/(2Aq). "' A good simplification can be made by taking the amplitude profile I
of F(Afw., Mwj) as a constant (=unity) for3

< D/(2Aq). (22)

Therefore, the ampLitude profile of the spectrum of the subjective speckle field is

G(w., wy) = H(w., w) 0 H' (-we, -wy), (23) I
or

G(w.,wy) = H(w.,w1 ) ® H(w., ,w), (24) 1
since H(w.,w.) is a real and symmetric function. Substituting eq (20) into eq (24),

one obtains the amplitude profile of the spectrum of the subjective speckle pattern

10
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G(w., w) { Lfs A~ \ [CO DAV~~ 1-D ~iw) whenVW'-"

O1 elsewhere,
* (25)

where f) = Di(Aq) is the maximum radius of the spectrum as shown in Fig.5. It is

seen that the spectrum of the subjective image vanishes outside a circular region ofI
TV 1 + W, = fl. (26)

g From eq (23), the intensity of a typical subjective speckle is

go(z, y) = Ih(z,y)12, (27)

I where h(z, y) is the point-spread function of the optical system. Substituting eq (13)

1 into eq (27), one obtains the intensity distribution of a typical subjective speckle

(Fig.6)

It Z- 2 (28).

From Fig.6 it is seen that the radius of the first zero crossing, which is usually refered

I to as the typical speckle size, I is

S = 1.22-. (29)
DI

I ii
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4 Optimal sampling resolution of laser speckle I
4.1 Theoretical analysis I

Recall the fact that the spectrum of the subjective laser speckle vanishes over all but I
a bounded region of I

S(30)

From the Shannon Sampling theorem, 12 the original unsampled subjective speckle

pattern can be exactly reconstructed from its sampled values taken over a lattice of I
points (mT, nT) by the following interpolation I

+00 +0 -JI[~I - mT)2 + (Y - nT]21
gb(zly) =,,,- , g,(mT,nT) _____._______._T_ (31)

Sm-os IM-00y., - mT)2 + (y - nT)2

provided that the sampling interval is sufficiently small. Wherein g,(mT, nT) is the I

sampled speckle pattern and

b(z,y) TV- ) (32) I
is the theoretical reconstruction function (Fig.7).

The upper-limit of the sampling interval T, which It refered to as Nyquist sam-

pling interval, is determined by the spectral distribution of the speckle pattern. From I
the Fourier transform property, the spectrum of the sampled image is a periodic

replication of the spectrum of the original image, i.e.,

Ew=% E G (wr - T, wl - - ), (33)=- I
..- co n=-oo T

12
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3 where G,(w.,w,) is the spectrum of the sampled speckle pattern and G(w.,w,) is the

spectrum of the analog (unsampled) speckle pattern (see Fig.8). It is easy to prove

that the spectrum of the reconstruction function b(z, y) is a circular pupil function

3, given by (Fig.9)

I(w..w) 4T'/,r, when W! + , < 1/(2T) (34)
[01 elsewhere.

Fig.8 shows the amplitude profile of the spectrum oi a sampled speckle pattern and

I Fig.9 shows the spectrum of the theoretical reconstruction function.

3 From eq (31) it is seen that the reconstructed image is a convolution of the

reconstruction function with the sampled image g,(mT, nT). Therefore, the spec-

trum of the reconstructed image is equivalent to the product of the spectrum of the

5 reconstruction function with the spectrum of the sampled image, i.e.,

3 Gb(w.,w)oB(w.,wy) E +-
mm-c* n=-**

I where Gb((.,wv,) is the spectrum of the reconstructed image and B(w.,w,,) is the

I spectrum of the reconstruction function. From Fig.8 and Fig.9, it is evident that if

ST -1 > 2n, (36)

then aliuing problem will not occur in the spectral domain of the reconstructed image.

HIence the original speckle pattern can be faithfully reconstructed. Recalling fl =

"/(Aq), we obtain the theoretical lower-limit sampling resolution of the subjective

13



speckle pattern I
T = Aq/(2D) (37)

= 0.41S,

where S is the conventional speckle size defined in eq (29). 1

4.2 Experimental verification

In the experimental verification of the optimal sampling resolution, a rigid translation

of 200 itm of a aluminum plate was tested. An area of 8.5 x 8.5 mm2 was recorded

by a micro-lens of f = 90 mm at magnification of M = 1.18 and aperture number of j
Fg = 22. The typical speckle size was S = 37.0 um. The subjective speckle patterns

were digitized by frame resolutions of 1024 x 1024, 512 x 512, 256 x 256 and 128 x 128

pixels with real pixel intervals of T = 0.264S, T = 0.5285, T = 1.06S and T = 2.115, 

respectively. The dimension of the selected subimage from the undeformed speckle

pattern was 15 x 15 elements and the dimension of the selected seuching region on

the deformed speckle pattern was 65 x 65 elements. Fig.10 shows the sectional views

of a speckle pattern sampled by the four different resolutions. It is seen that upon

the diminishing of the sampling resolution, high signal frequency components are lost

gradually and less intensity contrasts are preserved. But as long a T = 0.528S, most

of the speckle frequency components and the speckle intensity variance are registered.

A mean-elimination process was applied on each of the undeformed subimages 5
and deformed searching regions before the correlation evaluation. The elimination is
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expressed asI

g.i(mT,nT) = g,(mT,nT)- -g(i2T), (38)

I

where N. = 15 for each subimage and N. = 65 for each searching region. The

5 effect of the mean-elimination on the correlation evaluation is shown in Fig.1,- It

shows that the correlation between the mean-eliminated images preserves much more

contrast between the matching position and all the nonmatching positions because a

I . zero-mean background is achieved in computing the Nprod.

i The effect of different sampling resolutions on the correlation evaluation is shown

5in Fig.12a-c. Correlations between the deformed and reference speckle patterns using

different sampling intervals of T = 0.264S, T = 0.5285, and T = 1.06S were per-

formed. It is seen that the decrease in sampling resolution results in two effects in

the Nprod correlation. One is the flattening of the matching hill, which reduces the

5 sensitivity or accuracy of the measurement. The other is the increase of the back.

ground noise, which reduces the reliability of measurement. However, at T = 0.528S,

the maximum value of the background of Nprod is less than 0.5, which is much

Ismaller than the matching coefficient 0.95. Therefore, a reliable determination of

displacement components is obtained at T = 0.528S.

1 15



5 Capability of measurement I

5.1 Upper-limit of measurable area

Recall that the sampling requirement is

T = Aq/(2D). (39)

Since

q= (1 + M)DF, (40)

where M is the imaging magnification of the optical system, and Fj is the aperture

number, eq (39) becomes

T = AFg(1 + M)/2. (41)

This equation shows that in regard of the sampling resolution requirement the optical

imaging magnification and the aperture number must be selected consistently. I
In practice, one may increase the measurable area by choosing the largest aper.

ture number. The minimum applicable imaging magnification is then determined

byI

M= 2T - 1. (42)

Equation (42) implies the dependence of the applicable imaging magnification on

the selected recording aperture number (Fl) for a fixed sensor pixel interval T (see

16 a
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Fig. 13). Thus, the maximum measurable area on the specimen is

A* = AolA, 2

(43)
AAF

where A, is the real are& of the sensor and A. is the measured area on the specimen.

I1 Some applicable values of the recording magnification and the measurable area in our

facility are shown in Table I, with different resolution modes and aperture numbers.

I 5.2 Upper-imit of accuracy

I, The accuracy of the displacement components obtained from the direct correlation of

the two sampled images is limited by the pixel interval of the sensor array. For accu-

I rate measurement, a subpixel detection of the displacement components is necessary.

In the six-parameter white-light speckle correlation approach, direct interpolation of

original sampled speckle patterns has been used before the correlation process. 0-8 In

this paper, an alternate interpolation approach is employed. The direct correlation

5 between the two subimages is performed on the original sampled lattices only. A

5 lcoarse estimation of the displacement components is achieved by detecting the max-

imum coefficient on the correlation lattice. A fine interpolation is then performed

in the local region of the maximum coefficient on the correlation lattice and more

accurate determination of displacement components is obtained by further mearching

of maximum coefficient in the local interpolated region.

The correlation coefficient at any subpixel location (u,v) in the correlation domain

17



is obtained by a two-dimensional classic cardinal reconstruction from the correlation

lattice as "

Nprod(u,v) = E Nprod(mT,nT)- s1;(u - mT)J si f(v - nT) (44)
M=-K n=-K r

Since both the undeformed subimage and the deformed searching region are suffi.

ciently sampled, aliasing does not occur in the spectrum of the orrelation lattice.

Therefore, interpolation of the correlation lattice by the cardinal reconstruction func-

tion will result in exactly the same coefficient at any subpixel location of the cor-

relation domain as that obtained from the direct correlation between the two corre- 4
spon'ing analog (unampled) speckle patterns. In practice, a finite reconstruction 5
window containing only the mainlope and the first sidelope on each side of the cardi-

nal function is employed. The coefficient at a subpixel location ;s therefore merely a

nonlinear interpolation from the sixteen (4 x 4) nearest coefficients of the cogrrmated

lattice. Such an interpolation and maximum searchitig process results in a fUs cor-

relation speed because direct correlation is done only or. the sampled lattices rather

than cu all the fine interpolated points. Further improvemxent of speed may be ob. I
tained by using the Newton-Raphson climbing dgorithm in the interpolation and

maximum searching process.

Although an interpolation can be made as fine as required, experi;,!ents show that

the minimum measurable displacement components can not be less th&n a certain

limit for a. given speckle pattern. This is because the hill of the correlatiork fuhction

becomes flat when the interpolation is vry fine. To the authors' experience, a .ellable



'5 subpixel detection of the displacement components as sm"11 as 2% of the sampling

interval can be obtained. Thus, the unmeasurable distance on tih, imge is 0.02T,

or 0.00825. Using eq (42), the uncertainty of the displacement compon-41ts on the

specimen is

6, = 0.02T/M 45)

= 0.02T/ ( -)

Equation (45) shows that the uncertainty of the measured displacement components

also depends on the selected lens-aperture number at the optimal sampling resolution.

It is seen from eq (41) and eq (45) that the only way to reduce the uncertainty of

the displacement components without disturbing the sampling resolution requirement

is to reduce the number of the lens-aperture and increase the imaiug magnification

of the recording system. Such an arrangement will obviously reduce the measurable

area. But it is practical in a small scale deformation measurement to.achieve accurate

results. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the measurable area and the accuracy

of the measurement. Generally, the aperture number and the imaging magnification

must be selected by considering both factors.

In our facility, the sensor size is L = 10.00 mm. When the frame resolution

mode of 1024 x 1024 is selected, the sensor pixel interval is T = 9 77 Jm. At aper-

ture number of F, = 22, the minimum applicable magnification is M = 0.403; the

maximum measurable area is A. = 615.9 mm2; and the uncertainty of the measured

displacement components is 6. = 0.485 Am. Some more ccnfigurations are listed in

Table I at other possible resolution modes and aperture numbers.
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5.3 Uopeilimit of measurable deformation

Si'ce specimen deformation always results in decorrelation between the two registered

speckle patterns, it is an essential task to seek the upper deformation limit measur.

able by the displacement-only correlation method. Denote the real dimension of the 3
selected subimage by L. and its discrete array size by No. First, we consider the

case that tensile component & is the only nonzero displacement gradient (Fig.14a).

After deformation, the subimage is stretched into a length of L. + 6L,, with each end

extendiag 6L./2. When the extension of each boundary appoachpt the speCk. size 4
S, the expected correlation value contributed from the boundary elements becomes

zero. Therefore, the deformed subimage varies from completely correlated (at center)

to completely uncorrelated (at ends) to the undeformed subimage. For a reliable

measurement, we select the measurable extension limit on both ends to be half of the

speckle size, i.e.,

6L. _< S. (46) 4
In regard of S = 2.44T and L. = 15T, one obtains

-0 L s (4 7 )

0.16.

To include the cases of both extension and compression, eq (46) is rewritten as

I < 0.16. (8

Thus the upper limit of the measurable unixial tensile strain is ±0.16.

20£



Next, let's consider the case that shear component L is the only nonzero displace.

ft ment gradient (Fig.14b). Similar to the tensile case, we select the shear deformation

limit as

6L, : S. (49)

I Therefore, the limit of the gradient is

S
5< 0.16. (50)

Hence, the upper-limit of the measurable single shear gradient is also ±0.16.

ft In general, more than one nonzero displacement gradients occur. We select the.

I upper-limit of the maximum displacement gradient in a general deformation to be

half of the single gradient cases, i.e.,

Af ax (ex TYI 008 (51)

An alternately upper-limit may be obtained in terms of strains and rotation,

Maz ( e,1 I, ,lj l, ,ji) < 0.08, (52)

where

e w = a ( 5 3 )

=

Therefore, the maximum measurable strain or rotation is ±0.08 in a general defor-

5 mation.
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Another decorrelation factor may come from a rigid translation of the specimen.

To the authors' experience, however, decorrelation from a rigid translation of 5 mm is

a small effect in a collimated illumination system. Therefore, in most practical cases

we may assume the measurable rigid translation is unlimited and the decorrelation 

from the rigid translation is negligible.

6 Conclusion and discussion

An optimal sampling resolution of the laser speckle pattern is obtained using the

Shannon sampling theorem and verified by experimental results. The normalized

product metric, which is a noise resistant approach, is employed in the correlation

process. Reliable results of displacement components from displacement.only cor-

relation of laser speckle patterns are obtained. Fast computation speed is achieved

because a two-parameter searching process is used and direct correlation is performed

only on the integral sites of the sampled lattice. High accuracy of displacement com-

ponents is achieved by the cardinal interpolation and subpixel maximum searching

in the correlation domain. The upper limits of the accuracy and measurable area are

analyzed and a method of changing these limits is given by adjusting the imaging con.

figuration. The maximum meuurable specimen translation is 5 mm in a collmated

illumination system, and the maximum measurable strain and rotation is up to 0.08

in a general deformation. Though not directly obtained from the correlation process,

necessary strain and rotation components can be obtained by numerical derivation
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S
I of the resulted displacement field. Further improvement in processing speed may

f be obtained by using the Newton-Raphson climbing algorithm in the coarse-to-fine

interpolation and maximum searching process.I
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Captions of Illustrations:

Table 1-Measurable area and uncertainty at different system arrangements

Fig. I- Schematic of data acquisition and image processing system

Fig. 2- Local deformation of a subimage

Fig. 3- Optical image formation of laser speckle pattern

Fig. 4- Point-spread function of optical system (cross section) S
Fig. 5- Amplitude profile (normalized) of the spectrum of a subjective

lmer speckle pattern

Fig. 6- Intensity distribution of a typical subjective laser speckle

Fig. 7- Theoretical reconstruction function

Fig. 8- Amplitude profile of the spectrum of a sampled subjective laser

speckle pattern

Fig. 9- Spectrum of theoretical reconstruction function j
Fig.10- A speckle pattern sampled by different resolutions (sectional view).

(a) Frame resolution: 1024 x 1024; sampling interval: T = 0.264S. I
(b) Frame resolution: 512 x 512; sampling interval: T = 0.528S.

(c) Frame resolution: 256 x 256; sampling interval: T = 1.06S.

(d) Frame resolution: 128 x 128; sampling interval: T = 2.11S.

Fig.11- Effect of mean-elimination on correlation evaluation.

(a) Without mean-elimination. (b) After mean-elimination

Fig.12- Correlations between deformed and undeformed speckle patterns sampled
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Iby different resolutions.

ft (a) Frame resolution: 1024 x 1024; sampling interval: T = 0.264S

(b) Frame resolution: 512 x 512; sampling interval: T = 0.528S

(c) Frame resolution: 256 x 256; sampling interval: T = 1.06S

t Fig.13- Magnification and uncertainty as a function of recording aperture

Fig.14- Decorrelation effect of specimen deformation

(a) Uniaxial tension. (b) Pure shear.
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Table 1 Measurable area and uncertainty at different system

arrangements

,°(mm 2)  Rtesolution (N x NV) T'(prm) M .o(m 2)  6o(AM)

512 x 512 11 19.53 4.61 4.71(2.17 x 2.17) 0.085

100.0 I 19.53 1.81 30.52(5.52 x 5.52) 0.216i

(i0.00 x 10.00) 1024 x 1024 11 9.77 1.81 30.52(5.52 x 5.52) 0.108

22 9.77 0.403 615.9(24.8 x 24.8) 0.485
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Fig. 8-Amplitude profile of the spectrum of a sampled subjective laser
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a reprint from Applied Optics

Resolution of resultant displacement into components in
I double exposure speckle photography

Piyush K. Gupta and Fu-Pen Chiang

*
An equation to resolve the resultant displacement, recorded using double exposure laser speckle photography.
at the surface of 3 cylinder suffering radial expansion, axial twist, and transverse displacement, into theseI three components is presented.

I. IntroductIon We derive below the relation governing the contri-
Double exposure laser speckle photography is a well- butions of all these factors toward resultant speckle

established optical technique for measuring in-plane displacement in the y.direction at the plane at which
displacement.' - s Applying this technique to measur- the camera is focused. We consider four possible im-
ing in-plane displacement of planar surfaces is quite aging conditions separately and show that, under cer-
straightforward. Here we extend the principles of tain assumptions, they can be reduced to a unique
laser speckle movement to resolve the resultant dis- governing equation.
placement of a cylinder suffering radial expansion, Let d1p be the distance between the x-axis and the
axial twist, and transverse displacement, recorded us- plane at which the camera is focused, as depicted in
ing double exposure laser speckle photography, into Figs. 2-5.
the three components. The analysis also gives an in- Consider the points (such as a) on the surface of the
sight into the proper design of the experiment to ob- cylinder lying within the region that can be imaged by
tain the transverse component directly. the camera. Point a is displaced to at due to the

transverse displacement yt. It then displaces to a, as
result of the radial expansion y, and finally to a, after

II. Reso4utlon of Rwltant y-Displacem*Mt Io suffering a radial twist of angle 0. The net effect of
Components these displacements on the speckles generated on the

Consider a cylinder with its axis lying transversely focus plane by light scattered from point a is a trans-
along the x-axis as shown in Fig. 1. The camera is verse displacement at the focus plane. It is important
placed in the x-z plane and focused on a plane parallel to note that, although a pure translation component of
to the x-y plane. The three motions at the surface of the displacement of point a yields equal transverse
the cylinder that contribute toward the resultant displacement of the speckles, the twisting or rotation
speckle displacement in the y-direction observed at of point a by an angle 0 results in rotation of the"
the plane at which the camera is focused are (1) trans- speckles by an angle 20 and with an arm equal to the
verse motion yt, (2) radial expansion of the cylinder y,, distance between the focus plane and point a. Assum-

and (3) surface displacement due to the twisting of the ing that the displacements and rotation are small so
cylinder about the x-axis y,. If 0 is the angular dis- that the speckle fields before and after the total dis-
placement in radians, measured positive counterclock- placement remain correlated, for the four different
wise, y, = RO, where R is the radius of the cylinder, imaging conditions we can write the following equa-

tions which relate the total transverse displacement y
of the speckles in the focus plane to the transverse (ye),
radial (y,), and twist (y,) components of the displace-
ment suffered by points such as a.

Case 1. For points on the surface of the cylinder lying
Piyuh Gupta is with Systron Donner Corporation, Inertial Dvi to the left of the focus plane and above the origin, using

sion, 2700 Systron Drive, Concord, California 94518, and Fu.Pen Fig. 2 we can write
Chiang is with SUNY at Stony Brook, Department of Mechanical

Engineering, Stony Brook, New York 11794.2300. Y = Y, + Y, sino - (R + y,)8 coso + (R + y,) coso
Received 17 March 1989. + (R + y,)8 sino - dpl .26, (1)
0003.6935/90/111642.04$02.00/0.
C 1990 Optical Society of America. which rearranges to
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Y ~y Y, + Ysin + (R + Y,0coso

+ (R + y,) sino. 202 - dl,2. (4)

Case 3. For points lying below the origin and to the
left of the focus plane, using Fig. 4 we can write

Y = yt - y, sino' - (R + y,)o coso' + l(R + y,) coso

-(R + y,)6 sin' - dll 2, 
(5)which rearranges to

y - y, - y, sino' + (R + y,)O cos'
x - (R + y,) sino'. 28' - dl,20. (6)

Case 4. For points below the origin and to the right of
the plane at which the camera is focused, using Fig. 5
we have

y - y, - y, sin' - (R + y,)O coso' - ld/p - (R + y,) coso'
+(R + y,)6 sin'l 20. (7)

Fig. 1. Cylinder as viewed by the camera. which rearranges to Ii
y =y + y, sino + (R + y,)O coso Y - y , - y, sin4o' + (R + y,)O coso'

I (R + y) sine. 26' - J, 2e. (2) - (R + y,) sino'. 202 - djp2e. (8) iBut since 0' - 2r -. 0, we have coso' - coso and sino'
Case 2. For points lying above the origin and to the - -sino. If yr << R, then (R + y,) - R, where R is the

right of the plane at which the camera is focused, using radius of the outer surface of the cylinder. Then, we
Fig. 3 we have can rewrite Eqs. (2), (4), (6), and (8) as

y -y, + y, sin - (R + y,)o cos - ldl, - (R + y,) coso y w (yj - 2d/pO) + sin(y + 2R0) + coso(R). (9)

- (R + y,) sinol 20, (3) The camera records an image in a plane parallel to

which rearranges to the x-y plane and the specklegram is read out at dis-

i1R~yj)cos0 # (R*Vy,)es'n0 d- C:0)

(R+V,Jecoso --I *
~aA. 2e

'I
J, I

I /\j\

focus ptne
Fig. 2. Speckle displacement for points above the

origin and to the left of the focus plane. 5
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( +(Fig. 5. Speckle displacement for

L-dfp + r)Osin0 'i (-A) points below the origin and to the
right of the focus plane.

crete points (ij), where i is the x-coordinate and i is the vertical plane containing the axis. With such a setup,
y-coordinate of the point being analyzed using the the three components can be readily obtained from a 5
pointwise technique. Equation (9) governs the resul- single double exposure specklegram, with the trans.
tant y-displacement recorded on the specklegram at verse component available directly without the need to
any point (ij). The angle 4 is independent of i. For a solve the simultaneous equations.
given i, we can select three suitable values of j (which Financial support provided by the Army Ballistic
yield minimum error) to obtain a system of three linear Lequations with the three coefficients shown within Laboratory through a contract to S&D Dynamics, Inc.
pqaens winEq.h(9 the three nknshowns. Bn and partial support from the Army Research Office, *parentheses in Eq. (9) as the three unknowns. By Engineering Science Division, through contract
solving this system of three linear equations, we obtain DAAL0388K0033 is gratefully acknowledged.
the twist effect y, = RO as the coefficient of the cosine
term in Eq. (9). Then, knowing R, R6 (thus 0 as well), Refernces
and (y, + 2R62) as the coefficient of the sine term, we 1. P. K. Gupta and F. P. Chiang, "Laser Speckle Interferometry 5
evaluate y,. Further, if the camera is focused at a Applied to Studying Transient Vibrations ofa Cantilever Beam,"
distance d1p, knowing 0, we evaluate yr. Note that, if J. Sound Vib. 133,251-259 (1989).
d -p - R/2, at 4 - 0, y - Yt. Hence, if we analyze the 2. E. Archbold, J. M. Burch, and A. E. Ennos, "Recording of In.
specklegrams at 4 - 0, we can directly obtain the Plane Surface Displacement by Double Exposure Speckle Photo.
transve:-e displacement component when dip - R/2. graphy," Opt. Acts 17,883-898 (1970).

3. E. Archbold and A. E. Ennos, "Displacement Measurement from
Double Exposure Laser Photographs," Opt. Act& 19, 253-271

Ill Cou' islon (1972).
To apply double exposure laser speckle photography 4. F. P. Chiang, "A New Family of 2D and 3D Experimental Stress

Analysis Techniques Using Laser Speckles," SM Archives 3,1-32
to proble,-s involving cylindrical surfaces undergoing (1978).
radial expansion, axial twist as well as transverse dis- 5. R. P. Khetan and F. P, Chiang, "Strain Analysis by One-Beam
placement, the camera should be preferably focused at Laser Speckle Interferometry. 1: Single Aperture Method,"
a plane which is at a distance of R/2 ahead of the Appl. Opt. 15,2205-2215 (1976).
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Segmentation of Bilevel Images Using Mathematical Morphology

Jin-Cheng Cheng and Hon-Son Don
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of the light distribution across the images. Local thresholding
techiu need multiple passes ova the data. This causes
fast data throughput difficuk. Recently. Pavlidis and Wolberg

[6] proposed a method based on a model of distortion of tde
images and tried to invert the distortion process. Asother
iterative method was proposed by P6rez and Gonzalez [7].
They used Taylor series expansion method on an
llumination-refiecta-eu model. Like many iterative algo-

Abstract rithms, the result of their method depends on the selection ofI paper presents the results of a study on the use of initial values.
morphological skeleton transformation to segment grayscale Mathe atical iephology was fait introduced by
images into bilevel images. When bilevel image is digitized, Matheon[51 a Serr1l1. It is characterized by its robust.
the result is a grayscale image due to the point spread function re. sd embi0] . It i extr acts inot-
of digitizer, non-uniform illumination and noise. Our method ne', b ou t and flexibility. It an extracts inform-
can recover the original bflcvel image from the grayscale ing it with another smallr and mpfer object cbdr sfctrm.
ima;e. The theoretical basis of the algorithm is the physicali mc i an alrad ofnaler cd structur-
structure of tVw skeleton set. A connectivity property of the hvg elem Many applicaion of mathan icah aorpho
grayscale skeleton transformation is used to separate and featu dection (edes, holes comers ... eiereilld
remove the background terrain. T object pixel ca then be and thitdn. Skeletonizaion by hin binar y ti a

obtained by applying a global threshold. Experimental results tholoJZ2P. i asoII b y mw *1 al
am pe. C UI oeatue wa introduced by irf.].
Keywords: segmentation. nathematical morphology, thres- Our major topic in this paper, is de setgmenanon of
holding bilevel image. It is done by firta extracting the skeleton of the

given gray cale image by the gray sale morphological
1. Introduction operations and then using the connectivity property of the

Assume t h the input grty scale image is intended to skaeton to segment de given image into bilevel image. For

have only two levels, su a th r sanei a e draw. ny kinds of ime, ld mahine printed txts d
Ins h otcmol sdmto neta~gojc line drawings, the object pixels and the noise can only be

region from background is "thresholding". Thresholding inscibed by sphaw of small size, while the pixels in the rela.

clasifies the pixels of a given image into two groups, that fi, tively smooth background can be insried by spheres of
object and lbackground. If the obje i clearly disinguishable much larger size. The ceters of the inscribing spheres (Le.,
from the baokground, the gry e yiogrtm will be bimo- skeleton points) of these different kinds of regions usually are

del and the threshold for segmentation can be easily chosen as quite dtroei sart Tedots they cm be eaily separated.
the bottom of the valley. However.pql scale histograms ae Ae we retin only the fr gwp d (object or noise) pixels
not always bimodaL Sever] methods have been proposed to t e t he fckground pixel. A gobal te)old ing can

solve this problem so that the valley seeking technique cnn
still be applied. Some other publications on automatic seleco then be applied to extract the object pixels.

don of threshokling values inclue iterative method (9], In our experimens. the algorithm is compared against
illumination-indapeaalm conrat measure [11], momen, global thresholding scheme, a local thresholding scheme
preserving method [13], and methds based on entropy of the reported by White and Rohrer(14] as well as a segmentation
histogram [3, 8], on local estimation of uniform eror alysis algorithr reported by Pavlidis and Wolbelg(6].
(1] and on other image statistics. Some aforementioned algo- In Section 2, the basic morphological set transfonra.
rithms use simple global threshold while others use (multiple) tions am summarized. In Section 3, we disus the morpho-
local thresholds. However, simple global thresholding of logical skeleton representation of grayscale images. In Sec.
such images pr.xiuces poor results due to the nonuniformity don 4, we propose the &I4omhms for bilevel image segmenta-

d • bon. Experimental results and conclusions are given in Sec.Thswoik was suppoied by the N~ina Sczme Faxti don 5 and Section 6, respectively.
under Grnt 11-8710856 md U.S. Army Research Office wader

Contract DAAL 038SK0033.



2. Basic MorphologicalSet Operations diffetant points. The morphological skeleton transformation

In the following, we summarize some basic morpho. of a discrete binary image has been studied in (5.10]. For I
logical transformation. The details of these formula can be gray scale images, the maximal sphere can be similarly
found in (2]. defined and die gray scale skeleton transformation can be

Let El denote 'th ict of N-tple ntegers.., B be sub- derived by using the concept of umbra Let B be a N- 3
sets of EN, x be a veco.-in Ell'.  "dimensional &ay scale stucturing element with semi.sphere
Deflion 1: 7U binar dilaon t9 of A by B is defined by shape of flat bottom. We define the skeleton S(f) of a discrete

Afto 1: The binar dilaio of A db B )s deieN-dimensional gray scale image f a the set of the centers ofA B( E ic.a'b, forsomea e AandbEGB ) B hc h mr []o stem ia nr nfb

Definition 2: The binary erosion 9 of A by B is defined by .Be inside the umbra U[f] off. An umbra of a seri- b.sre s

A 3B: xeEinr xibe A. for everyfbne B y maximal if it is not properly contained in any other umbra of
Defntion 3:Thebn openg OofA by Bisdefned semi-sphe totally includ U(f]. Therefore, the gray

A OB (A b B) diB scale skeleton can be derived as follows:

ldtion 4: Theb closng * of A by B is definedby Sg(f)=(Uff] e U[nB])-(U[fl eU[nB]) OU[B] (7)

A 9 B=(A 0B) GB and
Let f and g be funtions defined on EN, x and y are vec- e

DefnItion S: Let Ar.ENl md F=(xeENI for some yeE,

(x,y)e A). The top (or top surface) of A is defined by when S,(f) denotes the ns skeleton subea of Uff], B is the
T[A](x) - max( y I (x.y) e A ). N.dnmiuional gray scale structuring element and nB is I

Defin/ton 6: The umbra of ft denoted by U[f] is defined by dellned as the gray scale dilation of B with itself n imes:
Utn -((y) I y: <f(x), x esE, y e E ). nB= S-B B a ... "" B (n time).

Definit/on 7: The gayscale dilation of fby B is defined by
f S B - T[U[] O U[B]J By So(f)- U[f]- U[fl j U[B] we am that the 06 skelti I

Proposition 1: subset of U[ff consists of those points in U[f and they cm *oc
be inscribed or touche by my umit-size maximal spb "B.

(fBxx)=%f x-b)+B(b) (1) Similarly. S,(f) consists of points which i, the tranlated
centers of siza-n sphere nB when the translation of U[nB) is

Definition 8: Te grayscale erosion of f by B is defined by inacribable inside U[f] but that of U[(n+I)B] is not. To find
f 6o B -T[U[2 : U[B]] the skeleton by using gray scle erosions and openings, we

Proposition 2: need the following property.

Propoltion 4:

(f 8k BXx) = f(x+b)IB(b)J. (2) S(f) = Ulf esnB]-U[(f @ rnB) Cj B) (8)

Deflnltion:ThegrayscaleopeningoffbyBisdefinedby proof: By(6), U[fJ OU(nB)= Ulf @6nB]. Leth= f

f qoB=(f ekB) % B. (3) ek n, then by (3XS), (U[f] o U[nB]) 0
U[B) - U[h] 0 U(B ]- (U[h] o UCE]) •

Defl tion 10: UgThpray ale cloing of f by B isdeined by U[B] U[h % BJ f U[B] .U[(h ek B) e6
Bl - Uth O B) - U[(f e nB) 0. Bl. Th'eref OB.(f %,B) e, B. (4) fors, s*0-.ulf % nB]u[(f ek iB) Os B).

Proposition 3: Umbra Homornorphism Theorm The morphological skeleton transformation is inverti.
bla. The discrete gray scale image f can be exactly recon.

U[f @6B] = U[ UB] (5) stucteda the finite union of its M+1 zkeleton subse dilated
by the struring element B of proper size.

Ulf *, BJ- U[f 0 UL] (6) MI *u[n]] (9)

Other formuas cm be bind in [2. 5. 101.
The structuring element B in (8) can be consaidered u

3. Morphological Skeleton Tran ormation of Gray Scale a uni-distan probe. Skeleton point in s,() has the
"minimum distance of n to the boundary of image f. The dis-

The skeleton S(f) of a discrete N-diesional binary tan" meane can be interpreted by using city-block, chess.
image f is defined as the set of the cente of the maximal N- board, rectmgular-solid distance, Euclidean distance or my
dimensional spheres, in.cribable inside the image f. An N. other distance messures. Note that the firt three distances
dimensional sphere is maxima/ if it is not properly contained satisfy the equation nB = B (N B $a ... Q& B (n times).
in any other spheres which amtotally included in f. Hence, a The Euclidean distance does not satisfy this equadon. Theere-
maximal sphere must touch the boundary of f at leat at two fore the Euclid=a distance is not statable to be used as the I

I
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unit-size structurng elment for the iterative skeleton center. Any skeleton point cotnected to a background center
transformation (8). Although some structuring elements do is a background center aind any skeleton point connected to in
not look like sphees in shape, we still adapt the term "maxi- object center is an object center.
mel sphere" to the strucatring elements not spherical in shape After the background centers are found, the base sur-
but are maximal. face b can thin be construxted from those background centers

4. Segmentation of 8livel mtlp" by using the inverse grayscele skeleton transformation (9).
. n o eThe base surface b is the top of the union of those umbras

In this section. we present our algorithm for bilevel which are the translation of the umbra of nB by Q, for every
image segmentation. The basic idea of the segmentation algo- background center Q in S.(f). Here, we list our segmentation
rithm as well as its computational complexity are discussed in algorithm as follows:
Section 4.1. In Section 4.2. the theoretical analysis of our
algorithm are given. The selection of the structuring element Algorithm:
and the robustress of the algorithm are discussed in Secton Input: a graysc image f.
43. Finally, a comparison with the Top Hat Transforms.
tion[10) is given in Section 4.4. Output a segmented bilevel image.

Steps:

4.1. Basic Approach 0. InialIze the base surface b(xy)=O.
Given an ideal bilevel image f, whose gray values at 1. Using (f find the skeleton subects S.(O, for

pixel (xy) are fix,y)a for object pixels, and f(x.y) 0 for O.51".
background pixels. Let its blurred image f be denoted by 2. Construct b by the top of the union of dse umbra

f(x.y) = f4xy)+roisxy>)+offset(xy), which we the translation of the wnbr of nB by Q,
where noise(xy) and offset(x,y) are the added noise and the for every background cener Q in SU(f):

background offse caused by nmi-uniform lighting distoba- b= 11 ][nB])Q I
tion. respctively. Our aim is to find a base surface b(xy)
which is the estimation of die offset, i.e., b(x.y)moffset (xy). 3. Remnove tie background offset by sdbnc6
Then the bilevel image f, can be reconstuted by thresholding
f(xy)-b(xy)4. rholding the backro draoved image

To find the base surface b for a given gray scale image
f, we begin with the skeletonization of the input image f by
using the gray scale skeleton transformation (8). Recall that
the skeleton point is the center of the maximal inscribed The value of M in step 1 can be the size of the
spheres. We will call the skeleton point which insribes d mmwn square mask of M by M pixels which can not be
objec (background) pixes as oject (backiround) center. completely contained inside any object in the image. The
The skeleton of a connected discrete image may be discon, computation time is dominated by the skeletoization process
nected. We will explain in the followingl dimt the discormec, mn step 1. Assume we chos the strcnin element B as an

don occurs in the intersection of object pixels and background ID tnit-size rectangle (so Fig. Is) for I D line scan proce

pixels. Within object pixels. the radius change is continuous and unit-size rectangular solid for 2-D process. Then, by (2),
nd the distance between two neighboring skeleton points ae the grayscale erosion(diazon) of f by B needs 2 parallel

less than or equal to two in noise-free cue (slightly larger min(max) operations in I-D or 8 parallel min(max) operations

tan two in noisy case). The magic number two is due t the in 2-D by using a parallel computer. Since the grayscals

possible increment of the size by one between two conmecu. erosion(dilation) of f by nB can be done by successively erod-

tive maximal spheres and the one pixel downshift of the larter ing f by B n times, O1n:S, step I needs . M(M+I) grayscale
sphere. Since te sies of the spheres which inscribe the erosions by B plus M+I grayscale erosions by B and M dUe-
background pixels w relatively much larer than those of the tions by B for the opening operations in (8), which amounts to
spheres which inacith object pixels. Therefore, in the a total of (M+SM+2) grayscale erosion/dilaion operations.
intesection, the dimm between the object center and its Therefore, step I totally takes (M,+SM+2) and 4(M4SM+2)
successive background ceut will be much greater than two. parallel mintmax operations on a parallel conputer for 1-D
This big jump of distce between two m asive cntesn and 2-D fahion respectively, for the selected srnaning ele-causes the disconnection of the skeleton. By detecting this mant B. Noteat the 2-D fuhdon takes 4 tie longer than

distance change, we can easily locate those background -D line scan fashion.

centers.

Two skeleton points at connected if the distance 4.L. T retkal Analysis
between them is less than or equal to two. Otherwise, we say For the simplicity of description, we assume the image
that they are dixonnected. For disconnected skeleton points is a one-dimensional image whichi can be the row. (or
the skeleton associated with the lager radius is a background column.) version of a two-dimensional image. All the proper-

I
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.1 01,

(A) (b)

K . - -- 1 3--

(a) (4)

MI. 1: (a) I-D rectangular unit-size srucuring element, (b) ' ,
I-D rectangular size.r structuring element. (c) A maximal ()
inscribed size-r sphere with center at C, touchs the local
minimum point and two points P and Q on the discrete signal
f, when t4 is even, (d) Two neighboring maximal inscribed
spheres with centers at Cv, and CQ, respectively, when -s is

die derived below c4n be naturally and easily extended to ,,,
two-dimensional image We also assume the pixels on the
image boundary belong to the background. In the continuous
image case, a maximal sphere inscribed in f must touch the
top of f at least at two points. These two points which have A
maximum distance anong those touched points are called two , ,
farthes points. While in discrete image case, due to the
nature of discrete skeleton transformation (8), the discrete
skeleton may be of width up to two. The two farthest points Mg. 2: (a) 1-D representation of bilevel one.peak signal.
may be touched by one maximal sphere or by two neighbor- marked with two conuecutive and comnected skeleton points I
ins maximal spheres of the same size. In either cue, without C1 and C2. (b) A two-peak signal, marked with two
ioss of generality, we still say that hese two farthest points consecutive but disconnected skeleton points Ci and C2,
me touched by a max . First, we give the fogow- respectively- Pixels in shaded area ar background pixels. (c)
ing observation: RpAuhs of the signal in Fig. 2b after the removal of the shaded £
Propodion 5 : Assume the strucatring element B is a l.D ea (background). Noe that all signals are plotted with
unit-size rectangle (see Fig. Ia), that is, B(t).l for ItIl, and continuous Iis, theya ally remt discrete signals.
B(t) is undefined for Itl>1. Let Pm(to, f(t)) ad Qm(tQ f(t))R
be two farthest points which are touched by a maxmnal sphere prd. Sinm B is an unit size rectangular and
rB ofradiusr, 4 . hm rBB B BB (r ties), therefore rB is
Mi fMOf(40) a siz.-r rectangular, i.e., rB(t).r for It I Sr and rB(t)

is undefined for ItI>r (see FiX. lb). Whm tq-4i is
(a) rZ. nd q-toa2r, if " is even; tq-to=2r+l, even (see R. 1c), umbra of rB slides around and fit

if tq-tp is odd within u=bra of f the two comer points V and Q in
(iii) if and only if tq=tj, or tqt.l then raO, rB will match f at two farthest points P-(tp, f(p))

itd Q=(t, f(tQ) repectively. Since rB(-
(iv) If q-tp is even. then the inscribed maximal sphere is r)*rB(r)nr, we get tq-41=IP-Q lvI -Q'lf2r, and

centered at (trf, f(tp)-r), otherwise P and Q are the skeleton point is at (4IP-QI, f(t,)-r)=(tp+r,
touched by two neighboring maximal spheres which f(t)-r. When t" is odd (see Rg. ld), P will be
are centered at (t4+r+l, f(t.)-r) and (tp+r, f(tp)-r, touched by the maximal sph,.,, rR of centered at
respectively. (tp+r, f(tp)r) and matched I' hile Q will be

touched by the maximal sph., rB of centered at

I
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5(tp+r+l, f(t,).r) and matched q. So. tq-tp=2r+l. sects the signal f(t) at two points R and S. Furthermore, all
(iii) islollowed obviously by (ii). the successive skeleton points of C2 must be background

In the followin we fix our sucturing element as the centers since they are father away from Ct than C2. There-
unit-size rectangle for I-D process, and unit-size rectagulr fore, every pixel underneaths RS (the shaded area on Fig. 2b)

solid for 2.D will be removed by the segmentation algorithm. Fig. 2c

Proposition 6: If the shape of z simple signal has only one shows the result after background removal of Fig. 2b. Fig. 2d

peak, that is. no local-minmwn oin, then every two con. shows a more general case which has more than one local

secutive skeleton points we at most of distance 2. minimum points. The shaded area in Fig. 2d zre detected as

proof. Let PNtpf(tp)) and Q.tQ,f(tQ)), Wtpt are t wo background and ae to be removed by step 2 of the segments.

farthest points touched by a maximal sphere of tion algorithm. Fig. 2e shows the result of Fig. 2d after sub.
radisrth est po ig Fo b iml, assumem tracting the background offset by step 3 of the segmentationradius r (see Fig. 2a). For simplicity, assume tq-t algoridhm "

is even and let yf(tp). Then. by proposition 5,

y=f(R)=f(tq), r= L"tq-tpJ and the inscibed max- 4.3. About the Structuring Element
mal sphere is centered at C1=(tW'.y-r). Let two The reason why we chose the rectangular-solid dis.
neighboring points of P and Q are R(tpy-l) and tarne in the previous section is simply because it is suitable to
(tsy.l) respectively. Then ta must be equal to t or be used as mentioned in Section 3. and becaue it flat on to
tp- and ts must be equal to t or t+Il. Let the Ad therefore, easy to malyze. However, the computation
inscribed maximal sphere which touches two ime as well as the segmentation results will be the sme by
farthest points R and S be of radius r', and centered usin y one of t dm disace measres.
at C2. In t1t=t4l and ts=tQ+l cue, we get
ri=+IR-Sl 1 4Lti-ajr+l and C(tp r'.y.l- By using these kind of sucturing elements, the con-
"o nc--vity of the skeleton may be biased and the spatial locali.
rft(tr .,y.r-2), theefore ICtc ax( (titr )- zation may be inacuate However, our goal is the see mra.(rst,), (y-r)-iy-r-2) )=2. In other cass. o tion of bilevel images, not the representation of the image
a=tq. whir.h imply I C1,CaI 2. suucwams by using the skeleton. These two problea will not

SProposition 6 says that none of the ston points in a affec the rsults of segmentaton, since the algorithm will
simple (one peak) signal. which has no local minimums, are transform b ck to the o* signal shape by (9) after the
background centers. This, the bse surface will be zero. background we removed. 'he shape of the original signal
Therefore we have shown that a simple signa will be above the background terain will be preserved no matw
preserved and noc be affected by our segmentation algoritnm which one of the stncuring elements is used.
In the following, we du the more general cas. Another nice property of this algorithm is that it uses a
Proposition 7: For objects with mor than one local fixed unit-sized stucturing element for all kinds of input
minimum points, my skeleton point of the iusribed maximal images. This property makes Le automation possible. In
sphere which touches one of the local minimum points must addition, most morphological hadware achitecture imple.
be a background center. mentions are limited to a fix-sized structuring element.

proof: Let AmQ.(tt)) be an local minimum point of L However, the choices (of the shape. size and/or orientation) of
y-f(tA), and the inscribed maximal sphere which the structuring element are varying in most applications using
touches A is of radius r, centered at C2 and touches mathematical morphology, like feature extraction, edge detec-
f at two farthest points R(tpfta)) and S(.,tfA)), tion, etc, depending heavily on the image to be processed.
4t+l<tA<4-l. respectively (see Fig. 2b). By propo- For example, the choice of the structuring element to extract
sition 5. we have f(tA)=ftajmf(tg),y, rj4LU-J d feate depends on the size of the interested features and the
the center Ca,(t Art, -). Assume points requirment of how accurate the boundary locaizuion is. If
Pu(tf(t)) and Qm(tqf(tq)) am two respective the sie of te-sm1 i inS element is too smalL noises as well
neighbors ofpoinia R a d the inscribedmax. as unnecessay details may be extracted. If it is too large,
imal qper which touch" points P ad Q is of som sm l ftures may not be extracted. Since our segmen-
radius i m cetrd at Ci, then we have tation algorium uses the structuing element only a a dis.

f(u,)f(tQ) 1, f o tmta+l, ~ tq<At tance measure, the choice of structuring element is relatively
14 [t-.aJ god com C=( t.,)-r'). Therefore, not critical and is independent of the size and the orientation

IC1C21 a max ( t"-.p.ri, IWtA)r-( ,t)r'l) a r-r+l. of the images. Ary small size strucwring element should be.

Since r=.. rlr-w I emsmlyte. No a priori knowledge of the size of the object
7 ,J, waniet d the orientation of the ight source(s) is necessary. There-

I CAI >2, and therfore C2 is a bakgrund cam. fort, thi segnsnt-sion algorithm is robusL
By proposition 7, every skeleton points C2 touches one

of the local minimum points must be a background catter. 4.4. Comparison with Top Hat TransformationI The translation of rB to C2 is nothing but the itscribed maxi. Top Hat Tr sformation (THT) (10] was originally
mal sphere with center azCa. Its top surface mak a horizon, proposed by Meyer and was applied to the extraction of
tal baseline RS which passes the minimum point and inter.

I
I
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chromatin in ceUrnclei The tranforanaon has been used in 3
the past for the same kind of bilevel image segmentation as
our algorithm It is made up of the residual from the opening
by rB and f, i.e. f - f O rB. It is lso a kind of background
removal process since f q rB represents the background
portion swept out by all the translitions of rB under the umbra 3
of f. However, in THT, a simple opening operation with a
fixed size structuring element is usually not good enough for
the background removal. The difculties are not only that the
size of the structring element is not easy to determine (usu- "
ally it depends on the size of the object), but also a fixed size

structuring element can not separate the background properly.
For example, consider the 1-D signal f(t) shown :n Pig. 2d. I
Let At and A2 be two local minimum points of f(t). the
inscribed maximal sphere which touches At has two farthest
points P and Qi. and the inscribed maximal sphere which
touches A2 has two farthest points P2 and Q2. Assutane
IAzQzI>IP1Q:l. Then the size of the fixed size smuctuing
element is either a or < -Z I P1Qt. In the first case, if the size

is > IP1Q1 , then the two peaks in-betwe= PIAI And A1Q1  _______ i

can not be separated because the structuring elemntu can not
touch the minimum point A, (see Fig. 2f0. On the other hand,
if the size of the sacturing element is less than I1P1Q1l.

then the base und the peak in-between A2Q2 will touch the
small structuring eleent too much. and will thus be removed
too much. As a result, the peak in-between A2Q will be naw-
rowed and distorted (see Fig. 2g). Thereore the background I •
can not be removed completely or the signal may be altered in -

either cue by using a fixed size structuring element.

On the contrary, our segmentation algorithm uses ait
fixed, unit size structung element, which will preserve the Mig. 3: (a) Simulated image 1, (b) Result of best thresholding U
original shapes of all peaks (see Fig. 2e). of (a). (c)-(d) Results of our segmattation Algorithm applied

to (a) by using 2-D and I-D scan fashion, respectively. (e)
5. Experimental Results Rewults of White.Rohbrf 14] algorithm, (f) Results of

In this section. we present some experimental results to Pavlidi-Wolberg[6] algorithm. I
show the performance of our segmentation algorithm We
used a simulated checkerboard image under two nonuniform shows the result of threahoding the image in Fig. 3L The
illuminations and two real images for the experiments. For difculty of thesholding the image is obvious. The image I
the purpose of comparison, the images in all experiments shown in Fig. 3a is easily segmented by our segmentation
were segmented by 1) our Algorittm, 2) a global ttathold algorithm. We applied it in both 2-D fashion and I.D row
selected interactively to yield "optimum" visual results, 3) the scan fashion, respectively. and got the same good results (Fig.
White-Rohrer algorithm (14], And 4) the Pavlldis-Wolberg 3c and Fig. 3d). Note that the nonuniform illumination effect I
algorithm [6]. T1 Whi.teRohter algorithm has been used is completely removed.
successfully in charc'tar extraction applications. Fig. 4a shows the checkerboard image added to a

The simulated image is a checkerboard of size 256 x Gausian iPumnmaion patnm defined by I
256 pixels. 7U lig& regionrs have gray scale intensity 40 and
the dark regions have gray scale inrmreity 0. To simulate the offset(x.y) we exp ,((x-! o

nonuniform illumination effect. illumbtion panar were
Added to this perfect checkerboard. Fig. 3a shows ft check- with a-m62. Fig. 4b shows the result of thresholding the image
erboard image superimposed an illumination pattern which in Fig. 4a. Using out gmentation algorithm in both 2-D

changes linearly in the x and y directions plus a jump in the fashion and 1.D row scan uahion repcdvely, we got the
middle of the patern. i.e., same good results (Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d).

offsei(xy) =k'x+k2'y+k)'u Fig. 5a shows a text image of size 192 x 512 pixels.
where ki's are constants and u=O, if x! and y~yo; uz2 if The data were obtained by a vidicon camerra with a nonuni-

x>xo end y>yo; otherwise u=l. The jump simulates the situa- form lighting cond;*-9% Thresholding result or the text image

don that some part of the image are under shadow. Fig. 3b is also shown in Fig. 5b. Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d show the results
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after segmeation by out algorithm using 2.1 ahon an I. o N ew _Y #
D scan fashio. retapcively. Fit. 5e and Fig. 5f show t
segmned results by the White.Rohre algorithm and the
Pavlidis.Wolbag algoriftm respectively. D epartm ent of Elect

Experimental results using tool images 4ywn in SU N Y at Stony BI "
~Fig. 6 m~d FiS. 7. Fig. 6a and 7a show two tool image* of size

256x256pixels. Fig. 7bshowthe ru0u obtainodby Stony Brook, N ew Yeglobal resholdin. Fig. 6c nd 7c show dth results .*sq. F1. 5: (a) Text image, 192 x 512 pixels, (b)4t) Results ofmentation by using out alorithm n 2-D ca fi md i. algoiths as in Fig. 3.6d and 7d show the u in I-D fahion. Fig. 6e and
7e show the refults by the Whdw-Rohre algorithm. Fig. Sf ts eppd t get the rper Segmeion rut. The lgo-
d7f show the resu s by the Pavlidis-Wolber algorithmIl.d to get t e s r 'M algo.

6. Dbc~rithm is also shown to be WWte than the best menually
6. D -i on and dm l selected global threshold nder different illiino n condi.

don. It is also better thn 8 local threahld algorithm pro-We have propossd a bilevel inuge segpmntation also- posed by White and Robhr and another algorithm roposedrithm by using gray scale morphological operadonw. The by Pavlkis wd Worlbg. A visual comparison from the'morphological skeleton twisformadons on biny images are experimental results leaves the impression t 'z this segnea.
extended to the gray scnle images, which forms the basis of tion algfrithm running in I-D scan fashion can give as goodour semenution algoithm. The segmentadon algorithm results as that nmrming in 2.D fashion. However, the computa.skeletonizes he input gray scale image drM then check for tan time h fourirnes faster by usin I-D scmn fashio.
discontinuity of skeleton sa The background due to the
nommiform illumino effect is then removed &crding to References
the discontinuity iformation. Finally, a global thraeholdingI
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FIg. 6: (a) Tool image 1, 256 x 256 pixels, (b)40 Results of Fig. 7: (a) Tool image 2, 256 x 256 pixels, (b)-(f) Results of
algorithms As in Fig. 3. algorithm as in Fig. 3.
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APPLICATION OF SCA.TERING THEORY TO PLASTIC STRAIN ESTIMATION
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ABSTRACT

Light scattering theory and plastic deformation induced surface roughening were
studied in an effort to provide some theoretical background to a nondestructive,. non-
contact plastic strain evaluation method. Experimental investigation shows that plastic
strain on the surface of a metallic specimen is linearly proportional to surface root-
mean-square roughness and inversely proportional to surface profile correlation length.
Utilizing these relations along with Beckmann's light scattering theory, we obtained an
expression which describes the scattered light intensity distribution in terms of plastic
strain. This expression was applied to plastic strain evaluation and favorably verified
by some experiments on aluminum alloy and brass materials.

5INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon that plastic deformation changes metallic surface roughness as well5as the scattered light intensity distribution has been investigated in the field of experi-

mental mechanics for developing a plastic strain evaluating method.' - 3 However, to the
authors' knowledge, all the related work in the published literature are experimental
and there has been little theoretical-analysis relating plastic strain with scattered light
intensity distribution.

I Obviously, surface roughness is the key factor relating plastic strain with scattering.
Therefore the approach should be on two aspects: the plastic deformation induced sur-

I face roughening and the roughness caused light scattering.

In the present work, the relation between plastic strain and surface profile wavelength
was experimentally studied; Then these relations were combined with Beckmann's light
scattering theory4 such that the scattered light intensity distribution was expressed in
terms of plastic strain. It is hoped that this paper will provide some better under-Istanding on plastic deformation induced light scattering variation and its application to
plastic strain evaluation.I



PLASTIC STRAIN & SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Study of plastic deformation induced surface roughening was carried out on ten-
sile specimeng made of aluminum alloy and brass materials. Specimens were cut from
stock sheets along rolling direction and then polished to an initial surface roughness of
approximately Rq = 0.05/m, where Rq is root-mean-square (RMS) roughness. After
being loaded on a Tinius Olsen 1000 testing machine to a certain amoint of plastic
deformation (m*easured by strain gage and moire method) the specimen surface profile
was recorded by a system hs shown in Fig.1, where the tip radius of the stylus of the pro-
filoneter is 5pm.and the surface profile was digitized at a frequency of 1000 points/mm.
The surface profiles of aluxninuni'1100-00 at different amount of plastic deformation are
shown in Fig.2. It is seen that the surface height variation increases while the profile
wavelength decreases with plastic strain.

Plastic Strain & RMS Roughness

The zero-mean surface profiles were processed to yield the RMS roughness by the
following expression:

Rq= - Pf(i) (1)
Li=1

where N is the number of data point; f(i) is the discrete profile height at ith point; and
L is the sampling length.

Five measurements of surface profile were taken at each plastic strain level. After
the maximum and minimum values were eliminated, the rest data were averaged and
plotted versus plastic strain as shown in Fig.3 in which the vertical bars represent the
standard deviation of the data. The relation between plastic strain and RMS roughness
may be expressed by a linear function as:

= -" (2)

where a is a constant. This result confirms some early experimental work.5"

Plastic Strain & Profile Correlation Length

The profile correlation length is defined as the lag length T at which the autocorre-
lation of the profile is l/e (0.368) ofthe zero-lag autocorrelation value. The value of T
should satisfy the following condition:

EN- r f(i) X f(i + T) = 1 (3)
%i= 1N f1(i)e

The obtained profile correlation lengths were processed by the same method as de-
scribed in the above session and the results are shown in Fig.4. The relation between
plastic strain and surface profile may be approximated by:

T -3 (4)

where /3 is a constant.



I The constants c,i3 in the above equations can be determined by using the least
square method to fit the experimental data. Tests carried out on brass tensile speci-
mens show that a 7im, and fl 0.75/Lm.

In general, Eq.*2 and Eq.4 should take the form

=a+c and T= +b 5)
, . "7+a

indicating that the surface'roughness o and profile correlation length T are finite at zero
plastic strain due to the limitation of polishing process.

Plastic Strain & Substructure Size

Profile correlation length in general is proportional to profile wavelength, the magni-
tude of which is observed to be of. the order of tens of microns. It might be worthwhile

to point out that another plastic deformation induced surface substructure, which is of3 the order of less than ten microns, is related to plastic strain in a similar way as Eq.4.

According to Holt's derivation7 , the dislocation substructure size d is related to3 dislocation density p by:

d Kp -1 2  (6)

*Applying linear regression to Chiem and Duffy's experimental data$ on shear strain
- and dislocation density p, we get:

- 1.85Vrp- 11.52 (7)ISubstitute Eq.7 into Eq.6 and write the resulting expression in a more general form

as:
I pK

d P- +q (8)

where p, q, K are constants. Eq.8 indicates that shear strain - is inversely proportional
to substructure size d which is an analog to Eq.4.

IBECKMANN'S LIGHT SCATTERING THEORY

Beckmann 4 discussed extensively the scattering of electromagnetic waves from rough5surfaces. The solution describing the scattered light intensity distribution, also called
power-spectral-density (PSD) for some circumstances, from a square area is:

<PP >= e(+ -T2F 0= g ev iT2/4m

Iwhere the left hand side term is the ensemble average of light intensity pp* which was
originally described as a ratio proportional to the mean scattered power; A is the area of
the surface being illuminated; T is the profile correlation length and the other variables

are defined as:
ka(cos 1 + cosG 2 ) (10)
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P o s i ( ,VX ) Si ( V Y ) ( 1 )
v2X vVY

S F= 1 + cos 0 cos 02 - sin 1 sin02 cos0 3  (1
cos 1(cos 01 +cos 2 ) (12)

v~u =kVsin2 61 - 2 sjn 91 sin 02 COS 63 + sin2 02 (13) g
where k = 21r/A; A is the w.avelength of the light source and 01 is the light incident angle
and 02,03 are observation angles(see Ref.[4] for detail).-1. I

In practice, normal incidence (01 = 0) is often used which makes F = 1 and % =
k sin 62. Then Eq.9 can be rewritten as:

<R >=" >= + ,9 (kTainf0)3/4m') (14)
This ~ ~ ~ ~ . exrsio=a1b

This expression can be extended to the case of a circular illuminated area with radius
r, then the area A is irr 2 and

PO = 2z M
where Z = kre and J.(Z) is the first order Bessel function of the first kind. Utilizing
Eq.2 and Eq.4, Eq.14 can be written in terms of plastic strain -f as:

< pp >= e9  + (PO 2 g_(k0in*)2/4m-2 (16) 3
where e V= kcr(1 + cos 02) 

(17)

Therefore, the PSD function has been expressed in terms of shear plastic strain.
Once this distribution and the necessary constants are known, then the plastic strain
can be evaluated by Eq.16; or, given a plastic strain value, its corresponding PSD dis-
tribution can be predicted (Fig.5).

APPLICATION TO PLASTIC STRAIN EVALUATION

In this part of the discussion, Eq.16 shall be used to predict the relation between 3
PSD width and plastic strain followed'by an experimental verification.

Analytical Approach I
PSD width is defined as the width of the scattered light intensity distribution when

its value is a certain fraction of its maximum. This width is approximately proportional I
to the scattered angle 0. In the following discussion, 6 will be used to represent PSD
width. Denote the intensity ratio as W, we have: 3

pp. >e,':9 Po0 F ,)_ : "o0 ',~l+- .°)],'..,
w < PP = 2 : ( + y 2 (18) 3<pp, >:o 1 + (!Z

The term e-k0(1+co e) has been omitted because the error it introduces is less than
1.0% for 6 < 40,which is the maximum scattering angle observed in experiments. Fig.6



shows the PSD width at both IV = 1/2 and IV = 1/e versus plastic strain. It can be

seen that the theoretically predicted relation is approximately linear.

Experimental Verification

The linear relation between the width of the PSD distribution and plastic strain was
verified by a system as described elsewhere. 3 An experimientally obtained PSD distribu-
tion for brass material is-shown in Fig.7. As can be seen, it takes quite a similar form5compared to the one (Fig.5) predicted by the light scattering theory. The scattering
in experimentally obtained PSD is caused by speckle effects and is believed to vanish
by taking an ensemble average on macroscopically similar but microscopically different5surfaces undergone the same aniount of plastic deformation.

Fig.8 shows some experimental rdsults on the relation between plastic strain and PSD
width (l/e). A linear relation, which is in support of the analytical result as shown in
Fig.6, can be clearly seen.

I DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

It has been shown that metallic material surface roughens as the specimen under-
,-- plastic deformation in such a way that surface RMS roughness increases linearly
while surface profile correlation length decreases inversely proportional to plastic strain
for the material tested. The range of validity of this result is 10% plastic deformation
even though a much wider range was reported.5'- The initial surface roughness plays an
important role in the determination of the constants in Eq.2 and Eq.4.

No explanation can be offered at this point to the similarity between Eq.4 and Eq.8.
The knowledge of the internal relationship of these two equations mnay provide us with
a better understanding of the plastic deformation induced metallic surface roughening
mechanism.

5 The expression for describing PSD distribution as a function of plastic strain seemed
to be correct. Comparing the analytical solution with the experimental data, we find
a good agreement for PSD width method. However, we also see some discrepancy in
the early stages of plastic deformation which may be improved by using a more general
model like Eq.5. The accuracy of using this technique to estimate plastic strain can be5improved by taking an ensemble average of PSD distributions.

Further experimental development and theoretical investigation on plastic deforma-5 tion induced surface roughening mechanism may provide us with a practical non-contact,
nondestructive method for evaluating plastic strain. The method has a potential to be
used under severe environmental conditions such as high temperature and/or high strain

I rate.
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3ABSTRACT
An optical-numerical correlation technique has been developed for detecting the

elastic-plastic boundary on the surface of a material which has undergone plastic de-
formation. Laser speckle pattern produced from a surface is measured before and after
plastic deformation which produces a change in their cross correlation. The speckle
images are recorded and processed using a computer based vision system. Experimen-
tal results obtained for aluminum alloys have demonstrated the high sensitivity of this£method. A comparison with theoretical and finite element results is presented.

INTRODUCTION

It has been known for sometime that the surface roughness of material increases with
increa.e in surface strain 1-3. This is mainly due to the process of dislocation movement.3This phenomenon suggests methods to relate plastic strain quantitatively with variation
in surface roughness. Surface roughness can be measured by a stylus-type profilome-
ter. But this method tends to damage the naterial surface under examination. There
are optical techniques to quantify surface plastic strain by measuring surface texture
parameters. Some 4.6 employed coherent light source and obtained information about
surface texture from the light beam reflected from the test surface. Others 8,7 used a
white light source and a computer vision system to determine the plastic strain.

In this paper a nondestructive, non-contacting co.mputer based method is described
for the determination of plastic deformation. In particular the technique is applied to
the determination of the elastic-plastic boundary around '. central hole in a plate of
finite width. The method employs a converging laser beam which detects the change in
surface roughness introduced by plastic deformation. The diffracted images are recorded
and digitized using a computer based vision system and a correlation technique is em-5ployed to analyze the digitized images.

5THE SPECKLE PATTERN CORRELATION TECHNIQUE



The basic principles of the speckle pattern correlation techniques is based on the
phenomenon that the surface of a piece of metallic specimen roughens as it is subjected
to sufficient amount of plastic deformation. Consequently the resulting speckle pat- $
tern changes accordingly. If g(x) is a function which describes the surface of a given
area before deformation and f(x) describes the surface after the deformation, the zero
shift cross correlation C.(g, f), which is a measure of the resemblance between the two I
functions, is defined as:

" Co(g,f) =fj00g(x) x f(z)dz (1)

Normalization of C. yields the cross correlation coefficient:

co(gf) = / == g(z) (2).
F Ji gi(zd)dm x f-g ef, ()dz

For digitized images, g(x) and f(z) take discrete form and the above expression
becomes 8: N

C4, f2i) (i) X fi) (3) 1
For two dimensional images the expression for cross correlation coefficient becomes: 3

S= V g(i) x f (ilA(4)
VE1 9  2(ijj) X FY I I f 2(ilj)(43
%= cJ= %= = I

where g(i,j), f(i,j) are the discrete intensity levels at points i,j of image g and f, re-
spectively and M and N are the dimensionsf the arrays g(i,j) and f(i,j).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND DATA ACQUISITION 3
Plate specimens of 3.2mrnm thick with a central hole were cut from aluminum alloy

6061-T6 in the rolling direction. The elastic modulus is 72GP,; the poisson's ratio is
0.32 and the yield strength is 275MP. The geometry of the specimens are shown in
Fig.1 where the h = 76mm, a = 6.4mm and R = 12.7mm. One side of the specimen
surface was polished until an initial roughness value of approximately RP = 0.05,um was
obtained, where R. is the arithmetic average roughness.

The specimen was loaded axially in a universal testing machine at o' = 0.7650., 3
where o" is the remote normal stress along the X axis, and o is the yield strength of the
material. The loaded specimen was then mounted on a X-Y translation stage which is
capable of translation in each direction in 0.006mm increments.

The point of interest on the test object was illuminated with a 20mw He-Ne laser.
To increase the resolution of the technique, the diameter of the laser beam was reduced I
through a system of optical arrangement consisting of a spitial filter, an aperture, a
collimating lens and a converging lens as shown in Fig.2. The actual size of the laser
beam directed on the test piece was estimated to be 0.05mm. A piece of ground glass

.was placed at a distance of 0.8m from the test object such that the diffraction pattern
was observed in the Fraunhofer diffraction zone 9. The diffracted speckle pattern was

recorded by a digital camera placed at 0.36m from the ground glass. The camera (reso-
lution of 256 x 256 pixels, each pixel has 256 gray levels) was connected to a TV monitor
and supported by a computer which together with the developed software provided full I



image processing and analysis capabilities.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.3 shows the diffraction images of the test piece along the vertical axis (section
C-C). Fig.3a is the diffraction image in the elastic zone. As the light source moves to-
wards the central hole, the strain level increases and as illustrated in F;,.3b & 3c there is
a continuous drop in the sharpness of the images and the image boun"Aary becomes less
distinguishable. Thi observation suggests that the correlation level of each subsequent
image will decrease.

Fig.4 shows a plot of the cross correlation' coefficient along section C-C. As can
be seen, the initial images correlate well with that of the elastic zone at B and the
correlation coefficient remains fairly constant over a distance of approximately 5.4 mm.
However, beyond this point (as indicated by point P) the correlation coefficient begins
to decrease and reaches a minimum value at-the edge of the hole where the maxi-
mum plastic strain occurs. The decrease of the correlation coefficient (point P) would
therefore provide an indication of the incipient yielding and hence the location of the
elastic-plastic boundary.

The threshold value of cross correlation at which the elastic-plastic boundary is to be
determined should be chosen according to the cross correlation-plastic strain calibration
curve and the definition of elastic-plastic boundary for each specific problem. Suppose
the elastic-plastic boundary is defined at where the effective residual strain is 1%; while
from the cross correlation-plastic strain relation we find 1% effective strain corresponds
to 0.7 cross correlation value, then 0.7 should be used as the threshold to determine the
boundary.

Fig.5 shows the elastic-plastic boundary identified using the method described. The
results shown are those obtained in region A of the specimen as indicated in Fig.5. The
results obtained using the finite element method is also included. A numerical calcu-
lation which assumed a state of plane stress and adopted the von Mises yield criterion
was carried out using a finite elemen t package (ABAQUS version 4-7-21). The solid line
represents a computed effective strain of 0.01%. As can be seen both the experimental
and computed results agree reasonably well. An attempt was also made to compare the
above results with those obtained using the Kirsch's solution for the stress distribution
around a small circular hole in an infinite flat plate subject to uniform tension to and
the von Mises yield criterion. As can be seen the theoretical results (broken line) under-
estimated the size of plastic zone. The discrepancy is maybe due to the simplification
and assumptions made in the theoretical solution.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, it has been demonstrated that speckle pattern cross correlation tech-
nique can be applied to the detection of the incipience of plasticity. In a material which
had undergone elastic-plastic deformation, the method described was able to detectIplastic strain of the order of 0.01%. The technique was supported by a computer vision
system via which the recorded images were analyzed and processed. With further au-
tomating the technique, it has the potential of being developed into a practical tool.

I
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Pattern Recognition Using 3-D Moments
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Abstract of spherical harmonic polynomials. They are called complex
moments. Vectors and scalars are extracted from the compounds of

A 3.D moment method of object identification and positioning complex moments via Clebsch-Gordon expansion. Higher order

is proposed. Moments are computed from 3-D CAT image functions, moment invariants can be derived in this way. They represe the

5 2.5 D range dam, space curves and discrete 3-D points. Objects are fine spatial details on the objects. Featu vectors containing highet

recognized by their shapes via moment invariants. Using an alg- order moment invarants have high discriminative power in pattem

braic method, scalars and vectors am extracted from compound of classification. The vector moment funtions can also be used n the

moments using Clebsch-Gordon expansion. The vectors are used to algorthms of position estimation [2119).

estimate position parameters of the object. Moment features of range The range image is a multiview reprsentaon of 3-D objem
data can be used in the view-independent object recognition when The moment invariant: of an object in the range image only

the 3-layer perceptron encodes the featuse space distribution of the epro t a patcular view of the object. Eve m o. the set of invulan

object in the weights of the netwodL Objects are recognized from an feaures still provides an elegant description of an object in each
arbitrary viewpoint by the traind networ, viewpoinL A convex polyhedren can be mpresented by it n ber of

Gaussian peaks in the moment invariant featmr space. Each peak
reprsents a characteristic view of the convex polyedton A mooth
convex object can always be approximated by a convex polyhedron,
so its feature space distribution can be approximated as a superposi-

don of Gaussian distributions. As for non-convex objects, one part of
the object my be occluded by another pat of the object. Therefore.

1. Introduction non-convex ob 'u generally hkve rahe complicatedkume spwce
Moments have been used in computer vision for 30 years. distributions. Patterns with multimodal non-Gaussian disribution

I Moment invariant features of images are useful in patten recogni- may tr atrbitaily complex disconnected decision regions. The

tion. Various methods of computing 2-D moment invatiants have recently proposed 3.layer pecxptron network has the capability of

been proposed (51112]. The evaluation of moment iUegrals requires classlfying par with arbitrarily complex decision regions
a large amount of computation. However, the computation complex- (8][10). This network can be trained by the backi-opagation algo-

ity will not hinder the use of the moment method in the real time ithm (10). We have conducted experiments on both convex and
computer vision system. Tw moment integrals can be paallelly non-convex curved objects. The 3.D moment features of objects

computed. Moreover, VLSI chips (1) and hardware (13] have been from all viewpoints were extrced. These features were used as the

I designed to compute 2-D moments in real time. training samples for the inputs of a 3-layer percepnon network. Our

In this paper, we premnt fomulae for comptaing moments ofa experimental re ults show that objects coded by moment invariant

3-D grey-level function, of a range lmae, of a 3-D curve, and of a features can always be satisfactorily clasified by the 3-layer pemep-

set of discrete feature points. Range imares ae commonly used in tmn network.

robotic vision applications. We shall show that the 3-D moment The pqar is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the

ML,. of an object in the rag image can be considerd the 2.D cemputation of 3-D geometic moments of 3-D grey-level functions,
moment ML, of an image function which depends on the range range-data c sce curves and discrete featur points. In Section 3. we.

I image and the derivatives of that range image. Hardware similar to present the derivation of invadan and vector moment functions

those in (1][13] may be built so that 3-D moment feature extraction using Clebsli-Gordotn expansion. The 3-1 moment method for pat.

from the range data can be done in real time. The invariant and vec- tern recognition and position estimation is given in Section 4. The

tor moment functions can be constucted using our proposed method experimental results are given in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the

(7], Our method is based on the Clebsch-Gordon expansion in group pap with a summary of results and a few remarks.

representation theory (6)(7]. Moments ae first expressed in the basis

I Ts work wu supppon by th Nationl Scienc F unUwi n under Gnr IRI.
8710836 and U.S. Army Rewumh Offio wnda Con=c DAAL 0388K0a33.
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The ten third-order moments are decomposed into two complex where P,(x.. x.) is the Gaussian distribution whose parametl
moment multiplets. Seven of tPe third-order complex moments, are the mean and variance of the features. P, is the a priori probabil.
denoted by [vJ,v, ... ,vj 2 , v 3 , corresponding to L=3. ity of the jth prototype view of the object andvP .
Another three' tWrd-order complex moments. denoted by Jt I
(v? , v?, vF ] corresponding to L=. v:r and v(" are linear combi- A curved convex object can be approximated by a convex
nations of the third order moments. These expressions are given in polyhedron to any precision. Thus its feature space distmbution(7]. also be approximated by (9). The non-convex objects a

Three moment invariants containing the second-order moments occluded. In different viewpoint, the self-occlusion occurs in
are given below. fcrent degrees. The feature space distributions of non-convex curved

objects are generally more complicate than those in (9). The Gat
v8O -. ,4" U00 M 20  + M002 ). (7.a) sian classifiers can not classify patterns whose feature space distril

tions are non-Gaussian. Nonparmetric techniques had been sug-
v(2,2)8*5)T(2v~vf - 2vJvf t + (v) 2). k7.b) gested to construct statistical pattern classifier for Non-Gaussian da

(3]. However. such techniques are severely restricted by the dim
,Iv _ (S)i(qJvf2 - 11iVi t + Tlfv - ir 'v + nfij ), (7.c) sionality of the feature space.

The recently proposed multi-layer feed forward neural network
where il is a second rank spherical tensor derived from the products has the capability of classifying paterns with non-Gaussian featut

of vr In (6). 11f a14<2,,2.m-! 12.2.2m >vvf' r1v is a cubic space distibutions. A three-layer perceptron, shown in Fig.l, 4
polynomial of second order moments. In M, we have shown that our classify patterns of arbinarily complex decision regions (8](10. The
resultsiin (7)sagree withrthosenobtained7by wedhave andwHillat11). tearning rule for perceptron using sigmoidal threshold function
results in (7) agree with those obtained by Sadjadi and Hall ] called back-propagation training algorithm (10]. The algorithm us
moments are given below the iterative gradient descend method to find the weights in the -

work. The rules can be summarized in thre equations.

v(3.3)8- (7)'(2v3lvi32vvf+2vivf--(v)21. (8.a) wi(n+l) a wji(n) +,nOi + a(wji()-wji(n-l)) (10
-t i

v(1,l)8- )T(22vJv r-(Vf)21. (8.b) where ws is the weight and n is the step size, The las term of the
above equation Is a momentum term which will improve the conver

A complete set of moment Invamiants containing the second and gence of the training process. The error signals at the output node
the third order moments have been derived. Three vector moment are given by
functions which am used in motion estimation have also been com- 8j - Q -0j)//(n'/)
puted. Explicit expressions of these moment functions can be found
in (7). The advantages of our approach is that (1) It Is a general and where rj is the desired signal at the output node J. The error sigal1

systematic way of deriving higher order moment invariants, (2) at nodes In the hidden layer and the input layer are given by
sufficient number of moment vector functions for motion estimation 1
can be derived from the second and the third order moments. Vectors 6 zfk(nj) ,u I (1)
constmicted from higher order moments are too expansive to com- The inputs to the system are the moment invariant features extracted
puted and very vulnerable to noise. from the range data of the object. The output signals of the system

When each invariant moment feature is divided by suitable are associated with the pattern classes of the prototypes. Our expert.3
power of v8, it becomes Invariant uider changing of size. Those mental study indicates that the three layer perceptron can success-U
similitude-invarian quantities derived from the moment Invariants in fully classify patterns with non-Gaussian distributions when these
(7) and (8) am given below distribution profiles do not overlap.

1' 4... PosIon Estimation using Vector Moment Functions

113= v(3,3)8 a v(1,l)9 Momeis ave also been used to estimate the affim transform
parameters of 2-D and 3-D images. Cyganski and Orr developed

(voS) r "  (voR)T tensor-based technique to recover th affine transform of a 2-D
Others derived from higher order moment inv~iaa am given in (7]. image resulting from the orthogonal projection of a rigid planarpatch (2]. Their method has been extended to affine transform deter-S
4. Object Identification and Position Estimation minatiort for 3-D objects by Faber ad Stokely [4]. In the tensor

4.1. Object Recognition using Moment Inn approach of estimating rigid body motion parameters, the rotation
parameters is determined by solving a system of linear equations

The moment invariants of the range image can be used in the containing three vector moment functions. The translaton parame-3
view-independent 3-D object recognition. Each view of a convex ters can then be determined from the transformation property of the
polyhedron can be represented by a Gaussian peak in its moment first order geometric moments.
feature space. The feature space distribution of a convex polyhedron The 3-D orientation can be estimated from the principal axes ol3
is a superposition of Gaussian distrbutions centered at a number of feature points in two frames. The basic assumption is that the 3-DI
positions. The distribution is the superposition of Gaussian peaks. coordinates of a set of feature points on a rigid body are known at

P(X,".x ,) =tPj(x.. .x,)P1 (9) 3
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Estimation of plastic strain by fractal

Y.Z.Dai and F.P.Chiang

I - Laboratory for Experimental Mechanics Research
SUNY at Stony Brook, NY 11794-2300

3 An attempt was made to explore the possibility of utilizing fractal dimension to estimat! surface
roughness and plastic strain of metallic specimens. The roughness and strain related characteristics
of specimen surface were revealed by laser speckle technique and related to fractal dimension in this
paper. Some preliminary experimental results show that fractal could be used for the evaluation of
plartic strain and surface roughness.

1. INTRODUCTION

U . Permanent strain in metals generally changes surface features of the specimen. This phenomenon
has been used for evaluating plastic strain 1.,,,, The present work is designed to extend the inves-
tigation on surface roughness and plastic strain measurement by introducing the fractal dimension

"analysis method.

Fractal, which abstracts some essential features of an object and characterizes it by a simple
parameter, has a history of only one decade and it has already generated wide interests in many sci-
entific fields. In this study, fractal dimension is applied to abstract the surface roughness and plastic3 strain related information in the power spectrum of specimen surface by laser speckle technique.
The power spectrum, which is the diffraction speckle pattern produced by an optical configuration
as shown in Fig.1, of a specimen surface reflects the change in surface textures caused by plastic3 deformation. It is hoped that fractal dimension can be used as a measure to detect this change and
hence to estimate surface roughness and plastic strain.

2. FRACTAL DIMENSION

3 Fractal is defined as a 'set for which the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension strictly exceeds the
topological dimension's or 'a shape made of parts similar to the whole in some way' '. Fractal, in3 a sense, represents some essential characteristics of a somewhat random curve or a surface.

The essential part of fractal analysis is to define a measure, which could be length for curves,
area for a surfaces or volume for three dimensional objects, and its relationship with a scale with
which the measurement is taken. Suppose we measure the length of a curve by covering the curve
with the minimum number of squares, obviously the measured length of the curve depends on the3 size of the square and the smaller the square size, the longer the measured curve length. If the

3qaesur



length of the measured curve length is denoted as L; the side length of the square is 8 and the
minimum number of squares needed to cover the curve is N(6), then the measured curve length is:

L = N(6) (1)

If we measure the curve" length with different sized squares, a series of curve length will be
obtained. Experiments have shown that the measured length is nicely approximated by the formula:

L(S) = a.6 1- D (2)3

where D is the so called fractal dimension for curves.

For example, the fractal dimension of the coast of Britain is D - 1.3; while the fractal dimension
of the coast of southern part Norway is D ; 1.52. These two coast lines could then be identified
by their fractal dimensions. I

Fractal has found wide applications in describing the nature such as landscape, coast line, clouds
and so on. It can also be used to generate objects which look just like natural ones. A speckle 5
pattern is somewhat random and may be described by fractal as well.

3. POWER SPECTRUM AND FRACTAL

When an optically rough plate (z, y plane) is illuminated by a narrow laser beam as shown in I
Fig.1, the power spectrum of the complex field immediately in front of the surface being illuminated
would be formed in the Fourier transform plane (u, v). If a piece of film or a video camera is put
in this plane, only the intensity, i.e. the power spectrum, will be recorded. Fig.2 shows a power
spectrum digitized and recorded via a video camera and Fig.3 is a plot of the power spectrum along
the central cross section for specimens which have undergone different amount of plastic deformation. I

Fractal dimension may be evaluated in different ways depending on what kind of measure-scale
pir ix nsed. Based on the fact that landscapes have the highest amplitudes at the lowest frequencies, 5
a Fourier transform method was introduced s. The Fourier amplitude C1 of a landscape, which is the
specimen surface illuminated by laser for our study, is related to its corresponding spatial frequency
f by s:

Cfc f (3) 3
The parameter P is related to fractal dimension D simply by :

D=2- 0 (4) 3
This means that a Fourier transform on specimen surface features is needed and this is exactly

what has been done to the specimen surface by the optical configuration shown in Fig.l. The com- I
plex amplitude A(u,'v) at the u,v plane, assuming it is sufficient far away, is the Fourier transform
of the amplitude O(z, y) immediately in front of the object plane (z, y) ". i.e.



- A(u, v) = C~ ,vL 0 )f O(z, )e jJVuw+)dxdy(5
iAL3where A is wavelength; L is the distance between the observation plane and object surface; and

C(u, v, L) is a complex value independent of z, y coordinates. The coordinates u, v in the observation
plane are related to spatial frequencies f,, fl, by:

f = u/AL
v/AL (6)

What can be easily recorded is the intensity, which is what we record on either photographic
film or video camera at u, v plane. This recorded intensity is the power spectrum of the surface. i.e.

I(u,v) = A(u,v) * A(u,v) (7)

3 where A'(u, v) is the complex conjugate of A(u, v).

The light intensity on (u, v) plane can then be expressed as a function of .4, fv:

I I(u, v) = F(f,.) (8)

This two dimensional equation can be further simplified to one dimensional by averaging the
intensity I(u, v) along circles (f = V 'T +_ ) from the mirror reflection point which is called the
centroid of the speckle pattern. This averaging yields spatially averaged intensity GI and is based

I on the assumption that the surface roughness is isotropic.

The complex magnitude C1 is replaced by intensity Gf. The G,,, f relation can be easily ob-3tained by digitizing the power spectrum, processing it and then using Eq.3 to fit the thus obtained
distribution curve by the least square method. The proportional constant in Eq.3 is irrelevant in-

i dicating that the fractal parameter is independent of the intensity of the light source used.

£ 4. PLASTIC STRAIN EVALUATION

Fractal analysis was carried out on uni-axial tensile specimens made of aluminum 1100-0 andU 6061-T6. The specimen surface was polished such that the surface scratches produced during the
manufacturing process were removed and the surface profile looked approximately isotropic with an
initial surface roughness R. - 0.1pm.

I Surface roughness was measured by Surftest-402 (Mitutoyo) profilometer with a tip radius. of
5pzm. The spectrum was digitized by a C1000 Hamamatsu video camera whose resolution was set
at 256 x 256 pixels each with 256 gray levels. Plastic strain was measured by a moire method. A
line grating with a density of 300 lpi was printed on one side of specimen surface while the other
side was reserved for surface roughness and specOe pattern measurement. Specimen was loaded on
Instron 1332 testing machine to cause a certain amount of plastic deformation then released from
it fof surface roughness measurement, strain evaluation and laser speckle pattern recording and

I
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processing. -

The centroid of the speckle pattern, where the spatial frequency is zero, was found by the U
moment method. i.e.

E25=6 V5=, g,,j x i
26= F 56 (9)
/. i1 .- ~lgidj

and

, i= g3= j (10) 3E..,=1 '.,=1 9Q,

where gij is gray level at coordinates i,j and X., Y are the coordinates of centroid.

The image was then re-sorted in such a way that gray levels were averaged along circles radiating I
from the centroid. The gray levels along each individual circle were averaged to yield GI:

G,(k) -r=kgi4 (11)
N

where k represents the distance from the centroid and is proportional to spatial frequency. The 5
gray level gij was selected such that i,j satisfies:

k < /2+j2 < k+ 1 (12) 3
Fig.4 is a series of plots of Fourier amplitude intensity versus spatial frequency for different

amount of plastic strain. They indeed take the form as described by Eq.3. As the plastic strain
increases, the spectrum distribution becomes flatter resulting in a decrease in/6 and an increase in
fractal dimension D (Eq.4).

Fig.5 is a plot of the unified fractal value versus surface roughness of an aluminum 1100-0 spec-
imen. Fig.6 shows the unified fractal value versus plastic strain of an aluminum 6061-T6 specimen.
Fractal dimension D increases fairly rapidly with respect to the increase of surface roughness R.
in the beginning and becomes almost a constant after R. becomes larger than 1sm for aluminum
1100-0 specimen. The curve of fractal dimension D versus plastic strain e. is pretty much the same
except that it does not increase as rapidly as the previous one in the beginning and it saturates at
a plastic strain of about 80% of the necking plastic strain for an aluminum 6061-T6 specimen. I

5. SUMMARY

It has been shown that the power spectrum of specimen surface in the form of laser speckle I
pattern can be characterized by fractal dimension which reflects the change in surface texture due
to plastic strain. Fractal dimension method could be used to evaluate surface roughness and plastic
strain. Among the many measure-scale pairs we tried for this study, the intensity-frequency pair is
the best as far as relating fractal to plastic strain or surface roughness is concerned. I

I
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UAbstract those elementauy objects. We shall illustrate by examples that the graph dis-
tance is v~jeffective in object inferencing and grouping visible surface
patchies into objects.

Ob uin the range image are represented by attributed graphs. The I R is orgaiZed AS folOWs. In Section 2Z we discuss our range
atrbecythe invariant features extracted from the surflace of th driC surface parameter estimation. In Section 4, we discuss the algorithm ofIpatches. A scalar graph distanice; measure for the semantic and stutua atributed graph mathing and the calculation of graph distanc measure.

differences beween the graphs are then computed. me distance mesaure, Experimental results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 contains our con.
guide$ the Object infere~nce and groups surfaces in the ango image into ciIlsis and remarks.
objects A minimum distanc classification scheme is proposed for the
re co g n itio n o f o bjects in th e ra n g e im ag .

2 a g a a s g e t t oI2. rapdt a is segntenieci into uniform regions. mere arnI I. I tr o d u ti oeege detectors which can label the edg pixels on the range images 13)(5).
Object recognition is important in Computer Vision. In many praWt. However, complicate edge linking procedure must be used to group edge

ca&IiWuatlons," the objects to be recognized have complex structures. A use. pixels into region bounedaries. We use a region based segmentation
fial represetation, of such objects is to decomtpose it int simpler subpat. approch (8]. Our proposed range data segmeation algouithmn tin four
teens Each sattern is conisidered a primitive entity which is described by stps These av aplit-andmerge, region grouping, larg regionI its feares. The structral relationships among those subpsuers me grglnsmall region elimination and postpocess. me algorithm is
repretled by certan data structure In this paper, we use the attibuted deacnrbed by&a foatchart in Fig 1. Me rang inage is initiallymp rere ted
graphs to representobjectpototypes in ternge data.Euclidaninvwiant by a quad amee Each node of the quad tree is a square image block marked
feaures etated!f--msufacesam tsed todescibe the nodes in the graph. by the coordlinatesof the lo"erleft corner andt" size of the square. MwI qmpsd objectrepresenttion is amultiviewq rersntaton. Objects in huag data in echb block is assumed to be a square patch of the bivariate
the scene are recognized by matinig their attributed graphs with those of poloial surfacc m1e order of the polynomia suirface depends on the
models. Our graph matching algorithm will compute a scalair distance mess. size of the block, me root meain squared errm between the image data in
wre which repreents the semantic ari.d structural differencei; between graphs the block an t intepolated value at each sampling point is computed and
(11(11). mhe decision making in pattern recognition is based on the graph nteXd in the node of the quatte. mbe mergig phas precedes the $puitting

* distnce. It classifies objects into model categories anid Inspect the defects Phase. During me"gn process. four sibbling nodes are merged into a
and distortions on the surfaces of the objets. parent node. if the imag data in the parent node can be approximate by a

In he una vaios srucura ptten rcogiton ~sos hve bivauiat surface. We then recursively split echb nonuniform hmage block
been proposed for range data recognition. Some used rigidity constraints to inofuqadntutlechudrtisihruiomo t izises
guid the matching of primitive: feaures of the objects (2)(4](10). Oth~ers than a predetermined threshold value We subsequently merg on-sibbling
cosrtde teatiue yegohrpunu o bet rddtr nodes in the quad ame. A block will merge into an adjacesit block, If both
min te g a ttmribtwe nth hyp graph sto for objects reonto blocks am uniform and there is no discontity of depth along and acoss
m13ne grap onomodsciptiis in twen te hyerrao for bje c reconitionn their borders. Moreovar, the surfitce curvature and orientations of these
(13. i b je t chanino viswinsitv O rcogtornate whc Uw two blocks should be compatble.mTe region adjaceint grap (AG) is gen.
anb~ gintv c ahan go diie in. Oure for ojcstieiv an erawed athis region groupings opeaon. mie large regios in the seg.

San inforative. gris o LIptnceumar e p o e cs infrationen~ merited image am Am conitrated and then expanded. Smra regions in RAG
cleas fctis robut.e Inriule It poie sflifranwe which ustIy reside on edges of objects will merge into the nearby large

ther aredefets o thevisile srfacs. egions. Mwt adjaency relaition of the nodes in RAG is updated in the pro.
*In our approach. the range dat am first segmented into smooth cess of Small region einAtion.
regions which Are enclosed by labeled edges m1e smooth regions on th The segmented images usually look too fragmentary. A smooth sr
surfaces -of the object form the ned of e ah smoothrion mufae face parch in the range image is often segmented into several pieces Thpar amm estimated fo thrag vofecsm thein.M RAG which contains many nodes and adjacency relations is not readiyI nodes ame attributed by invariant fea u omnputed fromn them~ parameters5. suitable for structural pater recogrution. The over segmentation is due toThey are recognized by statistical pattern recognition method. Me atri the fact that the bivariate polynomial approximationbuted graph representing a prototype view of a model object is then con-
structed by connecting adjacent region nodes which are visible from that '(X)- f Aw1~Q.(x)Q,%(Y) used in the u&ifom predicat is only a
view. loa 41racs1m.ure4sracsm

lclapproximation of curved sric. euvdsrfsamgloballyI me attributed graph of range data represeniting a scene is derived by approximaited by the quadric surfaice. The bivarite polynomrital approxima.
a different procedure. A graph is first constructed by connecting adjacent don is used to masur the uniformity of each image, block in the recursive
regions in t range data separated by convex creas edges The connected split-and-mnerge process, becaus it bas low computation complexity, The
components of this graph are then extracted. We examine each connected RAG representing the over segmented range image is further processed byI component and connect region nodes which are separated by concave nonrecursive region rnergin. The quadric parmeter in each labeted
creas edges The resulting connected aunrbuted graph represents a 3-1) regions are estimated. Adjacent regions with similar quadric parameters are
view of an elementary object in the range dat. We shall merge adjarent merged. As a result, the processed RAG has less number of nodes and adja-
elementary objects into a composite object, J eai~h of Lhernmat . to the 4:ency relais. Fainaly, the labeling of each pix~el on the region buundary, isI same protYPe and the WoInpOSAt ObJCLL 5s IV=s wo die pruunyp am dermrned by wompuLung the rviuren property in the nea&hbvrnuuW of



that pixel. The concave crease edges correspond to the positive curvature computed rotation matrix will impose ouientation constraints inthlae
exma. The convex crease edges correspond to the negative curvature graph matching process.

exuema.Each surface on the model objects will be associated with a discrim-
inant function Of invariant features. A surface patch in the scene will be
identified with a surface on the models, if the value of the discriminan4

3. Surface Patch Description. function of that prototype surface is lager than those of all others andto

In this section, we shall give a detailed discussion of the surface greater than a Predetermined 2hreshold value. However, in order to handles
parameter estimation. Our surface parameter estimation is represented by occlusion, we identify a planar surface in the range data which can not be
the diagram in Fig.2. A planarity test is first performed on eazh smooth recognized by discriiit functions, with all Planar surfaces on the modela
region. A region is planar, if the smallest eigenvalue of the variance matrix whose area is larger than its. The graph matching procedure, using orienta.E

I don constraint and adjuency relation of nodes, will recognize d,.. partiallytm
D =-(1) occluded planar surfaces. MumrOver, when large number of training samples

are available, the parmeters in the discriminsrnt function can be determined

islesthan athrehold value. In (1), Fis the mean of the vectors.,.and N - by the means and varances of the featiu-t.
is the number of sample points on the patch. The surface normal, V", isI
parallel to the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest cigenvalue of D
and pointing toward the viewer. The distance between the origin and the 4GahMthn n clrDsac esr

pnedid - -rTieb (2 nomtv ve mesure; of attibuted graphs is useful for com5
d - -. 'i (2) puter recognition of 3-D objects. In the following, we shall formulate: the

The area, the second order 31D moment invariants 161M7 anid the noma graph matchiing as a goal state searching procetm A state space representa.
vectair of the planar patch are used saits attributes. If a region is clasified nonl is constructed from two given graphs. 71m gocalr state represents atno
as nonpiawar then it is assumed to be quadric. The: quadric surface is optimlal subgraph matn between these two graphs. The distanice meas-
described by the following quadratic equaton which contains te pw ure is systemnatically computed by a stem space searching algorithm (91."

gmDistance between unmatched graphs is WInfnie The distance between two
matched graphs is finite a&d is a quantitative measuit, of the semantic aW

h ( v s) - x~ x v~x d a0. 3) su ictral differences between the gra hs. The Suera expression of the
w here z~ZA+YZdm 3 finite distance mensure is given as

whee at a1  i r D(G.()-~d 4 x,.)+~i~~~J)+~qr.y)

Ass IalaIN an aa,,i4 (4) (6)3

r l3'~ ~ I where N is the number of matched nodes in the two graphs. The matched
The quadric parameters can be derived from the sampled data by minimlz- nodes must be of the same suirface type and described by the same sed of

A symmetric funsction, of the feature vectors of the nodet, If the statistical

preera . The constraints will eliminate the idxesired solution where all dicrminn functions ame used in surface classificatio, the corresponding
parameters ame zero identically. Parameter estimation using quadratic eon- primit" deformation meaures are defined by the following equation
sualntTr(AA > isrobust.I
The six coefficiesits in matrix A corresponding to the smallest eigenivalue; of A UX 0 -C x 7
the 6x6 marix B-CD -C 1.where B.C. D am doe646,3x3 matrices
in the correlation matrix M defined as follows. where vij's am the standard deviations of the invariant features. xWi cob is a

ci ~~normalization contstanit. The positive weight constant d. in (6) dpnso
M Q I D(5) the degree of the x th matched node. Nodes with lager degresem ore

M.-~ IQT- C heavily weighted. The weights wyj and wql are the contributions from the
at -I xi - ;. Y., - T -:i, J -)FRA YJ jwunmatched brnches z4.x/&r and r in G and G',.respectively. The stnic-

-H,4(yz~~) Y ~ d- 1 ypa andthe awubutesof the two nodes ofthe ranch. be distortion mess-

The 3x3 matrix D is the variance matrix in (1). Once the coefficients in A umr of an unmatched branch connecting two large surface patches has to be
= known. the linear and the constant coeffi -wt of the quadric sufc a Large number (its order of magnituide is ten or hundred, if c, - 1). On the

can be determined. The principal values, which are the eigenvalues of the ither hand, The distortion measure of an unmnatched branch connecting
symmetric matrix A. are ECIldeaII invariant featulres. Quadric surfaces can irnall surface to a larg surface or another small surface will be a smal
be classified by their Principal values. iumber ( its order of magnitude is one tenth).5

Each node of the attributed graph, whichie r ita s srface patch, rPor any given node of an attributed graph, we definle the basic attri
contains the following infoneation btd gahBAG) at this node to bes ane level tree, whose root isthe

(I) ~ given node, and whos leaves am nodes adjacent to it (1]. We denot theE
(1) surrace-t~pe; BAG at node ni asGI. outapproach of matching two AG'sG anidGT.is to

(2) invariantjfetres5 progressively reconstuct the graphs from their BAG's. This process of3
(3) Surface orientation; (normal vecto for plana surface. symmetry axi recostrction has a stat space representation (11112], A labeled state of

for cylindricalsurface, principal axes for general quadric surfaces); the state spacet denotes the reconstruiction of a subgrapht from graph G ua a
The urfce quaionof reionconaini to smll umbr o pielscan subgraptt from grah G, us well as the matching of their respective BAGs.*
no srfae euaton o a egin ctaiin.-toosmal nmberof ixes TheI initial state of the space contains a pair of empty graphs. Each sucme-

not be correctly estimated. Such small regions can be texture or defects on gcr of t initial staw contains a pair of matched BAG's whose roots are not
the objects. Nodes corresponding to small surfaces will not be attributed by su sufce.I matching conditio of two BAG's is the following. The
numerical features They are only characterized by the surfac type "snufl sturfaces of the roo nodes in the BAG's must be of the same type and they
Nodes corresponding to disjoint regions on a sphere or a cylinder will be go idetti to be the same surfaces by their numerical features using 5
described by the same set of surface paramete Ths nde wil be di dsriminaint functions Moreover, when the surfaces are not spherical, the
tin guished by their adjacency relations to neighboring regions. relative orientation of these surface Patches are Computed from their princt-

When &non-symetic 3Dobject is intwo differntorientatons, the Pal axes. The surfaces of the leaves in the BAG's ame then pazwisely.
rotation paraimeters can be determined by the normal vectors or symmetry matched. In addition, the relative orlnton of the matched leaf nodes
axes of surface patches on the object. However, if the object is symmetric, should be consistent with that of the root nodes. All leaves whose surface U

there can be more thani one candidate rotation matix. There is no nee to type are not small* must have their matched partners Exceptions are
establish feature point correspondence in orientation estinumton using =tir those in one of the BAG which contains more leaves representing large sur-
fWAe Parameters. Therefore, this approach is computational ecnmc IU face than the other. The distance between Gh and Gk' is definsed as3



d' model and the image in F1g.3(b) wis used as the scene. The model was seg.
V W(xIXi) + w(X ,.XJ (8) mented into five surface patches. The segmented image and its attributedi l 

graph whose nodes are labeled by numters are shown in Fig.4(a). The
where x is the r mot node of Gk and x I is the rot node of Gt,. A general !Pge data in SOb ws segmented int three elemenry objt a .
st. in the spe contains an ordered ls of root nodes of the matched ing to the labelings of the edges. They are shown in Fig.'. 4(b). The statisti.
BAG.[(noa1),(n

2,n2 ),'. , w,(n&^% 'wlh is called the core of the state. cal Parameters of the invariant surface features were computed from the
The state also stores the leaves of G* and G' whose roots are the last Cle- digitized da of the synthetic Object which was transformed by coordinate
ments of the ordered list in the Core, i.e, (1ank'). These leaves are called the transformations. The Gaussian discriminant functions and the deformation
terminals of the state, 

measures are constructed from these parameters. The graphs of the elemen-
Ttary objects were matched to the model graph. We assumed that the normal.

The rule of state expansion is as follows. A pair of nodes, denoted by izaaincnmsi l h rmtv dfrainmameaeoe ~.
are ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~zt~ slcefomtetmnasothsatwihaentconstAnts in all the Primitive deformation measure are one, i.e.,

(nton;), are selected from the terminals of the state, which are not smL" c, = I.0. These distances contain structural distortion measures and are

surfaces. If (nitr) is not in the cme and their BAG's G,. G' are matched. large. The merging of the graphs of the elementary objects will reduce the
then a successor of the present state is constructed by appending the pair contribution of structural distortion to the graph distnce. This suggest that
(nt,ng) to the core, and replacing the old terminals by the leaves of Gt,G1'. the three components in Figg4(b) should merge into one. Our algorithm can
A cost of state transition is associated with the arc which connects the successfully recognize objects in a complex scene. The scene in Fig.5(a)
parent state and the successor. The cost is the distance measure d(G,,G,') contains synthetic objects of a sphe-e, two cy!inders and a polyhedron ( a
in (8). The data structure of each state node and the state transition nule wedge on to of a block .Throo pLar surfae of th polyhedral objects
ensure that the topology of the state space is a tree. We define the goalstates to be those whose cores contain all the nodes of either G or G', or are occluded by the sphe aid cylinders. The model polyhedron is given in
both of them. Two graphs G and G' are matched, if there is a directed path Fig.5(b). The occluded surfaces have different moment invariant features
in the seach Ite that connects the initial state to the goal state. The graph from those of the model surfaces. They could not be classified by the
distance is defined to be the minimum cost of such paths. On the other hand, discrimingnt functions. Each of them was tentatively identified with any

* if G end G' are not matched, the graph distance is infnite. planar surfaces on the model obje , whose arm is ler than t of the
The graph distance can be efficiently calculated by the following occluded surface In Flg.Sa), the surface c was identified with surofe 7

iatedirected state space searching algorithm. 
in Fg.5(b). Both surfaces 'd' and 'e' in F1g.5(a) were identified with sur-
faces '2', '3'% and '4' in Fig.5(b). Our graph matching program used oden-

Algorithm Graph Distance 
tation and the adjacency relation Constraints to eiminate the false matchesbetween the occluded surfaces and the model surfaces. It computed a finite

(I) Aut g phGofd e betwee the occluded polyhedron and the model polyhedr
Real nmge imag are given in Fig.6(a) and Fig.7(a), respectively.

(2) Attributed graph G' of an object in the scene Their Segmented images were labeled And shown in Fig.6(b) and Fig.7(b).
(3) Parameters for the discriminant functions and defonnation measures respectively. The Euclidea distance discriminant function are used. Based
Output 

on the segmented images, the surface paramneters and other invaianttpuL~ features of each Smooth region in the range data were computed. The object
Graph distance between G and G in Fig.6(a) was used as the model. After the Object inference procedure, temethad, 

attributed graphs of the two objects, arm Shown in Fisg. Each graph con-
ta three connected component. The graph distances between the

1] Identify node. in G with nodes in 0' using dciiant functior, lOsp conneted subgrapbs are calculated Obc are identified
icorrectly. In all experiments, we found that our graph matching algorithm

(2) Put the initial state on a list called HEAP, and set graphisanceno. worked well and fs However. the feature extrcin procedure often look[3] If HEAP is empty, exit and return gr-phdsuma a aNI little more time.[4] Remove the stame from HEAP whose graphdisuance is the smale
Call this node n.[51 If n is a goal state, exit and return gaphdistance. 

6. Condalon[6] Expand node n, generating all of its sucssor If there are no suc. In this paper, we present an attributed graph representation for the
cessors exit and return gra")_distance, . ange data and a method of analyzing segmented range data for object
smr ni, compute its Gv, ds by grare ihdtoce . recognitdo The nodea of the attributed gaphs am the symbolic representa.
graph distance + D(GIG), where Gi.G' are the mon recently ion of the smooth regions Nodes representing planes are described by their
imbeded BAG's. Put these successors on HEAP, and Asaocie the a nd moment invariant features . On the other hand, nodes representing
graph distance with them. 

quadric surfaces are described by their principal values. The object
M Go to 12] 

identification is to match the attributed graphs of objects in the scene with
(7] lioto HA iilm taathoee 

representing Prototype views of the models. The matching uses both
ga The list HEAP i s e implemeted a a iority queue. The computed statis and smucal Patter recognition techniques. The matching of the
graph distanc e has e hah expso in (6) where d ,(degree of the A sntur of the graph$ is formulated a a searching problem in a stai

ched 'node) +. I""The enti matching procesig is described by the spaICe The graph distance between two graphs is calculated by the uniformOrdered list of nodes in the core of the goal state. if therearm large number cost Algorithm. The graph distance is useful for object classification. it is
of models, we can increase the speed of matching by first screening the also used in the spatial inference to direct the merging of objects in theshrcal surfacs) of the object in the scene.

S. Experimental rts RereIn this Section, we present our experimental results of the surfae [I] N.A. Esheza and K.S. Fu, *A graph distance reasure for image
parameter estimatio and the graph miaching algorithm. The algorithms analysis." IEEE Trans. Syst., Man, Cybern.. vol. SMC-14, no. 3,were implemented in C" language and ran on VAX 11/780 under UNIX pp. 398-408. 1984..The IMSL Fortran routines LINV2F and LSVDp were called by the (2] O.D. Faugeras and N. Heber " The representation, recognition,
* C grams 1o Perform matrix invasion and eigen decomposition in sur. and positioning of 3-D shapes from range das," in Three Dimen.
face Parameter estimation. The threshold paramer to the planarity tes was sional Mactins Vision, edited by T. Kanade. Kiuwer AcademicS e e rio . isthenumberof Publishers. 1987.
Points used in the estimnation. 

[3] TJ. Fan, 0. Medioni, and R. Nevatia. "Segmented DescriptionsThe graph distance measure was used in object inference and rg. of 3-D Surfaces," IEEE Tran. Robot. and Azao., vol. RA-3. pp.
nition. Both range images and synthetic images were used in the exper. 527.538. Dec. 1987
ments. Images in Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b) are the range data of a synthetic 3-D [4] TJ. Fan, G. Medioni, and R. Nevatua. "Recognmzing 3-D objects

bjects in two different orientations. The image in Fig.3(a) was used as the using surface descniptions," IEEE Trau. Pattern Anal Machgne

U
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3 The Application of Laser Speckle Interferonietry to
Measuring Strain and Strain Rate Under Dynamnic

Loading Conditions3 J.r. Emsliel
3.L. Green2
S.C. Chiolu
P.K. Guptn'I F.P. Chiani

1 Abstract are often limited in strain rte and total strain they call mea.
sure. one :non-runt act mrt 110( for nwafsuring st rain uinder

This report investigates the Application of speckle interferoine- quasi-static load condiatit is tile laser tpeckle interfernletr%
try for the measurement of strain when a material is subjected techniquie (19i0 111j41 This optical tedIlicte of double ex~po.
to vhrious loAding rates and elevated teinpeature conditions. sure laier spe.ckle photorAphy Nc %%ell est ablished for imensur-

* In Stage I of the experimaents, an Olsen testing machine At inp in-plane dlicplinit. This techiIir has been app,1liedfl SUNY Stony Brook is uIsedl to conduict uiiiial tension tests to inensire I lie I rtIIc Iri livpt)I t mteni of ni tailievrt liwititl
at strain rates oin the order of 10O' sec-'. Thle Medium Strain following tip imlpact I!5I.
Rate Facility at the Armny's Materials Technology Laboratory For this imnetigation, a test plan is formulated to deter.
in Watertown, Massachusetts is used to conduct uniaxiid ten- inine the feasibility of using lqt to tmake sitAin mneasutremenit
'tion tests at strain rates of 1O-'sec-1 to 10-1 sec-, temper, between strain rates of O.0001.4re" and Ot.lhrc-l and ilt el.
atures up to 250F and heating rates of 250*F/sec in the e~atecl teniperattire,. Trncaconiplish tis, lte il.plnce:i'
experiments of Stage 11. Strain is measured by laser specklte field Along the axial direction of a specimen is measuired. I.
int~erferometry technique and by 3train gages. The resulti of der uniaxial tension. Axial strain can be found by calculatinig
both method-i Are compared. The laser speckle interferometry thle slope of the Axial ditplacemlent data. Versus thke gnge 10n101
results are in Agreement with the strain gage results. of the specimten. Due to lte nonuitiforinity of thle -traisi field

Laser speckle interferoinetry is also used for the mneasure at the ends, tolt, the displacement data fronm like cenitral regil
inent of strain at large deformation, ie., necking region of of the specititert are used Thze displacemnent at ariou, points
atensile specimen. This technique also indicates that laser a00onK the Axis And At tarins inqt~iiits of lttle is oitisiel bY

speckle interleronetry will be an excellent monerontwc local- using lascr speckle inlerfernt ry.
ized strain mneasuring device for adverse conditions.

2 Introduction 3 Experimental Setup arid Proce-
dure

There aire tiany aipplications where a material is subjected to B sn obeepsrsekepoorpylt ipae
high strain rates, high heating rates and large deformation, for Eyuin do ublae expure speckl ptora the liofsih disple
eg., forging, ballistic impact, and penetration. To properly n. ben mfeasurae Tisis a(llne byomjingcal er to theord twoa
alyze and design systems, these conditions must be taken into beiasrdThss(lnbysigac eatoeodtw
consideration. Therefore, it is necessury to acquire material superimposed images of tile surface. one before and one after
relationships under conditions of high temperature, high heat. deformation. Tile opticz.l setup of figlire I shows the location
ing rates, and various loading rates up through large strain, of the catiera. andi lte ruiby laser with respect to tile spri.
Measurement of large strain when subjecting at material to me.The lacer beani frntt lie- pulsed ruby laser is expnmild
strain rates greater thtan 0.OO0ac- and high temiperatures b stgacicv ei.Ti lostn mtr ura~o
has always Posed severe limitations. Many investigators have thle specimen facinig thle c-miera. to be ilhmniiimated. Thme itlie,

developed contact and iion-contact extensomneters for ieasur- sity of the pulse is sufficient to expos-e thle filut withit its pulse
in$ strain in hostile environments (6J. These extensomneters width tinme of 30 nanoseconds, wheit in Q-switclt',g mode, and~

generate the speckle pat!,rrn on the filii. Flat white paint is

I Department of Mechanical Engineeririg, State University spra) ed on the transpArent Plexiglas speciluens of stage One to
of New York at Stony Brook, Stony Bro.-k, N.Y. 11794-2300 tiiake themi reflective and so that they produce a good speckle
2. Army's Material Technology Laboratory, 405 Arsenal Street field. The natural reflectiveneis of t he metals te.'ted in stage
Watertown, MA 02172 two helps themn produce a good speckle field.
3 - Current Address: Systron Donner Corporation, Inertial The pulsed ruby laser allows one to capture instanta in

Diviion 270 SytronDrie, Cncod, (A 9518dynamic experiments cdue to its short pulse ltiie. If the mlove
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nient of the pbjec.ts surface between the two exposures is and its tit, history are nievatinred with a quick r,,:pons' ,
larger than the diameter of the speckles recorded by the cani- inocouple attarhed to 'he specimen. Then thc ceitnti. --ii
era onto the film and if these speckle remain correlated with autolranfornier, is used on all the subsequent ,,,t, flir '
one another, then the image will scatter a bean of laser light particular heating rate. "
into a diffraction halo. The intensity of the light in this The loading for the experiments of Stage 11 it p,,rfr.
halo varies periodicidly across.the field yielding cosine square by the servo.hydraulic machine also shown inl ligure 1 1
fringes. This is shown in figure 2. These fringes will have an machine hat tle capability of ptenaitati nptiuralii
angular spacing, a, given by T he elect rical schenat ic of t lie experimental te, ' I, h., t

A () in Iigure 1. The first exposure is taken hefore holdi, --
D specimen anid tle second expo-ture is taken after a ,Ofl

iredetermined load level (ttrain level ini Stang' I t ,,i,} F t
where A is the wavelength of the readout beam, t is the de. load level is increased from 4480 to 806.1 NO de''muinlinfimll
magnification of the image and D is the surface displacement heating and loading conditions to allow for mneasurahle 4ta3
(31-14). The fringes are perpendicular to the direction of dis- data using laser speckle. (,-or Stage I tests, the ,traii, ne-i

placement. increased forin 300 to 700li.) These measurable strait, %,,i'
The specklegrams are read by using a lie-Ne laser to illu- I

nintate different points across the gage length of the specimen. lie between 9ls ta 200jt. for a particular speckligrn I

T he farfield diffraction pattern is observed at a distance I from v he s traine lessntt r nrecor ed wdts thece m e rs a p rl, ,-

the specklegrati and the distance, S, between dark fringes is thle spec-kle diamieter recordcel with thle caniern apertuore lIttheope andkega and thenoliao equanle toq betwee dark fringes s
measured. Equation 2 relates the angular spacing, a, to these open and a denmagnification equal to one. Coieolv. a.
quantitief these camera conditions, strains greater than 2.500jt inaie

ver' dillicnll to distlingtisi the frhiges and eventually leain -

8 -i/di(2) decorrelation of tile speckle patterii. U

By combining equations I and 2, object displacement is The triggering of the ruby laser for the second expw,
obtained, at any desired load level is achieved by comparing the lo-

D = ItY (.1 level signal to a desired reference voltage using a conlpa'a"-S circutil. -

The deinagnification factor, fn, cancels out when strain is cal- Other equipment used in Stage I and II include . hi!
culated due to the fact that the gage length used for calculat, speed pholodiode, for the determination of when tlii It,
ing the strain is measured from the image on the film ratber fired, andt a Nicolet oscilloscope, to store the photodiod ,3

than from the specimen itself, strain gage and load cell readings. The pliotodiode isd

DI - DI n.Al ( 1 L ) \ L stage two tests has a rise and fall time of about 12 picosecoll,

= 1 y='Z S2 - ) = III -St) (4) and allows for accurate determmination of when I Ike laser 6r 3
where it is the distance traversed on the image by the He-Ne from thie diode, load cell and strain gage for later aiall i~ro tle ioe, siloadcells rine toreai rdgand or te ltr

laser and D: and DI are the displacements at image locations The tests perforned have two purposes;
2, i2, and 1, it, respectively. Strain rate is calculated by di. I. 'o demonstrate the applicability of laser speckle iitn:' -
viding equation (4) by the time betweer exposures, At, ometr:" for ohtaining straii rate cuirves (Stage I) and fit,

Al - - ). (I) strain curves (Stage 11).
IAt ( , 2. To a1ply it to sitmiatiomis where omlhr triii m,'aiimit,

Figure 3 shows the heating apparatus used to perform the vices fail. such as in severe environments adI necklg rq' 5
soak and high sieating mate tests done in Stage 11 of this work. of a tensile specinen (Stage II).

(Stage I experiments used an Olsen testing machine to load To accomplish the first objective the strain rate and ,ir,

Plexiglas specimens Otherwise, the equipment used in Stage I strain data of laser speckle interferonetry is compared,

and Stage I1 is identical.) The heating apparatus utilizes the that of strain gages, The two are found to agree. httiiU
resistive heating technique. The resistive heating technique the tests donme without tile lise of a strain gag ,at a
passe current through the specimen using the specimen's re- the speckle data.

sista.nce to convert the current to heat. The apparatus consists The situations where strain gages aiid clip gaget fail'

of an autotraitsformer (controlling the power output of the were explored include elevated temperatures and the it
apparatut), a step down transformer (converting low current strain in the inecked regions of tensile specimens.
high voltage to high current !ow voltage) and a high voltage
rel.y (allowing the autotransforiner to be controlled by the
computer). The computer triggers the high voltage relay by 4 Results
way of the test program, allowing current to flow to the spec. A typical plot of axial dis.lacement versus tie gage ,
imen.U ,men.of the slieciimen is depicted in figure 5. Assuiiing a on'

For the soak tests, the autotransformer voltage is adjusted strain field, the slope of the points is equal to the ansi

and manuelly controlled so that the specimen mainteuns a con-

stant temperature. The temperature, measured with a ther. neomus strain.
t r The goal of Stage I tests is to determine strain rat,

mocouple, is monito:ed throughout the soak tests. For i ite ee

high heating rate tests, the voltage is set and the temperature rates otatned b) laser speckles as ofhe l as the ctramn nt
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plotted versus time. The signal from the strain gages is verified 5 Conclusion
to be identical for all repetitions of the process for a given
strain rate. This confirmsthe repeatability of the experiment The applicabilify of laser speckle to measure strain increnint-
which is an essential requirement and assumption in applying has been demonstrated It has been proven to apply in con-
this technique to construct the strain versus time curve, point ditions of elevated trnin rate. heathng rate, teileratir,' nu
by point. The strain rate is then estimated by the slope of the areas of large strain. rVith a liwrfnl chptperd lastr andi

best fitting straight line through these points. A typical result camera recording images at the same time of the laser ptilsec.
is presented in figure 6. A total of 3 curves are obtained. For absolute strain data versus time can be obtained in the severe
the first and third case, the percentage error is around 5%. conditions stated above. Suhsequently, the limitation that it
For the second case, a percentage error of 16% is observed. measures only incremicnti of strain can lov eliiinated.
The sources of error include the relatively significant electrical
noise in the strain gage recordings which affect the accuracy of
the strain gage results and the difficulty in obtaining a clean 6 Acknowledgment
't = 0" for all repetitions of the experiments.

Figure 7 shows one of the stress-strain curves obtained in Financial support provided by the Arny Research Office (Con-
the Stage II tests at the strain rates of 10"'sec-'. In each of tract No. DAA20388Kt00133) is gratefully acknowledged.
the 3 cases performed at i = 10-1aec', the speckle elastic
modulus is in agreement with the strain gage modulus. The
error in each curve is 7.69%, 4.3%, and 2.34%, respectfully. References
Absolute speckle strain is found by adding the strain gage [ Archbold, E., Burc, iM. and Ennos, A.E., " Record.
value at the time of the first pulse to the strain increase given ing of nplane Surface Displacem ent y Doble Exposure
by laser speckle. The error bars of the strain gage and speckle S peck e t ray DimAa,' ol. 1 No . 1pp
(approximately 6% for each specklegram) fall within this er- Se3.g og, IAaV 1N.

rot range. The source of the error in the curves are due to

the significant electrical noise in the strain gage and load cell [21 Archbold, E. and Ennos, A.E., "Displacenment Measure.
voltages when the laser fires. Interpolation to the exact load mnent from Double Exposure Laser Photographs", Optic
and strain voltages when the laser fires is more difficult at the Aca, Vol. 19, No. 4, pp 2.53-271, 10t72.
strain rate of lOs'ecc', as compared to 10"3 sec and static [31 (Iiang. Fr.. 'A New Fmily of 21) nd 31) I-xperiumenil
tests. S3 s . n,|g, Techni y f U n 31) Sper, 5,11

The last 2 figures demonstrate the applicability of laser Stress Analsis Techniques Using Lmnter Speckles", SM
speckle to measuring strain in situations where it was not Archits, Vol. 3. Issue 1, pp 1.32, Feb 1978.

d possible to use strain gages or extensometers. In figure 8, the [41 Khetan, R.P. and Chining, F.P., "Strain Analysis by
stress.strain curve for aluminum at room temperature nmea. One.beam Laser Speckle lnterferometry.l:Single Aper.
sured with a load cell and strain gage is shown. The speckle ture Method", Applhcd Optics, Vol. 15, No. 9, pp 2205-
data, obtained by adding the strain increment given by speckle 2215, 1976.
to the strain gage value at the time of the first laser pulse, is
found to lie slightly above the strain gage data. With error [5 ( upta, P.K. and (hiiang, F.l'., " Lnser Speckle Interfer.
included, the speckle data does agree with the strain gage on:etry Applied to Studying Transient Vibrations of a
data. Cantilever Beam", Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol.

Figure 9 shows the strain measurement capability of laser 133, No. 2, pp 2.51.259, 1989.

" speckle in the regions of large strain, particularly the necking
region. The specklegram and subsequent fringes observed, are 161 Chou, S C. and Green, J.L.. "Mechanical behavior of Si

. obtained by first heating the aluminuin to a very high ten- C/2014 Al Composite At High Temperatures", Proceed.

it, perature. Then it is pulled as slowly as possible until necking ings of an International Conference, Tapei, May 19-23,

is visible. A first exposure is taken at this timie. The second 1986.
exposure is taken an instant after heating the aluminum to

c a very high temperature and allowing it to creep. Figure 9
shows that the strain increment in the necking region, due to
the loading, is greater than that over the whole length of the

N spe,imen.
.'v As in all previous cases, absolute strain measurement is

n's ot possible with speckle derived from the ruby laser in single
puhs mode. Even in double pulse mode, absolute strain mena-
surenment is not possible. However, it is shown that speckle

ead can mieasure increments of strain in large strain areas.
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Study of Surface Roughening under
I- Different Stress Mode by Correlation

F.P. Chiang, Y.Z. Dai; B.Q. Xut A. Kato:

i
Abstract The papers" I' 1 on plastic deformation induced rolishenins

available in published literature discussed the influence of im.-

This paper presents some experimental results on the plas- terial property, grain size. specimen thickness a4 %%ell as tr-ts

tic deformation induced free surface roughening of alumintt systems in terms of principal strain ratio. The major conclu-

and copper alloy materials under different strebs modes by sion is that free surface roughening is dependent of eqmuva.

a computer hased optical.numerical correlation analysis sys- lent plastic strain but itndependent of material property and

tern. It is intended to discuss some fundamental issues for a stress system. However. because all the researchers used stylus

non-contact nondestructive plastic traii evaluation technique type profilometer, which only yields iurface profile information

that utilized surface roughening phenomenon in combination along a single cross section, it naturally r1ises the question as

with laser speckle method. Experimental results for the m. to whether the obtained results are true along any other diree.

terials tested and loadint conditions used in the present work tions on the specimen surface. Besides, the influetce of stres,

show that metallic material surface roughens isotropically and mode in terms of principal stress ratio on rougheninit has not

the magnitude of surface roughness is independent of material been studied which motivated the authors -f his paper to

properties and stress niode but dependent of equivalent plas. make further investigation along this line.

tic strain. The validity of this statement on a more general

base will enable the above mentioned plastic strain evaluation Realizing the drawbacks of stylus type prohlomt..ir. such as

teclnique be calibrated on a certain material by simple loading skid may leave a mark on specimen surface iuakiimi -uccessive

imethod and then applied to general problems in practice. measuring unreliable, and the fact that it is only an approx.

imation due to the radius of the stylus, we used diffraction
pattern correlation analysis. The diffraction pattern of the

1 Introduction specimen surface profile obtained by illuminating the spect.

men with a laser beam, reflects both the two dimensional pro.

The phenomenon that metallic material surface roughens file correlation length and the height variation."' It is digitized

a it is subjected to sufficient rimount of plastic deformation and processed by a computer based image processing system

has been utilized in the development of techniques for plas- and used to correlate the surface roughness in a non-contact.

tic strain evaluation and fatigue life monitoring.li 'Z141 These reniote way.

techniques all applied laser light to illuminate the area of in.
terest on the specimen surface and correlated the diffracted
light intensity distribution in the form of laser speckle pattern 2 Experimental Procedure
to either plastic strain or fatigue cycles which roughen the

specimen surface and hence change the diffracted light inten. Uniaxial tensile specimens made of four different tiate-

sity distzibutmon accordingly. Most of the work was done on rials (aluminum alloy 1100-00. 2024-T3, 6061.T6 and copper

unmaxial tensile specimens made of a certain material with the alloy C26800-HOI) were cut from stock sheet along the rolling

expectation that the result could be applied to any other mate. direction. The specimen used for biaxial loading was made

rials under any different stress modes. Obviously, before these of copper alloy C26800-H01 and machined to a disk shape as

techiques could be applied to general problems in practice it shall be discussed in the following session The niaterial prop-

is necessary that some fundamental issues such as the influence erties and gauge dimensions are listed in Table I.

of material properties and stress modes on plastic deformation

induced roughening as well as the isotropy of rougherung, be One side of the specimen surface was first polished by cloth

studied satisfactorily, buffer wheel and then by aluminum pwder to an initial virface

F P Chiang is nrofeisor and Y Z Dar is graduate student with SUNY at Stony Brook
B Q Xu is professor with the China (nistitute of Science and Technology. Cuna

:A Kato is professor with Chubu University. Japan
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roughness of about R. = 0.0.51tm. where R. is the arithmetic It is seen that cross correlation counts the ,,mint.Nu .ir" A
mean of surface profile from the mean line. The specimen shared by the two objects whose correlation is to !e 'iitla -t.I.

surface was intended to be polished isotropically but the ex- For none overlapping objects, the cross correlation erficinit
i-tence of some very fine directional scratches still remained. ii zero; while for two identical objects. it is unity 3
The other side of the specimen was reserved for plastic strain
tteasuremtent by mounting strain gage or preparing moire grat. 3.2 Autocorrelation
itins on it. .. .

•

Autocortelation involves only one object. The way 1., find 1
Specimens were loaded step by step to different plastic autocorrelation is by shifting the object a distin'e A then .ite

deformation levels in a testing machine. Between every two the shifted object as a second tiage to ,In cross cnrrr!atir,n
loading steps, the specimen was released for plastic strain as- analysis with the original one (Fig.tb). Therefore the -ntried
sesbment. diffraction pattern recording and surface roughness autocorrelation coefficient is expressed as: U
measurement. Plastic strain was evaluated by strain gauge
and ittotri(or grid) method for small and large scale plastic C(g6) = g(t) .10- S)
deformation. respectivwely. The diffraction pattern was digi. Cg T t Iw i)

tized, recorded atd processed by a configuration as described For two dimensional itages the expression for calculating
in Ref.;8j to yield a parameter which was used as a measure of autocorrelation coefficient is:
the surface roughness. For comparison, surface roughness was
also measured hy a stylus with a skid tip radius of .5iim. -

d 3 Correlation Analysis -4= -Ju

For a non.periodical image, the correlation coefficient de.
.n Two kinds of correlation analysisl were made; The first creases as the shift length increases. Obviously. if the shift

one is a cross correlation analysis which calculates the degree length 6 is zero, then the autocorrelation coefficient is unity
of correlation between two diffraction patterns from surfaces and it becomes zero if the iniage has been shifted out of th4
with and without plastic deformation: The second is an au- range of the original one. For the same amount of shift, dif1

it tocorrelation analysis which computes the necessary shifting ferent objects will have different autocorrelation coefficients.
o length at which the correlation of a diffraction pattern with This is often used in the other way around for object charac.

its shifted inage drops to a certain level. teritation, i.e. to find the correlation length at which the cor
relation coefficient drops to a certain level, for example 40%.1

e3.1 Cross Correlation If, for some reason, the intensity of laser light source rhangt

Two images are involved in a cross correlation analysis. when the diffraction patterns were recorded, neither the cro '
m For an one dimensional case such as curves gir) and W(z) as correlation nor the autocorrelatton coefficient will be affectePv

shown in Fig.ia, the zero shift cross correlation is defined as: if the diffracted intensity is linearly proportional to the illu.
minating light intensity. The reason is this: the change to

C(g,) = f g(z) x f(r)dr (1) illuminating light will multiply the intensity with a factor09, which will appear in both the numerator and denominator Oil
The normalization of C yields the cross correlation coeffi. the above equations and hence is canceled. Therefore the cor-

cient: relation coefficients are independent of the intensity of lig!
source. 1

I(f) = Y g(:) f(r)dr (2)

0:$. 94 Wd x .f (z)dz 4 Experimental Results
The corresponding expression for digitized discrete images I

Is: The diffraction pattern recorded for each loading level was
e- digitized into a discrete image with 256 x 2.56 pixels. Cross coIer,,~iu i • 3 relation analysis wa made in two ways: the first was on whc

g C"Y,9t ) x f ( ) image (two dimensional); the second on the spatially averag
e Vintensity distributiont'1 (one dimensional). We found that the

AS For two dimensional discrete images the expression be. latter, as can be seen from Fig.2, gave better result. Simn~
p. comes: result was obtained for autocorrelation analysis. A comparis3

shows that autocorrelation analysis on the spatially aver)
El. 90, )x f(iQ) diffraction intensity distribution gves the best result as far as

th C(gf)=/.- -- ----9- " ---- (4) correlating surface roughness and equivaent plastic strains
ce vtconcerned. In the following, unless otherwise specified, all

experimental results are given by the autocorrelation lenat"
where f(t,)) and g(t,;) are discrete gray levels at coordinates obtained for spatially averaged intensity distribution of the
i,j: M and N are the limits for i and ), respectively. Both Al diffraction patterns.
and N are 256 in our expenments. I
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Fig.3 is a plot of colrelation iength-verbus surface roughness

R4. It can be seen that correlation length of the diffraction
pattern correlate with surface roughness R well even though 4.3 Influence of Stress Modes
it should be emphasized again that the correlation coefficient
reflects both the surface profile wavelength and height vari. In this study only tensile loading was used to c-nera'-
ation. hli the following discussion correlation analvsis shall different principal stress ratios through the use of a prcallv
Ile applied to stud. :roughening isotropy. influence of ,material designed disk specimen °lo as shown in Fig.6. The spchIMens
properties and stress modes were made of copper alloy (26800-H01 tits mechanical proper.

ties are listed in Table 1). As the loading angle i changes from
4.1 Isotropy of Roughening -1.5 to 30 degrees. which is achieved by loaduic the peciiien

through different pair of holes along different directions, the

The isotropy of roughening was studied by finding the ratio of principal stress a', r'2 at the central area of the speri.
surface roughness along different cross sections on specimen men varies from -0.577 to -3.732 according to Ref '101. Fic..
surface. It was done by finding correlation coefficients along is a plot of correlation length with equivalent plastic train

different cross sections in the diffraction pattern obtained. The for copper alloy material. We see that the surface roxichening
procedure is as follows: does not appear to be sensitive to stress niodes.

1. Record and store a diffraction pattern in computer:
2. Find the center of the pattern by moment methodl'1 :
.3. Select pixels in lines which pass through the center; 5 Conclusion
4. Compute the anale of each line with respect to a

ref-urence line: Experimental results suggested that correlation analysis
5. Calculate autocorrelation length along each direction: can be applied to correlate surface roughness and equivalent

plastic strain. For-the material tested and experimental ap.
Fix 4 is autocorrelation length along different cross sections paratus used, it was found that plastic deformation induced

for two images, one with and the other without plastic defor. surface roughening is isotropic, independent of material prop.
itiation. It is seen that the one without plastic deformation has erties and of stress mode, but dependent of equivalent plastic
different correlation length and hence different surface rough. strain. It should be noted that the current work only tested
ness along different directions indicating the surface roughness fcc materials and their alloys and the tested stres- modes are

was not isotropic: While the one with 1.5% plastic deform. also limited. Further experiments will be focused on the %A.
tion becomes nearly isotropic. lidity of this method on a more general hasis includit be.-

materials.
This method was applied to aluminum alloys 1100.00, 2024.

T3, 6061.T6 and copper alloy C26800-H01 materials under dif-
ferent stress modes and similar results were obtained. It seems
safe to say that for the plastic strain range studied metallic ma. 6 Acknowledgment
terial surface roughens isotropically and the initial anisotropy
of the surface due to the manufacturing or polishing process We would like to thank the Army Research Office. Engi.
will vanish after plastic deformation has reached a certain neering Science Division for financial support through contract
value. This value may vary depending on the way the speci- No.DAA03.88.K.0033.
imien surface is polished. It is about 1% for cloth buffer wheel
and aluminum powder polished specimens (R. k 0.0.5pn) in
our experimient.
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Table 1. Mechanical Properties and Dimtensionc of Specimensf

Al 1100-00 Al 2024-T3 IAl 6061-T6 C26800-HOI
Yield Strength IMP.) 36 1340 j27.5 264
Tensile Strength (MP,) 92 480 J3 10 370
Length (mmn) 13.5 107.5 I107.5 107.5tWidth ( nun) 12.7 12.7 12.7 12.7

dThickness (mmu) 2.2 1.2 1.6 1.6

c

d£
Fig. 1a: Cross Correlation Fig. Ihi Autocorrelation
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I DAMAGE MONITORING OF
COMPOSITE MATERIAL BY

I IMAGE PROCESSING

by Y.Z. Dai and F.P. ChiangI
Like most of engineering materials,

composite material deforms plastically when it is subjected
to extensive loading. The surface of composite material
roughens under a sufficient amount of plastic deformation.
The change of surface roughness has been used for the
evaluation of plastic strain or fatigue life since the 1970s. 3

In addition to these methods, the techniques developed for G
surface roughness measurement'5 can be extended to
plastic strain measurement as well. However, all these
methods either require sophisticated optical set-up or need
film developing and fringe contrast analyzing which makes GW W MD Glm F or
them somewhat impractical.

In this project, instead of measuring surface topography
of a specimen directly, we made use of its diffraction pat-
tern. A laser beam was directed to the area of interest on
the specimen surface and the diffraction patterns of the
surface profile were observed on a piece of ground glass, G,
digitized by a digital camera and then processed by a com-
puter (Fig. 1). The light intensity distribution of these dif- Fig. 1-Optical configuration for damage monitoring of
fraction patterns at different plastic strain levels differs composite material

from one another (Fig. 2) indicating the feasibility of meas-
uring the plastic strain or monitoring damage development
in a mechanical component by the difference in the diffrac- Surface roughness was measured by Mitutoyo Surftest
tion patterns. This difference was quantified by the cross- 420 profilometer with a stylus tip radius of 5 mm and a
correlation method through an image processing system cut-off frequency of 0.25 mm-., A plot of surface roughness

and utilized as a criterion for damage monitoring. R, versus applied load is shown in Fig. 4. There is a drastic
change in surface roughness when the stress level reaches

SILICON CARBIDE REINFORCED ALUMINUM about 70 percent of the fracture stress and remains fairly
constant until fracture. The sudden change of surface

The silicon carbide reinforced alL.ninum material used roughness, we believe, is due to the fracture of some very
in the test has eight silicon carbide layers, of which six art clobely located silicon carbide fibers, which manifests itself
running perpendicularly to the other two layers as shown by emitting pip noise during the loading process.
in Fig. 3. Uniaxial tensile testing was carried out for both

0-deg and 90-deg directions on an Instron 1332 testing SPECKLE PA'ITERN CORRELATION
machine. The tensile strength was found to be 310 MPa
along the 90-deg direction and 825 MPa along the 0-deg Correlation techniques have been applied to scientific
direction, respectively, for monotonic tensile loading, researches such as pattern recognition and displacement

determination. The correlation analysis used in this paper
is known as cross correlation.,

The cross correlation involves two objects. It refers to the
product of these two objects in their overlapping region.

Y.Z Dai (SEM Member) z5 Graduate 6tudent. Department of For the one dimensional case, the correlation is given by:
Mechanical Engineering and FP Chiang (SEM Fellow) is Director, 1
Laboratorj for Experimental Mechanics Re.5earch, SUN} at Ston o = _ g(x) x f(x)dx (1)
Brook, AT
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Fig. 5-Correlation for damage monitoring. Correlation factor
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ivth the point where the surface roughness R, changes
drastically (Fig, 4). Thereafter the correlation factor started
to increase due to the fact that the specimen surface profile
wavelength caused by the silicon carbide fiber becomes

larger than the diameter of the laser beam and hence con-
tributes little to the diffraction pattern. This phenomenm,
however, is quite useful for the determination of material'
life: once the correlation factor starts to increase after a big
drop, a critical point would have been reached and the
usage of this silicon carbide reinforced material should be
terminated.

Experimental results obtained so far suggest that cross
correlation analysis of diffraction patterns is effective in
monitoring damage or material life of silicon carbide rein Patterns reveai stress points or wrench coated with Stresscoat
forced aluminum material. Further work using the pro-

posed cross correlation method will be along the line of With Stresscoat, weaknesses and flaws are
plastiL strain and fatigue measurement of composite mate quickly detected. This allows engineering test
rial under high temperature and/or at high strain rate procedures to be intelligently accomplished
ACKNOWLEDGMENT without costly over-building or delays.

Stresscoat is a scientifically developed brittle
Funding was provided by the Office of Naval Research, coating that is easily applied like a paint to the

Solid Mechanics Division, through contract No surface or object to be analyzed. Under the
N0001482K0566, and Army Reseaich Office, Engineering stress of impact, normal or abnormal loading, or
Service Division through contract No DAAL0388K0083 testing, stress cracks appear in the coating that
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5 - Comp~uter Speckle hIterferoznetry (C'SI)

D.J. (Chen and F P. C'hiang'

Ahtract-A fully Automatic speckle mietrology technique displacement gradients have been reported 'icini h.- 61'-
1,lifveloped, Two speckle patterns of a specimten, one be. light speckle approach in a pointwise analksit fAslizn R..

toe' And one after spectimen deformat ion. are captured by the cently. this digital correlation technique hao b)C-n Apj)J1.(j t,)3video , aiiiera A resultant "double exposure" speckle pattern t he laser speckle Approach The digital sainipline r"fjm reiiient
obtained by superposing the two digital images. The su- of laser speckle patterns was performed and reliAble r tiilt4 of

perposed speckle pattern is segmented into a group of small laser speckle correlation Using a displaceinent-onl . eArrltiieI iibintages. A fast Fourier transform t FFT) is applied to each algorithmn have been obtained.13
41ibimnige and a computer-generated Young's fringe pattern is In this work, we develop a new Approach of autotitatic
obtained. A further FFT of the Young's fringe pattern is per. laser speckle interferoinetry. Fully coniputer-aided proces es.Iforiiied to Analyze the fringe pattern in its spectral domtain. including speckle pattern registration. fringe pattern genera,
Accurate characterization of the local displacement compo. tion and fringe pattern analysis. provide a whole-field survey
nents is obtained by a cardinal interpolation and a inaxinitini of displacement comiponents in a pointwise fashion. The svs'.
searching near the signal hill in the spectral domain. An ar- tem is composed of siniple optical as well ais electrical setup.

tificial rigid shiftiiig between the two speckle istiages is initro. It retains all the advantages of the conventional optical !abor
duced for the cases of very large or very stitall displacemsents. speckle interferometry and provides ain extended rance of
The range of mieasurable displacement is unlimited as long as mieasurable displacement using a rigid iiaiage-shiftitiz if-rh.£ the two speckle patterns reistain correlated. nique.

1 Inrodution2 General procedures
Laser speckle interferometry is an ideal technique for the inea-
surement of surface as well as internal deformation)t Being The system used for data Acquisition and itage proce ,sinx
nondestructive And remote sensing, it is applicable to high is shown in Fig.l. The specimen is illam,tn ted by a col.
temperature environment, static as well as dynamic deforma. liniated laser beani. The tolsge of the object is capturod
tions. IIts hasic process involves speckle recording, speckle- by a video camera. The light intenstty of each Npi-clle pp~t.
gain developing, fringe pattern generation and analysis. Sev. tern is digitized into an wray of 1024 -1024 pixels by the

eral automatic fringe pattern analysis methods have been de. anadog-to~dgital converter (ADC) and then transittittel into
veloped in both the pointwise and the whole-field analysis of the VAX-11/730 mini-computer. The computer controls the
the specklegram.3" However, specklegrama developing is still data acquisition system, stores the digitized image. performs
an unavoidable procedure in the whole process. The well de. image processing, and interfaces with the graphic peripherids
veloped electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) is an for a display of the results.

utomiatic technique for both ottof-plne and in-plne dis- Basir processes of the technique involve data acquisition
p'lacement nieasurements.? Further impro-vement of the ESPI and image processing. In the data acquisition. two speckle

Uis achieved in the phase value evaluation of the fringe pat. patterns of the specimen, one before and one after the spec.
terns using a phase-shifting technique."' Another straight. imen deformation, are captured by the video camera and
forward approach is the digital speckle correlation 1-1 Re- ;tot:ed in the computer.Iliable results of both inplace displacement components and The image processing procedure consists of four stages.

'03 ChenFirst, a meultant 'double exposure" speckle pattern is ob-
D hnis a Graduate Research Assistant. F P Cluang is a Lead- tained by superposing the two digital issages t Fig. 2). and

108 Profemir with the Department of Meehs.wical Engineens;. State te emne noasroso ml uiae eod
Ulliversity of New York. Stony Brock. NY 1 1794-2300 te emne noasroso ml uiae eod
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fast Fourier transfoim (FFT) is applied teahsecmente t naltrseto ffinge analysis. .. , '..

subiinage and a coniputer-generated Young's fringe : pattern after re'ferred to as the fringe pattern doniain The prui~e ~f
is obtained. Third. a further FFT is applied to the Young's I,(W.1.Ii has been studied ats
frinie patte-rn and the local displacement vector of the speci. 1

itien is rougthlY deteritijned by detecting one of the two signal jP ) I.- (2\ \ -t±q
peaks ot the tpectral Amplitude. Moreover. a cardinal in. *s- \D DN
tierpolat ion procots is applied to the local reition around theL
detected signal hill And an Accurate characteriztion of the where A is the wavelength of the illuminatingz hlit. D ;s 'he
displacement cotiiponents is obtained by a further miaxium aperture dliameter And q is the imaqinx distance in the sperk'f
searching in the interpolated region. An Artificial rigid shift recording setup (Fig.4).
between the two original subitiiages is performed in case the Fromn Eq.(4) it is seen that the diffraction intensit~ of ' he
displacemtent is too large or too smuall. As a result. the range superposed subiniage is the intensity halo function inodult.'
of measurable displaceiment niagnitude is unliited as long, by a series of uniformly spaced cosine square fringes %khoie
as the two spir',kle patterns remain correlated. spacing is inversely proportional to d i i. Anti whioseAt

rectiont is normal to d. Indeed, if is displayed on it
mtonitor, one will see dark fringes when

3 Theory crz="+1 1 0, 1= . :2.. 6 fit

3.1 Intensity fringe pattern method Adbih tne hn2

3.1.1 Fringe pattern generaition. 
d-=n n= .l:,.

The first step 2D FFT operation in Fig. 3 shows the fringeU
pattern generation process. Considering the case that both Si~nilu~ to those in the conventional speckle interferonie.
the subimiage size and the displacement gradients are smuall, try, these fringes niay be customarily referred to as Young s
one may Assume all the points on a subimage undergo the fringes. To distinguish themn fromt those in the latter amplitude
samte displacement, say d I = (u, 0)l, during the deformat fringe pattern approach, we denote these fringes as intensity

tion. Let's denote the two original subimages by h(x. y) and Young's fringes. By noting the fact that the displaceiiitent
hir - ti.ij/ - r). respectively. The superposed subimage can vector is normal to the Young's fringes. Eqs.16) and (Ti can f
be- expressed as be combined into a single equation as

/(z, y) =Mr. y) -* h ( - it - i() d = 14I

Denoting the spectrum of the single subimage h(x, 1) by H~v-a) where S = lPl/n is the fringe spacing.
i.e., In regard of the decorrelation effect between the two ong.

H(W*Vj,)= f h~~y~epj-jr~rw + w,)Izdy,(2) inal speckle patterns, the fringe visibility may be less thani
= Jfh~rs,)epl-~tt~. 4 &~w1)IidY~(2) uniform. A more genera form of the intensity Young's fringe

where a~ is the subinage region, then the complex spectrum pattern is expressed as

of the suplerposed subiinage is in a form of J J~.w)l4 cs2d~I 9

f ff (-, y) exp-j2(zw. +yw)dzdy where V (!5 1) is the fringe visibility. An actual computer.
f f.1h(r, y) + Mir - u, y - v)) exp( -j2r(zwe +t yww)ldzdy generated Prntensity Young's fringe pattern from a superposed5

=H(w,,t.a,){l + exp[-j2r(uw&i + VW05 ) admj)lmntdseke uiaei hw nFgS
=211(,.,,) expi-iw 4+ t'uw)I COuf(uw- + tw~j. (3d whee iiae spcl subimage ofsz4x6 ixes shw insed.~

Therefore, the spectral intensity of the superposed subirnage weeasbmg fsr 4x6 iesi sd
is 3.1.2 Fringe pattern analysis

= I~w.w5)' =44(.,&i,)co'(icL'), (4) Since the quality of the so obtained Young's fringe pattern is
poor, direct anaslysis of the fringe pattern is difficult. Instead,U

where 4h(w,,wv,) (= 1H(Q3 ,wy)I 2) is the intensity diffraction an efficient recognition of the fringe pattern can be obtained
halo function and. ( = (w&., w,)) is the spectral domain coot- in its spectral domain. The second step 2D FFT in Fig 3
climate vector. To be distinguished from the spectral domin shows the fringe pattern analysis process.



Let's denote the spectrum of the intensity diffraction halo Thus, we see that the spectral aiiiplittude. ),f -ho .-%,..
fupction by Gj.,7). i.e.. posed subimage is the amplitude diffract:on halo zi'~~''0 f by a series of uniformily spaced cosine squatre frillr?4

4(~~~(exp~spittin is qjwd .inversely proportional to J, nd whose 'iireeltiln

I-r~1 the fring.patttern domnain. From Eq. (9). the n=0 I-=,
ipectruiii of tefriiige pattern is and bright fringes when

= ;,fq f fn 4. W.,7ejpj-Jm(, d' Z.=.n. n = 0,

2ff ht.n ~ -4 V cosi21fw~it 4-a.1 These fringes may be customnarily referred to ais amilit-id-the Young's fringes. By noting the fatta hiipa~iv.
S i'26'((4 1 'it . - u. v7 - H. -1 VG(4 4-1-7--V vector is normal to the Young's fringes. Eqs. 1 0%, And I-,e ill) can be combined into a single equation asdi. it I, seei, that the spectruii of the intensity fringe pattern Is d =jdl .

coilipoled o.f the spectruit of the Intensity diffraction halo at

fh = ,P n the two anti-directional shifted spectra of where S = 1:1/n is the fringe spacing.
th ifrcinhalo ait I = it. '9 = v~ and -it = - I -~,. In Eq. 1.5). the ideal fringe visibility is ) 3. In roziard nf

Fig,6 ihows the spectral magnitude of a computer-genetated speckle decorrelation effect, the real fringe visibility inav hP
~1Intensity Young's fringe pattern. Since the noise is spread less than 2/3. A more general form of the amsplituide Youn:'

latirly unifnruily over the entire spectral domain while the fringe pattern is
17) signal is concentrated on the two shifted hills, the signal.to. .w,, ' 4 .J,.i41-VoFd-. Il

noise ratio is considerably enhanced in the spectral domain.SiBy detecting the peak position of one of the shifted signal where V (!5 2/3) is the fringe visibility. An actual computer.
hills, local displacement vector (u, v) between the two super. generated amplitude Young's fringe pattern from a super.Itposed speckle subimages can be obtained, posed and inean-eliminated speckle subitinuese is shown Fig.7.

.ttt3.2 Amplitude fringe pattern method 3.2.2 Fringe pattern analysis
3.2.1 Fringe pattern generation The so obtained amintde Young's fringe pattern can also

Lei s rwrie th cople spctru ofthesuprposd sliln-- be recognift* isfit; spectral domain I(cf. Fig 3). Denote 'he
Letus 'witeth conplxsectumof he uprpoedsu~t- spectrum of the amplitude diffraction halo by I. i~.

t~t Age in Eq. (3) as

= ~GAe(pj-j(fuw.+i~w.) cohxwpuw.+,w()I, G4 (j 'j) / J ,
iE(12) ( 20)

__and denote the amplitude of the complex spectrum of the From Eq. (19), the spectrum of the amplitude fringe pattern
single speckle subimage by At.(w., w) ( , From i
Eq. (5), the profile of Ak(w.,wi,) is G.~~ f ,w,,ep-~~,

A ~= I IfnA~w.~{ + V cosj2,w(, 1  +wm)(

D1 W,0 = Co" Dex(jq)w + wvq u~d,~-i. y 4 ( ~i,
C? imilar to the intensity diffraction halo, Aajwi, w,) can be (20

referred to as the amplitude diffraction halo function. Thus. Therefore, the spectrum of the amplitude fninge patternt is
the spectral amplitude of the superposed speckle subimage is composed of the spectrum of the amplitude diffraction halo

at ( = 0, 1 0 sad the two lanti-directional shifted spec.
A(vw =2AA(a,,wj)cosfw(uw. + vwjj tra of the diffraction halo at f = u. 1 = v and f = -U.

! Akdw,.wv) (I + I cosl2ijuw, + vvs~j - Il cos[4aju, +4 vw,)) I = -u'. Fig.8 shows the spectral magnitude of a computer.
+~.+ (1" j- cos[2n*e(tUW. + i',)j + .. . generated amplitude Young's fringe patt'ern. While ttotse

is ('4) is spread fairly uniformly ovet the entire sp~tr1 domin,
Neglecting the higher order harmonic terms in Eq. (14), we high signal-to-noise ratio is Lchieves in the spectral domain.
obtain By detecting the peak position of one of the shifted signal

316 hills, local displacement vector (u, v) between the two super-
3j AhAw,, wv)1 4 + cos"h(, . v~) (1.5) posed subituages can be obtained.



.3

3.3 Advantages of amplitude fringe pat- 12a). When the displacement on the submiaii' .p!prttarh.!ftern method 1,, 2. the theoretical visibility of the amplitude --:ntz c',:,..-drops to 1, 3. More critically, the two signal hills will t.i"t .

We hay, Analyzed both the intensitty and the amplitude Young's the boundaries of the spectral domain at c = - V. I til£
fringe pattern metds As a cot parison we realze that -.V, 2. Obviously. more displacement value Aill r.siit',
frin phuerme pattern d Asapcprson w revali thad tes aliasing in the spectral domain " Therefore he -kn?, t.*the amplitude fringe pattern approach has several advantages measmurnble sinrle displacement coinpnneiit on -ho po.rt
)er the inten ,iv approach. lit Fringe domain square oper. Is
ation. which con-umes .V' itiltiplications for an V, i Ns
suibiiace. is not required in the amplitude approach. but = L, I2.l/). ,
is required in the intensity approach. lit) Experiments show where M is the speckle recording macnifitation
that the at plitude approach yields apparent signal hills in the Then we consider the general two.dimensonal ,h4PIR
.pectral dimain of the Young's fringe pattern even without iient case (Fig. 12b). When u = L, 2 aid L. .
the ,nean.elliiimation of the superposed subimage (Fig.9b). theoretical visibility of the amplitude fringe pattern ,lrn p
while the intensity approach does not provide clear signal 1.6. More critically, the two signal hills will niove ,n
hills ,m the spectral doainn without the tnean.ellinmination corners of the spectral domain at 4 = .V,, 2. q = A.v .
(Fie.9al. This is hecause the constant background of the ( = -. V0/2, 7 = -. V,2. Thus. the range of the ,iea.,urabl.
,iubiinage contributes to a large pulse at the origin of the 2D displacement on the specimen is
fringe domain. A square operation in the fringe domain
greatly ngnifies this pulse and results in a higher back. .faz(lulJri) <_ L,,(2M). i2.

ground noise in the spectral dotiain. Therefore, the nmean.
ellitimination is not a necessary process in the amplitude ap. In practice, with regard to both the processing speed and
proach. hut it is necessary in the intensity approach. (ii) theasurement reliability, a subinage size of 32 x 32 is founi
Most importantly, the resulted spectral domain signal hills be suitable for most applications. When this subimage size
from the the amplitude fringe pattern approach are much is used. the upper.limit is
tharper than those from the intensity approack (see Fig.10).
This is because the intensity diffrtinst halo is the square Maz(duj, IV) = rf /M. 101

of the amplitude diffraction halo (Fig.I1) and the spectrum where T is the sampling interval of the video camera.
of the intensity diffraction halo is the auto.correlation of the In cue that the specimen translation is very large.
spectrum of the amplitude diffraction halo. i.e.. tentional close.together rigid shifting between the two speckle

(22) patterns --an be made before the image segmentation. On
other hand, when the displacement is very small. the si

where - denotes correlation. Therefore, more precise deternu,. peak in the spectral domain is also unmeuurable becaus'
nation of the local displacement components can be obtained ms too close to the center hill (Fig.13a). In such a case. we
froii the amplitude approach. apply a depart.from.each.other rigid shifting betweeu the 3

The amplitude approach also has disadvantages. (i) The speckle patterns (Fig.13b). In both cues, the real dIspli
fringe visibility of the amplitude fringe pattern is slightly ment vector of the subimage can be obtained by subtraocting
smaller than that of the intensity fringe pattern. (ii) The the- the shifted distant vector from -the fine searched displ
oretical amplitude fringe pattern contains unexpected higher ment vector. Thus, both the upper and the lower Irmt
order harmonics. However. to the authors' experience, the displacement in the traditional speckle interferometry arel
higher order harmonics are sufficiently weak and the first har. moved and the measurable displacement is unlmited as lo
monic is always sufficiently strong for a reliable determina. as the two speckle patterns remain correlated. 5
tion.

Overall. the amplitude approach advances over the inten-
sity approach. We use the amplitude approach m our practi. 4 Experimental results
cal measurement. I

The performance of the described amplitude fringe patt
3.4 Extended range of measurement using method was tested experimentally by an rigid rotation of

image-shifting alumnum disk. The disk was mounted on a rotational stiwith the object surface normal to the rotational and opu.

Let's denote the real dimension of the selected subimage by cal axes. The object was illuminated by a laser beam wit
L, and its discrete array size by .V, First, we consider the wavelength of A = 0.6328 pm. The sensor array of the c
cue that u is the only nonzero displacement component (Fig. era consists of 1024 x 1024 pixels, with a real area of

a



r) 10 ,10) Iinz The spickte patterns were recorded through and analysis. Both the Intensity and Amiplitujde !r:V :WrnAn objective. 98 --" int focal length. at f-tnunber of F, 22. miethods have been attempted and a pteterence .)f -
The recitjodittg magnification was 1:2.5. with a real area of 625 tude method is found in -hracticalmaueetk.~nitc

li l ,uryf covered on the ipk cttiien. The typical sperkle size of .32 x .32 pixels is found suitable in most AppitrAplon.4 I
Ark 'A as pr and I e-afliling intertval of t he sensor rough deternination of displacement componentk; *s Achioi'.4It-%%A " 7 pitby detecting the maximuiti Itiacnirude in the psr . .,

The rotation was applied in steps. with angular incre. it] domain. and a precise characterization ic nii'Ain..i kv 4
,,,tkns er teored.beore bwee. ndafter the rot&. the signal hill. Both the upper and the low#.. 11:ij,' )I +Fi.
nos hevetialdiplceen btweneahtwo succeeding Paettiinhetraditional optical speckle itiet hod hAe t.o-n

,Veckle patterns was evaluated at sixteen points on the hor. removed using an intage-sifting technique. (.ond aer-onent
71,ntal diamleter of the disk. The subimages were of .32 -x 32 between the theoretic-41 and the mneasured resulft is ribtain-ilIt, ixels ,,td the interval between each two adjacent subiwiages in an experimental verification. Since only n% xoi~i
~as 64 pixels, with at real separation of 1.563 mmi on the required at each deformation State, applications of slc &riel 'pecilthen, technique to vibration and transient problems 111 A I.Ut. Since the displacemient near the center region of the spec. taitied by use Of At high speed camera. Further --conomizAr,ont i 11tl was verv filiill. a rigid shifting oN pixels in t le vertical of computation may be achieved using an Improved FFT a~l.

ilirectiot hetween each pasr of imiages wta perforined before gorithiti itt the fringe Pattern generation and %nalvsts. and tihe superposition and segmentation. For the evaluations of hierarchiki interpolation Process in the spectral domrain peak,the first kind the second kitep rotations. all the 16 subitnages position searching.
I te are obtimned fromt the sulerpositton of the shifted images.

~.to %khile for the third step rota,'ton. only the 4 subittAges near3 e the rotationalcete were obtained fromt the 1UFp031post1on Of 6. AcknowledgmentsS . the shifted oiages. with all the rests obtained from direct Cuts.
(hifiedl superposition of the related m'iages. A rought estims.-i-- This work was supported by the Army Res egrEhOfici 1ough5) lsion of the local displacement comaco ents was achiewe! first Contract DAA20388K(00330 *entific Prograis Officer., Dr.(; L.I 1rby detecting the maximum magnitude in the discrete spectWa Anderson) and the Office NeaA[Resestreh ifhrough ("n.

ini.doitatti. A cardinal interpolation of the spectral magnitude tract N0001482K0.566 (Scientific Officer: Dr. Yapa D S, Rit.
aa %s then perfortied in the local region of the maxinum dis. japakse). These supports Are gratefuliy acknowledged. Wee1 cete toefficient.' 0 and a moe accurate determination of the would also like to thank Prof. H.S. Don of the Electrical

-ignal 4isplacemtent components was obtained using a further max. Ei pnreekring Department for his constructive feuticistit andt itimt searching in the interpolated region. The final vertical Lcdvice.

edisplacements were obtained by subtracting the shifted dis.I tance from the searched vertical displacements. Figure 14wo shows the mieasured vertical displacement distribution on the 7 R~eferencese.disk diameter. A leust-square linear fitting of the three dis.

t,9placement data sets were performied anid a standard deviation L. F.PVbhilag, "A new family of 2D and 3D experinienral
obtanedfro th liearfitting are .081 .023 n ac.N-.p.75 17)0.17.1hc orepn to angular rotations of 0.1032', 2. F.P.Chiang, J.Adachi, R.Anastasi and J.Beatty. -Subjec.0.328" an 0.046,respeetively. The experiment showed live laser speckle method and its application to solid mechan.thttemeaured vertical dlisplacement component and the ics problems", Optical Engineering, Vol.21, No.3. pp.379.390estimated angular rotations agree well with the applied rotak. (1982).

ion. 31 D.W.Robiion, "Automatic fringe analysis with a ow.
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Abstract
A method of belief combination based on a potential model of human reasoning.

is proposed, in which a belief function associated with an evidence Even though lots of effort have been speat on belief combi-
is modeled as a mass distribution function and each point mass nation, the uncertainty management of the continuous belief func-
thereon generates a potential on the goal hypothesis. The resulted tions and the conflict due to the dependency of evidences are still
belief combination at the goal hypothesis is a cumulative integral not solved. In this paper, we propose a novel method of belief
of the potentials generated by all point masses on the evidences. combination based on a potential model. It can achi,..e the con-
This model is motivated by the Newton's law of gravity. This flict resolution of belief combination resulting from dependency of
model can handle both discrete belief functions and continuous be- evidences, also can handle the information aggregation based upon
lief functions. Also it has resolved the conflictions resulting from the continuous belief functions.ft either the mutual dependency relationship among evidences or the
structural dependency in an inference network due to various com-
bination orders of evidences. A belief combination procedure is
given, which can process an arbitrary number of evidences without 2 Theory of Potential Model
any confliction.
1 Introduction 2.1 Representation of Potential Model

In this subsection, we present the proposed model of the belief
Belief combination is one task of evidential reasoning which is function of an evidence and how these functions are combined.

referring to combination of relevant evidences for or against hy- The model uses the notion of "mass" and "potential", which is
potheses, and is the core of many rule-based systems that will help motivated by Newton's law of gravity.
.people to process pattern recognition, decision making, and diag-
nosis. There are three major frameworks of belief combination Definition I :, A fact or evidence in a rule-based system is repre-
of evidential reasoning in the literature, i.e., the Dempster-Shafer sented by a frame of di.cernment A, and a belief function associated
theory of evidence 151, the fuzzy set theory 171, and the Bayesian with. A is represented by a probability distribution function PA(a),
probability theory [21. The advantages and weaknesses of these where 0 E (A, Al. The interval A, A[ stands for an interval of be-
three frameworks have been discussed in [I, [61, and 171. The lief degree from A to A, where A denotes the complement of A.
application of Shafer's belief function to manage uncertainty of in- $ is a numerical value representing a degree of partial truth of an
formation in a rule-based system has attracted much attention in evidence.
artificial intelligence research. The Shafer's model uses numerical For the sake of simplicity, we can use 0 to denote the com-
value in the interval [0, I to represent the degree of incomplete- plement of the authenticity of an evidence, and I to denote the
ness of information. The nonrobuatness of this model has been truth of the evidence. Hence, the nterval (A, A] can be replaced
discussed in [41, 181. Besides this drawback, the basic probability by the interval (0, 1i. This type of belief function can be trans-
assignment (BPA) of a belief function, as used in all of the previous formed into a dichotomous belief function by assigning two bounds

works, is in a form of discrete type function which can not always to the interval.
provide a precise description of an evidence for all the situations. The PA(O) represents the distribution of belief over the in-
For instance, if an evidence has the property that the closer it is terval (A, A], which can be continuous or discrete. Furthermore,
to the truth, the stronger it is. It can be conveniently model-d by we can easily see that
a linear continuous belief function Bel($) = k .0, where 0 is in the
interval (0, I1, and k is a constant. We can hardly find any signifi- A 0
cant thresholds in this kind of evidence to quantize the associated= 1 (1)
belief function into a discrete form so that it can be handled by the
Dempster-Shafer theory, fuzzy set theory, or Hau's method [4J. The probability density function, pAR), can also be considered as

a mass distribution, in which each PAMO) is treated as a point mass
rcoaflict problem, [2, 4e occurs when there are many un- located at 0, Our model of evidence combination is motivated

certain facts, say 3 or more, to be combined. In a sequentla pro- by the Newton's law of gravity, in which each point mass on an
gramming style of evidence combination, two of them have to be evidence will generate a potential at a distant location on the goal
combined first, then the result will be combined with the other hypothesis. The resulted value of the belief function at a certain
one, and so on. If these facts are partially or totally dependent location on the goal hypothesis will be the cumulative integral of
upon each other, then conflict usually appears. The conflict is that all the potentials generated by all point masses on all the evidences.different order of evidence combination will result in different de- The details of our model will be given in the following. We also
grees of support to the hypothesis, which is against the intuition have to consider the definition of belief combination which refers

tTb,, w-rk was supp rtd by ih : S Nt,&ua. Kmai FdQdawoa under Grant to the belief conjuncti r of stveral evidences supporting the sameKU.-87105G and U S Army ReNrc, Office under Conrz.' DAAL 0338KOOM. hypothesis.W iAl t o den~~lces should he sent - the w, A vith-, 4 n,- Vw . .
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Definition 2:, Belief combination refers to the deduction of the be- independent.
lief associated with ((4 - C)O(B -, C)) from the belief associated
with evidences A and B, respectively, where C is the hypothesis Case 2: RAO - 0
supported by A and B. That is, given two frames of discernment In this case, intuitively the physical meaning is that the
(A and el, a compatibility relation between eA .-id eq is tw evidence projects itself onto the hypothesis. This can be shown as
Cartesian product of them, which is represented as follows. Referring to Fig. 1, the ratio of the potentials generated

by two mass points, qA(t) and qA(8), where t 0 0, onto the position
. i x e --. e c (2) on C is V () )

-Assume a belief function of an evidence A is represented lim - = lim - R

by a mass distribution on an interval, e.g. !A, A], on a plane. A RI,.-) "NY) lA,.- A

hypothesis C to be supported by this evidence is located parallelly im RAC -. 0to the line segmentL of this interval at a distnce. The relationship R A..... qA() 8/t )' + R AC¢ 'between the evidence A and the hypothesis C is shown in Fig. 1.

We can assume that the effect from a point of the evidence on a This shows that the potential l':(O) is totally determined by the
point of hypothesis is proportional to its mass magnitude qA(O) point mass at the position 0 of evidence A. Also if there are other
of the point of an evidence, and is inversely proportional to the evidences with nonzero values of absolute dependencies, their ef-
distance rAc between these two points. This assumption of human tects on the hypothesis comparatively can be ignored. Hence, the
reasoning is motivated by the Newton's law of gravity. Hence, the hypothesis is totally dependent upon the first evidence A.
notions of the potential law of gravity can be borrowed to model
the effect of an evidence supporting a hypothesis. To the desired Definition 4 : The ratio of the absolute dependencies of two bo-

hypothesis C in Fig.i, the potential V(8) at every point 0 thereon liefs is called their relative dependency ratio, which represents the
is affected, respectively, by each point mass qA(t) on the evidence. relative importance of the two evidences with respect to the hy-

This relationship can be described as pothesis.

For example, the relative dependency ratio of the two evi-
V(a) cc A._ = k ,(t) (3) dences E, and E2 in Fig.2 can be expressed as following,

w9 rC k()rA(

where rR = (t - 0): +RAc., RAC is the distance between A P : =
and C, and k is a constant. Hence, the overall contribution of the
evidence, A, to a specific degree of belief 9 of the hypothesis C can Let E be another evidence, then it is easy to show that the fol-
be formulated an the following, lowing is also true.

rA qA(t) Lemma I : Relative dependency is transitive, i.e.,()= I dt. (4)
t ' k() !i V(t - 8)' + RAC 

Pi3 = Pt3 * P32. (8)

The physical meaning expressed in the last equation is that the As an example, consider the case shown in Fig.3, which has
mass of every point of an evidence will project its own effect, which two evidences A and B, Suppose the relative dependency ratio
is called potential, on every individual point of the hypothesis. As aresltthetotl efec ona pintof he ypohess i th cuulaive PAD8 is given. We can set the value of the absolute dependency RAe
result, the total effct on a point of the hypothesis is the cumulative based on the desired effect of A onto C. Then the total potential
sum of the potential from every point of the evidence. This model distribution of hypothesis C is given by
has some advantages over the previous models. First, it can be
extended to the combination of many evidences. In Fig. 2, a model jA qA(t) B + "f qo(t)
of the combination of n belief functions is shown, In this case, the V9) dt
resulted value of the belief function of the goal hypothesb VH (9) is a k. 0)' + RAC' k (t 0)' + Rae'
g~vei, as (9)

,=, where Ryc = PBA' RAC. Because V¢(9) only shows a relative de-
VH (6) = _ VH,,(0), (5) gree of the cumulative potential strength of each point on the hy-

,=1 pothesis C, it has to be normalized to become a belief function.
where VH.(O) is the potential generated by evidence E,, i = 1, , n. The resulted belief function can then be used in another stage of
Another advantage is that it provides two parameters, as will be ex- belief combination process in an inference network.
plained later, for the evidence combination, which allow the mutual Another factor to be taken into consideration is the length
dependencies among the evidences and the hypothesis to be eas- of a belief on which a mass function is distributed. Referring to
ily coped with. Furthermore, it can handle both the conventional "Fg. 3, If a ratio of the length of the belief A, i.e., from A to
discrete probability assignment and the continuous probability as- A, to its absolute dependency RAC is comparatively large, then
signment of a belief function. We will discuss these advantages in the potential generated from one end of the evidence A on the
more details later. other end of the hypothesis C will be small. Apparently, the final

potential distribution on C will depend on this length. This length
Definiton t : The distance from an evidence to the desired hy- forms the second parameter of the model in addition to the first
pothesis is called its absolute dependeni th re pess parameter, i.e., the absolute dependency.
important this evidence is with respect to the hypothesis. Definition 5: The ratio of the length of the interval, where a belief

For example, RAC in Fig. I is the absolute dependency from function distributes on, with respect to the absolute dependency
A to C. Two special cases are discussed in the following, of the belief function is called belief length ratio (B.L.R.).

Case I : RAC - Oo This brings up an argument about what a good belief length
This special case implies that the evidence "mass" is placed ratio is in order that a good evidence combination result can be

at a infinite distance from the hypothesis, which contributes zero obtained We have performed some simulations in order to find
potential to the hypothesis. According to the above equations, a reasonably good range of this ratio, which will be presented in

Section 4. The following result can be easily proved.:: lim V = liram- 0 (6)
.im -oo k Lemma 2 : If the belief length ratio approaches infinite, the po-

This is an expected resAlt Its physical meaning is that the evi- tent,al value of each pont on the hypothesis %,ill converge L a



'Pibof.: The potential value of the hyp6thesis at 91s given by of Section 2.2. The resulted credibility and plausibility of belief
function pc(8) of the hypothesis C are tabulated in Table 1.

VCe "f qAt) dt B Crc F 9 c 1-Pic-1 k.TIi T? 1,i+ RA 2 L 0.328649 10.346598 0,324753

Let 2 0.325444 1 0.360448 0,3141081

W(t) qA(t) 1 5 0.325997 0.377 129 0.296874
KIM = te +Rc .<_T 92±- 10 10329302 10.385782 0.28491

When t- o, W(t) < as long as RAC A 0. By elementary 325 0.391732 0.27573i

calculus, the Vc(8) will converge. 1 100 10.336332 10.398081 0.265587
S200 j0.336903 0.399021 10.264076

2. enrlze rcduefr eifCombination 45013O 0.337258 ;0.399603 1 063138
2.2 A enralze Poceur fr Blif -10--- 0.3 99801 10.262821 1

Based on the above potential model, we propose in the fol- Table 1: the result of proposed model applied to rig, 4.
lowing a procedure for computing the combination of n evidences,
which can re.olve the dependency confliction problem in an infer- Here, we have employed two conventional notations which
ence network. Assume there are n evidences to be combined, which are the Cr, credibility, referring to the lower bound of the belief.are expressed as following, function defined in 14) and (5), and the Pl, plausibility, referring to

the upper bound, for the sake of comparison. From Table 1, we can
q, .n see that when the belief length ratio approaches infinite,: the belief

r qfunction of hypothesis C will converge to a stable value, which is
where q,(a represevts a mass density function distributed on the predicted by Lemma 2. We can also see that if the B.L.R is smal,interval den, aupl, and in represents the complement of sup. The which indicates that the two ends of belief function are close to
relative dependency ratio between the ith and 3 th beliefs is denoted each other, then the mutual interaction of point W=MeS is strong,

by Pu. and vice versa. From the simulation result, a reasonable choice of
Procedure of combination of n evidences a belief length ratio seems to be about 20 to 100.

In 141, one very crucial problem has been pointed ont, which3 (I) Choose one of the n beliefs as a basic belief, say j, which is is that in a sequential programming rule-based system, the stru.
ft supposed to the strongest evidence supporting the desired hy- tural dependency problem can hardly be avoided. Reerring to

pothesis; Set R,,%,, to a desired value. Fig.5, suppose there are three uncertain facts to be combined. In
(11) Compute the potential on thehypothesis by a sequential programming style, two of them have to be combined

first, then the result of this combination combines with the third
' e, ') done. Two possible structures of combination are shown in Fig. 6.

V-,,(8) q.t .dt (10) If all of these three facts are totally Independent with each other,he a ( .Vin - # +there will be no conflict in the final result for the two structures in
where RA, is the absolute dependency of q,(6) to the hy- Fig. 6. But if these three facts are partially dependent upon one
pothesl, and (sup - in/) = belief length. another, then conflict will happen. The final results obtained fromthe two different structures will be inconsistent with each other.

(ill) Normalize V,%,.(O) to a probability density function form. Example 2.

Note that a rule of thumb of selecting the basic belief is to Consider the case in Fig. 5 and the two different structures
choose the evidence having the strongest absolute dependency with of coribination shown in Fig. 6. Assume
respect to the hypothesis. Cr(M) = 0.98, P1(M) = 0.99, pH,, = 0.5,

CGr(N) = 0.01, PI(N) = 0.02, PoI = 0.1,
Cr(K) = 0.01, P1(K) = 0.99, PKM = 0.9.

3 Examples of Simulation Based on Hau's approach 141, the resultu, listed in Table 2 will be
obtained.

In this section, the feasibility and consistency of the proposed r - Al
potential model are demonstrated by some examphls. ,IF 0.00 A I A12 PIA.9 3

C,'e 1 0.006903 0.012857 09 80239
Example I. Case 2 0.003064 0.033357 0.963579

This example shows the capability of the proposed model Table 2: Tie results of Hau's approach applied to Fig. 6.
to manage the belief combination of discrete type belief functions.
Suppose the uncertainty of a belief function is distributed on the There are some obvious inconsistencies in the results of Ta-
(0, 1) interval, where 0 denotes the complete false, and I the com- ble 2. From the assumption, evidence B is the strongest one to
plete true. Assume two evidences, A and B, have the relative d.- support the hypothesis A, the other two evideucs C and D are
pendency PBA = 0.6, which implies the evidence A is the stronger less important than B. According to Table 2, the resulted credibil-
one of the two evidences with respect to the hypothesis C. Let ity of cue 1 is more than twice of that of case 2. On the contrary,

the plausibility, (CrA + 8A) of case I is only half of that of case 2.
pA(O) = 0.36(0 - 0.0) + 0.46(0 - 0.5) + 0.36(0 - 1.0) These results indicate that Rau's method is easily subject to the
pa(8) = 0.26(9 - 0.0) + 0.46(9 - 0.5) + 0.46(0 - 1.0) combination order of the evidences, which I% not consistent withthe intuition of human reasoning. To a human, ' these three ev.which are illustrated in Fig. 4. Following the procedure given in idences are given, a belief function associated wth A should be

the previous section, the absolute dependency RAc is chosen as dominated by B, since the relative dependency ratios of C and D
a unit, i.e. RAC = 1. Hence, the absolute dependency RBO 13 indicate their less influence on A, and because D has a stronger
determined by Lemma 1, dependency to B than C, B should have the dominant impact on

10 A. Therefore, we conclude that the results g;ven by Hau's method
Rac = - 1.666 are not consistent with the human reasoning. The reason why the

conflict appears in this example is that the mutual dependency
The hypothesis C is then derived by applying the procedure relationship will propagate through the inference network Our
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model, on the other hand, can resolve this problem and provide a 4 Conclusion I
much more reasonable r.sult than the conventional approaches. As
a comparion, we use our model to compute the belief function of Our method offers several advantages over previous methods.
hypothesis C in the following. First, the contct due to the mutual dependency relationship among

We use the same data as in the above and the same corn- the evidences m an inference network is solved. Second, not only
bination structure as shown in Fig. 5. We apply the proposed the discrete beief functions, but also the arbitrary continuous b'-
procedure given in Sec. 2.2. The resultsare listed in Table 3. lief functions can be processed, which has not been explored up to 3

B. L. R. CrA eA ; 1 - --I date. The merit of a continuous belief function is that 4 cn tep-

1 0.35204 1 0.348043 1 0.299916 resent the vaguenex of a human concept more appropriately than
2 4 .375343 10.363695 0.261162 aconventional discrtte one. Third, given different beli-f length ra-

0.414667 0.391576 0.21162 tios, different potentiais of the goal will be obtained, which provides10 0.4:216 0.414554 "0.14230- a varity of options. Fourth, the complexity of .omputing Demp- 310 10.411217 0.431455 0.144230 ster's belief function approach or Hau's approach in a inference
20 0.460307 0.431718 10.107975 network is significantly :-dniced because the proposed model avoid

0 0.4785 0.4415 0.070011 the inherent structural d-pendency problem of a lattice structure.
_00 0.485712 0.444197 0.070011

200 0.490254 0.445354 0.064391 References
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Fatigue monitoring by laser spezL e

Y.Z. Dai, A. Kato and F.P. Chiang

A non-contact, non-destructive remote fatigue damage monitoring technique is
described. This technique employs a laser beam that illuminates the surface of a
cyclically loaded specimen, and an image processing system that extracts fatigue
damage related information in the speckle pattern scattered from the surface. The
spectrum Width extracted from the laser speckle pattern increases as a function of
the number of loading cycles, indicating the possibility that it may be utilized for
monitoring fatigue damage development. The numerical process for obtaining the
spectrum width is discussed in detail followed by an experimental demonstration on
a tension-tension fatigue study of the aluminium alloy 6061-T6.

K ey words: fatigue monitoring; lasers, speckle pattern

Fatigue damage moni,oring and far'gue life prediction have with different choices of scanning direction; secondlk, the
long been a challenge to scientists in mechanical engineering determination ot the spectrum width could be quite erratic,
practice. A high-sensitivitv, more practical technique is still especially for severely roughened surfaces because or the
the goal of many experimental engineers. The present work inherent limitations of the system used. In order to overcome
describes an improved spectrum width method employing a these two drawbacks, we used a digital camera and an image
laser beam and Ani image procesing system. processing system instead of a single CdS diode and a poieptial

Fatigue damage generates slip bands, twinning, intrusion, meter. With the help of this apparatus, numerical processing
extrusion and some other topographic features on specimen such as smoothing, normalization and optimization can be
surfaces where cracks are believed to initiate.' All these lead performed on digitized speckle patterns. As a result. the
to the roughening of the specimen surface as measured by whole speckle pattern recorded within a certain spatial
the surface rughness parameters such as height deviation and- frequency range is being utilized. In addition, the determi-
correla-,on length. When illumiated by a narrow laser beam, nation of the spectrum width becomes more accurate and its
the fatigue-induced surface roughness in turn causes changes correlation with the fatigue damage more rehatle.
in the reflected and scattered light intensity distributions, that
is a laser speckle pattern. This phenomenon renders itself as Principle of the method
a possible means for monitoring the development of fatigue

damage This possibility has been explored and methods such Fatigue processes may roughen the specimen , urta.e tFig I
as optical ceireiation," spectrum width,' double peak,' and bv' increasing the surface height deiariaon and decreasing the
speckle contrast' have been developed to measure plastic- surface correlation length. When a fatigued specimen sur!a e
strain-induced and fatigue-induced material damage. While is iiluminated by a laser beam Jig. 2), the retlctted and
having the advantage of high sensitivity, the optical correlat,on ,cattered light intensity distributiun, in the torm of a speckle
technique is limited in its practical applications because it is pattern, carries suiiace roughness and hence fatigue damage
sensitive to rigid-body movement and it needs a time related information ' Before the specl.le pattern is applied to
consumirg wet photographic process. The spectrum width the study of fatigue damage, it is necessarv that the relation
method has been applied only to plastic strain contour between a rough surface and the speckre pattern scattered
measurements and its bel,aviour as a function of loading cycles from it be discussed briefly.
is as vet unknown The double-peak phenomenon may require Suppose that a laser illuminates a specimen surtace in the

a sutticientiy large relative iotation between the illuminateJ V- Y plane and the light scattered from the surtae is obser' ed
ar, s separated by a wide enough crack. This means ;hat the on a piece of ground glass on the L-V plane as shown in
sensitivity of tiis method is low and it can be used only after Fig 2 If the surface slopes are small and depolarizatien.
the crack has developed to a substantial size. The speckle multiple scattering and shadowing are negligible, then the
ontrast method suffers from the fact that its relaton with electromagnetic field O(x.y) in the X-Y plane immediatei,

pla t,- strain is non-monotonic complicating the interpretation to the right of the specimen surfae is related to the surficeI of die experimental results. height vzriation b(x.y) by'
Cwipared with the above mentioned methods, the

specrum width teJhnique is advantageous because it is O(x,y) = RP(x,)) expi (I cos O)h(x~y,) l;
iensinve to surface changes prior to fatigue crack initiation
and the expernentai set- ip is relatively simpie However, where R is the average reflectivitv, Pixy) is the complex field
the spectrum w!Jth method as it was originally introduced incident on the surface, X is the v6 ielength of the inctdeit
has :wo drawbacks Firstlv. :t uses only one cross sectors or light and 0 is the angle tormed bs the incident light ana the
a spelkle pattern renderin:' the experimental restlts different surtacc normal
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complex field O(xy) rather than that of the surface Profiie
variation f(xy). They are approximately the same onlv tor
extremely smooth surfaces. This requires 27ra k 4 I. %here
a is the surface height deviation or root mean square
roughness. The polishing process in the present study v:eids
surfaces with 2-/?, - 1, whereas the fatigue damage roughens
surfaces to 2,rl'i/k > 1.

The light intensity, which is what is being recorded on
either a photographic film or a CCD camera, on the U-V

" '; . " * plane is

Ilra (u,v) = A(m,v)A*(u,v) 1 4)

where A's(a,v) is the complex conjugate of A(u,:). On
substituting Equation (2) into the above expression, we obtain

lU,,V) = X21L f O(X,Y)
Fig. I An optical microscopic photograph showing fatigue. "induced roughening (aluminium 60WI.T6; 33840 tension- 7 1tension loading cycles; lOOx) X exp.i - (Ux + Vy)) dxdy (3)

Aside from a constant, this intensity maps the power
Hg-No loser spectrum of the complex field O(x,y) immediately in trom

X - -. of the illuminated surface. It is a function of, among many
other factors, the surface height variation b(x,y). Fatigue

damage changes h(x,y) and hence alters its corresponming

Monitor speckle pattern. For surfaces with low initial surfare roughness
"i Monitor values (for instance, a - 0.1 Am), the faigue damage;perman rond €assdevelopment tends to increase the high spatial frequencycontents while decreasing the low spatial frequency contInsUV glass CD in the speckle pattern. This leads to the speckle pattern

spreading out and hence the increasing of the spectrum width.

Computer This is the fundamental principle of the proposed technique.

Method
CCD camero

Ime a Figure 3 shows some experimentally obtained speckle patterns
at different stages of fatigue daruage developmen" f a cyclically I
loaded (tension-tension) specimen. The specimen was made

Fig. 2 A schematic illustration of the experimental set-up of the aluminium alloy 6061-T6 with two edge notches oi
radius 6.35 mm as shown in Fig. .. A laser beam was pointed
at the central region of the specimen where it was free of the I
cracks that were generated from the notch roots by the loading

If the distance between the specimen surface (X-Y) and cycle. Figures 3(a), (b) and (c) are the sp'eckle patterns of
the observation plane (U-V) is great enough that the such a point. It can be seen that before the specimen is loaded
Fraunhofer approximation can be used, the complex amplitude the speckles are distributed around the central rpike and have
A(u,v) at the U-V plane is' a preferred orientation owing to the polishing processes I

(Fig. 3(b)). As the number of loading cycles increases, the
A(u,V= speckles spread out and the speckle patterns (Fig. 3(a), (c))

L L O(xy) appear to be circular till failure. This implies that, under the
( '.T \ test conditions, fatigue damage roughens the surface of the

X exp -in (ux + vy)) dx dy (2) specimen isotropically. The speckle pattern of the fatigue
crack (Fig. 3(d)), on the other hand, is not circular. The

where C is a complex factor, and L is the distance between difference in speckle patterais of points at and away from a I
the observation plane and the specimen surface. Aside from fatigue crack may be used to detect the location of the crack.
the factors preceding the integral, Equation (2) is the Founer Howeve:, for the purpose of fatigue life prediction, onl%. the
transform of the complex field O(x,y), evaluated at the spatial ipeckle patterns taken at a certain distance (about 3 mm)
frequencies away from the crack tip were studied. I

U/XL (3) As sown in Fig. 3, a speckle pattern contains high-
f=lL frequency speckles and a low-frequency envelope. Speckles

by themselves caMy surface feature information only for ,ers
where/, and f, are the spatial frequencies along the X- and smooth surfaces (or < 0. ISX),' while the envelope can be used
Y-directions, respectivel,, and u, t are the coordinates in the for a much wider range of surfaces ' The half spectrum % ,dth
U-V plane. method, as it was originally proposed, made use oi this

It should be pointed out that the term spatial frequenci envelope, but only along a cross section Theretore Its
used in this discussion reters to the spatial irequen. ot the application is limited to orthotropic or isotropic suriaces
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g. 3 Speckle patterns at different fatigue damage levels for a specimen o? aluminium 6061.T6 with a notch radius of 6.35 mm:

5 (a) N, = 23400, bI N, - 0, (c) N, = 33840, (d) N, - 33840 at the fatigue crack

Even for isotropic surfaces, the light intensity distribution averaging requires taking man% speckle patterns trom surfaces
along a particular cross section of the speckle pattern woulV that are statistically the same. This process needs excessive
vary wildly because of the random nature of the speckles. processing time rendering it impractical
This scattering makes the half spectrum width vary along Because of the symmetry properties of the resulting
different directions. As will be shown in the following speckle patterns, the spatial average can be used instead ot
discussion, some numerical treatments can greatly depress the the ensemble average. This may be done using the tollov. ing
speckle noise with the help of an image processing system. steps: (t) finding the centroid of a speckle pattern. it dra, ing

circles from the centroid with incremental radii. im grouping
Smoothing of the scattering points according to their distance trom the centroid. and i

averaging the intensities o the sorted points within each oz
The scattering in the light intensity distribution can be reduced two neighbouring circles.
by taking the ensemble average, the spatial average, or by Let the digitized intensity distribution ot he speck'c

smoothing Among these methods, ensemble averaging is the pattern be g(iqI and the coordinates ot its centroid.. t,
best because it does not alter the shape of the envelope b determination of the centroid v ill be discussed in the !o:~o.

factors not related to surface features Howe%er, ensemble section), then its spatial a%eraige g trom "h entrod.
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(r = Oil.) (6) goo;

where r, - ij + ( )]i/2, and n, is the number of -

points within the ring, - I < , < i.-
Such a siatia! averaguig may not be sufficient to depress e

the speckle noise, especially at regions near the centroid, snce where m and are the number of pixels along the and
the nurnber of points averaged as small when , is small, directions, respectively. They both took the value of 256 tor
Therefore, :he spatially averaged intensity distrbution needs the uniaxial tension test.
to be further smoothed by a smooth averging method using Generally speaking, the moment method does not .ela
the following equation:, an accurate result because of the limited recording range ot 1

the spatial frequencies. Suppose the light intensity dlistrbunc;i
of a speckle pattern assumes a conical shape and thereatter

2k ,-1 j(r,) (7) its cross section across the centroid is triangular. Two' ,:h2k +Itriangles I and 11 for the same recording system are shown
The number of averaging points 2k + I should be chosen in Fig. 5. The distance b is the maximum length that could I

with care because it may degrade the sharpness of the central be recorded by the system. It is related to the maximum
spike in a speckle pattern for smooth surfaces and hence may recording spatial frequency by Equation (2). We discuss tmo
alter the spectrum width. Other than that, it should be cases:
determined by the average size of the speckles such that
2k + I > 2kd, where kd is the average number of pixels 1) If the centre linW ' for both triangles coincide,
occupied by a speckle. respectively, with the centre lines c of the recording

For the purpose of demonstrating the effects of the lens, then the moment method gives the :orrect
numerical processing, the speckle patterns of a tensile specimin coordinates of the centroid.
loaded uniaxially to different degrees of plastic deformation 2) More often than not. they do not coincide with each
were utilized. Figure 4 was obtained by plotting the smoothed other. For the case of triangle 1, the moment method *
average intensity against the radius r,. The definition of the still yields the correct results as long as the %hole *
spectrum width is also given in this figure. It is seen that the triangle remains in region -b to b. However, for the
curve has become quite smooth making the determination of case of triangle II, the moment method does not give
the spectrum width much easier, the correct location of the ceitroid.

Con-"I In order to overcome this problem, an approximate
The centroid of a speckle pattern is taken to be the specular centroid was obtained by the moment method, and spatially
reflection point from the surface in question. This point is averaged intensity distributions were computed for a number
clearly seen for speckle patterns of smooth surfaces (a < of points around the approximate centroid. Then the sum-
0.1 pm) when using a He-Ne laser (A - 0.632S jan). Q.. mation of the first ten average intensities for each distnbution
the other hand, only an area, where the spectral reflection was taken. The point corresponding to the maximum sum-
point is supposed to reside, could be observed for rougher mation of the first ten average intensities was taken as the
surfaces (0.1 pm < a < 0.5 pm). For even rougher surfaces centroid. Figure 6 shows a comparison of averaged intensitt
(a > 0.5 pro), it is next to impossible to determine the distribution curves computed from different centre points
centroid without the aid of appropriate instruments. In this Curve I was based on the approximate centroid calculated by
study the specular reflection point is determined numercally the moment method and the other four curves were computed
by a moment method using the following equation: at points that were three pixels, equivalent to 4.5 lines/mm

of spatial frequency, away from the approximate centroid in
N four different directions. It is seen that for this specific case

goj), the distributions are quite different and this difference could

Ic = (8) affect the measurement of the spectrum width if the above
" Q g(sq) procedure is not followed. Point 4 was chosen as the centroid

based on the method described above. Points I, 2. 3 and 5

and all violate the assumption that the intensity (average gra%
level) should be a maximum at the zero spatial frequenc%

300
AlumitumiI00-0 c c

240 0
0

* I120 t- a . . Q'

h'I 2 kRecording iens

0 20 40 60 80 00 '20 CCo
so$-taw fre uency (ihnes/mm) camra

Fig 4 Smoothed intensity distribution and definition of spec-
trum width Fig 5 Effect of bandwidth of recorded spatial frequency
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Normalization

~Figure 7 is a plot of the average intensity distributions at ResultsIdifferent levels of the plastic deformation. It is scen that tor Tension-tension fatigue tests were carried out on specimens
distribution curves corresponding to a large plastic strain, made of aluminium alloy 6061l-T6 (tensile yield strength
such as curve 5 with 10.42%/ plastic strain, it becomes difficult = 465 MPa). The specimens were cut from stock sheet along

Ito determine the spectrum width because the curve is quite the rolling direction and their surtaces were polished uiga
flat. cloth buffer wheel with an alum ium dio6ide polihn

This problem was solved by normalizing the intensity powder to an initial surface roughness ot a . I, lsm on the
distribution by taking the average of the first ten intensities area of interest. Two symmetrical semcrcuar notches were
from the centroid of the distribi.,.jn. The reason for taking cut on each side ot the sein.The radii ot the notches
the averag'e of the first ten intensities instead of the intensity were 1.5875 mm, 6.35 mm and 9.5325 mm for the three
at the cernroid is again to reduce the error caused by speckle. specimens. respectively. The dimensions of the specimens are

iDenoting this a'erage by g, , then given in Fig. 9. The thickness of the specimens was 3.175 mm

I The specimei, s were fatigued in a testing machine under a
g =i'c (, (1 stress-controlled cyclic tension-tension loading condition.

,-i The maximum nominal tensile fatigue stress was 'm,,, -

Iand the averaged light intensity is normalized by the following 3 72 MPa and the minimum nominal tensile fatigue stress wasrmn 46.5 MPa, which are 80 and 1C%, respectleh ot the3 exprssiontensile strength of the tested material. The mean c chic loading
g'(r,) = 256g,(r,)/gi: (11) stress was f,, 2C9.25 MPa and the magnitude of the cyclicI-loading was r, = 162.75 MPa. The frequency of the .eclic
Thus normalized, the curves in Fig. 7 were replotted as loading was 6 Hz.

shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen, the determination of the A set-upv as schematlcally illustrated in Fig. 2, was used

spectrum width has become easier and more accurate. to demonstrate the applicability ot the technique. A IS mWFigure 8 also shows that the portion of the curve at high He-Ne laser with a beam radius o1 about I mm was used as

spatial frequencies is smoother than that at low spatial the illuminating light source. A high-speed digital camera wasdifrequencies. The reason is that towardo the higher spatial used for digitizing the laser speckle patterns at different
frequencies the radii are becoming larger and covering more loading cycles. The speed of the camera was set at 2CC frames
points and the average is taken of more and more points, per second and its reso tion at 238fx 19? pxels, each varvlg

This implies that the spectrum width defined on the lower from 0 to 64. The laser beam was directed at the centre
pomtho, r of the curve, such as the quarerspectrumwidth, in portion of the specimen between the two notches. Because
eera offers frbetter signal-to-noise o defined he speckl e patter cag induced by the elastic response is

on the higher portion. for example the half spectrum width negligible compared with that caused by the fatigue damage.(Fig. s).

The m Nai um rOmiu a m e f iu

2i- 000s 4  wL a 2C.5 P
240 -a , = 1 15o75

I 3- I0429, m / -,

TusO nomlzd 63he cur30 inFg.7wrerpotemamodigws-z

i 3 d e inaio o t A60 u-u a6 4lm
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I ~ frequiens.t Th reaston istat towafrdte hsigdermsatial used fo diitizin the pltter speckle attern adife r ent
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the speckle patterns v ere'rcorded while the specimen was be investigated by most if the conventional methods, will be
being cyclically loaded without stopping the test machine, of major Importance in the years to come.' I
Several speckle.patterns were recorded at different loading
cycles. The digitized speckle patterns were later processed on Acknowledgement
a computer numerically by the procedures described in the
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I Scattering from plastically roughened surfaces and
its applications to strain assessment

YuZhong Dol Abstract. Steistical properties of plastically roughened metallic surfaces
Brown & Shr:oe Manufacturing are studied together with the relation between the angular distribution of

Companr the reflected.plus-scattered intensity from such a surface and the plastic

Department of Research & Development deformation it has experieneed. The height probability density distribution
North Kingstown. Rhode Island 02852 of the plastically roughened surfaces is shown to be Gaussian. The surface

3autocorrelation function is neither Gaussian nor exponential, even though
F. P. Chiang the former fits the experimental data better. The combination of a scalar
SUNY at Stony Srook scattering theory and the plasticity-induced surface roughening empirical
Department of Mechanical Engineering relations yields some new expressions. These expressions relate scattered
Stony Brook. Now York 11794 light with plastic deformation for surfaces with Gaussian or exponential

autocorrelation. The applicability, convergence, and limitation of the thus
obtained expressions are also studied. A theoretical-numerical analysis
provides bukground to some existing strain measuring methods, such
as the maximum intensity, half width, and correlation coefficients. The
present aoproach is verified favorably by some experiments on aluminum
alloys and is in support of the experimental results in literature,

Subject terms: scattering; plasticity.induced roughening; surface roughness. sra
tistical parameters: strain assessment.

Optical (ngireiring 3094 1269-1276 (September 199 1)

I
E CONTENTS of them is a vector scattering theory. that is developed primarly

I Introduction for very fine surfaces such as optical surfaces. Another is a scalar
2. Properties of plastically roughened surfaces scattering theory 3'4 that can be applied to a wider range of sur.I 2.1 Statistical charactenstics faces. The emphasis of these studies is placed on the under-

2.2. Plastic strain and surface roughness standing of the scattering electromagnetic waves from a rough
3 Plastic strain caused scattering surface. The applications of these theories have been mainl., on

3 1 Scalar scattenng theory the determination of surface statistical characteristics."
3 2. Plastic strain and scattering In the field of mechanics, the change in the scattered field
3 3. Applicability from a metallic surface experiencing plastic deformation has
4. , Intensityrelated methods been used as a measure of plastic strain. Many mrthods. such

4 2. Correlation coefficients as the maximum intensity. half width.' intensity at a certain
4.3. Half.width method and its verification distance from the specular reflection point.8 contrast.9 correla.

5 Conclusion tion coefficients.'0 etc. have been proposed. These works are
6. Acknowledgment empirical in nature and contributes little to the understanding of
7 References the fundamental relation between scattered field and plastic de-

formation. In a recent study." plastic deformation caused icat.
I. INTRODUCTION tering is investigated by means of a scalar scattering theor.

Plastic deformation roughens the surface of metallic materials However, some key issues, such as the height distribution and
by increasing its height variation and decreasing its profile wave- the form of autocorrelation function of the plastically roughened
length and thereby changes the angular distribution of the surfaces, and the applicability of the scattering theory. arc not
reflected-plus-scattered intensity, which shall be called scattered discussed. Such discussions are essential for the proper appli.
field in the following discussion, from the surface. This phe- cation of the scalar scattering theory to plastic deformation ab-
nomenon has generated interest in the fields of both physics and sessment.
mechanics. The purpose of the present work is therefore. (a) to stud-, the

Various theories have been developed for relating the scat- statistical properties of the plastically roughened surfaces. tbi t)
tered field with statistical parameters of the rough surface as express the scattered field in terms of plastic strain for sur:ace,
discussed in an excellent review by Bennett and Mattsson 1 One with Gaussian and exponential autocorrelation. (c to iud. ine

applicability and limitation of these expressions. (d) to pro. Ic
a theoretical background to some existing plastic strain e'.,lu-

Paper 2869 recetied Feb 12. 1990. revised manuscnpi received Feb 26. 1991. theo r etl a nd to s ent xte p as t appra ch eJ er.

accepted for publication March 7. 1991. ating parameters. and (c) to venf) the present approach e'per-
C 1991 Society of Photo.Optical instrumenriion Engineers. imentally.
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2. PROPERTIES OF'PLASTICALLY ROUGHENED o.1 .1

SURFACES 0.121 .

Surface statistical properties such as height distribution and au- , .,0 0.o,4
tocorrelation function were studied on uniaxial tensile specimens :mi.dle of aluminum 2024 alloy. Specimens were polished by cloth 0.0. 0- .03-

buffer wheel and alumina powder to an initial surface rms rough- I .4[ 1.os
ness of about 0.05 ;im. Then the specimens were loaded on a 1 .oo . X. 0.00"
testing machmne to different amount of plastic deformation and .1.0.0. .0.2 0.2 0. 1.0 ... 0. . 2 0 2 a- I 3

surface roughness. Plestic deformation is quantified by shear Mot (x m) Heigh. t m

strain -y. which by definition is the angular change between two ,s6 o IM.

line segments that are originally perpendicular.
A stylus-type profilometer was used to measure height var- 0.1 0.1,,

iation by mechanically scanning the specimens' surface. rhe 3-1 0.12- 0.1)

radius of the stylus tip was 5 Rm. The sampling interval between 0.0 :.0each two adjacent points was 2 iLm, and the sampling length .soo.

was 2 mm in length. These parameters met the requirements 0.00. 0.06.

that the sampling interval be less than 10% of profile correlation . o.o. 0.03

length and that the sample length be about 60 times the corre- .
lation length. 12 The surface profile signal from the profilometer . .0 .0.6 0. 0. 4.o 1.. .0. 0.2 0.6 1.0
was digitized by a data acquisition system and then processed HIg (X a) Height (x m) 3
by a computer. Ten trials were made with a total of 10,000 1,,,..32 ,,. 1 1
measured profile data for each specimen, and each trial was Fig. I. Histogram of profifl height at different strain levels (based
made along a direction perpendicular to the loading direction. on 10.000 data points) (a) y a 2.00%, a a 0.17 Am, T a 44 0 AmI
Unlike most machined surfaces, the roughness of plastically (b) y a 4.32%, a a 0.33 jam, T " 35.6 ILm; (e) v = 8.2k%, na 0.
deformed surface of polycrystalline material is isotropic. 1' This gm, r - 30.4 pm; and (d) V • 11.12%, a = 0.87 pm, T. 42.0 g

means that surface height variation measured along one direction
may be regarded as the surface statistical properties of the spec- m
imen along any other directions. autocorrelation distributions for surfaces with height hisiera

as shown in Fig. 1. The experimental data were fitted btih.
2.). Sttstlcal characteristics Gaussian and exponential functions. The quality ot fittng ii s
The measured profile height variation along each trial was first measured by the deviation which is defined as
leveled using the least square method to make the mean zero. I
The height probability density distribution was made on all the X EC,,) _ C(i,112 

.1

10.000 data points for each specimen. Figure I shows some of s (
the height histograms at different plastic deformation levels. The I
solid line is a Gaussian function, which was obtained by fitting where C/('r,) is the value of fitting function at point t The .mill,
the data using the least square method. It is safe to say that the the value s, the better is the fitting. The fitted curves are also
height distribution of plastically roughened surfaces may be ap. shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that the experimental data appear
proximated by a Gaussian curve. be neither Gaussian nor exponential. even though Gaussian Iun9

The autocorrelation of a profile h(x) is defined as tion is a better approximation (s is smaller) for most ,ases.
Exponential fitting is quite off especially for small plastic strair

Cer I = X(X, hX, + ) As the plastic strain increases, however, the experimentall ot
Sh"x) ( tained autocorrelation function tends to approach exponentil

distribution as indicated by the change in the deviation t %ho% n
where Tp is the lag length. The lag length r at which the value in the figures.
of the autocorrelation function drops to lie (-0.368) of that at It should be pointed out that the surface height measurin

= 0 is denoted as T and called correlation length. apparatus descnibed earlier has its limitations posed by (he ridi
The autocorrelation function C('r) may take two simple forms: of the stylus. swripling interval, and sampling length \eve

Gaussian and exponential. The Gaussian autocorrelation with theless, as shall ib experimentally demonstrated later in thl
correlation length T is discussion, Gaussian function seems to be a better approximiio

to the autocorrelation of the surfaces roughened by plasti: de

0(0 = exp(- i/T2) . (2) formation.

The exponential autocorre~ation with correlation length T is 2.2. Plastic strain and surface roughness I
Surface roughness is generally characterized by rms roughness

C(T) = exp(-ITI/T) (3) o, and profile correlation length T. Some experimental LtCr3

vations on plastic strain Induced roughening for alurmnum 20T5
The autocorrelation of each specimen was obtained by taking alloy are shown in Table I. The empirical relation beteen ,r.

the average or the autocorrelation functions computed for ten T, and shear strain y- are obtained by fitting these experimental
trials Figure 2(a) shows the surface profile at -y = 3 0% and data using the least square method The empirical reiatair, he3
its corresponding autocorrelation function. Figure 2 shows the tween a and -y is U

1710 'fPirai omr.Iccom~- ,c.... ---- -



T5,,

I~l' Seu 4. The.* pon fosraini7n h 'uhfrreo

M&d(eO~92 diffraction.
*p~tows ft 3 S- X.I I5. The profile curvature is much larger than the wavelength

\01 of the incident light.
.4~ 6. Shadowing and multiple scattering may be neglected.

~Under these conditions. the solution describing the mean icat-g *~ a~ ~ - ,. ~e = tered field < pp >is

r() Y U)<P >= 21rF2  'aJ(UvT) X1.00' - V::T) dr 7

\\ .i.I2: e. -OI7,M1 where < ...> denotes ensemble average. A is the area being
'2,.I~o2OS ~ ~ is'~illuminated. J. the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero,

* .1. V.r the distance between two points on the rough surface; x:tv:

ability density distribution of 4(x.y), and F~,., are defined as
follows'4

3 ::~z. -.. F =I + cos8I cosO2 -sinei sine2 CoO3 )

I Fig. 2. Autocorrelation distribution at different strain levels (based v: =k(cos91 + cose2) 19

On 10 trials with a total of 10,000 data points). (a) -y a 2.00%, a
0.17 jm, T a 44.0 g~m. (b) -y a 4.32%, a a 0.33 Im, T *35.6 g~m;
W vC a 8 .25%, ai a 0.60 I~m, 7 n 30.4 I~m; and (d) y 11.,12%, a v,, k/sin 2 0, - 2 sinfli sin62 CoO + sin 26 (10)
Z 0.87 pm Tlo42.0 Io.

where k =270hX X is the wavelength of the incident light beam;

a = 7.21-y + 0.02 (pm) and the definitions of the angles 01. e2. 03 are given in Fig. 3.3 Equation (7) is a general solution that can be applied to
ere -y by definition is unitless and the two constants carry the surfaces with any autocorrelation functions. If. however, (.Y I

same unit as that of a, i.e., I.Lm. is a normal process with mean zero. standard deviation a. and
The empirical relation between T and -y is autocorrelation C(T). then it can be evaluated by a series ex-I ____pansion or by saddle-point integration. The series expansion of

T 0.66 1204 P)6) Eq. (7) for Gaussian autocorrelation [Eq. (2)) is"

Y + +0.008 < 20.4 >iim 6 =

where the constant 0.008 is unitless and the other two constants ()[P2 + 7rT 2F .~ M ,
carry the unit of pm. exp - g xp( - V'4 l.

3 These two empirical relations will be used for relating plastic A0  A .I I~m
5 shear strain with the scattered field in the following discussion. hr ,1i rprinlt h nest ftedfrce il

3.PLASTIC STRAIN CAUSED SCATTERING of the iluminated area A.- For example. it is the Airy pattern for

3.1.Scalr sctterng teorya circular area A. The scaled roughness g is defined as"

Beckmann4 discussed extensively the scattering of electromag- V/g = ka(cos~i + cos02) . Q2)Inetic waves from rough surfaces based on the Kirchhoff solution
of the Helmholtz integral. In order to simplify the derivation, It should be noted that there is no restniction on the value of
the following assumptions are made:' a in Eq. (11) even though the series will converge too slo%% ly

to be of much practical use when a and, hence, g become large
I. The surface is perfectly conducting. For strong scatterers (g >> 1) with Gaussian autocorrelation.
2. The surface height vanation 4(x,y) is a stationary random an alternative close form expression can be obtained~ by a direct

process. saddle-point integration of Eq. (7)

I Table 1. Plastic strain and surface" rough ness (aluminum alloy 2024MT).

___0.40 1.2 2.3 3.6 5.2 7.31 8. -
aolrn) 0.06 0.10 0.19 0.23 0.36 10.50 0.3 .7

:T~jin) 85 !46 _I38 32 30 32 31 28
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Equation (14). the close form for exponentil a±u, ,,rt.. .I!:,

may be rewritten as

PP* > = I
9 2Tr[a/(y+b) +cj2 [Ak2tl cosO,)py -q)2

(I +sin:02[a/('y + b) + c]2 ( l +cos')'( py -q I I
Three new expressions have been obtained, each ue,,.c,

the scattered field in terms of shear plastic strain -y The ,hi -.
on the use of each individual expression depends on the 1rJgi
mtude of strain and the form of autocorrelation function I hE

A .surface under investigation. In this study. howe~er. all three
expressions will be applied in parallel. Given a plabtic ,trai
value and the form of autocorrelation function, then the .,,:astiere
field may be evaluated by the above expressions. A -serie.

Fig. 3. Ught-scattering geomet. 1i Is the plane of incidence and S these distributions at different plastic shear strain levels are plot-
the scattedng plane.) ted in Fig. 4. As shown. the maximum intensit' decrease. an,

the spread of the scattered field increases as the plasiic ,rain
increases.

<pp* > = F exp /XV (g >> . (13) 3.3. Applicability
A few points should be discussed before the above expre',imi'

The saddle-point integration of Eq (7) for exponential au- can be applied to plastic strain assessment. first the appli..bilit
tocorrelation [Eq. (3)] yields4  of these three equations and then the convergence of Eq '15)l

The conditions (Sec. 3.1) under which Eqs. (15) tfhrough (171
2'rrF2T7 are derived should be satisfied. These requirements are in genera r

< = " 4 ., ,I' 2  (g >> I) (14) met for application to plastic strain assessment of metallic ma-
Av terials with a He-Ne laser (X = 0.6328 j.m). Generall% speakingmetals are conducting (condition 1); plasticalN) roughened ,url

For the present study, the incident light is normal to the mals are coni d itionary pall rouendition
specimen surface making 01 = 0. F = 1, =k sinB2., and face may be considered as astationary random process 1condition

specime s entce that0, F 3 dIsappears kin he aove 2); laser beam is plane and polanzed wave icondition 31. the
eU ains + cos02). We notice that 03 disappears in the above point of observation is suffic'ently far from the specimen ,urtal4
equations, indicating that the scattered field is circularly symmemnc. . or a lens is being used such that it is in the Fraunhoter zone ol

diffraction (condition 4); and the profile wavelength is mu.h

3.2. Plastic strain and scattering larger than the incident light wavelength (onditions 5. 61
The validity of Eqs. (15) through (17) can be investigated by!

According to the definitions ' -, the rms roughness is equivalent comparing the scattered field computed by these expression, an
to the standard deviation. Therefore they are all denoted as cr
in this discussion. Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eqs. (11). 12
(13), and (14), we can express the scattered field in terms of 1.2 ,
shear strain. With the normal incidence condition applied, and

the constants in Eqs. (5) and (6) replaced by uA.bc.d.p.q, Eq.
( 11). the summation form for Gaussian autocorrelation, may be 1.0 .
rewnitten as o. 05 -

[a/(y+b)+clz 08.tO

< pp > =exp(-g) p2+ A ,.. ,*30--

,-, 0.6

X m9ra exp{-sin 2[a/(-yt+ b) + c2/4m})

where /g = k(p'y + q)(l + Co00).
Similarly. Eq. (13). the close form for Gaussian autocorre- J I

lation, may be rewntten as 0.2 -

• rfa/(y -4 b) + cl-"
<Ak(l - cosOz)(y 0.0 . " 2

( sin' fa(- (16, Scattered Angle (6)x exp (6

( 4(1 + cos062'(py -y qY' Fig. 4, Scattered fields at different strain levels (based on Eq 115)]
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that by measurements. Because the solutions from the scattering 0 - W
theor are based on the edsemble average on macroscopically
similar but microscopically different surfaces, the average over
many scattered fields is needed in order to make the comparison. 0o.
One hundred scattered fields from a uniformly deformed spec-
imen were taken by a system schematically shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows a comparison between the two scattered fields .00,
where Fig. 6(a) is the computed one by Eq. (15) while Fig. 6(b)I is the measured result. The degree of similarity between these -6
two dismihbv,-nb. a,. evaluated by the cross correlation factor e.

[Eq. (20)] is more than 99%. Figure 6(c) shows the relation to
between the number of averaged scattered fields and the cross x
correlation of the averaged with the computed results.

For the plastic strain range studied (y - 10%), cr ranges from
0.05 I.m to 0.75 ;.m. For a He-Ne laser with a wavelength ofi X = 0.6328 i.m. g varies from 0.986 to 193.23. This means
that the close-form solutions Eqs. (16) and (17) cannot be used
for the whole plastic strain range mentioned earlier because g8
is not sufficiently large for small strains. Therefore, Eq. (15) 0
has to be used. Because it is in a series form, it is necessary
that its convergence be studied.

By applying D'Alambert principle, we can show that Eq. (15)
is convergent for any values of strain y. However. as -y getsI larger. convergence will be slow. A numerical analysis was made (c)
to study the convergence of Eq. (15). The computation result is (c)

shown in Fg. 7 where the horizontal axis is the number of terms $A A A. '.- ,.1W
added, and the vertical axis is the unified summation over N Averaging Number N
terms It is seen that more than 200 terms are needed for Eq. Fig. 6. VartficatIon of the scalar scattering theory by ensemble av
(15) to converge when y = 10%. rag* ( a 0.66 1m, T a 3.50 gm). Ia) Computed scattered field

as"ed on Eq. (15)1; (bi Experimental scattered field (average over
100 measurements); and (W1 Effect of the number of scattered fields

4. ANALYSIS OF STRAIN-MEASURING METHODS averaged.
Almost all the methods used so far by various investigators for
relating scattered field to plastic strain are based on the obser- 4.1. Intensity-related methods
vations similar to those shov , in Fig 4, Namely, the intensity The maximum intensity implies the intensity at the specular
at the specular direction decreases and the spread of scattered direction along which e2 = 0. e = 0 and v, = 2k. Substituting
field increases as the plastic strain increases. Several methods, these conditions into Eqs. (15) to (17). we shall get expressions
such as the maximum intensity, half width, intensity at a certain the maimum intens. in to f san -y foresshonas

* distance from the specular reflection point, and correlation coef- of the maximum intensity in terms of strain y for each case
ficients. have been introduced. Figure 8 gives the definition of correspondingly. For example, the maximum intensity for Eq.
the parameters used in some of the methods. This section will (15) is
be devoted to providing a theoretical-numerical analysis to the
relation between these parameters and plastic strain followed by < pp* >o = exp(-o)
an experime al verification for the half width method. + T[a/('y + b) + C2 go

irror 
h 

A .. 'mm '

I Uoptri ceptV'o = 2 ek( t + q) b (19

Comuputer Figure 9 is a plot of the normalized maximum intensity versus
Speci] e xp plastic strain f u evaluated by both the summation and close form

... The maximum intensity for exponential autocorelation [Eq (17)]
is not plotted because it differs from that of Eq. (16) only by a
constant factor of two. The trend predicted by the approach is

CC.D came a Ground GIus Partial MNror similar to the experimental result. 6 (An exact comparison is not

made because of the insufficiency of information pro ided in
1430mm A- W115401 the work cited.) It can be seen that the maximum intensity is

I very sensitive to the change in plastic strain in the earl, stages
Fig 5 A schematic plot of experimental setup for scattered.fleld of plastic deformation and becomes saturated after strain be-
recording and processing. comes larger than 2%.
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1.2 . ' '.0 . , * .

""- Summation (g)

I- . 0.- - Close Form (g)

08

0.4
SI 2 .....

.. v---' I , /o - o I • •
0.0 0 .. ... .

180 240 300 2b 2.1
Number of Terms (N) Shear Strain y (%)

Fig. 7. Convergence of the summation form for Gausian autocor- Rg. 9. Maximum intensitr versus strain.
relation (Eq. (151. y a 2.0% : a - 0.31 prn, T - 34.2 p~m; y - 4.0%:
a a 0.45 I&m, T = 30.1 I&m; * = 6.0% : 17 n 0.60 Ium, T, 27.3 pm;-y = 8.0%: a - 0.74 mrn, T a 26.5 pm. parameter and plastic strain is nonmonotonic when strain

comes larger than a certain value (about 1.5% for 0.= 0.6 de
1.2 Similar results were reported for the contrast parameter. Th

nonmonotonic behavior makes the determination of strain nb
practical for situations when the range of strain is unkno,;
However, because of the high sensitivity of the intensity-relad

., T parameters to early stage plastic deformation, they may be al
I, , plied to detect the onset of plastic deformation. Such applicai,

L /2 may include the elasto-plastic boundary determination and
tigue detection.

- 0.6 I
0+4.2. Correlation coefficients

,,.l.-Unlike the conventional correlation analysis used in statistil
the term correkation coqfficients used in this discussion is adop-

o.3 from pattern recognition technique. Two kinds df correlati
Im./2 coefficients were performed: cross correlation and autocorre

tion. Cross correlation coefficient is a measure of the degree!
similarity between two different objects. Autocorrelation is

0.0 measure of the spread of an object. Correlation analysis can
-1.0 -0. 0.0 0.5 1.0 performed on both 2-D images and I-D curves. Because of

Scattering Angle 8 circular symmetry of Eqs. (15) to (17). only I-D correlati
Fig. 8. Definitions of some strain measuring parameters. W analysis was made in the present study, while an extension

.maximum Intenlty; 4: Intensity along angle 8; 0,: half width. 2-D problems is straightforward.
A I-D zero-shift, cross-correlation coefficient C, is deftl

as:
The second intensity-related parameter was originally defined

as the intensity at a certain distance from the specular point on f(x)g(x) dx
the observation plane. 8 For generality, intensity at a certain angle dx
02 denoted as 19 is used (Fig. 8). Let 9 be a certain angle along C' '
which a sensor is placed for measuring intensity, Is can then be f2(Xd g2() dx
evaluated by Eqs. (15) to (17). Figure 10 plots Is versus strain ®
at four different angles based on Eq. (15). It can be seen that

the threshold of this method depends on the angle 0. For 0 = where f(x), g(x) are functions of variable x One of them.
0.6 deg, the value of this threshold is about 0.5%, while for 0 example, fx), is the scattered field < pp* > at zero
= 1 deg, it is 1%. In other words, putting the sensor at different while g(x) is the one at any other strain level As the trl
spots, one will get different 18 , -y relation. Another disadvantage increases, the corresponding scattered field %ill t, less ind l
of this parameter is that the measurable range of strain is ery correlated with that at the zero strain, causing the .roi, -ur
much limited (about 1%). Besides, the relation between this lation level to drop. 1
1274 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / Seotember 1991 / Vol 30 No 9
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1.00

b 0.8 ........ 0=0.6 - Gaussian
I-08' .0 0.8 Exponential

o-8 -

.8 V 0.6

t • "-.A .

(I) (Al

0 0.4

020
0.

0.0 0.2 .a...0 1 2J --- 5--0-2-4----8 ---

Shear Strain -y (7.) Shear Strain (%)
Fig. 10. Intensity along angle 0 versus strain. Fig. 11. Cross-correlation coefficient versus strain.

3 4.0 ' -

One-dimensional autocorrelation coefficient Ca is defined as - Gaussian "I I
f) 3.2 ...... Exponentiai

.

where "r is the lag length shifted between two copies of function "f(x). This definition is similar to that discussed in Eq. (1) e t

that it is performed on the scattered field rather than on the rough
surface height variation.

Correlation coefficients were evaluated by using Eqs. (20) o

W

and (21) on the mntens(ty distribution curves computed by eqs. Q 0.8

(I5) to (1 7). Figure 11 is a plot of cross correlation coefficient . 5 orea o ee
versus strain. Figure 12 shows the autocorrelation analysis resultwhere the vertical axis is the lag length at 75% correlation level.
The relation between lag length r and stain is innear for p.0
6% These relations support the experimental results.l° 0 rough

Shear Strain ai (.)r4.3. Hal.wdth method and Its verification ed. 12. Autocormllon analysis: leg length versus strain for

C. a 75%Half width was originally defined as the spreading distance u.
5on the observation plane of the scattered field wen its value isFigure 13 is a plot of O versus plastic strain " evaluated b.

on half of its maximum. For generality, we use te spread angle expressions corresponding to different cases The measured

Oh instead. These two parameters are related by UA L x< tan roughness values T and ar were used. Expenim ftal>, measured
h For small scattering angles. which t , few degrees for the half widths are also icluded for comparson. Apparentl>. the
6 current applcation. 0 is approximately proportional to spo The expernmental results agree well with that predicted b both the

expression for. for example. Eq (16) is summation and close-form expressions corresponding to Gdau,.sian autocorrelation. This result confirms the concluston made
Hpp > O =O _ I earlier (Sec. 2.1) that Gaussian function approximates autocor-
< pp* > 0: = 0 o v 2 (1 + cosh) h relation of plastically roughened surface better

(sinOA[a/(.y -b) + 5]' . CONCLUSION
onp- 4(1+ of its maxim . Fr gBased on the earierndiscussns. we may conclude that the heiuht

Oh(22) distrmbution of the plastically roughened metallic surface ms Gau-
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sian and (he autocorrelation is neither Gaussian nor exponential.
However. Gaussian function in general fits the experimental data ___________________

better, The experimentally obtained autoconelation becomes closerI
to exponential distribution as the strain gets larger.
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Assessment of Flow Stress and Plastic Strain
by Spectrum Analysis

by Y.Z. Dal and F.P. Chiang

ABSTRACT-The rp'dtion between the 3flgular distribution of prorilo'neter. The fight scattering method shall be used in
the reflected-plus-scatterea tight intensity (sc&*,ered field) trom this study because of its menit of being noncontact, non.
a metallic e,.rfsce iind the flow stress. tillstic strain the destructie, and two dimensional. A theoretical derivation
material has 4,)periinced h.experimentally and it ioretically based on the Huygens.Fresnel principle, Fraunhofer
investigated. k scatterid field, which is obtainet 3y iiium- pxiti an Wenrhntln teoe sow3 m~iating a specimen surface using a laser beam. catrries sur appatxthe tori, tansfoerm of a sca theore l shpows
face~feature-wiated infortmation. Expermental evidence suggests ththeFui-rafmofa=eedilds prx-
that surface correlation length of a material decreases in mately propor ,nal to the autocorrelation tuniction of the
proportion to the flow stress and plastic strain that the mate i&i surface profile f"or optically smooth surfaces. This means
experiences. A theoretical derivation based on 1;uygens. that surface correlation length and herce flow stress and
Fresnel principle, Fraunhofer approximation, and Wiener. plastic strain may be evaluated from the scattered field.
Khintchino thec,*er shows that the correlation length may' be The purpose of title present work is therefore: (1) to
ob~tained by performing a Fourier transform to. the scattartd give a rigorous mathematical derivation on the relation
field from the sutface This leads to the development of a between a scattered field and surface correlation .length
noncontaet, nondestructive, and remote technique for and (2) to use the scattered field for flow strese and
measuring flow stress and plastic strain. plastic strain measurement. Futhermore, the relation

between p ltc-deforniation-induced surface macroscopic
Introduction and microscopic features is discussed.

Loadinp metallic materials beyond the yield strength
will change their microstructural features due to the Stress, Strain and Correlation Length
movement of disocations. This change will be :eflected Figure I is a microscopic photo of P plastically tleformned
by surface-roughness parameters such as root-mean- surface. A surface profile is shown in Fig. 2. The hori-I square (rms) roughness and correlation length. The zontal property of a one-dimiensional surface profile may
surface .iroughness variation in turn will affect the angular be characterized by surface correlation length which is
distribution of the reflected-plus-scattered intensity, which deined as'
shall be called scattered field in the following discussion,I ~ ~from the surface. This phenomenon has been investigated h(x) x h(x-~ T)dx_1()
experimentally in an effort to develop a technique forI lxde
plastic-strain measurement.'-4 Methods such as the 10h(xd
moaxinmum intensity,, spectrum width,' intensity at a certain where h(x) is the surface profile; I the sampling length;
scatterinZ angle., contrast,' moment,' and correlaton and T the coffelatiou length as shown in Fig. 2; l /e is
empril in have an~d th itiscrliobewna Exrntoal7 observations conducted on copper alloy

satrdfield and plastic deformation ;-yet to be revealed. (C268013-1-10, yield strength: 20W MP&, Poisson's ratio-U Tht~ revealing of such a relation lies on the understanding 0.33) show that correlation lengtk T decreases in propor.
of: (1) the plastic-deformation-induced surface roughness tion to flow stress r and plastic strain -t as shown in
and (2) the retrieval of surface-roughness pAramieters ffom Fig. 3. These relations may be approximately expressed as
a scatteted field.

Experimental observations show that the surface cor- r -- + al, (2)
relation leW~ decreases in proportion to plastic strain T + c,
and flow stress. The implication is that surface correlation
length, once measured, may be used as a measure of flow andIstress and pli.,tic .train. Correlation length represents the +0Z,3hotizontal proprty of a surface profile which may bc ' =TT + ,()
obtained by usiaj instruments slich as a mechanicalII where 0., c., cr., 0,, c,, m, are constants. The validity of

- - both eq (2) and eq (3) requires thzt the matinials be
Y.Z Dui (SEM Membtr'j a Senirnjoigmarr. ft = and r~Wopmmer n iar hardening. Otherwise, different forms of expres-
Department, &own anid Sharpe Marn.Iocunn Co. North Kcpwtwn. sions may bte needed.
RIhnx 02A.52 P Cia, Sam Feojyit rofezo,. Dat Sc-e rn O Interestingly enough, these relations are analogous to
NYe117.zrc~E~tenSae&nru fNw~r tSCY~ those relating flow stress and plastic strain to cell size in a

Ongid mwwane submined. May 1~9W Final manuxnpn )etd much smaller scale. Plastic deformation in metals produces
MAfolA 1 191 dislocations and dislocation bands which cluster into dis-
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location cell walls. The applied stress is the driving force The cO size d has been jhowr, to be related to flow
in creating dislocation and cell structures. Once a micro- stress r by'
structure is stabilized, a higher stress is generally required
for activating new slip lines and producing more cels. The d - aA. Gb (S)
dislocation cell size d may be calculated by' ?-o

d ' 16A (4) where a, K. are constants. b the Burgers vector; G the
d T the friction stress. Equation 5) may

() be written in a niore general form as

where A is the area in which the cell size is to be

determined and N is the number of cell in the area. 0 (d + c,; +  a;(6)

The dislocation cell size d is related to dislocation density
e by'

d -- K./j (f)

Relations expressed in eqs (5) and (7) have been shown
to be valid for aluminum, copper and iron. For mech-
anica-engseering applications, plastic grain is a much
more popular quantity than dislocation density and hence
there is a need to find the relation between plastic strainand dislocation density. Some observations wae made onthe relation between shear strain "y and dislocation density

0 of an aluminum single crystal.' The results are as
shown in Fig. 4. (It was plotted versus the dislocatidn
density originally.) Linear function appears to be a good
approximation to the exaprimental data.

where a, 0 are conttants.

FIg. 1-Mlcrostructures of a plastically deformed metrllic Substituting eq (7) into eq (8), we can write the result.
3urface ing equation in a more peral form:

d+c

..- . where 4,,, c', a' are constants. Equations (6) And (9)
S!indicate that both flow stress r and shear strain y decrease

, in proportion to e11 size d. This is anaoo"nu- !o the
-, * ,4 relation between flow stress/platic strain and strface

,,,41-r).- coffeiation leg~th, altheougb the maonit'id of surface
'g2 v sac. correlation lengtI is about one order ,iiger than that of-,,4----0 the egosize.

Scattemd Field And Corulatlon Length
Fla. 2-A 2urfac profile and Its The scattered field from a rcrh surface can be ob-
autocorrelation function tained using a coafiguration is schem.ically shown in

MI
' (, ' 'K • (b)

,a ". Fig. 3-Relation betw~sn flow
. . streca, plastic strain andO

. carrelatlor, length, (a) flow stress
i A and conelation Ikngth, (b) plastic

t.rain ~nd correlaticn length

t an

PlIt, oa 'r .(ia. Ursa r (dPa)



3Fig. 5. The plane iminediately in front of the rough sur- where i, , are spatial frequencies which are related to the
face is denoted as X- Y and the observation plane U- V. coordinates u, Y in the U- V plane by
The phase variation OI(x, y) on the X- Y plane caused by ___

the surface height variation h(x,y) is" -X -EXV 15

Xrl+cs~ ~~) (0 where L is the distance between the rough surface and the
U.~y V=ln.Aiefo h utpiaiefco

where X is the wavelength of the incident ight, 0 is the preceding the integral, eq (14) is simply the Fourier trans-

angle between the incident light and surface normal. form F(, ) of f(x, y).
The standard deviation of the phase variation vO(x, y)

The light intensity on the observation plane recorded
where a,, o are the standard deviations of O(x,y) and either on a piece of film or a CC!) senor is3 h(x, y), respectively.

If surface slopes are small and depolarization, multiple P(Q.) P"(1.0,
,scattering, and shadowing are negligible, the electro-
magnetic field f(X. Y) in the X- Y plane is related to the C' C. fe ) -~yc~"i1-tdxdyl (17)

surface height variation h (x, y) by'" (-~ -

2where p*(j,vj) is the complex conjugate of p~~) Using
f(x,y) - RP(x,y)exp (I-L!-(1 +cos tO)h(x,y)] eq (16), we can rewrite eq (17) as

3(12) po(Js,) pl Qif) - C1 I FQ.I)I1 (18)

The term I FQ. I) I I I the power-spectral-density func-
where R is the average reflectivity; P(x, y) is the complex tion of f(x~y). Equation (IS) indicates that a scattered
field incident on the surface. Thi equation can be fuirther field is proportional to the power-spewtal-density functionIsimplified if the specimen surface is perfectly reflecting of the electromagnetic field immediately in fronrof the
(R - I), the incident ight is normal to the surface (0 n surface. According to the Wiener.Khintchine theorem,"
0), and the light is uniform and polarized ItP(x.y) -1I. the autocorrelation function C,(p,q) of the electro-
Then eq (12) can be written as magnetic field f(x, y) is the inverse Fourier transform of

f(x. y) -exp [_4 h(x,y)] _ exp fiO(x.y)j the power-spectral-density function of f(x, y). i.e.,

X ~~C,(p~q) -F ,,~ 3e:. tp-. d
(13) (19)

if the observation plane is far enough from the speci- hr . r h a egtso h uooflto
men surface so that the Fraunbofer approximation can weepqaetelglntso h uoorlto
be applied, the electromagnetic field in the U.V function along *ittx, ydirections, respectively.Iplane is Using eq (18), *e may express the autocorrelation func-

tion Cp,q) as

C ~ ~~ f(x~y)e-"S4&-$e'dxdy C,(p.q) jI(14) (20)

S He-me Laser

-A Ground Glass

A G

Computer

I LI ~~Plaitic Strum y M C Cmr

Fig 4-Relation between plastic Fig. 5-A schematic setup for scattered field
strain and dislocation density processinlg



The implication of eq (20 is that the Fourier transfr of wrftta asI
a scattered field maps the autocorrelation function of the
electromapietic field immediately in front of a surface. C,(pmq - C,(p,q) (24)
By definition the ajitocorrelation function C,(p,q) of
fix, Y) is, On the other hand. the atitocorrehton function C4(p,q)

of the Phase variation (x, Y) is Proportional to that of

C,(p,q) = <f(x~y)f(x -p. y -q)> (21) the surface height variation At(x, y) according to eq (10):

Substituting eq (13) into the right-hand-side term of I 4
eq (21), we set C,(p. q) CA (--C p.q) (3

C,(p~q) - <exp(i[O(x~y)+O(x-p,y-q)i)> Hence, the autocorrelation function Cd.p,q) of h(x,y)

(22) is related to C,(p, q) byI

If a surface is optically smooth, i.e., the surface height Cadp~q) Xi [I - a'- C,(p,q)j (26)
variation caused phase variation in near field is less than ( 0

2 r, the condition < 0 I(x.y) > a a 1,Itl is satisfied. For a given rough surface illuminated by a certainI
*Then the above equation can be simplified by taking only chrn ih em h a ,adtemlilctv

thehtirstdthree terms naplnma epnino h factor preceding it are constants. Therefore. ctq (26)
righ-had-sie trm:indicates that the autocorrelation function Cjjp. q) of

Cpq)- I -ci <(x,y)o(x -p, y -q) > surface height variation h(x.y) is proportional to that of
C,(p~q)the elcromagnetic field f(x, y) immediately in front ot

(23) the surface. To apply eq (203), eq (26) may be rewritten as

where the zero mean condition < O(x.Y) > -;0has Cdp,q) at 17. put,,p(a,?)eg"94eD-did,
been applied.Thlattr < xyj x-.y-q)>(7
in eq (23) is the autocorrelation function Codp~q) of the
Phase variation (x~y). Therefore eq (23) may be re The inverse Fourier transform of a scattered field has

been shown to be approximateh, proportional to the
autocorrelation function of the surface !ieight variation.
The surface correlation itkitth can therefore be evaluated.

___________________Spectrum Width and Stres, Strain

I~I As a first approximation. it scaittered field is assumed-
I \ "' -to be normally distributed." For % omal futiction, its

.... autocorrelaton function is also it oorwwil function. For

N ' example, if the one-imensionsal intensity distrbution of
,\~~ 4 ttered field takes theftoml

3 pV)p f - exp(-j"u~)(

.'s'- .'> -Z'--=where U, is the spectrum widt at /cof the maximum
00 3 0 44I spectrum intensity along the j directions, then auto-

Spatial Frequetncy (lii.es/rftm) correlation function is

Fig. 4-One.dirnsioflal diskributions of C. 'X UL exP (..P'i'4) (29)
scattered fiolds\/

The surface correlation length T is then related to ti. by

Ta-2  (30)

k-The relation between spcrmwdhu. and flow stress

. ... and plastic strain can be obtainred by sulv4vtucing eq (30)
. 04(.~into eqs(2) and (3) yildingS

2

~~ and
01 fa u. + a, (32)

Lag Lernith "rn)
Fig. ?-Normalized tutocorrelatiol. li is seen that both flow stress and plastic strain are
funertion dlstritiut'ons proportional to spvimrm width ;;,. Once u. is Mmksred
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Fig. 8-Relion between flow ,

stress, plastic strain" *spectrum width, (a) plastic • • w

strain versus spectrum width, 2 * 2
(b) flow stress versus v )! ~ ~~~sectrum width .. .

Plastic stra-f flo) (w Stress 1" (uft)

and constants a., ,, 0,, , are obtained by calibration, deformation (,Y < 0.25 percent), which may have been
the flow stress and plastic strain can r.&dMly be evaluated, caused by the initial surface conditions due to polishing.

Because a calibration process is needed, the imparfection

SExperimental Verification in initial surface conditions may intuence the value of the
constants involved making this technique sensitive to the

The validity of eqs (31) and (32) was experimentally surface.peparadon proces.
verified on tensile specimens made of copper alloy cut
from stock sheet along the rolling direction. The specimens Acknowledgment
were polished by a cloth buffer wheel to o - 0).03 um.
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I Strain Path and Surface Roughness

Y.Z. Dai* F.P. Chiangt

3 August 10, 1991

I
3 Introduction

Different aspects of the roughening of free surfaces due to plastic deforma-

I tion have been reported. 1- 4 The major 4onclusion is that the free surface

roughening is: 1. dependent of equivalent plastic strain, average grain size,

temperature, and; 2. independent of hydraulic pressure, material property

3 and stress mode. The present work is designed to experimentally study the

influence of strain path on the roughening of free surfaces.

3 Two kinds of specimens made of copper alloy (C26800-HO1, yield strength:

264MP8 , elastic modules: 110GP.) were used. One was 6.5mm thick for both

3 tension ad compression loadings. The other was 1.65mm thick for producing

different strain paths through uniaxial tensile load(Fig.1). Prior to loading

I both kinds of specimens were polished to a final surface finish of 0.03,um in

"Senir Engintex with Research & Development Department, Brown & Sharpe Manu-
factufing Co., North Kingstown, RI 02852

1 Leading Professor with Department of Mechanical Engineering, SUNY at Stony Brook,
Stony Brook, NY 11794I

I
I



terms of rris roughness. Strain gage rosettes were used to monitor surface I
strain of the specimens. The specimens were loaded at an average strain rate

of 25Ae/sec. The three strain components e45 ,C9o, 135 were measured andI

used in calculating the principle strain C1, C and the effective strain e, at any

instant during loading. I
Surface roughness was measured by means of a stylus type mechanical

profilometer to yield the surface roughness characteristics. Surface rough-

nesses of different specimens plastically deformed to an effective str "A of

2.3% were compared. Some of the specimens were deformed to this effective I
strain value by a single loading step, while others were first deformed 1.5%

first and then to the final effective strain, value. The principal strain ratio I
was fixed for the former case, whereas it varied for the latter.

I
Results

In order to find out the dependence of surface roughness on strain path, a

simple tension-compression test was carried out. The idea is to compare

the surface roughness of a specimen at the same plastic deformation level

reached 'ia two strain paths. The tension-compression specimen was first

loaded by tension to an effective plastic strain of 0.75%. It was then plasti-

cally deformed by tension to an effective plastic strain of 2.4%. Finally, the i
specimen was compressed back to a final effective strain of 0.75%. Surface

roughness was measured twelve times at each effective strain level. The av- I

2
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I
I

eraged surface roughness is given in Table 1 where the symbol -s represents

3 the standard deviation of the data. It is seen that the surface rms roughness

are quite different. The surface rms roughness at 0.75% plastic strain levelI
after the tension-compression process is larger than that obtained directly by

3 tension. It is, however, smaller than that at 2.4% effective plastic strain.

It should be noted that a reverse yielding occurred during the tension-

compression process. Most of the disk specimens (Fig.1) were used to test

3 the surface roughening by different strain path without reverse yielding. As

the loading angle a changed, which was achieved by loading the specimen

3 through different pairs of holes in the specimen along different directions, the

increasing rate of the three strain components varied. Figure 2 shows the e1

versus E2 corresponding to different loading a,.gles. As the loading angle a

3 changed from -15 to 115 degrees, the ratio of principal strain f/( 2 varied

from -0.922 to 0.233 according to experimental observations. Therefor, dif-

3 ferent strain paths were achieved. The final effective strain was obtained by

either a one-step loading such that the principal strain ratio fi/C2 was con-

I stant or a two-step loading such that the principal strain ratio varied. The

final effictive strain was set at 2.3% and the intermediate effe ,tive strain was

I set at 1.5%. The elastic strain component was found to be less than 5% of

the total strain and therefore was neglected.

3 The surface rms roughness and its standard deviation are shown in Table

.3

I
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2 for specimens plastically deformed via different strain paths. It is seen that !

the surface rms roughness is very much the same for all the strain paths

except the one via the loading direction 1150 to -15'. The reverse yielding Iexcept

occurred for this particular strain path as indicated in Fig.2. I
Conclusion

Through the experimental~study for the material studied under the experi- -
ment conditions, we may conclude that the roughening of free surfaces sub-

ject to plastic deformation is dependent of strain paths; however, that the

influence of strain path on the surface roughness is not obvious if no reverse

yielding occurs.
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Table 1. Surface Roughness Comparison I
(the tension-compression specimen)

M (%) 0 0.75 2.4 , 0.75
rms (am) 0.03 0.06 0.18 0.11
s 0.005 0.015 0.048 0.031 1

Table 2. Surface Roughness Comparison

(the disk specimens) I

a (Degree) 90,0 0,90 30,60 40 0 90 75 75,30 .15,45 115,-15 I
rms (Am) .147 .151 .154 .143 .151 .142 .148 .143 .133 .180

( (im) .026 .022 .011 .027 .014 .017 .020 .021 .056 .029

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
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i Captions .

I Figure 1 Schematic configuration for strain path effect study

p3 Figure 2 Principal strain paths
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I
Contouring by Moire Interferometry

by YZ. Dai and F.P. Chiang

3 ABSTRACT-A double-exposure moir4-interferometr; tech- effect. This drawback can be overcome by the present
nique for topographic contour measurement of an arbitrar,ly technique which shall be called 'Double-exposure Moiri
curved object is presented A curved surface coated with light- Interferometry' in the following discussion.
sensitive material is exposed twice in a volume of virtual Like any other moir, method, double-exposure moirigratings formed by the interference of two coherent tight interferometry also needs two sets of gratings to formbeams split from a lasor An adequate rotation of the curved
surface relative to the virtual grating between the two exposures moiri fringes. These two sets of gratings are all formed
produces moirl fri'ges which reveal topographic contour, or on a specimen surface, which is coated with a light
contour under some conditions, of the surface The advantage sensitive medium, by exposing the specimen to a volume
of the present methoo in comparison with others is that it of virtual gratings formed by the interference between
offers both reasonably good fringe quality and easily adjustable two intersecting coherent fight beams split from a laser.high sensitivity. The sensitivity ol the technique is shown to If the specimen rotates an adequate angle relative to the
be from the order of micrometer to that of millimeter depend- virtual grating between the two exposures, then the twoing on the frequency of the virtual grating and the amount of sts or gratings formed on the specimen surface willthe relative rotation This technique was successfully appled interfere to form moir fringes which reveal the topo-to the topographic contour measurement of a cylindrical sheil
with and without a diametrical point loading graohic contour of the object. Specimen deformation

The principle of this paper and some early results were between the exposures will produce moiri fringes too,
presented at the SPIE conference held at Dearborn, Ml on making the deform&ton also measurable by this technique.
June 27-30, 1988 and appeared in iIs proceedings The scope of this paper will include discussion on the

fringe-forming mechanism; topography-evaluating method;
Introduction the sensitivity and range of measurement; the condition

under which this method provides contour; and some
Some of the existing methods for measuring topographic experimental demonstrations.

contours include the shadow moiri method,I . the projec-
tion moiri method,' the holographic method' and the Fringe.forming Mechanism
lAser-speckle method.' The main disadvantage of shadow
and projection moiri methods is the lack of sensitivity; of When two collimated coherent light beams split from a
the holographic method, the sophisticated optical arrange- laser meet in space as shown in Fig. I, they interfere
ment; of the laser-speckle method, the poor fringe quality, constructively and destructively such tfiat the light.
In the present work, a double-exposure moiri-interfeto- intensity distribution is uniform in planes with surface
metry technique is described for topographic contour normals m the plane formed by these two beams arid
measurement which offers both high sensitivity and good perpendicular to line OC. Therefore, a volume of dark
fringe quality. and light sheets in the common space of those two beams

Moirif interf-erometry' as a highly sensitive displacement is formed and called a virtual grating which will cast
measuring method is widely used in exptrimental-mechaniics gra,_ngs on any objects in the volume. According to theresearch. However, it has been limited so far to in-plane geometry shown, the pitch p of such a grating in an

problems except when it is combined with the holographic arbitrary plane ir is
q method.'" The disadvantage of such a combination is

twofold: First, it makes the corresponding optical arrange- p (l)
ment very sophisticated: Secondly, it cannot offer good sin iA + sin i(
quality fringes compa,'ed with those by classic moiri or
moiri interferometry methods because of the speckle or

X (2)
YZ. Dir (SEM Member) is Graduate Student and P.P. Chiang fSEM 2 sin a cos 0

Fellow) i Professor, State Umiversty of Ne, York a, Ston) Brook,
I Department qo1 Mechanical Engineering, Stony Brook, NY 11794-23(0Original r-anuxcnpt subnutted ,vovember 11. 1989 Final manuscnpt where p is the grating pitch in the ir plane, X is the wac-

received January 10, 1991 length of the illuminating light source; a i half the
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D, , + 2tan D _ 2h
uR --D-- (P Ale" = U . z -U u2 tar y, D -D

2 tan y D _ tan y D . +

Appendix H D. I -DI DID=, FL _E , -)+4

If H a, be consideral proportional to F,, c, .+ gives (U (+ ; l 2+4h
G it1,, + G j..c+ G i,.,= G 4 (6) G,= 2 tan y D tan. yD , -

)- D.I D!-D.- 2E E, 2h
wheie i

h -HF F,

Equation (6) is a finite-difference equation with constant
coefficient3. It may be integrated taking into account the
following conditions.

to = 0 when K = 0

C ~ ~ t.- ' "/ = I when K = n

. ... . . The Fi /F ratios can be evaluated from the t, values.

L i ,Appendix III

Fig. 4-Cylinder Iopoed by radial force distributed Consider an indefinite cylinder loaded by radial forces
along a circular section uniformly distributed along a circular section (see Fig. 4).

According to the general theory of shells:"

MA -P e"- 0 (cos Ox - sin Ox) (7)
40

1 r Mx where
4J _=J ., 0. = 12.11.- ~

In the above equations P is the radial load per unit length,
s is the wall thickness, 0 the mean diameter; x, always
positive, is the distance along the axis of symmetry from
the cross section where the load is applied; M, is the
bending moment per unit length on the cross section at
x, positive when it produces compression in the outside
surface of the cylinder and tension in the inside surface

Fig, 5-Bending moment due to radial loading distributed (see Fig. 5).
along a circuar section In the same way, if the load is a bending moment M,,

uniformly distributed along a circular section, assuming
that in this section radial displacement is nil (see Fig. 6):

-- 01cos Ox (8)

2 P where the sign is positive for the right side and negative
Mxo for the left side of the cylinder.

In both cases it can easily be seen" that all stress
2 components and displacements almost vanish for x s

tr/O (x a 25 mm for the female member wall). Therefore,
" X if the loads are far enough from the ends of a finite

cylinder, eqs (7) and (8) can be used.
r By superimposing ihe effects of all radial loads Ph and

2 moments Mo,, the bending moments at the S,. . . S.
Fig, 6-Bendng moment due to a moment distributed cross sections were determined applying the above
along a circular section solutions.
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Reflection Mirror
.. Spatial Filter/ - Collimate Lens

Fig. 1-An optical configutation for / A
mer6 iterferometry PttlM rot ' -""

Laser / "

illu~minating angle between the two light beams; and 0 is h
the angle between the normal direction of the specimen
surface and the bisectional direction OC of the two light & -
beams. When 0 = 0, which corresponds to symmetric -

illumination (A = i. = ci), we have b

(3) R

P P =!sinca
where p. is the grating pitch in the -r. plane (surface
normal CC) and it is a constant once the optical system - 0
is fixed. Equation (2) can be simplified by utilizing the
relation given by eq (3), yiclding f/e d

p= P (4) Fig. 2-Uniform radial expansion ol a cylindrical shell
cos 0

The corresponding grating trequency is

/ = I = cosO (5)
P P. shell expands from J\ to gah with point f moving to g

and point c to a. Because of the expansion, arc fgwhich
Equations (4) and (5) show that grating pitch p and has already been exposed to a totrl number of n graingsfrequency f in the - plane will change as a function of now is expanded to arc gA and becomes capable of

angle 0, indicating that two sets of grating3 with a registering a total number of m gratings. The difference
different number of gratings could be registered on a in grating numbers will create fringes which are related to
certain region of an object if there is a change in 0 between the amount of shell expansion.
the two gratings' registration. The change in 0 could be Obviously, the grating pitch on thz shell surface is a
due to a rotation of the specimen relative to the virtual function of angle 0. However, the projection of surface-
grating. grating pitch on the vertical line -W is the saie, Le..

If a curved surface coated with a light-sensitive medium pitch v.. By following a similar analysis as that for theundergoes the sam e procedure, then the two sets of gratings sh d .-o r , e h iq 1 we ca rte t e nu b r o
will interfere to form a fiinge pattern on the specimen fringes formed on arcA as
surface. This fringe pattern reveals the surface topo-
graphic contour via some mathematical expressions which Np. = rp, - rp. = 7- - = a R sin 0 (6)
shall be derived in the later sessions. This is the principle
of topographic contour measurement by double-exposure Dividing both sides of the above equation by sin 0 yields
moir interferometry. Np. (7)

Measurement of Uniform Deformation sin 0

Double-exposure moir6 interferometry may be used for At a given point a, p. is a constant and N can be deter.
the measurement of umform rachal expansion or shrinkage mined by the fringe pattern obtained, In order to evaluate
of cylindrical surfaces even without any rotation between AR, we must know the value of 0 which depends on how
the two exposures, A cylindrical surface is exposed to the the fringe pattern is being recorded. If the optical axis of
virtual grating as shown in Fig, 2 Suppose there are n the recording lens coincides with line d0, then arc A
gratings formed on arc c Then, for some reason, the is recorded as line F which is defined as x The following
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I
relation exists of interest. Using the conventional moir fringe analyzing

-( method and denoting np. by x, we get
S R + ,R (8) Np. = mp. -np. = x cos (X + w sin a-x (1 )

Solving for AR from the above two equations, we get Solving eq (11) for w,

AR R (9) = Np. + x(1 - cos a) (12)x -Np. sin a-

For the case of uniform shell shrinkage, the initial radius where N is the fringe order at point a and it is zero when
is R = O x = "-' and sin o = x/R. Substitute these X W = 0.
into eq (7), we get Applying the same analysis for the left part of the X

d xis, we get the following expression.
AR NRp. () Np.- x(l -cos a) (13)

sin ()
N in eqs (9) and (10) is ordered in such a way that it is
zero when x = 0 and it increases for shell expansion while Note that x is the length of nip. and should be positive
decreases for shrinkage, making AR bear the right sign. for both sides of the X axis. We conclude that the w
To evaluate AR, one just has to choose a fhinge, number evaluation expression is slightly different for the different
it, measure its x coordinate, then substitute them along sides of the X axis. This difference can be negligible
with the values of R and p. into eq (10). because the term x(I - cos a) is very small compared

Because x can be almost as large as R and N can be as with Np. for small a, making the fringes represent con-
small as one, AR has nearly the same magnitude as that tours of equal w coordinates, which will be discussed later.
of pitch p.. While the magnitude of the latter can be as If the fringe pattern is recorded via a lens with its
small as that of the wavelength of the illuminating light optical axis coinciding with the W axis, then x in the
source indicating that the sensitivity of this method is above expressions can be measured from the photographed
quite high. The lower limit of sensitivity of this technique fringe pattern. The values of p. and a are also known
depends on the requirements on the density of fringes and from the optical setup and the amount of rotation.
the radius cf the shell. Suppose Nix = 10 (fringe spacing Therefore, w can be evaluated.
is 0.1 mm) and R = 100 mm, then the lower limit is For the case that the optical system rotates counter-
1000p.. Noting that the value of p. ii generally about one clockwise, the w evaluation expressions will be the same
micrometer, the measurable shell radial deformation as eqs (12) and (13) except that the sign of the term
vange is approximately between one micrometer to one x(I -cos a) will be just the opposite.
millimelet.

The above derivation was made under the condition Rotating the Specimen
that the fringe pattern was recorded when the shell is at"" More often than not, it is easier to rotate a specimen
the deformed state. The same analyzing method can also rather than the optical system between the two exposures
be applied to the case that the fringe pattern is recorde ae ta the nate retemn, e o exp ec,
when the shell has resumed lis original dimension after Because of the nature of relative motion, we do expect

the two exposures, only to yield slightly different to se the same expressions as eqs (12) and (13). However,
expressions. we will go through the derivation for rotating a specimen

about an arbitrary point in the following discussion.

Measurement of Surface Topography Curve a~c on an arbitrary object rotates an angle a
counterclockwise about point 0 to a as shown in

Double-exposure moir6 interferometry can be used Fig, 4, The difference in grating numbers yields the
directly for measuring topographic contour. A specimen following relation.
coated with photosensitive material is first exposed to a N -
volume of virtual grating and then it is exposed to the Np mzrap- np. = x - cb sin (0- a) (14)
same virtual grating again after either the optical system
or the specimen is rotated a certain angle. These two
exposures will make two sets of gratings on the specimen
surface. They will in general interfere with each other to
form a moir4 fringe pattern which is related to the topo-
graphy of the svecimen through certain mathematical "i, l
expressions.

The form of such expressions depends on the way the U
optical system or specimea 14 otated and the setup of the
coordinate system. Three cases and the corresponding ,
topography-evaluation expressions will be studied in the p .-
coming sessions followed by a discussion. A,. rI

Rotating the Optica! System o7•

Suppose the optical system is rotated clockwise an 7
angle a in the X - W plane (Fig. 3) between the two 4i1
exposures. Without losing generality, point e is chosen to C

be the origin of ihe coordinate system and a is the point Fig 3-Rotating the optical system
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Noting that sin (0- a) = sin 9 cos a - cos 0 sin a; point to point making the determination of the x co-
cb = c'b', and cb sin 0 = x, cb cos 0 = w, we ordinate erroneous. Besides, w variation induced persper-

can rewrite eq (14) as tive effect also introduces eiror. Errors like these may be
p0 - x(l - cos a) negligible for sligtly curved surfaces but must be takenw = sin C (15) into consideration for cylindrical or conical surfaces with

small radii.

The term x(l - cos at) bears a negative sign because the In order to reduce this kind of error, a so calledThe ermx~l- co a)beas a egaivesignbecusethe periphery camera, may be used for fringe-pattern record-rotation of the specimen is counterclockwise and the prpeycmr'myb sdfrfig-atr eod
oonate s em is ca tefilostino the ing on cylindrical, coni,;al or near cylindrical, near conicalcoordinate system is fixed at the final position of the surfaces. A periphery camera is capable of dtveloping the

object (Fig. 4). If we change the direction of rotation or ciicumference of a cylindrical or a conical surface into athe side of the X axis under investigation, we shall get the pane. In doing so, x in the above expressions will be
same result as that discussed in the previous sessions. replaced by another variable I which is a direct measure

The fact that the expressions derived for the general from the fringe pattern photographed by the periphery
case are the same as those for special cases indicates that camera. For a cylindrical surface, I = R, x = R sin 0
the rotating object and its center of rotation have no and sin , = sin (IR). Thus, eq (15) can be rewritten in

effect or, the evaluation of topography. While the rotating terms of I as
dir'ection or the change in the part of the X axis will only
change the sign of a term in the expression. Np. - R sin (1R)(i - cos a) (16)

sin a
Using a Periphey Camera In the folkowing discussion, all the fringe patterns were
So far only the conventional camera has been utilized recorded by such a periphery camera.

for fringe.pattern recording. The disadvantages of using
such a camera for fringe-pattern recording on a curved Further Discussion
surface is that not all points could be focused sharply
because w and hence the objective distance changes from Equations (12), (13) and (16) describe fringe equations

for the topographic contours instead of contours because
they are dependent on the x coordinate. They represent
contour only if the second tcrms in the numerators are
ne;ligible compared with the first terms Np. yielding

MP Np. (17)
sin a "

b As shall be seen, such an app, oxirnation is valid for small

b rotating angles and small fringe spacing.
/ .. 'The sensitivity of this technique is determined by the

difference in w between two adjacent fringes. Taking

a' AV ceq (15) as an example, the sensitivity is given by

a w = w(N+ 1)-w(N) V - Ax(l - cos U)
sin a

(18)

wheit Ax is the difference in x between two adjacent
fringes (fringe spacing in the X direction).Fig 4-Rotating the specimer about an Apparently, p. and t all influence the sensitivity. Piich

arbitrary point p, is normally about the order of micrometer and takes a
fixed value once the optical arrangement is fixed. Then
the most easily adjustable factor is angle a. Figure 5
shows the relation between A w logarithmic scale) and a

10 numerically calculated according to eq (18) where the
grating pitch p. is taken to be 2.0 um. The solid line

- otu represents the sensitivity for w contour [eq (17)] defineo as
tt Ax-2Orsr[
S-- x-6o, Aw- P (19)

E--- ax-S0,m sin a

The sensitivity a w evaluated for different values of fringe
>I spacing Ax is also plotted in Fig. 5. It is seen that for
> 0Z to small values the sensitivity is almost independent of

p 1.-2 Ar Ax. When a<5 I deg, for Axs 1 m, the error in sensi-
I tivity caused by using contour expression (eq (19)] in-

t. _ stead of topographic contour expression [eq (18)1 is less
0 2 3 4 than eight percent.

Rotated Angle a(Degree) Figure 5 also snows that the sensitivity can be adjusted
5-Sensitivity versus rotated angle at to the order of micrometer by making the rotation angleFi be about 3.5 deg for Ax = 1 mm. The lower limit of the

various fringe spacings
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SI
-" w Fig. 6--Topographic contour study ot a

- ~cylinder. (a) Topographic contour fringepatter (R = 54mm .=0. m~ a 0.17 deg); (b) comparison

Ila tI

(a)

For a flat plane, Aw is zero and p. p cos a, eq (18)
W(mm) becomes

-- -Theoretical Prediction , (21)
0 a o -Experimental Result A

/  -Cosa p -p.
6

-0 This is exactly the same as the expression for fringe-.0 spacing evaluation of a mismatch fringe pattern of
-J _classic moiri method.' 0

-.- " Experimental Investigation
L(nim)

., .r- ,...., , The validity of the above derivation was verified by
some experiments carried out on cylindrical shells with

- and without diametrical loading. The specimens were
(b) prepared according to a procedure described elsewhere"

except that no aluminum coating was applied to the
present work.

Figure 6(a) (R = 25.4 mn, p, = 0.7 um, a = 0.17
sensitivity, as shown in Fig. 5, can go as much as a few deg, a w = 230 Arm) is the fringe pattern of a uniform
millimeters for sufficiently small angle rotations. cylinder recorded by a periphery camera where theEquation (15) can be rewritten as horizontal axis is no longer x but rather arc length I. The

smal! circles in Fig. 6(b) are w coordinates calculated by

N -( - cos a)x/N (20) eq (16) based on the fringe pattern obtained [Fig. 6(a));
sin a while the solid line represents w coordinates calculated

according to the measurement of shell geometry by
where x/N is the average fringe spacing. Noting that eq
(20) is analogous to eq (18), we can conclude that Fig. 5 w = R(l - cos 0) (22)
and the result of the above error analysis discussion can
be readily applied to the comparison between topographic Apparently, the experimental results agree well with the
contour [e.g., eq (16)) and w contour [eq (17)] as well. calculated one.
Thus, the fringes obtained by the present technique Figures 7 and 8 show some experimental results for 5
approximately represent contours of equal w coordinates nonuniform cylindrical shells. Figure 7 is the moiri fringe 3
for small angle rotations (a < 1 deg). pattern of a cylindrical shell with some initial imperfec-

I

|

Fig. 7-Topographic fringe pattern of a shell with some imperfection
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tion. Figure 8(a) (R =50.2 mm, p. =1.66 14m, a=
0.6 deg, aw = 157 #sm) is the fringe pattern of a shell
under diametrical point loading.

Applying this double-exposure moiri-interferometry
technique twice, once before and once after specimen
is deformed, one will get two sets of moiri fringe patternsrespectively. Comparing these two, one can ind the w " -

displacement due to the load alone. Figure 8(b) is such a
comparison where the dots represent the w coordinates of
a shell with the diametrical load and the solid line repre-
sents that without. The difference in w gives the displace- . - *

ment due to the loading alone. Therefore, surface-topo-
graphic contour or w displacement, no matter it is uniform
or not, may be measured by double-exposure moire

interferonietry.* Conclusion
An experimental technique, along with some theoretical

derivation and experimental verification, for the determina. (a)
tion of topographic contour, or contours of equal w
coordinates for small angle rotations, based on a double-
exposure moir6-interferometry technique, is presented. Its - -W (mm)
applications to the accurate determination of shell uniform
radial deformation and of topography of arbitrarily -, - -Without Loading
curved surfaces are demonstrated. - Wit.... - h Loading

The sensitivity of the technique is shown to be from the -
order of micrometers to that of millimeters. It can be
easily adjusted by controlling the amount of rotation of ,
the sptcimen relative to the optical system between the -.

two exposures. Within a certain rotating limit, which isabout four deg for the test conditions in the present.......

work, the larger the rotated angle, the higher the sensitivity L(mm)

and vice versa.
The w evaluation expression is independent of the

rotating object and its rotating center between the--

exposures. However, the change in rotating direction or
the side of the X axis will alter the sign of a term in the (b)
expression. This difference is negligible for small angle Fig. 8-Topographic contour study of a shell
rotations. under diametrical loading. (a) Topographic

contour fringe pattern (R = 50.2 mm, p. =The fringe pattern produced by this method in 2teneral 1.66 prm, a = 0.6 deg); (b) comparison
yields surface-topographic-contour because the co-
ordinate x is involved in the expressions for the w
coordinate evaluation. However, for very small angle
relative rotations, this involvement is negligible indicating 2. AMeadows. D. W. Johnson,. WO. and Alen, 1.8., "Cenraotn of
that the moird fringes obtained by this technique represet Surf", Conoun by Moir Patterns." App Opt.. 9 (4. 942.947(1970
contours of equal w coordinates. 3. Takasaki, H.. "Moir Topography." Appl. Opt.. 9 16). 1467.1472

The major drawback of this technique is that sometimes (97o.
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{1975).
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fringe density such as that of the shadow moir method is Multiple.Sourct Holography Applied to Contour Gentration," J Opt
not possible with the present technique. This means that Soc. of Amer, 57 (2). 155.162 (1967).
either a rough knowledge about the curved surface or a 6 Jawngh. O.K. and Chiang, F.P., "Contouring by LW1 Speckle."itrial and error process is needed cured surfacory App! Opt., 20t19), 3385-.3387 (1981)
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Small-crack Closure Measurements in
Titanium Alloys

by J.M. Larsen and J.R. Jira

I

ABSTRACT-An automated interferometrir displacement gage described as a wedging action that occurs in the wake of a
was used to monitor crack.mouth-opening behavior of naturally fatigue crack, interfering with the normal opening and
Initiated small surface cracks in a series of titanium alloys closing motion of the crack. A crack that experiences the
having a range of microstructures and deformation charac- remotely applied value of &K = K... - K.,. may actually I
terislics. Findings indicate that the transient development of experience an effective stress-intensity.factor range,
crack closure plays a significant role in the early propagation AKoll = K... - K.,, where K., is the stress-intensity
of small fatigue cracks. factor at crack closure. Thus, for situations where K., is

substantially greater than K..., the crack-growth behavior
Introduction may be significantly affected by crack closure. Since

After several years of active research to study the closure operates in the wake of a fatigue crack, a finite

propagation of small fatigue cracks, a significant body of crack length must exist before the mechanism can develop

literature dealing with this subject has emerged (see Refs. fully. It has been speculated that the absence of fully

I-il). It has been shown that, when described by the developed closure for small cracks is at least partially

linear-elastic stress-intensity-factor range, AK, small responsible for their 'anomalously' fast growth. The

cracks may propagate significantly faster than nominally development of crack closure may be quite complex,

equivalent large cracks and that small cracks often do not however, since closure is produced by three primary

exhibit the normal threshold stressintensity-factor range, mechanisms [associated with fracture-surface plasticity,

AK,&, that limits the propagation of large cracks. Small oxides, and roughness (asperities)), which may operate

cracks often have been categorized by one or more simultaneously to various degrees depending on loading,

descriptive terms which further classify them as being: material, environment, temperature, and crack size.
Experimental measurement of the closure behavior of

small." Mechanically small cracks are defined as having a sma cracks is extremely difficult, however, which

length of the order of the crack-tip plastic-zone size, accounts for the very limited number of such data available

while microstructurally small cracks have a length of the in the literature. Recently, thi. difficult task has been

order of the dominant microstructural dimension. Due to accomplished using an interferometric displacement gage

its size, a crack that is simply physically small may behave (IDG) developed by Sharpe." Larsen et al." demonstrated

differently than an otherwise equivalent large crack and, the utility of the IDG for small-crack testing on an ad-

finally, a small crack may respond differently to a vanced titanium alloy and have since applied this tech-

chemically aggressive environment than a corresponding nique to a number of other alloys." Lee and Sharpe2 and

large crack. Although there are numerous factors that Su and Sharpe" have used the IDG to investigate small-
may contribate to the disparity between small- and large- crack behavior in aluminum alloys. This paper will discuss
mack growth r es, recret evidece ii ate ta lre- the characteristics and attributes of the computerized
incrack-othrtesurecehavi r ofdsmales lat er e nc s interferometric displacement gage and present direct
in crack-closure behavior of small versus large cracks are experimental measurements of the development of crack

Crack closure, which has been the subject of a number closure in surface flaws in a series of titanium alloys
Crac clsur, wichhasbeenthesubectof nuber possessing a range of maicrostructures and deformationof review articles" ' and a symposium," may be briefly characteristics.

Experimental Procedure

J M Larsen is Afatenals Research Engineer and J R i.ra s Materials The procedure for small-crack testing was specifically
Egieer, U S, Air Forc-t -Materis Laboratory, WRDCMLLN. developed to allow small cracks to initiate naturally on a
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433 residual-stress-free specimen surface. All small-crack

Paper was presented at the 1988 SEM Spring Ceitference on Experimenlal
Mechanics held in Portland, OR on June6- 1 testing was performed on electropolished axial specimens

Original mnanuscipt submared. June 2, l985 f'inoi manuscript received containing a mild notch (K, = 1.037), which served to
January 14, 1991 localize crack initiation." The specimens were cycled at a
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Computer-Aided Speckle Interferometry (CASI): Part II. An Alternate

IApproach Using Spectral Amplitude and Phase Information

D.J. Chen, F.P. Chiang

Laboratory for Experimental Mechanics Research

Department of Mechanical Engineering

State University of New York
Stony Brook, NY 11794-2300

Y.S. Tan H.S. Don

SDepartment of Mechanical Engineering Department of Electrical Engineering
Xi'an Jiaotong University State University of New York3 Xi'an 710049, P.R.China Stony Brook, NY 11794-2350

ft ABSTRACT

An alteriate approach of fully-automatic speckle interferometry is developed. Two speckle patterns of
a specimen, one before and one after deformation, are registered by a video camera. These digital speckle

patterns are segmented into many very small subimages. Analysis of corresponding subimage pairs is per.

formed pointwise at various locations from both speckle patterns. Basic data process involves two-step fast

Fourier transform (FFT). Local displacement vector is revealed by detecting a signal hill in the secondary
spectral domain. Accurate characterization of displacement components is achieved by a biparabolic fitting3 and maximum-searching near the signal hill. Whole field displacement distribution is deduced by analysis

of all subimage pairs. An artificial rigid shift between the two speckle patterns is introduced in case of
very large displacement. The range of measurable displacement is unlimited as long as the two speckle

patterns remain correlated. Incremental deformations in a dynamic loading process can be measured by

registering more speckle patterns at consective deformation stages and analyzing each pair of successive3 speckle patterns. The technique has been applied to the study of crack tip deformation fields.

I i1 Introduction

5 Laser speckle interferometry is an ideal technique for the measurement of surface as well as internal

deformation.' Being nondestructive and remote sensing. it is applicable to high temperature environient,

static as well as dynamic deformations. 2 Its basic process involves speckle recording, specklegram de'el-

oping, fringe pattern generation and analysis. Many automatic fringe pattern analysis methods hame been

developed in both the pointwise and the whole field analysis of the specklegrant.' I' Howe~er. speckle,5 gram developing is still a manual procedure which contradicts full automation of the whole process Ther-
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also exist unavoidable upper and lower displacement limits. The well developed electronic speckle pattern
interf,,rometry (ESPI) is an automatic technique for out-of-plane or in-plane displacement measurements
by using different optical arrangements."' Phase value evaluation of the fringe patterns in the ESPI has
been obtained using a phase-stepping technique. 2- " While high sensitivity is achieved in a whole field
survey, the system is intolerant of environmental disturbances, measurable displacement is restricted in
several wave lengths of the illuminating Ught, and the system is effective only for detection of one displace-
ment component unless a particular treatment is given. Another automatic approach is the digital speckle
correlation. 6 -25 Reliable results of both in-plane displacement components and displacement gradients
have been reported using the white-light, laser or acoustical speckles in a pontwise analysis fashion over
wide range of deformation. The drawback is such a process is the large amount of computation required
in the correlation evaluation, although some efforts have been taken to improve '.he computation.

In 1990, a new computer-aided speckle interferometry (CASI) was developed. 26 It retains all advantages
of the conventional optical speckle interferometry and provides an extended range of measurement in cases
of very large or very small displacements. Comparing with ESPI, it utilizes much simpler optical setup, I
provides complete 2-D displacement fields in a much larger deformation range, and is noise-resistant in
industrial environments. While providing comparable range with digital correlation method, it achieves 20
times raster computing speed.

In this work, we develop a modified approach to the problem. Besides all the highlights of the previous
approach, the new system requires no image-shifting between two speckle patterns even in case of very
small displacements. Neither is the shifting required to determine signs of displacement components. Since
only one signal hill is generated in the secondary spectrum, the whole spectral domain is more efficiently
used in displacement estimation. The range of measurable deformation is about the same of the previous
approach. While the amount of computation is 1.5 times of the first approach.

2 System and Procedures

The system used for data acquisition and image processing is shown in Fig. 1. The specimen is illuminated
by a white-light or laser beam so that laser or white-light speckles are generated on its surface. Speckle
patterns of the object are imaged by the objective and registered onto the sensor of a video camera. The
light intensity of each speckle pattern is digitized into an array of 512 x 480 pixels with 8 bits gray levels
by the DT-2861 Frame Grabber and stored into frame buffers or diskettes. The IBM-PC/AT controls the
data acquisition, performs image processing, and interfaces with a laser printer.

Basic process of the technique involves data acquisition and data processing. In data acquisition, two
speckle patterns of the specimen, one before and one after deformation, are captured by the 'ideo camera
and stored in the computer.

7- ~
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£ Fig.2 depicts general procedures of the data processing in the program. Two registered speckle patterns

are first segmented into 240 very small subimages (32 x 32 pixels in size). Each two corresponding subimages
S from both large images constitute a subimage pair and are to be analyzed to yield local displacement vector

at the subimage location. A FFT is applied to both subimages to generate two complex spectra and a

resultant spectrum is obtained by taking square-root of the product of the two spectral amplitudes as

II amplitude field and the phase difference between the two spectra as phase field. A second-step FFT is
then applied to the resultant spectrum and a signal hill is generated in the secondary spectrum. The local

displacement vector of the specimen at the subimage location is uniquely determined by detecting peak

position of the signal hill in the secondary spectral domain. By analyzing all subimage pairs of the two

large speckle patterns, 2-D displacement fields of the specimen can be deduced completely. More steps of

incremental deformation in a dynamic loading process can be revealed by registering more speckle patterns
at different deformation stages and analyzing each pair of successive registered speckle patterns. Strain5 fields can obtained by differentiating the resulting u- and v-displacement fields.

j 3 Theoretical Basis

Suppose we have registered two speckle patterns of a specimen into the computer, one before and one

after deformation (see Fig.2). These two speckle patterns are first segmented into two groups of very

small (32 x 32 pixels) subimages. As a typical process in the pointwise recurring analysis, we examineDone subimage pair, h1(z,y) and h2(z,y), from the tw. large images respectively. Since the subregion is
very small, one can assume that displacement inside the subimage is uniform. Then if represent the first

subimage by h(z, y), the second subimage is a shifted function of h(z, y), plus an uncorrelated random

S noise term, i.e.,

h (z,y) = h(z, y),

h: (z,y) =h(z - u, y - v) + n(z, y),

where (u, v) is local displacement vector, n(z, y) is uncorrelated noise. By applying Fourier transforms tog both subimages, two spectra of them, HI(f,, fj,) and H2(f,, fy), respectively, are obtained as,

H, (f, f) = H(fo,fj,)i exp[j¢i(f3_,fyj)
= ff h(z,y) exp[-j2,r(zf. + yfl,)]dzdy

= IH(f., fy)I exp[jO(f., fj)], (2)
H2(U.,) = IH2(f.,f,) exptj02(fr,fy)

f fA(h(z - u,y - v) + n(z, y)] exp(-j2r(zf. + yfy)]dzdy
IH(f/, fy) exp{j[O(f., fy) - 2ir(uf. + t,f)]} + N(f., fv),

I where (fe, fy) are spectral domain coordinates, a denotes the subimage region, IH(f=, fj)I and (f, fy)

are, respectively, spectral amplitude and phase fields, and N(f,, fy) is spectrum of the uncorrelated noise.3 From the two resulting spectra a new complex spectrum can be organized as

F(f., fy) = H, (f, fy) H;(f., !v)/ Vj H.(f., f,) H (f., f , 3

3f
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or ,

F(f., fv) = V,H(f., fv) H2(f=. fv)I exp{j[o(f., f,) - 02(f., fy)]}" (4)

In practice, the noise spectrum is a weak function. For simplification of analysis. we neglect V(f,. fy I

hereafter. By substituting Eq.(2) into Eq.(4), the resultant spectrum becomes I
F(f.,fy) :- IH(f.,f,)l expij27r(uf, + vfv)]. 5)

From Eq.(5) it is seen that the phase field of the resultant spectrum is a plane wave whose orientation 3
characterize the local displacement vector (u, v), and whose amplitude field equals the amplitude of both

individual spectra. 3
To obtain a more apparent function of displacement vector (u, v), F(f3 , fs) is again Fourier transformed

into a secondary spectral domain ( , qi). The resulting secondary spectrum is

G( ,r1) = f f&, F(f., f) exp(-j27r(f. + fj)]d df3 , I
"z f f, IJH(f.,f!)I exp{-j27r(f.( - u) + fy('q - v)]}df~dfy (6)

= Gj( - u, 7 - v) 3
where A/ denotes the spectral domain, and G,( - u, q - v) is an expanded impulse function located at

(u, v) in the secondary spectral domain ( , qi). By detecting peak position of this impulse, local displace-

ment vector can be uniquely determined. -

Two typical signal hills obtained in the secondary spectral domain, one at zero displacement and one

at nonzero displacement, is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the signal hill appears at the exact center of

the secondary spectral domain at zero displacement (Fig.3a), while it moves out of the center when the

local displacement is not zero (Fig.3b).

4 High accuracy by biparabolic fitting

The accuracy of the displacement components from direct detection of the signal hill in the discrete spec-

tral domain is linied by the pixel size of the sensor array. For more accurate characterization, a subpixel

detection of the displacement is necessary. In this work we employ a biparabolic least-square fitting algo-

rithm near the signal hill.

Suppose Po(,, ri,) is the detected on-pixel maximum while Pm ( , Y7,,) is the subpixel fine maximum !

position to be estimated (Fig.4). For simple description we select a new coordinate (c', 7') as

q' = q - (70.

The fine maximum position in the new coordinate is Pi( , r7). with

= i= q, - N.
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The continuous function to be fitted near tho signal hill can be interpolaed by a Taylor's series around

")(,7, _) 17 ea_ g,) 

s

+Cs(' - ')2(7i - 7') 4. - ' - ' H.O.T.,

where H.O.T. denotes higher order terms. In practice, the signal hill can be approximately considered as

fa symmetric function about , 7/) (see Fig.4). Thus several terms in Eq.(9) vanish. i.e.,

C, = C2 = Cs = C( = C7 = Cs = C9 = 0, (10)
Ca = C4.

In regard to the symmetry and neglecting H.O.T. in Eqo(9), the Taylor series is reduced to

G((,Y7') = . + (,7, ,)2 (11)

or Gf( ', q1) = C. 4" cX + C27' + C3(4V .,I7), (12)

wherewhrCo 
C. + C 3(f2 + 

13)
ci = --2C '1,,,( )

c2 -2C 3 4.5 C3 =C 3.
Constants c. c3 can be estimated by least-square-error method. The square~error s-.mmation between

the discrete spectrum G( ', Y7') and the continuous fitting function qdC('') in a square region of (2K +

1) x (2K + 1) pixels around the signal hill is

K K
Et 6 co + CIC + CO77 + C2+ C3q7'- (', 17)2, (14)

('=-K '=-K

where K is a appropriate positive integer. At 6= minimum, we obtain four constraint equations

56/Oc, =0, for i = 0 - 3. (15)

Let

MkL = Z V '/ for k,I = 0 -4, (16)

fC=-K n'=-Ki and note that {'- '-
Mk: = 0, when k or I is odd, 

17)

S Eq.(15) becomes

Moo 0 0 ,1 l0 -r 2  CO qO
0 M20  0 0 c1  q

0 0 "IMo2  0 C2 q2

M2o + Al02  0 0 M 40 + 2M22 + M 04  C3 q3

I
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where q. - q3 are.constants estimated from the local region of the discrete spectrum, i.e..

qo w -=K _ vT-K_- I{' ,
qo = E,_. ,K r _ = '(' K' G

• - K I9Fqo ~ -.'K- G('. 7')
r .,K_ r4-K 2

q3 -2 -K - 0+'=-K 17 'G(',' 9

Note that the square matrix in Eq.(18) is a sparse matrix, coefficients Co - c3 can be readily found by.
Coo (jMfo + 2M22 + M04 )/41 0 0 -(M20 + M02)/,, q.
cl = 0 1/A20  0 0 q (20)

C2 0 0 1/Mo2  0 q2

C3 -(Mo+ Mo J 2)/a 0 0  Mo0 /4 q(21

where
.A = Al.(M4 o + 2M M2 2 - ( M2o 0 Mo 2) (21)

When a local region of 5 x 5 pixels is used in fitting, we have K = 2, Afo = 25. ,112o = Mo2 = 50.

M 2  100, M4) = M04 = 170 and L = 3500 in Eq,(20). The solution of c0 ". c3 is

Co 27/175 0 0 -1/35 r+ N+
27'135+2 -2 t 1-

/51/50 40 . , 2 +2 -,2 _f 'G( ', t7') ,,,c2 0 0 1/50 0 4,1, "- 'V I

C3 -1/35 0 0 1/140 ,-g,-2 + )

From Eq.(13), the maximum subpixel position of the signal hill can be found as

" = -c/i'(2c), (23)

q,', = -c2/(2cJ).

And the local displacement components are

u = = o+ , (24' ,
v) 17,n I?,, + 17-11

5 Results and discussion

In a simple experiment, a single edge-cracked aluminum specimen of length 225 m, width 75 nun and

thickness 3.4 mm under model I loading condition was tested. The prefatigued crack was 25 nun in length.

One surface of the specimen was slightly painted by white and black sprays alternately and illuminated
by a white-light bulb after it was mounted onto a INSTRON loading cell. An area of about 20 x 20 m"1

around the crack tip was monitored by the video camera. A tensile loading was applied in two steps. Three

digital speckle patterns were obtained at zero load, first and second loading levels, respectively (Fig. 5a-c).

The u- and v-displacement distributions are obtained at 240 points in the inspected area at both loading

levels. Result at each point was obtained by analyzing the corresponding two subimages of 32 x 32 pixels.



f I Displacement fields at load level I were obtained by processing the first and the second speckle pattern

(se,, contours in Fig.6). And that at load level II were obtained by processing the first and the third

speckle pattern (contours in Fig.7). Fig.6 and 7 show that the near-tip displacement fields are in good

agreement with our earlier work done by moire. Strain fields may be obtained by differentiating the u- and

v-displacement fields. And comparison of displacement and strain distributions with theoretical elastic

and plastic crack tip solutions may be performed. These analyses are not included in this paper. The

digital processing takes the IBM-PC/AT 12 seconds for one data point and 48 minutes for a 24 (16 , 15)

I . points rectangular grid at present time. A two-time faster processing speed is going to be achieved by

using the data symmetry in the 2-D FFT operation in our laboratory. More significant improvement may

be achieved by using an updated computer or implementing the AT with an array processor.I
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Range of Measurement of Computer-Aided

Speckle Interferometry (CASI)

3 D.J. Chen, S. Li, T.Y. Hsu and F.P. Chiang
Laboratory for Experimental Mechanics Research

Department of Mechanical Engineering
State University of New York
Stony Brook, NY 11794-2300

ABSTRACT

Measurable area, accuracy, and rangen of displacement, strain and rotation of the CASI are estimated.
The measurable aret for a given video camera is proportional to the area of each individual speckle. The

j displacement uncertainty is proportional to speckle size. The measurable displacement ranges from a few
percent of speckle size to several centimeters. Strain and rotation up to 3 - 5% can be detected. Experimental

I results from CAST on crack opening displacement (COD) and normal strain distribution ahead of a crack tip

of an aluminum specimen under mode I loading are presented.

J Introduction

I In the past two years, two approaches of computer-aided speckle interferometry (CASI) were developed.1',

The fully automated processes, including speckle registration and information extraction, provide a whole
field survey of a 2-D displacement in a pointwise fashion. The systems constitute simple and reliable optical

I as well as electrical setup. The methods retain all nondestructive features of conventional optical speckle
interferometry and provide extended range.

In this work, we analyze the range of CASI. Although ranges of the two approaches are comparable, we
concentrate our discussion on the second approach. 2 The system used Is shown in Fig.l.

I 2 Measurable Area and Accuracy

Unlike the conventional speckle photography in which the frame resolution of the recording film is usually

abundant, the digital resolution of a video camera is rather limited. It is true that the finer the resolution,

the less the distortion resulting from a sampling process, but it reduces the actual area that can be measured

with a given capacity of the camera. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the reliability and capability of

the measurement.
In the earlier work of Chen and Chiang, 3 an optimal sampling resolution of speckles was estimated with

Sexperimental verification. By that resolution, the relation between the sampling interval of the sensor array

(T) and the subjective speckle size at the image plane (5) is

I T 0.45. (1)

CHEN



For the convenience of further analysis, we convert this sampling rate into an expression on specimen, i.e.,

T O.4So, (2)

where T. (= TIM) is the equivalent sampling interval and S., (= S'IM) is the equivalent speckle size on

specimen, and M the image magnification factor. It should be noted that S,. is approximately the objective
speckle size when white light speckles are used.

The accuracy of the displacement components from direct detection of signal hill in the discrete spectral

domain is limited by the pixel size of the sensor array.2 For more accurate determination, a subpixel maximum

searching for displacement components is required. This was done by a biparabolic fitting near the signal hill.2

To our experiences, at the optimal sampling rate the uncertainty from the subpixel detection varies from 1%
to 5% of the speckle size, depending on the degree of decorrelation between the two speckle patterns. Thus
the unsolvable displacement on a specimen is

60 = 0.01S. - 0.055. (3)

Equation (3) indicates that the unsolvable displacement is proportional to the speckle size (see Fig. 2). Thus,
for accurate measurement small speckles are preferred.

From Eq.(1) and (2), we see that the image magnification must be selected consistently with the sampling q

interval of the sensor and speckle size on the object, i.e.,

M = 2.5"T/SS. (4)

This relation implies that the measurable area on a slacimen Is limited with a given video camera. For
instance, with a camera resolution of 512 x 512 pixels the maximum measurable area on the specimen Is

A0 = (512To) 2 ; 42000S.. (5) j
For speckles from 0 to 1001A, the dependence of the area on speckle size is shown in Fig. 2. It is sern that the
measurable area is proportional to the area of each individual speckle on the object. Obviously, to measure
large area, large speckles should be used. However, as shown above, larger speckles will also result in lower
accuracy. In practice, speckle size must be selected judicially by considering both effects.

3 Extended Range of Displacement

Local displacement of a specimen always brings about decrement of the correlated area in a subregion between
two speckle patterns (Fig.3). We consider a general two-dimensional displacement case in Fig. 3. When both

u and v approach L,/2, where L, is the subimage size, the correlated area in the subimage drops to one-
quarter of the total subregion. More critically, when either u or v is larger than L,/2, the signal hill will move
out of the 32 x 32 pixel region in the secondary spectral domain and aliasing will arise. 2.4 Thus, it seems

that the measurable 2-D displacement on the specimen is limited by

Ma(Iul, lvl) < L,/(2M) = 16T/M , 6.4S. (6) j

c ......... -qI
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i However, in practice this displacement lmit may be easily lifted by using an image-shifting technique.

When there is a large rigid body displacement, an intentional rigid shift towards each other of the two speckle

I patterns can be introduced before the image segmentation. The real displacement vector at each subregion

can be obtained by subtracting the shifted distance vector from the searched displacement vector. Thus,

I the measurable displacement is unlimited as long as the two speckle patterns remain well correlated. Our

observations show that specimen displacement up to 20 - 40 mm in white speckle method, and 2 - 4 mm in

laser speckle method can be measured successfully without dramatic decorrelation between the two speckle

I patterns.

I 4 Range of Strain and Rotation

Other decorrelation factors may arise from in-plane strain and rotation of a specimen (Fig.4). Let's first

I consider the effect of the local normal strains, e.. and e.., in Fig.4a. In a special case, when the two normal

strains are equal, the relation between the reference and deformed subimages Is equivalent to a magnification

mismatch between the two speckle patterns. Using numerically simulated images, Bailey et al have analyzed

the effects of magnification mismatch on cross-correlation performance.' In CASI, the equivalent effects will be

the shortening and flattening of the signal hill in the secondary spectral domain.2 Obviously, the wider Is the

I signal hill and the smaller is it's peak value, the lower are the reliability and the accuracy of the measurement.

Therefore, there is a limited range of the measurable normal strain. Bailey et al have suggested a rule of

thumb of magnification mismatch using simulated images.' Applying that suggested rule to speckle images

and noticing the equivalent magnification mismatch resulting from the normal strains, the following limit is

found,

N.IeI !5 1, (7)

where N. (=32) is the array size of the subimage and e = e.. = c. From Eq. (7) It is seen that" the

I relative displacement of a border pixel to the center of the subimage should not exceed one-half pixel width.

Recall that the speckle size is two-and-half pixel at the optimal sampling rate, It implies that the relative

displacement of the border elements cannot exceed one-fifth of the typical ipeckle size. In general, the two

normal strains are rarely equal. A more conservative rule of thumb for general normal strains may be selected

as,

I Maz-(Ie.., le.1) 5 1/N.. (8)

Recall that the subimage size is 32 x 32, then the limit of the normal strains becomes,

a e .I ) - 3.1%. (9)

I At this limit, there are nine (3 x 3) on-pixel positions for which there is partial overlap between the two

original 32 x 32 speekle subregions. And the peak value of the signals drops to 0.53 of that obtained at zero

strain.'

In the case of in-plane shear strain (e,) or rotation (w,,), the effect on the correlation function is similar

to that of the normal strains (Fig.4b and 4c). They also spread the correlation hill and decrease its peakI



value. By comparing the correlation errors resulting from the shear strain or rotation with that from normal

strains, a similar limit can be found as

Maz(Ell, <) 1/N.. (10)

For general 2-D deformation, a limit can be obtained by combining Eq.(9) with (10), i.e.,

Max (I e.,,1, 1 ,,y 1, 1 e ~ , l ) -5 3. 1%. (11)

In reality, many other decorrelation factors between the two speckle subregions may occur. For instance,

the deformation of speckle pattern may not follow exactly the same deformation of the specimen. Other

decorrelation factors may arise from temporal and spatial variations of the illumination, electrical noise of

data acquisition system, and digitizing error In the image sampling and quantizatlon, etc. However, all these

decorrelation factors are quite small in small deformation range. The major decorrelation inside a subimage

is a result of local displacement, strain and rotation. Indeed, using white light speckles we have achieved

successful inspection of strains as large as 5 %. While using laser speckles, strains up to 2 % has be-n

measured. The small range of laser speckle method may be explained by the quick decorrelatlon of the laser

speckles.

5 Experiment

An aluminum specimen with a single edge crack was tested under tensile loading. White light was used In

illumination. An area of about 20 x 20 mm2 arovnd the crack tip was inspected. The load was applied in

three steps. Four speckle patterns, before and after each load level, were registered by the frame grabber

(Fig.5). Rigid body displacement between each pair of successive speckle patterns was as large as several

milimeters. Such large displacement was first estimated by displaying each speckle pattern on a monitor and

tracing a particular speckle at the central region of the pattern by a cursor, and was then eliminated by

introducing an intentional rigid shift towards each other of the two speckle patterns. Although displacement

distribution at each deformation level could be obtained at 240 (15 x 16) points in the whole field, we merely

made use of two rows of data points in this work, one above and one below the crack. The separation of the

two rows, which is referred to as gage length in Fig.6 - 9, is 2.5 mm on specimen. Taking the difference

(Av) between the v-displacement components of the the two rows, crack opening displacement (COD) was

obtained. Fig.5 shows COD distributions behind crack tip (at z > 13.13 mrn) at load level I and I. It is seen

that Av does not vanish even before crack tip (at z < 13.13 mm ), although it is quite small. This nonzero

distribution results from the large normal strain e,, ahead of the tip. In fact, normal strain (eyily=o) ahead

of crack tip can be simply obtained from the the ratio between Av and the gage length. Fig.7 shows the so

obtained results at load level I and II, from which one can clearly observe the singular strain distributions.

For the propagating crack at load level III, the COD and eyIv0o were similarly obtained, and are shown in

Fig.8 and Fig.9, respectively. From the Av distribution in Fig.8 one may also easily view the length of crack

advance. Unusually, there is some strong fluctuation in the eyJ,,=0 distribution. This is because the crack had

propagated at about 200 below the horizontal axis (see Fig.5), and the new crack tip extended out of the range

of the 2.5 mm gage. Consequently, a compensatory measurement was made by using the t-displacement
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difference between two other data rows with a longer gage length of 5 mm (Fig.9). It is seen from Fig.9 that

the new estimated eywI=o curve has a more reasonable singular distribution than that from the 2.5 mm gage.
It should be noted that such a distribution may under estimate the ey =o at the near-tip region since it is

I an average survey over the 5 mm gage. The results in Fig.(7) and (9) also show that plastic strains as large
as 5 ,- 8% are effectively monitored.

I6 Conclusion

Measurable area, accuracy, and ranges of displacement, strain and rotation by CASI are analyzed. An optimal
sampling rate was used in speckle digitalization. Unsolvable displacement varies from 1% to 5% of equivalent
speckle size on specimen, depending on degree of decorrelation between the two corresponding speckle patterns.3 Measurable area is proportional to the area of each individual speckle on object. At subimage size of 32 x 32
pixels, a theoretical upper limit of 3.1% was found for in-plane strains and rotation. Using white light speckles,I displacement up to 20 - 40 mm, and strain and rotation up to 5% can be determined. While by laser speckles,
displacement up to 2 ~ 4 mm, and strain and rotation up to 2% may be examined.
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DETERMINATION OF PLASTIC ZONE AT CRACK TIP USING

LASER SPECKLE DECORRELATION
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j ABSTRACT

[Speckle patterns from a metallic surface vary as a function of plastic dkforn;tion theI material experiences and hence may be used to detect the plastic zone size. 'T'lie speckle
patterns are recorded and compared using cross .correlation analysis based on an image
processing system. This technique, which has the merits of bcing non-co,,tact, remote
sensing, and high sensitivity, is applied to measuring the size of plastic zone around a

ihole in an aluminum plate with finite width. A comparison with theoretical and finitc
:element results is presented.

INTRODUCTION

iThe size and shape of plastic zone is of importance to the understanditng of ductile
.fracture of metals. Most plastic zones are calculated numerically. Expcrimental de-
termination usually requires quantitative values of plastic strains - a time consuming
process. A non-contact, remote sensing technique for measuring plastic zone size is pre-
;sented based on plasticity induced surface roughness and speckle pat cri dccorLelation.

5 The surface roughness of a metallic material changes witi increase in surfame strain
'[1]. As a result, the speckle pattern from tile material surface changes curre-londingly.
,This phenomenon suggests methods to relate plastic strain quantitatively with fhe vari-

I ation in speckle pattern. Some techniques based oil this principle haxc been dveloped

J2, 3]. Yet, the sensitivity and reliability of these techniques need i,,,provement.

I The present non-contact, remote metlhod for determining plastic zone is Ilased on

an image processing system. A cross correlation teclinique is emlo3ed to analyze the
digitized speckle patterns. In particular the techinique is afulicd to lh i dlcrt ninalion

of the plastic zone around a central hole in a plate N itl, flinte %idt h. 'I'lh pe rni tental

I



:reul i ingod gremet it tht y inie leentanlyis
I.

SPECKLJE PATTERN CORRELATION3

The proposed technique makes use of a set-up as schematically shiown ill Fig.1. Thle
!Point of interest onl a test object wvas illuminated with a 20m it Ile-Nc laser. TIo increase
the lateral resolution of the t echnique, tile diamecter of thle laser berti was, reducedI
through a systemi consisting of a spatial filter, an aperture, a collimating lens and a

;converging lens. A piece of ground glass was placed at a distance of U.871 fromi thle test

1object. A digital camera was connected to a monitor anid supported by a comp~uter
which provided correlation analysis capabilities.

Specimen spta itrLaser
Spatial fit r ~ 2 f

-colliatng lei's
Conve rgingI

Ground glass

I-J V
I ~otiltor

CCU)

came ra

Vax computer

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of thei experinit ni set-ilpl)

VCross correlation [31 is used to characterize tile digitized speckle pat terii5 suich aisI

those shown in Fig.2. For two speckle patteriis described b 'y g(i,j ) mid fN,j) thle

normalized zero shiift cross corrclation (',(q, J ), \% hlich, is a 'Ie, s-1tre uf (Ihe resemlblanlce

between the two functions, is defined as

C :(g, f) W) x 7:=lEj=,P0,I



where M,N are the dimensions of g(ij) adf(zij), rst.ivy.TecrscoeltnI coefficient of two speckle patterns, one from elastic zone and the other from plastic zone,
:is smaller than that all from elastic zone and hence may be used to dectect p'lastic zone.
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Damage Monitoring of Metal Materials by
3Laser Speckle Assisted by Image

Processing Technique*
3(Basic Experiment)

3 Akira Kato**, Yu-Zhong Dai** and Fu-Pen Chiang-

This paper presents a method to detect damage of metals with no contact using
a laser speckle technique. This method is based on observations of the change of the
laser speckle pattern depending on the surface roughness and texture change of the
material caused by slip bands due to plastic deformation. The laser speckle pattern
was analyied automatically and quantitatively using an image processing system in
this experiment. A new parameter, c,, was derived to statistically express the features

of the speckle pattern. It was found that this parameter can express the features of the
speckle pattern accurately and has excellent reproducibility. Also, it allows an accu.
rate measurement of plastic strain. The experiment was carried out for cases of both
static tensile and fatigue loading using aluminum alloy as the material.I
Key Words: Nondestructive Inspection, Laser Speckle Method, Image Processing,3Plas' - T'formation, Fatigue

. Iobtained in those experiments scatter slightly, and the
I. Introduction results are not sufficiently reliable. It is essential in

Both static plastic deformation and fatigue dam- this kind of experiment to analyze the laser speckle
age of metal materials are accompanied with plastic pattern quantitatively and to find a parameter that
strain, producing slip bands on the material .urface. can express the features of speckle pattern change
Therefore, the surface roughness and surface profile accurately. In this investigation, an image processing

change with the progress of plastic deformation or system was employed to analyze the laser speckle
fatigue damage. The laser speckle pattern changes pattern automatically and quantitatively As the dis.
with the change of surface roughness and profile. If tribution of the light intensity of the laser speckle
the relationship between the laser speckle pattern and varies drastically, we considered a new statistical
the amount of plastic deformation or fatigue damage parameter to express the features of the laser speckle
is known in advance, we can estimate the damage of pattern. The reproducibility of this parameter was
meta! materials based on the speckle pattern. examined and the accuracy of the measurement was

Measurement of plastic deformation by the laser investigated.
or white-light speckle technique has been reported by In the earlier stage of fatigue, slip bands generate
several researchersu""'. Those papers investigated on the metal surface, microscopic shear strain is
the method to estimate plastic strain based on the stored in the slip bands and the slip bands become
speckle pattern change depending on the surface tex- dense. The surface texture changes and surface rough-
ture change nduced by slip bands HoweNer, the data ness becomes marked with the progress of fatigue

damage" . ') If we use the laser speckle technique,

Received 2nd October, 1990 there is a possibility of detecting the fatigue damage
Chubu University, Kasugai. Aichi Japan of metals in the early stage of fatigue before initiation
State Unversity of New York at Ston, Brook Stony of cracks In this study, we observed the change of the3 Brook, Ne% York. U S A speckle patern during fatigue cycles under operation
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estimated by expression (76). The calculated results York (1988), p. 123.
shown in the figures quantitatively inform us of the (4) Ng, K. W. and Ngoc, T. D. K., Application of
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• •Quantitative 
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of a testing machine apd the possibility of fatigue expressed by a numerical value from 0 to 255 in the
monitoring by the laser speckle technique was inves- image memory. The digital image data were transfer.
tigated. red to the main memory of a minicomputer (VAX 11/

730) and then stored in its magnetic tape. Software to
2. Experimental Procedure analyze the speckle image was developed on the

2. 1 Experimental system minicomputer.
The material used in this experiment is 6061 2.2 Data analysis

aluminum alloy. The initial roughness and directional Figure 2 shows examples of the gray level distri.
feature of the specimen surface has a large influence bution of the speckle patterns obtained from the
on the speckle pattern. If the surface texture is direc. image processing system for different magnitudes of
tional, the speckle pattern is directional and not plastic strain caused by uniform tension. These figures
axisymmetrical. Also, if the initial surface roughness show that the speckle pattern changes clearly with the
is large, speckle pattern change is small in the range magnitude of plastic strain. The peak gray level at the
of small plastic strain. Therefore, if it is required to center of the speckle image decreases and the gray
detect a small change of speckle pattern, the specimen level distribution spreads out with the increase of
surface should initially be smooth and nondirectional. plastic strain.
In this experiment, the specimens were polished finally Figure 3 shows the relationship between the ratio
with aluminum dioxide powder in random directions of MmnIMmmx and plastic strain. Here, Mmin and Mmax
so that the surface texture became macroscopically are the minimum and maximum values, respectively,
isotropic and uniform. The initial surface roughness among second-order moments of inertia of the gray
was about 0.1 lim Ra for every specimen. level distribution around the four different axes shown

Figure 1 shows the layout of the experimental in the chart of Fig. 3. If the ratio Mmt,/Mmax is close to
system. He-Ne laser was illuminated on the specimen 1, it means that the second-order moments of inertia
surface and the laser speckle pattern was formed on around the four axes take almost the same value;
the ground glass placed in front of the specimen. The that is, the gray level distribution of the speckle
diameter of the laser beam was about 1 mm. The pattern is round and axisymmetrical. From the figure,
image of the speckle pattern was input into the image this ratio is smaller than 1 when plastic strain is small,
processing system (Hamamatsu C1000) through a TV but it approaches 1 with the increase of plastic strain.

camera and then A/D converted. Resolution of the This means that the gray level distribution is slightly
image memory was 256 x 256 and the gray scale of one directional initially, but it becomes nondirectional and
pixel was 256. The brightness of the laser speckle was axisymmetrical around the centroid of the gray level

distribution when plastic deformation becomes large.
Hence we considered the following parameter to

Speime express the spread of the gray level distribution
He-Nc laser around the centroid of the distribution.

First, the image of the speckle pattern was
smoothed to reduce the noise. We used a moving
averaging method of 3 x 3 pixels for smoothing. Then
the centroid, O(xo, yo), of the gray level distribution

was obtained (Fig. 4 ( a )), and the average gray level,
g(r), of pixels on a circle c with the center 0 and the
radius of r was obtained (Fig. 4 ( b)). The average

Ground glass TV camera gray level g(r) is expressed by the following expres.
sion, 

Z(,Y" V m o n to r g ( r ) = c n - ( 1 )

3 where g(x, y) is the gray level at a point (x, y) on

circle c of the speckle image. Then Zg(x, y) is the

summation of the gray level of pixels on circle c and

Hamamatsu nc is the number of pixels on the same circle. Also,VAX 1,70 C000r = ,'(x - xo)'+ (y - Y).

Consequently, the function g(r) expresses the gray
Flevel distribution in the radial direction around the
Fig I Contguratlon of experimental system
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I centroid 0 (Fig.5( a )). g(r)r'

Then g(r) was normalized to reduce the error c,= -, -, (3)

induced by the difference of speckle brightness. We ;og'(r)

used the following linear mapping function for nor- where N, is the limit of r, which was taken as 110 in
malization: this analysis.

9'(r)= 255gx(r)-gmn (2) Next, we examined the influence of brightness ofThis fnt e m gthe laber speckle on the c; parameter. Figure 7 shows

This function makes the maximum gray level in g(r), the relationship between ch and gm.x when the speckle
The normalized5 araytlevelndistribution isshownein. pattern was obtained at the same point of a specimenThe normalized gray level distribution is shown in with different brightness of the laser speckle. The

Fig. 5 ( b ). Figure 6 shows the difference in the nor- spe e brightness a c he bystwoseho. One

malized gray level distribution depending on the plas. is that thee artue of th lens of the TV camera was

tic strain. The gray level distribution, g'(r), is found csehage unertarconstan iens of the laser lih

to spread with the increase of plastic strain. Hence, and the other is that the intensity of the laser light

we considered the following parameter that can was changed with an ND filter under a constant
express the feature of the gray level distribution: a e of th ln Ti fiur hows stat

aperture of the lens. This figure shows that the ci.

_parameter is almost constant in the wide range of g.,
(from 20 to 160) and takes almost the same value in
both cases. This means that the cA parameter is notIj Iwo
significantly influenced by the brightness of the laser

- 40 speckle, and both the change of aperture and the
•change of light intensity have almost the same effect

00 t.on the cA parameter.

40,0 [3. Measurement of Plastic Strain

, of plastic strain. Here the aluminum specimens were
(a) g(r) loaded by uniaxial tension. Plastic strain was mea-

sured by the moir6 method. Figure 8 shows the rela-
.40 tir.ohip between the surface roughness (Ra) and.the

magnitude of plastic strain. It is found that the surface
ISO ,roughness increases with the increase of plastic strain.

I NL 
Figure 9 shows the relationship between the CA, param.

3 eter of the laser speckle pattern and the magnitude of
plastic strain ep. The experiment was conducted

40
under four different testing conditions of speckle

0 as 
brightness. The first one was that the aperture of the

s' t u ,. TV camera was constant but the light intensity of the

(b) g'(r)(No-malized) laser light was adjusted with an ND filter so that the

Fig. 5 Normalization of g(r)
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average gray level of the speckle image became ep=c(c). (5)
approximately constant. The others were that the Here, log(c)= -a/b and d=lIb. The values of c and
aperture of the lens of the TV camera was fixed at d were obtained by the least squares method: c=3.99
three different values, i. e., f/32, f/16 and //8, under a X 10- " and d=0.74. Therefore, we can estimate the
constant light intensity. It is found that the values of magnitude of plastic strain from the value of the Ck
c, obtained under different conditions of speckle parameter using this equation. It was found that this
brightness coincide very well and the cA parameter is parameter ca is not influenced significantly by the
not influenced by speckle brightness in all cases of brightness of the laser speckle and that it has a very
plastic strain. The parameter cA increases with ep and good reproducibility. It can be concluded that this
has a tendency similar to the surface roughness shown parimeter will allow us to make an accurate measure-
in Fig. 8. ment of plastic strain.

Figure 10 shows the relationship between CA and 4 FatigueTeat
ep obtained from two specimens under the same
experimental condition. In the figure, the data of In the fatigue test, we used the notched specimens
specimen A are the averages of values shown in Fig. shown in Fig. 11. The laser light was illuminated on
9. The values of c, obtained from the two different the edge at the notch root of the specimen, as shown
specimens coincide very well. This shows that the cA in the figure. The testing machine used was a servo-
parameter has a very good reproducibility and that hydraulic fatigue testing machine (Instron). The spec-
there is a fixed relationship between cA and plastic imens were subjected to uniaxial tensile fatigue load.
strain ep. Figure 10 shows that there is a linear rela- The specimen was set in the testing machine and the
tionship between log(cA) and log(ep). This relation can laser light was illuminated on the specimen surface,
be expressed by the following equation: The experimental layout is almost the same as in Fig.

log(c,)=a+b log(ep). (4) 1 except that we used a high-speed camera (SP2000,
Alternatively,, it can be expressed by Kodak) to obtain the speckle image and a personal

computer (IBM PS/2) to analyze the image data. The
image of the speckle pattern was taken using the high-

06 speed camera during fatigue loading without stopping

C 05- the testing machine or unloading the specimen. This
high-speed camera can obtain images up to 2000 I

0.4 frames/sec. This equipment performs A/D conversion

I03__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1

0,2 --.
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") 010 
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of the image signal and stores the digital image in its However, as shown in Fig. 13, the cA value changes
memory as wen as o; the magnetic tape. The resolu- appreciably with the increase of fatigue cycle whenI tion of this image memory is 238 x 192 and the gray stress amplitude is rather large and it may be conclud-
scale is 64. As the frequency of the cyclic loading was ed that damage detection is possible in the early stage
set at 6 Hz, which was not so high, we used the high- of fatigue by observing the change of the c. parame-

speed camera with the speed of 200 frames/sec. Dur- ter.
ing the fatigue test, an image of the laser speckle
pattern was taken at a certain interval of fatigue 5. Concluions
cycles. The image data of the speckle pattern were The laser speckle technique was applied to the
transferred to the personal computer, and the same measurement of plastic strain and the detection of

analysis as that in the static tensile test was made. fatigue damage, assisted by an image processing sys3 We observed the speckle pattern change with the tem in this study. The image processing system was
progress of fatigue damage under several kinds of found to be very effective in analyzing the speckle
stress amplitude. We used specimens with a notch pattern quantitatively. The cA parameter which we
radius of 6.4 mm. As the notch radius is rather large, derived in this study expresses the features of the

the stress concentration factor due to the notch can be laser speckle pattern numerically and has a very good
considered to be 1. The conditions of fatigue stress at reproducibility. The relation be .ween c., and plastic
the notch root were as follows: the mean stress was strain is expressed by a simple equation in the range

fixed to arm=217MPa and the stress amplitude was of plastic strain (ep<10%) where we made experi.
changed as a,=155, 167, 186, 205 and 217 MPa. Figure ments. Then, plastic strain can be estimated easily
12 shows the relationbhip between stress amplitude using this equation. It is concluded that the magnitude

and fatigue life, N,. Figure 13 shows the relationship of plastic strain can be estimated accurately by the
between the cA parameter of the laser speckle pattern laser speckle technique.
and AN,. Here, N is the number of stress cycles. It is The speckle pattern did not change so dramati-

I normalized by fatigue life, N,, for the corresponding cally with fatigue loading, and the change of the c,

stress amplitude shown in Fig. 12. The value of cA is parameter was very small. Also, the fluctuation of the
very small compared to that in the case of static cA parameter was not as distinctive as that of static

plastic deformation, especially when ea is small. Also, tensile test. Therefore, detection of fatigue damage

the change of the c, value is very small when ca is will not be as accurate. However, the c, parameter
smaller than 186 MPa. However, the cA value in- changed appreciably when the stress amplitude was

creases monotonously with NIN). The c, value be- rather large. It can be concluded that there is a

comes large with the increase of ca. and the change of possibility of detecting fatigue damage by this
the cA parameter with N/N, becomes perceptible. It is method.
found that the c, value changes markedly during the
earlier cycles of fatigue and is saturated for larger N. 300

As the plastic strain induced by fatigue loading is
very small compared to that of the static tensile test, * 217 NiPa

the change of the speckle pattern is small and the cA X 205
value does not change so markedly in the fatigue test. & 186

0 167

300 200 0 155 0 0 . 0

i~o

E 01 X X X X X

0 0
00 -. 0 0 0. 0

001 01
Fatigue life A, xl0' , \,

Fig 12 Relatiunship bet%een stresb amplitude and Fig 13 Relatiunship betm een ,, and N.\. under different3 fatigue life stress amplitudes
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Abstract
The surface roughness of a metallic material varies as a function of the plas-
tic deformation it has experienced. Investigations on plastically induced
surface roughness in literature are incomplete because the roughness pa-
rameter used can not define the surface roughness completely. Furthermore
the mechanism of plastically induced surface roughness is, to a large ex-
tent, unknown. The purpose of this work is therefore two fold: Firstly, a
more clear picture of the phenomena is provided through a more detailed
description of surface roughness and its relation to material property, stress3 mode, and strain path. Secondly, the mechanism of the plastically induced
surface roughness is experimentally studied in both macroscopic and mi-
croscopic scales.

Introduction
Studies on the roughening of free surfaces of metallic materials due to plas-
tic deformation have been reported." - These studies discussed the influ-
ence of stress mode,1 2'4'5 ' grain size,' 2 '7 material property,4 '5 8 temperature,7

strain rate,7 and hydraulic pressure7 on surface roughness characteristics.
Some models, which describe the relation between some of the above men-
tioned factors and surface roughness, have also been introduced.1' 36' 9 De-3 spite the existence of some discrepancies due to the difference in test con-

"Forinerly a graduate student at SUNY, Stony Brook.
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ditions, such as the initial surface roughness, some conclusions have been
drawn: For rogm temperature tests, the major conclusion is that, the sur-
face vertical roughness increases linearly proportional to the magnitude
.of plastic deformation and to the average grain size of the test specimen,
while it is independent of stress mode, hydraulic pressure, strain rate, and
material property.

This conclusion was made based on some experimental observations and
the corresponding empirical relations. No investigations, to the authors'
knowledge, have been made on the mechanism of plastic deformation in- 3
duced roughening. Besides, almost all the studies only discussed the surface
vertical characteristics, while the behavior of surface horizontal character-
istics during plastic deformation has remained, to a large extent, unknown. 3

This work is designed to investigate the surface roughness response to
plastic deformation of different materials and to study its mechanism by I
using coarse grained specimens such that the dtformation of each individ-
ual grain due to plastic deformation may be revealed and characterized. It
is expected that this approach will provide an explanation to the plastic 1
deformation induced roughening phenomena.

Roughening Phenomena i
Plastic deformation roughens free surfaces of metallic material by produc-
ing, among other things, slip bands within grains and relative rotation, slid-
ing, among grains as shown in Fig.1. A rough surface may be completely
described by two parameters, one vertical(root-mean-square roughness a)
and the other horizontal(correlation length T). These parameters may be
approximately evaluated by using the profiles measured by a mechanical
profilometer such as that shown in Fig.2. (A measured surface profile is
shown in Fig.6a.) For a surface profile represented by discrete values h(i)
measured by such a system, these two parameters are defined as

IV h i (1)

N ,

and
r,= T h(i) x h(i + T) 1.. . ... =(2)

where N is the number of sampling points, and e is equal to 2.718.



Sdrface roughness response to plastic deformation was studied on four3 different materials, namely: copper, aluminum, stainless steel, and hot-
rolled steel. The specimens were cut along the rolling direction into a 'dog-
bone' shape with dimensions of 2.15mm thick, 20.00ram wide and 125mm
long. The surfaces of the specimens were then polished by a cloth buffer
wheel and aluminum powder to an initial surface finish of a < 0.051un.
Specimens were loaded on a universal testing machine to plastic deforma-
tion at incremental steps. At each step, the specimens were unloaded for
surface roughness measurements. Surface roughness was measured using
a system as systematically shown in Fig.2 with a stylus tip of 5 /t#n. The
plastic deformation was evaluated in terms of true strain which is defined
as

IE = ln(1/o) (3)
where c, is the true plastic strain; 1o and I are the specimen gage length
before and after plastic deformation, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the experimental results of both the vertical and the
horizontal surface roughnesses versus true strain et for the four materials.
As a first approximation the vertical roughness a is linearly proportional to
true plastic strain (Fig.3a); and the horizontal paraneter, the correlation
length T decreases with the increasement of tue strain(Fig.3b). These
relations may be characterized by simple mathematical nodels as following

Sr = at + b (4)

and
T- +e (5)

S+d

where a, b, c, d and e are constants.

I 'As shown in Fig.3 surface vertical roughness seems to be independent
of material property(Fig.3a); while the surface horizontal roughness seems3 to be dependent of material property(Fig.3b).

The influence of stress mode in terms of the ratio of principal stresses,
which varied from -0.577 to -3.732 in a study, was investigated previously
using specimens made of copper alloy in a disk shape as shown in Fig.4.
Experimental results8 suggest that the surface roughness is independent of3 stress mode.

I
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The strain path effect on surface roughness was also investigated us-
ing the set-up as systematically shown in Fig.4. Different strain paths
in terifts of principal strain ratio, which varied from -3.1 to 0.233 in the

.present work, were obtained by loading the specimen through different an-
gle a. Figure 5 shows some of the strain paths achieved in the test, some of
which were achieved by a one-step, while the others by a two-step loading
to the final effective strain of 2.3%. Observations made on copper alloy
material show that surface roughness is dependent on strain path. How-
ever, if no reverse yielding occurs, the process is virtually independent of
strain path. (A strain path with reverse yielding is shown in the Fig.5 for
a = 1150 -- -151).

A Model for Roughening Mechanism
The plastically induced surface roughening mechanism was experimentally
investigated using aluminum specimens with a grain size of 1.4 millinme-
ters. Microscopically, the fundamental cause to surface roughening is due
to dislocation movement. Macroscopically, the process manifests itself in
a number of ways: Firstly, more and more slip bands come into being
within each individual grain. Secondly, grains rotate with respect to each
other and the resulting out-of-plane component of the relative rotation I
contributes to surface roughness, Thirdly neighboring grains may slide rel-
atively to each other forming steps at the grain boundaries as can be seen
in F;S.6a. Some other mechanisms, such as the bending of a single grain
(section A-B in Fig.6a) and the rotation of multi-grains (section C-D in
Fig.Oa), may also come into play.

In order to provide an understanding to the roughening phenomenon,
it is necessary that the dominant mechanism be isolated among the less 3
significant facto:s. It was done by decomposing a measured profile into low
and high spatial fxequency components, and then comparing the surface
roughness calculattd for each component with that of the original profile. 3
An example showing the decomposed low frequency component(Fig.6b),
and the high frequenc;, component(Fig.6c) is also given in Fig.6. Experi-
mental evidence suggests that surface roughness a, T of the low frequency I
component are almost thv same as that of the measured profile which in-
dicates that low frequency omponent is the dominant factor. 3

Specimens with grain sizes in the order of millimeter were used to study
the plastically induced relative grain rotation. The grain boundaries in
each specimen's surface was marked and the specimen was then polished

I
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to almost mirror finish. The relative grain rotation was measured by using
Sa set-up which consists of a laser, a partial mirror, a translation stage and

an observation screen as schematically shown in Fig.7. The laser beami
*was directed to a grain on the specimen surface and the specular reflectionI point was marked on the observation plane. The specimen was then trans-
lated such that the neighboring grain was now under illumination and the
specular reflection point from this grain was then determined. The relative3 angle between the two graans was determined by the distance between the
two marks and the distance between the observation plane and the spec-
imen. The relative grain rotating angle at each plastic deformation level
was the average of the rotating angles measured for ten pairs of grains.
Figure 8 shows the average grain rotation 0 versus true plastic strain for
specimens with four different grain sizes. They all appear to increase lin-
early with plastic strain.

Based on the experimental evidence mentioned above, an attemuptative
explanation to the plastic induced roughening may be given as follows.

For 0 < ft < 3.5%: At this range the surface polishing process renders
all the grains on a specimen surface be approximately on a plane. As a
result, the initial rma roughness a' is small and the correlation length T is
large. As the plastic deformation increases, slip bands come into being and
grains begin to rotate with respect to each other. Because plastic deforma-
tion is small, some grains tend to be bonded together to rotate as a group3 with respect to the other grains or grain groups. With the progression of
plastic deformation, less and less grains remain bonded resulting in the
correlat'ion length T becoming smaller and smaller. The combined effect
of change in correlation length and grain rotation results in a increase of a
with respect to an increase in et.

3 "For 3.5% < e, < 18%: At this stage, almost all the grains have been
involved in the relative rotation with their neighboring grains. This re-
sults in a slower generation rate of new low frequency profile components.
Therefore the correlation length T approached saturation. The relative
grain rotation still increases linearly with respect to plastic stain making
the surfauce vertical roughness a increase approximately linearly with plas-
tic strain.

Conclusion
Through the experimental study and some analysis for the material stud-

I



ied under the experiment conditions, we may conclude that: 1. surface
vertical roughness increases linearly proportional to plastic strain, that 2.
surface horizontal correlation length decreases with plastic strain, that 3.
surface vertical roughness is independent of material property, stress mode,
and dependent of strain path, that 4. surface horizontal correlation length
is dependent of material property, that 5. plastic deformation roughens
surface by introducing slip bands within grains and relative rotation and
sliding between grains, that 6. the low frequency component of a surface
rpofile contributes dominantly to surface roughness parameters a and T,
that 7. the horizontal surface roughness parameter in terms of correlation
length is proportional to a specimen's average grain size and it becomes
saturated at a certain plastic deformation, that 8. the relative rotation be-
tween grains increases linearly to the amount of plastic deformation, and
that 9. the surface vertical rms roughness is mainly due to grain rotation.
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Abstract

Crack tip'deformition fields in an aluminum single crystal are quantitatively

obtained by applying three-dimensional moiri interferometry technique. Tensile spec-

imen made of aluminum single crystal has an edge crack on (223) plane with its tip

along [10, 7, 2] direction. Specimen with this specific orientation undergoes power

law hardening with hardening index of n being 3.1. The experimental arrangement

for moiri interferometry results in a displacement sensitivity of 0.47 pm/fringe. Dis-

placement fields at the free surface near crack tip are mapped with moiri fringe

patterns. Both effective strain and maximum shear str.in within a small region of

less than 2 mm from the crack tip have been evaluated. In partial agreement with

earlier analytical and numerical solutions, the results of this experiment show that

the deformation fields near crack tip are divided into several different angular sectors,

and concentrated shear are found at these ser")r boundaries where displacements are

continuous. The experimental results also show that the effective strain and maxi-

mum shear strain remain constant (independent of angle 0) within certain angular

sectors.
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1 Introduction

An atomic sharp crack in ductile crystal is often blunted before it can propagate. As

the result of complicated slip activities, the crack tip stress and deformation fields

3 iin such materials exhibit some unique characteristics. Bilby, Cottrell and Swinden

(1963) proposed a model for elastic-plastic crack, known as the BCS model, in which

3 an elastic crack was simulated by a louble pile-up of dislocations. By considering

the interactions between dislocations and crack, the plastic zone size (caused by dis-

3 location pile-up in the crack tip region) was calculated. Crack tip blunting was first

consideree by Kelly, Tyson and Cottrell in 1967. They postulated that the localized

3 shear stress in the vicinities of the crack could cause crack tip blunting. Rice and

Thomson (1974) obtained a criterion for crack tip blunting by analyzing the condi-

3 tion for dislocatio, emission from an atomic sharp crack. Ohr and co-workers (Ohr

and Narayan, 1980; Kobayashi and Ohr, 1980, 1981, 1984; Chang and Ohr, 1981;

3 Ohr and Chang, 1982; Horton and Ohr, 1982) did a series of in-situ experiments on

different metal thin foils to investigate the crack tip deformation fields. Their ie-

3 suits confirmed the BCS theory. In further improvement they proposed a dislocation

free zone model of fracture. Aforementioned theoretical and experimental studies

I together with the works of other investigators, e.g. Vitek (1976), Vitek and Chell

(1980), Majumdr and Burns (1981, 1983), Thomson and Sinclair (1982), Lin and

Thomson (1986), Weertman, Lin and Thomson (1983), Weertman (1978), Weertman

and Weertman (1989) among others, have formed the framework of the dislocation

theory of fracture. However, in these theories the crystals have been considered as

3 linear elastic isotropic materials, and the slips are confined into one or at most two

in-plane slipi. They can not represent the real situations of single crystal fracture

3 considered here. Furthermore, Ohr and co-worker's experiments were performed on

thin crystal foils. As they pointed out in their paper (Chang and Ohr, 1983), the

*1
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thickness of the specimen had significant influences on the results.

Analytic solutions for crack tip stress and deformation fields in single crystals 3
were also reported by Rice and co-workers. For elastic-ideally plastic single crystals,

assuming crystal flow according to the critical resolved shear stress criterion, Rice and 1
Nikolic (1985) and Rice (1987) have arrived asymptotic solutions for near tip stress

field. In the case of ductile single crystals, Rice and Saeedvafa (1988) and Saeed- U
vafa and Rice (1989) considered hardening effects and assumed that crystal obeying

Taylor power law hardening, and proposed HRR type solutions for crack tip singular 1
fields. These solutions reveal the formation of angular sectors around crack tip. The I
solution given for an elastic-ideally plastic crystal near a tensile crack (Rice, 1987)

shows that the atate of stress remains constant within each sector, and changes dis-

continuously from sector to sector which dictate that the corresponding displacement

component u, be discontinuous across sector boundaries. This is in contrast with the 3
limiting case (perfect plasticity) of HRR type solution (Saeedvafa and Rice, 1989),

in which displacement components are continuous while siian components are dis- 3
continuous yet bounded across sector boundaries. Hawk's (a preliminary summary is

included in Rice, Hawk and Avaro, 1990) numerical analysis for elastic-ideally plastic 3
crystals showed the discontinuity of displacement component u, at sector boundaries

and corresponding strain field with a Dirac singular form. Analytic solutions of Rice3

and co-workers were constructed with small-strain formulation, in which finite lattice

rotations were ignored. As shown by Asaro (Asaro, 1979, 1983), finite lattice rotation 3
may result, depending on the direction of lattice rotation, in geometrical softening

or hardening. This in turn may cause several competing modes of deformation, and 1
plays an important role in the formation of shear band (Asaro and Rice, 1977; Peirce,

Asro and Needleman, 1982, 1983). 1
Recent numerical analysis by Mohan, Ortiz and Shih (1990, 1991a,b) have con-

sidered finite deformation and finite lattice rotation, as well as 3-D crystallographic

23
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geometry. In their finite element calculations, they used an experimentally based

self-hardening rule (Chang and Asaro, 1981; Peirce, Asaro and Needleman, 1983;

Kocks, 1970) showing an initial stage of rapid hardening followed by a saturation

stage. For small deformation, the crystal exhibits a high rate of hardening. When

finite strain is approached, crystal behaves like ideally plastic. Their results differed

from the analytic solutions of Rice and Nikolic (1985) and Rice (1987) in the region

3 deep inside the plastic zone where plastic saturation was attained. Indeed large lat-

tice rotations were found in this region. It is believed that the large lattice rotations

will contribute to the activation of all slip systems and affect significantly the nature

of the near tip solution. As shown by Mohan, Ortiz and Shih (1991a), for example,

3the development of in-plane stress components of magnitude comparable to that of

the out-of-plane shear stresses in the vicinities of anti-plane shear crack tip resulted

I in the loss of the anti-plane character of the solution. In the region outside the crack

tip where plastic strain was small and crystal hardened rapidly, numerical calcula.

I tions of Mohan, Ortiz and Shih (1991a,b) tended to be consistent with analytical

solutions of Rice and Saeedvafa (1988) and Saeedvafa and Rice (1989). Mohan, Ortiz

and Shih's (1991b) results were in close agreement with experimental observations of

Shield, Kim and Nikolic (1989). Shield , Kim and Nikolic (1989) studied the near

I tip deformation field in a four-point bend specimen of Iron-Silicon single crystal. In

their experiments, they mapped the near tip displacement field of one co'.ponent

using a moiri microscope, and observed narrow bands of fringe kinks representing a

jump in displacement component. From parallel and equally spaced fringe patterns,

as they stated in their paper, strain component in opening direction changed from

3 one constant value to another across these narrow bands. However, no quantitative

measurement of the displacement field near a crack tip was offered.

3 In this study, we measured displacement fields near a tensile crack tip in an

aluminum single crystal by applying a three-dimensional technique of moire interfer-
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ometry. Three components of displacement field at the free surface near crack tip

were directly obtained through moiri fringe patterns. The arrangement of moire in-

terferometry resulted in a displacement sensitivity of 0.47 jm/fringe. The specimen

used in this experiment had a crystal orientation with crack ' face on (223) plane 3
and its tip along [10,7,2] direction (as shown in Fig.2a), and underwent power-law

hardening with hardening index of n being 3.1 (as shown in Fig.3a). Both effective

strain and maximum shear strain within a small region of less than 2 mm around

crack tip were evaluated. Evident from the quantitative measurement of crack tip 3
dciormation fields are the formations of angular sectors with sector boundaries ema-

nating from crack tip. The strain fields are found to be locally constant (independent 3
of 0) within certain sectors, and concentrated shears are obtained at these sector

boundaries. Comparison with earlier analytical and numerical solutions, as well as 3
experimental observations are also discussed. I

2 Plane strain solution N
2.1 Plane strain yield surface 3

Aluminum single crystals (they are f.c.c. crystals) have 12 possible slip systems. 3
Plastic flow occurs on a given slip system only when the resolved shear stress on that

system reaches a critical vadue, and this value increases as the material hardening takes 3
place. It is assumed that the crystal obeys Taylor's power-l=w hardening. Therefore

the critical resolved shear stress remains the same for all possible slip systems as 3
hardening develops (equal hardening on all systems). The stress-strain relation at

sufficiently large strain is given by I

-~= (1)
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where a is the material hardening constant, n is the material hardening index, -f is

the effective shear strain, i.- the sum of the absolute shears on all slip systems (as

defined by Rice and Saeedvafa, 1989), and r is the critical resolved shear stress (same

3 for all possible slip sy ttems).

Following Rice's theory (1973), yield surface of such a single crystal, under the

assumptions of plane strain deformation and incompressibility, can be represented as

a closed curve in a plane whose axes are (all - 022)/2" and 012/". This curve is

3 found to be the inner envelope of the planar yield surfaces for individual slip systems

or groups of systems, and has the form of a polygon. For our specific problem, the

I plane of deformation was defined as r, - z2 plane with z, along [122] direction and

z2 along [123] direction. The yield surface in the space of the ratio of the stresses to

I the critical resolved shear stress r was determined and shown in Fig.3b. The active

slip systems for this specific orientation are also depicted in this figure.

1 2.2 Flat sectors and vertex sectors

3 The yield surface shown iia FiS,3b has five flat segments and five vertex points.

Each flat segment corresponds to on.' active slip tystem, and each vertex point to

3 two active slip systems, resulting in two types of near tip solutions. If we rotate

our coordinate system, according to Saeedvafa and Rice (1989), such that for flat

sectors the axis of (all - '3)/2r is parallel to the corresponding flat segment and for

vertex sectors the axis of (0'2 - ;)/2? is passing through the corresponding vertex

point (as shown in Fig.4a ad Fig.4b). Then the displacement components and stress

components for a given sector can be represented in new coordinate system as follows

u = Biz;I2I TFj(C:) (2)

U3 (3)



nx .- ( +. B) z2 I z'-'2 B -'1-1 . 5
(n + -Y~/ (Bifz'2I + B:I-V)F(C2) (4)

B2,= _"I.__/I' 1T- _ _ CO, W F2(C2) (5)I

011 ( Bizi +'2I~T - Bi~Z sinr
a I n ,Iz - + F2(C:) (8)

n + B2414z1I -3+

for the flat sectors, and

z (A+IzI + AIzxl ) + - (2a)" + l to,

= (2)+1AIz, F-(C-) (7)

+1 l - )n+ + (2a) "+ u sinoF(C)

U2  - (2a)n+A 2
' I F,__2) (8)

I
0,,1 = (9)

"x, = Ailz2 +1 F(C2 ) (10)

02 = -A 2Izxll-%F 2 (C2) (11)

for the vertex sectors.

WhereI
, { r cos(O - w) for flat sectors.
X, r cos(O - P) for vertex sectoz.

Jr sin(O - w) for flat sectors.
Z2 r sin($ - 4) for vertex sectors.
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-F(C 2) a -[(n+ 1)C2]Jt (12)

F(C2) a[(fl+al)CZ]. (13)

A, and A2 are constants in each vertex sector, B, and B2 are constants in each flat

sector, 72 is a common constant for all sectors (related to J-integral, as shown in

Rice and Saeedvafa, 1988), 3 is the distance from flat segment to origin as defined in

Fig.4a, and a is the distance from vertex point to origin as defined in Fig.4b, r and 9

are polar coordinates as defined in Fig.1, and 0 and w are angles as defined in Fig.4A

3 and Fig.4b.

There are two unknown constants involved in each angular sector, and one

I unknown common constant C2 for all sectors. A, and A3 (or, B, and B2 ) can be

determined from its sector boundary conditions. C2 has the unit of J.integral, and is

3 used for the normalization of the outer field. In the present study, we are interested

in the near tip angular sector arrangement to aid the analysis of our experimental

results. The constant C2 is therefore left undetermined.

i '2.3 Sector arrangement

I The flat segment on yield surface is bounded by two vertex points, and bhe

vertex point is adjoined by two flat segments. The validity of previous solutions are

i therefore limited as follows (Saeedvaia and Rice, 1989)

2 , , 2

tan2(w - ) - G(,Z2) < tan2(w - 0+) (14)

for the flat sectors, and

17



2(n+1) <Q (,2) 2(n+1) (15)
tan k-w - )tan 2(k - w + )

for the vertex sectors.

Where

G(z ,z,) = G1(4,' 2) + G2(w1,z;) + G3(z'1,z) +G4 (&,:)

GQ(z'1,z) X2-

, = n (A 2zIzA I' T Az',I-'V+n+1 Aii~Iw'2I"+ A2zIl +*]

S,(n+ )co w

Q3('z)(n + 1)i sin

* ,(an xpi , are angl ie in 9- F, .R w n 'ae nlsa dfndi

A/ m21 " 1 ---+Lr ( "+ xz "' +coo°fi"

(2a)"+' snQ3 # --2 A 2 z', -+T(AII, I ;- + + A. I z,[- )

• -and bmi+ are angles as defined in Fig.4a, and w- and w+ are angles as defined in

8
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Fig.4b.

The boundaries of iectors (9 = 01, for flat sectors; and 0 = 0., for vertex

sectors) are deterwined from the following equationsI [G~z,z,)],; tan2(w_* (16)
[G.T, =') 2 (16)

I
tor fliat sectors, and

[ r1 ,, ',2)] 2(n + 1)~4 tean 2(0' - w4*) (

for vertex sectors.

In the previous section, displacement components of both fiat and vertex sec.

tors have the form of a function of z, and z, multiplied by FI(C 2); and stress com-

ponents of both flat and vertex sectors have the form of a function of c, and z'

multiplied by F2(C2). With C2, and therefore FI(C 2 ) and F2(C2), left a unknown

constants for all sectors, we were able to determine the two unknown constants in

each sector from boundary conditionis at crack surface together with continuity con-

ditions at each sector boundaries.

The crack surface boundary conditions are

I o12 2 0 at 0 = ±w (18)

072 = 0 at #=±r (19)I
The sector arrangement corresponding to the yield surface is shown in Fig.5a.

Constants B, and B2 in fiat sector I were determined from boundary conditions at

9i
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sector sector e
I -180.000' , -91.031' 1 VI 45.580 °*, - INO 740

II -91. 0 310 , -64.2740 T VII 78.1740 - 86.47'36
111 -64.2740 , -6O.1250 T VIII 86.4730 117.8210
IV -60.1250 - 34.8910 T IX 117.8210 180.00u
V 34.8910 , 45.5800 j I

Table 1: Boundaries between angular sectors around crack ti,,:

I
I

the c,-ack surface, i.e. Eqs.(18)&(19) at 0 = -7'. The sector boundary between fiat

sector I and vertex sector 1I was resolved from Eq.(16). Constants At and A2 in 3
vertex sector II were calculated from continuity -onditions of stress components at

the boundary between flat sector I and vertex secttr II. The sector boundary betwee1i

vertex sector II and flat sector III was obtained from Eq.(17). Constants B1 .nd B3 in

fiat sector III were found from continuity conditions of " .acement components atI

the sector boundary between vertex sector II and fiat sector Hil. Following the same

procedre, two unknown constants in each sector, and therefore se'ctor boundaries can I
be calculated for all sectors. Since Eqs.(2).(11) and Eqs.(16)&(17) are all nonlinear

equations which can only be solved numerically, there exist more than one solutions.

The boundary conditions at the crack surface, i.e. Eqs.(13)&(19) at 8 = +r, were

checked from solutions in the last sector (flat sector IX) to ensure that the solution

, obtained was correct. 1
Calculated sector boundaries for this specific crystal orientation are coll, ied

ind shown in table 1. The sector arrangement in the plane of deformation is ls I
shown in Fig.5b.

1
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3 Experiment

3.1 Specimen ,

The tensile specimen of aluminum single crystal was cut from one huge single crystal

sheet obtained from strain-annealing process for crystal growth. The specimen used

I in this experiment had the dimension of 40 x 13 x 2 mm*. An edge crack with finite

radius of about 76 um was machine cut, and followed by annealing at 1500C for 5

I hours to eliminate the possible residual stress induced during machining process. By

using X-ray diffraction technique, the crystal orientation was determined such that

Ithe crack surface was on (123) plane and its tip along [10,7,2] direction. Specimen

iurface was then polished and chemically etched. The material was calibrated through

a simple tension test, using the same aluminum single crystal, resulting in a stress-

strain curve as shown in Fig.3a. Ramberg-Osgoog relation written in a piece-wise

formulation was used to fit the curve, i.e.

I--j{a/~oY'°=<_o (20)

where ao is the yield stess; eo is the yield strain; n is the material hardening index;

and a io the material hardening constant. The calibrated material parameters are

indicatel in Fig.3a.

1 3.2 Three-dimensional moir4 interfeometry

Moire' inteferor etry was used to measure the near tip three-dimensional displace-

ment compontnt. The detailed analysis of moiri interferometry can be found in many

papers (e.g. Post, 1987; Asundi, 1989). Fig.6 shows the principle of moire' interfer-

ometrtv. A high frequency reflective phase gratiug either replicated onto the specimen

surface or onto a glass plate used as a real reference grating is iIluminated by two col-

limated laser beams A and B. These two coherent laser beams which ae incident at

I|1
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symmetrical angles ±a are diffracted by reflective phase grating. The incident angle

a is adjusted such that the direction of diffracted beam of +1 order (resulted from

the incident beam of A), and therefore the -I order (resulted from B) are 00. If the

reflective phase grating remains unchanged, then both diffracted beams of + 1 order

and -1 order will have plane wavefront, and no interference pattern will be observed.

If the grating was replicated onto the specimen surface and distorted as the result of

in-plane deformation, then both diffracted beams of +1 order and -1 order would

have warped wavefront. The interference of these two coherent laser beams with

warped wavefront will result in a moiri fringe pattern which is contours of in-plane
p

displacement components. If a real reference grating was used and remained un- "

_,,anged, but beam A was reflected back from the specimen with a mirror surface and

had & ,.arped wavefront resulted from out-of-plane deformation, the diffracted beam I
of +1 order would have a warped wavefront while -1 order retain its plane wavefront.

Thus a moiri fringe pattern which represen " contours of out-of-plane displacement

component would be generated from the interference of these two diffracted beams.

Fig.7 shows the experimental set.up for simultaneous measurement of in-plane

and out-of-plane displacement. A reflective cross-grating (phase grating) of 1200

line/mm was replicated onto the specimen surface, and a real reflective reference

grating (phase grating) of the same frequency was placed perpendicular to the spec.

imen surface. Camera A was focused on the specimen eurface to record the in-plane

displacement fields, while camera B was focused on the real reference grating to ob.

tan the out-of-plane displacement field. A He-Ne laser with a wavelength of A =

633 nm was used as the light source. The laser beam was splited into two collimated

laser beams. Two opaque screen were used to block these two beams from striking on

the specimen surface, the reference grating, and the mirrors. By allowing light from

sections c' and d' impinging on reflective grating c and specimen grating d, us-field

moiri fringe pattern can be obtained at camera back A. Let light passing through I

12 3
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sections a' and b' and illuminating adjustable mirrors a and b, u2-field moire fringe

3 pattern can be observed at camera back A. To record u3-field moiri fringe pattern at

camera back B, reflective grating e and specimen surface f are illuminated by coher-

3 ent laer beams through sections e' and f'. This experimental arrangement resulted

in a displacement sensitivity of 0.417 jim/fringe. The u1-fieldt u2-field, and u3-field

3 moiri fringe patterns are the contours of displacement components along zi, z3, and

z3-direction respectively, and they are governed by the following equations

I 1
it1 = -Np (21)

U2 = -N 2p (22)1 1
2

us = 1 N3p (23)N2
where U1 , u2 , and us are displacement components along zi, z2, and z-direction

i respectively; NI, N2, and N3 are fringe orders of u1-field, urfield, and us-field moiri

fringe patterns respectively (0, +1, ±2,.. .); p is the pitch of the specimen grating

3 (same as the pitch of the real reference grating).

To evaluate the near tip deformation field we proceeded to calculate the strain

distributions from the displacement values. Moir Linge patterns (such a shown

in Fig.8) were digitized and numerically differentiated with respect to the spatial

coordinates z1 and x3 using a smoothed cubic spline approximations (Berghuaus and

Caanon, 1977). The in-plane strain components were obtained from the following

m relationsIIE=1 ON1  (24)

I ON,

e2 1 P ON- (25)

' _ -ON2  ON, (26)

41 -zi Ow:r- (6

* 13
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Under the assumption of material incompr,ssibiity, we have (neglect the elstic de-

formation near the crack tip)

133 " = -(E + C22) (27)

3 The effective strain e. and the maximum shear strain 1,,,, are calculated using the

following equations

I 6 = -T/3 [(P-1" - e22)2 + (e22 I-33 + (6 - ) + ] |  (28)

I01 =( eu622)2 2)()^tne + C ~ (9)

i The displacement components, the effective strain, and the maximum shear

strain were then converted into that in the polar coordinate system, and are shown

I . in Fig.9 and Fig.10, respectively.

I
3.3 Experimental results

U Fig.8 shows the moiri fringe patterns obtained at o,. = 0.8ao, where o,. was aver.

I . aged over the uncracked ligament. These moire fringe patterns represent the contours

of displacement components at the free surface near crack tip. It is evident that the

3 deformation fields are divided into several different angular sectors with sector bound-

aties emanating from crack tip at 0 = - 8 9.0, 8 = -64.0 , and 9 = 34.0. These are

3 also distinguished from the plots of effective strain and maximum shear strain as a

function of 0 at different radial distance from the crack tip (s shown in Fig.10).

3 Concentrated shear were found at some sector boundaries. Both effective strain and

maximum shear strain were locally constant (independent of angle 9) within certain

angular sectors. Only three angular sectors were observed at this stage of deformation.
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4 Discussion and conclusion

Small-strain solutions of Rice and co-workers did not include the effects of lattice

rotation. As pointed out by Mohan, Ortiz and Shih (1991a,b), notable discrepan- I
cies will arise if finite deformation and finite lattice rotation are allowed. This is

expected since finite lattice rotation will induce geometrical hardening or softening, 1

and in turn may affect yield condition as well as the hardening law. In the numerical

analysis of Mohan, Ortiz and Shih (1991a,b), finite deformation in the vicinities of

crack tip have exceeded its satv ation and thus been treated with perfect plasticity.

The results of tieir calculation did differ from those small-strain solutions of Rice and I
Nikolic (1985), of Rice (1987), and of Rice, Hawk and Asaro (1990) for elastic-ideally

plastic crystals, but agreed well with the experimeatal observations of Shield, Kim

and Nikolic (1989). However, in the region away from crack tip where deformation i
was small and crystal exhibited high hardernug, the results of Moh~an, Ortiz and Shih

(1991a,b) tended to be consistent with the analytical solutions of Rice and Saeedvafa 3
(1988) and Saeedvafa and Rice (1989) for high hardening crystals.

In this study, the deformation fields measured in the region near crack tip 1

were relatively small (one order of magnitude smaller than those observed in Shield,

Kim and Nikolic's experiment (1989)). Crystal exhibited power-law hardening, and i
therefore perfect plasticity can not be applied. The observations from this experiment

provide clear evidence for the formation of angular sectors around crack tip with sec-

tor boundaries emanating from crack tip at 0 = - 9 1.0, 8 = -64.0, and 0 = 34.0 .

Corresponding to these ob;erved sector boundaries, the analytical solution based on 3
Saedvafa and Rice's analysis (1989) predicts sector boundaries at 9 = -91.031 ° ,

0 = -64.2740, and 0 = 34.8910. An interesting observation can be made in compari. I
son between the experimental result and the analytical solution. Despite the narrow

region in sector III (see Fig.5b) which could not be identified from the experimental I
15 3
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observations, all the three distinguished angular sectors (sector I, II, and IV) were the

3 results of active slip on (1i1) plane. In other words, all the three slip systems on (111)

plane have been activated at this deformation level, and they contribute to the for-

3 mation of angular sectors. However from Fig.10 it is showed that the effective strain

and maximum shear strain remained constant in these sectors. This does not agree

I with the theoretical predictions (Saeedvafa and Rice, 1989). Tie locally constant

strain was also obtained by Shield, Kim and Nikolic (1989), in which they observed

3 parallel and equal spaced moiri fringes indicating a constant strain within certain sec-

tors. Note that the theoretical solution was obtained under the assumptions of plane

I strain deformation and material incompressilbility, while experimental measurement

was taken at the specimen free surface where three-dimensional deformation actually

I occurred. Near tip lattice rotation may also contribute to the discrepancies.

The formation of angular sectors around crack tip with concentrated shear at

sector boundaries have been presented as an unique characteristic of crack tip plas-

ticity field in single crystals. The fact that locally constant strain were found within

certaiu sectors can not be explained by solutions available at present. Within the

3 context of small-strain deformation, it is not clear that to what extent the lattice

rotation may influence the near tip stress and deformation fields. Some of the exper-

imentally observed features remain to be further explained.
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Material Testing by Computer Aided Speckle Interferometry

3 Wang, Y. Y., Chen, D. J. and Chiang, F. P.1

I A precise evaluation of material properties is always important in structural analysis and design.

A conventional way to examine the stress-strain relation of a material is by meang of electrical-

I Bresistance strain gage. The sensitivity of such a mezthod is quite high (up to 111c), but its ap-

* plicability is often restricted within a small deformation range (:5 i'7). Alihugh somie specific

treatment may increase the range substantially, it can not be used to very soft materials; for the

gages mounting on the surface of the specimen will strengthen the material drastically. Geometry

moire is another method for material testingill. With a fine grating printed on one surface of a

specimen, the strengthening effect adherent to strain gage method is eliminated. However, the

* sensitivity of this ni-thod is usually low. For instance, if a grtig with a frequency of 40 line/mmn

I * is used, a l000,ue strain can only generate one fringe over a distance of 25 mm. Thereforr, a large
r cr.-length is necessary, although the method is effective to finite deformations. Moire interfer-

I3ometry is a much more sensitive approachl- over greometry moire,2]I, while it requires complicated

I techniques and precious optical devices. In addition, both moire methods require either manual or

electronic fringe pattern recognition. Manual fringe pattern analysis is tedious and time consuming

I and the resulting accuracy depends upon the operator's skill. Electronic fringe pattern recognition

Ii would either require the presence of many fringes, or involve dedicated phase-shifting devices.

A new technique nwnd computcr aided speckle ittrferometry (CASI) has been developed re-

ceitly 13 ,4'1. The techique. beins- nnon-destructvc and remote-sensing, has achieved f-.!! automation

1 14 i~n booth the speckle pattern regldtrat ion and inf'ormation extraction. The system constitutes simple

and reliable optical as well as electrical set-up. It is effective in a large dtformation range, and

I 'Waz. Y Y anid Chen. D9 (^ E-N4I Me rber) are gradurate 5tudents. Depaitment of Mechanical Engineerin; 4nd
Chiang. F P. (SEM Frlik-x is Director, Labonitory for Expeirriental Mechanics Research, SUNY tei stony Brook.
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affords a complete survey of 2-D displacement fields. In its basic form, two speckle patterns of 3
a specimen, one before and one after the deformation, are captured by a CCD (charged-coupling

device) camera and registered in a computer. The U and V displacement distributions betwc'n3

the two speckle patterns are analyzed pointwise at varies locations using a two-step fast Fourier

transform (FFT); and in-plane strains are obtained by numerical differentiations on the resulting 3
U and V displacement fields. Although the measurable strain is limited within 5% in a single de-

formation step[5], substantially higher finite strains cn be inspected by registering more speckle 3
patterns during a deformation process and analyzing the incremental strain between each pair of

successive speckle patterns.

In this work, we investigate the applicability of CASI to material testing. Two types of pho- 3
toelatic materials are evaluated. The first one, being a rigid material, is tested in its elastic range

(up to 8000,e). While the whole range is also monitored by strain gages, our aim here is to verify

the accuracy of the CASI by the strain gage results. The second specimen, being a ductile one,

is inspected in a large strain range (up to 20%), where strain gages fail to work. It is the second

specimen that demonstrates the advantages of CASI.

Experimental Procedures

1. Treatment of specimen. I
The specimen coufiguration is depicted in Fig.1. The testing area of the specimen is cleaned

and sprayed alternately with black and white paints. The thickness of the paint is made negligibly 3
thin and the tiny spots (speckles) uniformly distributed. As an example, one enlarged copy of the

registered speckle pattern is demonstrated in Fig.2. A two-element rosette is mounted on the back

surface of the first specimen which has a higher modulus. The inspected area by the camera is

about 20mm x 20mm for both specimens, while the dimension of the actual area is trivial for strain

evaluations.

2



I 2. Experimental set-up.

Fig.3 illustrates the experimental set-up. The specimen is illuminated by a white light source

and loaded in simple tension by a Tinius Olsen testing machine. The speckle patterns of the speci-

3 men are captured by a CCD camera and digitized by a DT-2861 frame grabber. The digital images

are stoed in an IBM-AT personal computer. Each specimen is loaded to several deformation steps.

3 One initial image is recorded before loading and more images are recorded after each successive

loading step. The data processing is performed by the computer.I
3. Data processing.

3 The data processing is done by two steps. In the first step, the displacement fields (U and V) ae

obtained by analyzing the two speckle patterns corresponding to certain deformation levels[3,4]. In

3 the second step, the longitudinal and the lateral strains (e, and e.) are deduced from the resulting

displacement fields. The U and V fields acquired by CASI are ,wo matrixes with 16 x 16 elements,

3 in which each element stands for the displacement component at one point, The distance between

any two adjacent points of the rray is 32 pixels. Since the tested specimens are und- uihiaxial

Itension, the U displacement at a vertical cross section within the inspected area can be regarded as

uniformly distributed and so as the V displacement at a horizontal cross section. Thus, a resultant

U (V) displacement distribution along x (y) axis is obtained by averaging all colum ns (rows) of

the U (V) field matrix. The strains e.. and elv are finally determined by finding out the slopes of

the U(x) and V(y) distributions using a least square fitting. It should be noted that since both

3 displacements (U and V) and distances (x and y) are estimated by pixels, dimensional measurement

on the detected area is not needed in the strain esaluation.I
Since the ductile specimen undergoes much larger deformation than the rigid one, different

3 procedures of data processing are'adopted for the t'Vo specimens. For the rigid specimen, the

U and V displacement fields at each loading level are obtained respectively by comparing the

13
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speckle pattern at that loading level with the initial one. The deduced strains are, therefore,

equivalent to the engineering strains at that loading level. For the ductile specimen, the relative'

displacement fields between each two successive loading levels are first investigated by processing the .

two corresponding speckle patterns. Thus the resulting strains are merely the incremental strains

during that loading stage. Since the incremental strains at each step are small compared to the 3
total strain, the effective true strains at a certain loading l~l can be obtained by summing all the

incremental strains before that level, i.e.,

=I

where Aej is the incremental strain during the ith loading step, and e the true strain after the jth

loading level. The engineering strain can be simp!y converted from the true strain by,

= exp(ei - 1. (2)3

The results reported in the following section are engineering strains.

Results and Conclusions

The estimate% stress and strain relations of both specimens are illustrated in Fig.4. For the first

specimen, the data obtained by strain gage method is also plotted as a comparison. The standard

deviations of the strains evaluated by CASI from those by the strain gages are 100lj for normal

strain and 59jt for lateral strain(Fig.4a). The Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio measured 3
by both methods are listed in Table 1. It can be seen from the table that the relative differences

between the two sets of results are 4.0% for the Young's modulus and 2.5% for the Poisson's ratio.

The differences arc acceptable in a sense of engineering practice. The second specimen has a non-

linear stress-strain relation(Fig.4b). The experimental data are fitted by the least square method

using a power law as e = cta, where a and n are estimated as 3.96 and 1.39. An approximate

proportional stress-strain relation is found under 1% strain. In the approximate linear range, the 3
elastic modulus is 0.039 GPa and the Poisson's ratio is 0.44.
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It is worthwhile to mention that the accuracy of the strain evaluation does not depend upon the

dimension of the inspected area. The size of the detected area on the specimen is selected based

3 on the size of the speckles. In fact, there is no critical size for the detected area. According to the

optimal sampling criteria of the speckle pattern[5], the sampling interval or pixel size is arranged

3 to be about one-third of the speckle size in the image plane. When larger speckles are built on the

surface of the specimen, a smaller optical magnification is selected and a larger area is monitored;

I when smaller speckles, such as laser speckles, are used, a larger optical magnification is employed

and a smaller area is monitored. The uncertainty of the measured displacement components is

3 proportional to the speckle size, however, the uncertainty of the evaluated strains is independent

of the speckle size. This is because the size of the effective gage-length is also proportional to the

I . speckle size at the optimal sampling rate.

I . CASI is found to be a good method for measuring finite deformation. The uncertainty of the

measured strain range is under 100 pe. The method retains the non-contact feature of conventional

I optical speckle interfer'-etry, it is suitable for inspecting stress and strain relations of low modulus

materials. The superion.y of it over the conventional optical speckle method is that the manual

I film processing and fringe pattern analyzing are not in requisition.
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3 Captions

Table 1 Estimated material constants of specimen No.1.

U Fig.1" Specimen configuration.

3 Fig.2 Registered speckle pattern.

Fig.3 Schematic of data acquisition and image processing system.

I Fig.4 Material properties measured by CASI and strain gages.
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